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CONTRIBUTIONS OF INUINNAIT KNOWLEDGE HOLDERS 

As a complement to this dissertation, I came to understand relatively early on that it was 

essential to seek consultation with and present this research directly to descendant communities. 

Thanks to funding from the National Science Foundation Arctic Social Sciences Program 

(“Doctoral Dissertation Research: Northern Innovation: Modeling Copper Technologies” NSF 

Proposal # 1647105), I was privileged to be able to travel to the Inuinnait communities of 

Cambridge Bay and Kugluktuk in Nunavut in November 2017 to speak directly with interested 

members of the community about preliminary findings from this research and to solicit feedback 

on research design, preliminary findings, and interpretations. Inquiries for similar visits to Tłı̨chǫ 

and Wıı̀lıı̀deh / Tetsǫ́t’ıné communities in the Northwest Territories was also proposed but for a 

variety of reasons was not able to be conducted during this trip (though remains an important 

unfinished priority for the future).  

In hindsight, this outreach should have been conducted much earlier to involve interested 

community organizations in the initial formulation of a research agenda. The importance of 

collaboration and being responsive to the community’s priorities and concerns was made clear to 

me in Kugluktuk by a larger group of several dozen Inuit meeting at the Kugluktuk Elders’ Centre 

to whom I was able to introduce myself, but who did not all attend a workshop. One woman in 

particular expressed concern about the habit of Qablunaat (a term referring to non-Indigenous 

people) coming North to collect data and learn knowledge and then use it in inappropriate ways or 

to profit for themselves while excluding Inuit who shared that knowledge. An example was given 

of Inuksuit (diverse forms of stone cairns built as markers on the land for a variety of purposes), 

and more specifically Inunnguat (the more widely known Inuksuit built in the form of a person), 

being appropriated by Qablunaat as a symbol of Canadian identity in contexts ranging from a logo 

designed (by a Qablunaaq) for the 2010 Olympic Games in Vancouver to the shelves of gift shops 

all over Canada. Although I did not know her name, I am very appreciative to her for sharing her 

concerns with me and for giving me the opportunity to address them. I may not have given the 

most eloquent answer, but her concerns have stayed with me and influenced the way I think about 

how I use and benefit from Indigenous knowledge in this research and in my work more broadly. 

A primary goal for the visit was to make images of the copper objects held in curation facilities 

available to anyone who wished to view them. The majority of copper objects used in this research 
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are curated in the collections at the Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre in Yellowknife and 

the Canadian Museum of History in Ottawa. The missions of these institutions include making 

archaeological and ethnographic collections available to the public, including to Indigenous 

descendant communities in addition to being for research purposes. Collaborations between 

northern institutions like Pitquhirnikkut Ilihautiniq / Kitikmeot Heritage Society and southern 

facilities like the Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre and the Canadian Museum of History 

take many forms, including Inuit consultation on museum exhibitions, Inuit interpretation of 

cultural objects in museum collections, and loans of cultural objects from southern repositories to 

northern curated exhibitions. Physical interaction of Inuit with cultural objects held by curational 

facilities appears to usually be limited to Elders and cultural knowledge holders who are able to 

travel to the facilities or is limited to a select number of objects that are loaned back to institutions 

like Pitquhirnikkut Ilihautiniq / Kitikmeot Heritage Society (J. Taylor 2012; Thompson 2017; 

Neary 2018; Kyle 2019; Pitquhirnikkut Ilihautiniq / Kitikmeot Heritage Society 2020b). The vast 

majority of museum held cultural objects are largely inaccessible to the vast majority of Inuit who 

don’t have access to these collections. Therefore, many in the communities have never had the 

opportunity to view these specific objects previously.  

Presenting preliminary findings along with these images in a setting that encouraged discussion 

served as an informal photo-elicitation with community members about the possible functions and 

meaning of many of the objects (Figure P-1). In some cases, these conversations either confirmed 

or changed tentative identifications of some of the objects. In other instances, entirely new 

possibilities of function and meaning were introduced. Examples of this knowledge that was 

shared include the identification of an amulet as a narwhal (Appendix B [8] – Elders of Cambridge 

Bay – Figure 5-29 - OdPc-1:207), identification of particular small ‘ulu’ forms as skin scrapers or 

skin scraper blanks (Appendix B [3] – Joseph Niptanntak, Jack Ovilok (Kugluktuk) - Figure 5-17 

- MkPk-3:34, 249, 292, 316), cautioning against the interpretation of long, curved bands as brow 

bands (Appendix B [12] – multiple people in Kugluktuk – e.g. Figure 5-29 - NaPi-2:17-7) and 

suggestions they may be curved needles used when stringing fish on a line for temporary storage 

while more were harvested (Appendix B [4] – Lashawna Taipana, Nancy Kadlun, and others 

(Kugluktuk) – Figure 5-14 - MkPk-3:79), and the suggestion that a 25 cm tanged copper blade 

would be well suited to provide a killing blow to a Bowhead Whale or walrus (Appendix B [5] – 

Luc Paul Uviluq (Cambridge Bay) – Figure 5-27 - MkPj-7:1). Throughout this text, references to 
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conversations with Inuit in Cambridge Bay and Kugluktuk and the objects of discussion will be 

cited in this manner, with reference to (1) Appendix B, (2) the number referencing that particular 

conversation in Appendix B, (3) the name/s of the Inuk/Inuit who shared the information and the 

community where it was shared, and (4) reference to appropriate Figures displaying relevant 

images of objects being discussed. 

 

  
Photo by the author 

Figure P-1. Discussions of historic and archaeological copper objects in Cambridge Bay 

Interpreters from the community were arranged through Pitquhirnikkut Ilihautiniq / Kitikmeot 

Heritage Society and the Kugluktuk Visitor Heritage Centre and were vital to be able to converse 

in a meaningful fashion with Elders who primarily or only spoke Inuinnaqtun. As part of their 

mission to address projects of critical importance to the revival of Inuit (and specifically Inuinnait) 

culture, history and language, the conversation and discussions between Elders in Cambridge Bay 

were video recorded by Pitquhirnikkut Ilihautiniq / Kitikmeot Heritage Society. Other community 

members and family members who were at least conversant in both languages were also extremely 

helpful in facilitating an engaging and lively conversation across both language and cultural 

differences. It was pointed out to me by Eva Kakolak (Interpreter) in Cambridge Bay that 

translating English to Inuinnaqtun and Inuinnaqtun to English was only a small portion of what 

she did, and that true interpretation was a much more nuanced process. This fact was illustrated to 
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me beautifully by Noah Kudlak who was conversing with and interpreting for Jimmy Okhina, that 

Inuit who were born “out on the land” (prior to the assertion of Canadian sovereignty and 

militarization of the Arctic following the 1940s and the settlement of Inuit in more permanent 

sedentary communities as late as the 1960s (Bonesteel 2006) - took in and learned new information 

as “not learning by using paper” (paraphrased). This referred to the significant differences in 

lifestyle during someone’s formative years prior to the settlement and relocation period, when 

learning was primarily from family as part of the daily life of seasonal migration and resource 

harvesting and was oral and tactile, and after when learning was increasingly experienced through 

more formal government institutions like government schools. This distinction illustrates the 

nuance that thoughtful interpretation provides as well as demonstrating the importance of not 

making uninformed assumptions about the best way to organize and present information.  

In addition to discussions built around the images of objects from this work, I was also 

fortunate to be able to tour the collections and exhibits of the Pitquhirnikkut Ilihautiniq / Kitikmeot 

Heritage Society and Kugluktuk Visitors Heritage Centre and see many examples of Inuinnait 

material culture, many of which were related to copper technologies. These included 

archaeological examples, historic and ethnographic objects, and objects replicated as part of 

cultural revival programs. The Kugluktuk Elders’ Centre had examples of many of these replicated 

objects as well, which proved to be very helpful as comparative examples to similar objects from 

the archaeological record. Pam Gross (Hivulliqpaam Aulapkaiyi / Executive Director at 

Pitquhirnikkut Ilihautiniq / Kitikmeot Heritage Society) and Nancy Kadlun (at the Kugluktuk 

Visitors Heritage Centre) both spent a considerable amount of time sharing their knowledge and 

providing additional context and information about the variety of objects on display. In many 

instances, these individual discussions inspired questions and topics of discussion in the larger 

group settings where Elders and other community members could elaborate and add additional 

details and nuance to the function, meaning, and significance of these objects.  

Four copper working workshops based on ethnohistoric accounts and experimental 

archaeological research (Cooper, Ling, and Brenneman 2015) were also conducted that allowed 

interested parties the opportunity to try their hand at shaping raw native copper (in the form of 

‘float copper’ – water worn nuggets from placer deposits averaging roughly 100 grams each) into 

a recognizable tool form using only the toolkit known from the archaeological and ethnohistoric 

record. This manufacture process is described in more detail in Chapter 3.3. Unfortunately, the 
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only production steps that were able to be used were cold-hammering and grinding as there was 

no space or equipment readily available to easily incorporate annealing (low-temperature heating 

of the metal, typically in an open fire, to restore malleability). Workshops were conducted at the 

Kugluktuk Elders’ Centre with local Elders and other community members, at the Cambridge Bay 

Kiilinik High School in a shop class of high school age and young adult boys and men, and at the 

Kitikmeot Heritage Society with local Elders (including Elders-in-Residence at the Centre) and 

other community members (Figure P-2).  

 

 
Photos by H. Kory Cooper and the author 

Figure P-2. Copper working with community members in Cambridge Bay 

An unexpected revelation gained from conducting these workshops was the speed with which 

an experienced metal worker who is familiar specifically with the production of tool forms like 

harpoon heads can produce something recognizable and useful. Luc Paul Uviluq was one of the 

participants from Cambridge Bay who attended the presentation and workshop with the 

community Elders and other community members as well as the workshop with the class at Kiilinik 

High School. He shared with us some examples of toggling harpoon heads used for sealing that he 

produced for his own personal and for other community members use, as well as some of the 

important attributes of design and manufacture such as ways to achieve and test that the harpoon 

had the proper balance based on the distribution of weight and the positioning of the line hole. 

When provided with a raw nugget of float copper to experiment with, he was able to produce an 

endblade within an hour that would require only minimal finishing and modification to be 

functional and practically useable as part of a harpoon system (Figure P-3).  
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Photos by Pam Gross and the author 

Figure P-3. Luc Paul Uviluq with a toggling harpoon head he previously produced alongside a copper endblade he 

produced in the workshop, discussing both with Elders-in-Residence at Pitquhirnikkut Ilihautiniq / Kitikmeot 

Heritage Society 

The opportunity to present this research and make images of copper objects available to the 

communities was important, but ultimately limited to the people who were able to attend the 

presentations and workshops that were offered during the very short time I was able to be in the 

communities. Planning is ongoing with the Kitikmeot Heritage Society in Cambridge Bay to 

develop the best strategy to preserve and present this information in an accessible digital format 

similar to other digital atlases created by or in collaboration with Pitquhirnikkut Ilihautiniq / 

Kitikmeot Heritage Society that allow interested parties access to this data remotely and at their 

convenience.  The Pitquhirnikkut Ilihautiniq / Kitikmeot Heritage Society has been a leader in the 

creation of digital Atlases that document, preserve, and exhibit information of cultural significance 

to Inuit, including the Inuit Place Names Atlas (https://inuitplaces.org), the Kitikmeot Place Name 

Atlas (http://kitikmeot.gcrc.carleton.ca/index.html), and the Fifth Thule Expedition Atlas 

(http://thuleatlas.org) that highlights information and knowledge of particular significance to Inuit 

that was recorded by Rasmussen between 1921 and 1924. 

https://inuitplaces.org/
http://kitikmeot.gcrc.carleton.ca/index.html
http://thuleatlas.org/
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These Atlases are built using the Nunaliit Atlas Framework developed by the Geographic and 

Cartographic Research Centre (GCRC) at Carleton University in Ottawa, Canada (citation for two 

articles about the construction of Nunaliit with Hayes 2014 and 2019, citation for the Nunaliit 

website). This framework “aims to make it easy to tell stories and highlight relationships between 

many different forms of information from a variety of sources, using maps as a central way to 

connect and interact with the data…[and is] designed to support distributed multi-master atlases 

at remote locations including map-less remote offline use on mobile devices for video, photo, 

sound, and location recording as well as document, attribute, and schema editing” (Geographic 

and Cartographic Research Centre 2020). In short, Nunaliit is designed considering the particular 

needs of cartographic projects in more remote northern Indigenous communities, where 

knowledge and information can be expressed or documented in many formats, and where many 

individuals can contribute to the accumulation of knowledge. The Nunaliit Atlas Framework has 

been the foundation of many similar projects related to the documentation, preservation, and 

presentation of northern Indigenous knowledge designed by and targeted towards the communities 

themselves, including ones that were inspirational early on for this research such as the Pan Inuit 

Trails Atlas (paninuittrails.org) (Aporta, Bravo, and Taylor n.d.), the Gwich’in Atlas 

(atlas.gwichin.ca) (Gwich’in Social and Cultural Institute, n.d.), and the Inuit Siku (Sea Ice 

Knowledge and Use) Atlas (sikuatlas.ca) (Laidler, n.d.), and many new and innovative examples 

that can be seen at the Carleton University GCRC Atlas Index (gcrc.carleton.ca). The initial data 

to be uploaded will be limited to archaeological copper and ethnographically documented 

knowledge related to Thule and Inuinnait copper technology with plans in the future to incorporate 

copper technology of the broader Inuit world as well as Dené copper technology.  

http://paninuittrails.org/index.html
http://atlas.gwichin.ca/index.html
https://sikuatlas.ca/index.html
https://gcrc.carleton.ca/index.html?module=module.gcrcatlas_atlases
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INDIGENOUS AND DECOLONIZING ARCHAEOLOGIES 

Colonialism has been variably defined from archaeological and within the broader 

anthropological and social science literature as “the forced occupation by large nation-states of 

lands belonging to smaller state and non-state societies” (Bruchac 2014, 2070), a “series of 

policies, processes, and relations that exploited people and resources in diverse ways and locales” 

(Oland, Hart, and Frink 2012, 2), and through the analytical lens of coloniality as “the 

subalternization of knowledge and culture of oppressed and excluded groups” (Restrepo and 

Escobar 2005, 104) that is inseparable from understanding modernity and globalization. 

Colonialism is a “structure, not an event” (Wolfe 2006). The ongoing colonization of Indigenous 

People and lands is equally variable in practice as colonialism is in definition. Distinct from the 

concept of colonialism, settler colonialism is rooted specifically in the theft of Indigenous land 

and the disappearance of Indigenous Peoples. Colonialism more broadly (alternatively labeled as 

extractive colonialism or exploitation colonialism), as can be seen in the definitions above, is 

exploitative, oppressive, occupying, extractive, and/or exclusionary, but does not necessarily 

involved the displacement of Indigenous Peoples from their lands (Wolfe 1999; 2006), though 

frequently not before extracting their labor (Veracini 2010). Settler colonialism is distinctive from 

migration more broadly because settlers are “founders of political orders and carry their 

sovereignty with them” (Veracini 2010, 3).  

Settler colonialism is also not simply genocide (though it often resembles it) because 

genocide is not always rooted in settler colonialism and because the goals of settler colonialism do 

not necessarily result in genocide explicitly (by the core definition of mass killing with the goal of 

eliminating a People). The theft of Indigenous lands at the heart of settler colonialism necessitated 

the elimination of Indigenous peoples, but this elimination could (and does) take many forms 

(Wolfe 2006). This is exemplified in the history of the Boarding School period in the United States 

and Canada that sought to sever collective Indigenous tribal identities by severing successive 

generations from their cultural heritage by removing Indigenous children from their communities, 

summarized in infamy by Richard Pratt, the founder of the Carlisle Indian Industrial School, as 

“Kill the Indian, save the man.”  

The history and practice of scientific archaeology as scientific colonialism (Galtung 1967; 

Zimmerman 2005) is entangled in nationalist ideology and the politics of the colonial enterprise 
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(Schmidt and Patterson 1995) and was frequently a “strategy in support of the state” (Wobst 2005, 

28) to better understand the Indigenous Peoples whose existence stood in the way of the settler 

colonial project. Through the 19th and 20th centuries, this took the form of salvage archaeology and 

anthropology conducted under the (self-fulfilling) premise of the impending disappearance of 

Indigenous People and cultures. This directly resulted in the drastic increase in the collection and 

curation of archaeological and ethnographic material culture collections that form the foundation 

of many museum and other institutional collections and their current curation crisis. This 

foundational period of archaeology and anthropology also established the position of privilege of 

the concerns, research priorities, and perspectives on the past of their practitioners over those of 

Indigenous Peoples. The colonialist monopoly over the control of Indigenous material culture, the 

remains of ancestors, and interpretation of the past, and the inherent biases this embedded in 

foundational anthropological and archaeological theory, is what practitioners of Indigenous and 

Decolonizing Archaeologies seek to critique and disassemble from broader archaeological and 

anthropological theory and practice in order to promote Indigenous voices and priorities in the 

practice of archaeology moving forward. 

Decolonizing approaches and Indigenous Archaeologies are intertwined with one another 

and Indigenous Peoples have been the most obvious advocates and beneficiaries of efforts to 

decolonize archaeology and anthropology. More broadly, decolonizing approaches can be “applied 

to virtually any research population……whose perspectives and histories have been imperfectly 

represented by mainstream archaeology” (Bruchac 2014, 2069) (for instance, the enslaved African 

Peoples, and their descendants, forcibly brought to European colonies to be the labor who worked 

the lands stolen from Indigenous Peoples). Likewise Indigenous Archaeology also has potential 

application outside of Indigenous communities to “provide a model for archaeological practice 

that can be applied globally [by providing] a methodology for collaboration with descendant 

communities” (Atalay 2006, 292). Indigenous Archaeology is archaeology done “with, for, and 

by” (Nicholas 1997, 85) Indigenous Peoples. This definition highlights the necessity of 

collaborative relationships between archaeologists and Indigenous communities that goes beyond 

consultation and meaningfully guides research agendas based on community goals and prioritizes 

Indigenous understandings and interpretations of the past. Just as Indigenous Archaeological 

theory can be applied to non-Indigenous communities, archaeology within (or by) Indigenous 
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communities that is uncritical of the dominant Western colonial archaeological approach may not 

necessarily be considered Indigenous Archaeology (Atalay 2006). 

Though decolonizing and Indigenous Archaeological approaches have been gaining 

greater legitimacy in archaeological discourse, including among Indigenous archaeologists and 

Indigenous communities collaborating in archaeological research, there is no singular assessment 

on the validity or success of this approach as contributing to decolonization. Kauanui (2016) 

highlights that settler colonial studies, and theories of decolonization that are based in it, inherently 

centers colonizers as the active agents and Indigenous Peoples as reactive. Kauanui argues for a 

conception of Enduring Indigeneity that centers Indigenous Peoples and distinguishes Indigeneity 

from concepts like race, ethnicity, and nationality as a distinct category that is derived from the 

original occupancy of land. Likewise, Eve Tuck and K. Wayne Yang (2012) stress  that within the 

ongoing, lived reality of settler colonialism, “decolonization specifically requires the repatriation 

of Indigenous land and life” (Tuck and Yang 2012, 21). Regarding the proliferation of 

decolonization as a concept applied to an increasing number of disciplines, they emphasize that -  

Decolonization is not a metaphor. When metaphor invades decolonization, it kills 

the very possibility of decolonization; it recenters whiteness, it resettles theory, it 

extends innocence to the settler, it entertains a settler future. Decolonize (a verb) 

and decolonization (a noun) cannot easily be grafted onto pre-existing 

discourses/frameworks, even if they are critical, even if they are anti-racist, even if 

they are justice frameworks. The easy absorption, adoption, and transposing of 

decolonization is yet another form of settler appropriation.(Tuck and Yang 2012, 3) 

The progress among archaeologists in recognizing the legitimacy of Indigenous perspectives on 

the past and present and the right to reclaim control over cultural and material heritage provides 

some hope that remaining animosity and power imbalances between Indigenous People and 

archaeologists can be rectified. As early practitioners and proponents of Indigenous Archaeology 

(archaeologists interested in Indigenous people as partners and collaborators rather than as 

informants) envisaged, “archaeologists and anthropologists …… should recognize and promote 

the many voices that comprise both the past and the present, and which help to define the future” 

(Nicholas and Andrews 1997, 3) and “realize the humanistic potential of which it is certainly 

capable” (Zimmerman 1996, 306). 

The specific form of Indigenous and decolonizing archaeological approaches are 

dependent on the communities engaged with them, as well as the laws of the colonial state 

governing archaeological practices and Indigenous communities. Universally, they strive to shift 
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the balance of power towards Indigenous communities, as well as collaborate with them at every 

stage of the process from design, through collection, analysis, and dissemination.  Specific goals 

and practices may take the form of critical analysis of social and political relations; collaborative 

consultation and research design; reclamation of cultural property; restoration of cultural 

landscapes and heritage sites; repatriation of human remains; co-curation of archaeological 

collections; and devising more culturally accurate museum representations (from Bruchac 2014, 

2069–70, citing Atalay 2012; Nicholas 2010; Smith and Wobst 2005). Increasingly, digital 

methodologies such as Indigenous digital counter-mapping (D. Hunt and Stevenson 2017), digital 

(in lieu of or in addition to physical) repatriation of material culture (Keith et al. 2019), the 

recording of Indigenous language (Murasugi and Ittusardjuat 2016) and traditional knowledge 

(Engler, Scassa, and Taylor 2013),  and the telling of Indigenous stories (Evans 2008; Angilirq et 

al. 2002) are being incorporated. 

This research was not initially designed using decolonizing or Indigenous Archaeology 

theories or practice, although they became an important framework once this deficiency became 

apparent. With the assistance and support of Pitquhirnikkut Ilihautiniq / Kitikmeot Heritage 

Society in Cambridge Bay, Nunavut, I was able to travel to Cambridge Bay and Kugluktuk to 

present the project directly to Inuinnait elders, youth, and any other interested community 

members. Although this does not rise to fulfill the need for collaboration with the community, it 

did allow me to engage in discussion with elders and other knowledge holders about copper objects 

and copper technological practices. These discussions had a significant influence on this project 

and I have made every attempt to credit these contributions to the individual elders and knowledge 

holders who shared it throughout this work. As an effort to provide some lasting benefit to the 

community from this project, I am collaborating with Pitquhirnikkut Ilihautiniq / Kitikmeot 

Heritage Society to digitally curate the images of copper objects and associated context in a digital 

atlas that will remain accessible to Inuinnait and other Inuit communities and will create 

opportunities for future collaborative research. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Over the course of this research, the nomenclature used to refer to various cultures, 

communities, objects, and temporal periods has been reworded and refined to its current state. As 

can be expected from any learning process, ideas and ways of thinking that were taken for granted 

early on were subject to self-examination and change with the introduction of new concepts and 

information. The progression of this Doctoral research moved away from more antiquated 

terminology common in the earlier archaeological literature towards language more reflective of 

Indigenous agency and less centered on Western historical points of reference and ways of 

understanding the past. Throughout the process, compromises were also made to maintain some 

consistency with commonly used archaeological terms and concepts. Thankfully, others have 

begun the work of decolonizing the language, theory, and practice of archaeology and many of 

those insights have been incorporated. This learning process is ongoing, and I hope that many of 

these decisions on the use of language and terminology will also come to be seen as antiquated in 

hindsight. 

‘PreContact’, ‘Protohistoric’, and ‘Historic’ 

The terms ‘PreContact’, ‘Protohistoric’, and ‘Historic’ are used throughout this work with 

some reservation. These are rooted in the relationship between the discipline of archaeology and 

the ongoing history of colonization of Indigenous Peoples and convey a superiority of the Western 

perspective over that of Indigenous Peoples. ‘PreContact’, itself a replacement of the more 

outdated ‘Prehistoric’, gives primacy to the event of European contact over millennia of interaction 

among diverse Indigenous groups. ‘PreColonial’ might be more appropriate but is not a generally 

used term to refer to this transition point in history. Likewise, ‘Protohistoric’ and ‘Historic’ are 

terms also centered on relation to European colonization. The use of these terms in reference to 

the archaeology of Indigenous North America is problematic, but still commonplace and easily 

understood by a broad audience. Better terminology is needed that centers Indigenous People and 

Indigenous experiences and viewpoints, but a like-for-like replacement of these three terms does 

not solve the issue that the event of contact between Post-Norse European and Indigenous Peoples 

is not the singular defining moment of Indigenous histories. This is akin to the decision of what 
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terminology to use to represent points of time in history. Using AD/BC (‘Anno Domini’ / ‘Before 

Christ’) is a Christian point of reference that is not actually specifically applicable in most 

situations. The switch to CE/BCE (the ‘Common Era’ / ‘Before the Common Era’) removes overt 

references to Christianity, but maintains the implicit prominence of the same singular defining 

point in history. Recording time in BP (years ‘Before Present’) removes the prominence of the 

singular reference, but requires some level of translating between systems unless it is adopted fully. 

A shortcoming of all of these solutions is that they are grounded in Western conceptions of the 

passage of time and are also not universally applicable cross-culturally.   

The same problems exist when critiquing the status quo of archaeological naming conventions. 

A better practice to decenter Contact and recenter Indigenous histories is considering the 

significance of many different periods of transition in history (Oland, Hart, and Frink 2012), all of 

which are impactful in different ways. The period of post-Norse European colonization is 

frequently one of these transition periods, but it does not have to be. Many transitional periods 

occur within the context of this research, including- 

• the migration of Arctic Small Tool tradition (ASTt) Peoples into the Central Arctic 

• transition of ASTt to Early and Middle Dorset lifeways 

• the fluorescence of Middle Dorset into Late Dorset 

• the Taltheilei migration into the Central Subarctic 

• the rapid Thule migration across the Arctic 

• Thule and Late Dorset interaction with Norse people and material 

• The end of Late Dorset 

• the Thule-Inuit transition and depopulation of the High Arctic 

• initial period of infrequent contact with European whalers and goods 

• the Fur Trade period 

• the successive arrival of missionaries, government representatives, military, and 

anthropologists 

•  relocation and settlement into permanent communities  

The terms ‘PreContact’, ‘Protohistoric’, and ‘Historic’ were the common terminology used in 

archaeological site databases that form the basis of this research. There is a significant impediment 

to critiquing the way these terms structure archaeological research because they are the foundation 

of the existing organizational framework that have been used to understand the past. Simply 
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replacing the terms does not alter the focus on these transition points in history. Widening the focus 

to include other periods of culture contact and cultural transition of comparable significance also 

serves to decenter the focus on post-Norse European Contact, even if the terminology remains the 

same.  

PaleoInuit vs PaleoEskimo 

I have chosen to use the term ‘PaleoInuit’ to refer the archaeological tradition that includes 

early Arctic Small Tool tradition migrants into the Central and Eastern Arctic and their various 

descendants, including the development of Dorset society culminating in Late Dorset. The only 

place you will find the older alternative is in the heading of this section and in the references cited. 

There are a variety of reasons for this, all convincingly argued by T. Max Friesen (2015), that 

include continuity of archaeological naming conventions by using the ‘Paleo-‘ prefix while 

replacing the outdated term with Inuit, a recognition of the preference of the Inuit Circumpolar 

Council (ICC), representing the combined international Inuit world of Inuit, Inupiat, Inuvialuit, 

and Yupik from Chukotka to Greenland, and a recognition of the contact and transfer of knowledge 

among early Thule-Inuit migrants and Late Dorset PaleoInuit, as well as a recent piece of evidence 

for greater intermixing of PaleoInuit, Inuit, and Na-Dené and the PaleoInuit genetic legacy in Inuit 

and Dené populations today (Flegontov et al. 2019; 2016). The other alternative would be the Inuit 

term ‘Tuniit’ that refers to the people who came before them. This is also a perfectly reasonable 

term to use. Although this has been used in more recent archaeological literature outside of the 

context of Inuit oral histories, it is not as widely recognizable and it is unclear if the term would 

encompass the earliest Arctic Small Tool tradition migrants as well.  

Indigenous Peoples, Endonyms, and Inuktitut/Inuinnaqtun and Dené terms 

Throughout this text, I use the term Indigenous when referring broadly to Indigenous 

Peoples collectively if referring to two or more distinct cultural identities such as Inuit and Dené. 

This is a simplistic use of the term that invokes a basic dichotomy between Indigenous and non-

Indigenous (usually European). Indigeneity partially exists as a concept based in opposition to 

settler colonialism and as a category that shares concepts with, but is distinct from, the concepts 

of race, ethnicity, and nationality. What makes it distinctive is a claim of indigenous sovereignty 
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derived from an explicit connection to the original occupancy of land (Kauanui 2016). Indigenous 

/ non-Indigenous is also not the only conception of bio-cultural difference. Inuit conceptual 

organization of groups of people on a similar scale is divided into Inuit / Dené / Qallunaat (alt. 

Qablunaaq) – an Inuit term referring to non-Inuit and non-Dené people that is often thought of as 

referring to ‘white people’ but might be better thought of as non-Indigenous ‘southerner’. None of 

these divisions are completely rigid. Changes as a result of ongoing colonization, the increasing 

presence of Qallunaaq living in the Arctic and in Inuit communities, and the greater exposure and 

participation of Inuit youth in Western / Qallunaaq language, culture, and education have resulted 

in new ways of conceiving of identity such as Qallunaamiut – ‘people of the white people,’ or 

Inuit participating more in Qallunaaq tradition than Inuit tradition (Rasing 1994). 

When possible more specific endonyms are used rather than Indigenous - Dené, Inuit, 

Inupiat, Gwich’in, Inuinnait – with a preference for greater specificity if referring to more localized 

identities (for instance, the descendants of the Tetsǫ́t’ıné (translated as metal or copper people) in 

the southern portions of their traditional territory are the Wıı̀lıı̀deh (Yellowknives Dené). Every 

effort was made to use the most locally applicable endonyms, with English names in parentheses 

if needed. Any mistakes in the use of these names is entirely my own. Figure 2-15 and Figure 2-18 

are maps displaying many of the regional names of Inuit and Dené used throughout the text. These 

were compiled from a variety of sources and represent a palimpsest of identity that includes 

impacts of colonization on group identity, geography, and composition. In some cases, even more 

localized names were used such as Kogluktualugmiut (Inuinnait [Copper Inuit] from the Tree River 

(Kogluktualuk) area). Indigenous Peoples and any other endonym are capitalized (sensu European, 

American, Canadian, etc.). The decision to italicize (and define in parentheses) an Indigenous 

name or term was subjective, in large part based on my previous experience with the term prior to 

working with northern languages and archaeological and ethnographic material. Terms like 

kakivak (leister fish spear), qulliq (soapstone oil lamp), or umiaq (large skin boat) were italicized 

and defined while others like ulu typically were not.   
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ABSTRACT 

Native copper deposits in the Central Canadian Arctic have been a valuable natural 

resource to the diverse groups of people who have inhabited the Central Canadian Arctic and 

Subarctic. As early as 3200 BCE, the earliest occupants of the Central Arctic - groups associated 

with the Arctic Small Tool (pre-Dorset) tradition - first reach and make use of these geologic 

sources. By ~CE 500, Late Dorset descendants of these pioneering populations have established 

long-distance trade networks in exotic materials, including copper, and have expanded to the West 

from the Foxe Basin to inhabit Central Arctic copper source regions. Subarctic Taltheilei groups, 

the ancestors to modern northern Dené people expand east of the Mackenzie river by 500 BCE, 

sporadically exploiting sources until ~CE 1000 when the increasing presence and distribution of 

copper helps define the Athabaskan Taltheilei tradition. By ~1250 CE, Thule migrants from metal 

using polities in the Bering Sea region quickly sweep across the Arctic and distribute Central 

Arctic copper its furthest extent - from the Mackenzie Delta, to the Barrenlands, and to Greenland 

– and create the most diverse copper toolkit yet. And by CE 1500, encroaching colonial expansion 

began to alter, but did not destroy, the technological traditions of modern Inuit and Dené people. 

Over all this time, and with so many different groups, technological practices vary along 

regional, cultural, and temporal axes. To identify patterns in this variation, a large dataset of copper 

artifacts was assembled and categorized along these axes of variation using a newly developed 

copper typology incorporating the entire dataset. These were screened for smelted metals and 

alloys using pXRF compositional analysis. Distance of copper artifacts from geologic sources was 

modeled using Path Distance modeling as a proxy for the cost to acquire copper. Statistical 

Diversity measures were applied to regional assemblages to discern patterns of structural variation 

in technological specialization and cost-based technological decision-making when compared with 

Path Distance measures. Significantly unexpected variation in assemblage composition was 

identified using Chi-square tests of independence. Together, these analyses identify multiple 

significant patterns of technological specialization, innovation, and adaptation along all axes of 

variation, often influenced by global climatic and colonial pressures.   
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

This research focuses on a unique raw material from a particular place that is woven throughout 

the technological traditions of all of the societies who used and use it. In the central North 

American Arctic, surficial and placer deposits of naturally occurring, elementally pure copper 

(native copper) that are accessible without mining. These deposits are of a purity and malleability 

to be shaped and reshaped into a variety of forms with a readily accessible toolkit and without 

smelting. Copper has been used throughout the past 2 millennia into the early 20th century and 

stories of its use are alive today in the memory of Elders (Cooper 2016; U. Franklin et al. 1981; 

McCartney 1991; 1988; Stefansson 1919; 1914; D. Jenness 1922; McGhee 1970; 1972). This 

research explores the copper technological systems that were developed by northern Indigenous 

Peoples around these geological deposits of native copper and the diverse and fluid roles native 

copper played in novel cultural and geographic contexts through periods of societal and 

environmental change. 

Technological systems are balanced between the maintenance and momentum of cultural 

traditions and the development and adoption of innovative practices. Some aspects are shared 

widely and show strong continuity through time. Other aspects change through time or are 

developed and used in only certain times and places. This division structures the questions that 

form the basis of this research. The relative rarity of copper as a raw material at different times 

and places, whether it is difficult or easy to acquire, is a universal consideration of decision-making 

in copper technologies that will be variable in different contexts. The distance to copper sources 

(experienced as time required for travel) is a contributing factor to rarity at any given time and 

place. Therefore, 1) Does the distance of archaeological copper assemblages from geologic 

sources impact the structure of copper technological systems?  A structural characteristic of 

copper technologies is patterning in space and time of the quantity and types of objects made using 

copper, measurable in a comparative way using Diversity statistics. This patterning in the diversity 

of copper technologies is a result of localized specialization and innovation that can also be 

assessed. 2) In what ways are shared copper technological systems adapted to be regionally 

specialized and how do they change through time? Regional copper assemblages will vary in 

the presence and quantity of different types of objects along the axes of geographic region, 

chronological time period, and cultural tradition (see Ch.4 REGIONAL, CHRONOLOGICAL, 
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AND CULTURAL ASSEMBLAGES). Using an inclusive typology (see 5.3 Copper Typology), 

these assemblages were analyzed for statistically significant differences in the proportions of tool 

taxa between regions and chronological periods. 

Many factors will contribute to decision-making in how copper is used in different times and 

places. The physical properties of copper, the strength and reliability of trade networks, sharing of 

technological knowledge, the relative proximity to geologic sources, the presence of particular 

species whose hunting system has incorporated copper, and the availability of alternate raw 

materials will all be influential but variable in space and time (excepting copper’s physical 

properties). Individual innovation will also be inherent in any technological system where 

independent actors are interacting with the raw material in potentially novel ways. 

Experimentation with copper technologies at the individual level serves as the basis for new 

innovation that may eventually become a recognizable component of the variability in copper 

artifacts. At the scale this research is conducted, understanding individual innovation in a 

systematic fashion is unrealistic. Individual experimentation that does not become a more widely 

adopted innovation will be difficult to recognize in a fragmentary archaeological record. However, 

successful innovation that contributes to patterns of technological variation manifested at the 

regional or continental scale can be recognized (A. A. White 2008). By assessing copper 

technologies at both the regional and systemic levels, a story of the varied influences affecting 

copper technological systems can be told. At the human scale, Northern Dené, Inuit, and Paleo-

Inuit individuals dealt with these influences and engaged in technological decision-making 

behaviors, ultimately resulting in the distribution of copper and copper objects in the 

archaeological record.  

Even though copper technology is widely distributed in both space and time, the intensity of 

copper use varies extensively depending on geographic location, cultural context, and temporal 

period. When it is present archaeologically, it rarely occurs in large quantities, even in contexts 

where copper was abundant and a common raw material used in the production of objects of 

material culture. Of the 169 copper-bearing archaeological sites that were identified as part of this 

research, only 1134 artifacts were recorded. Only single copper artifacts were recovered from 77 

sites. Of the total 169 sites, 125 sites had less than 5 copper artifacts recorded. Only 24 sites had 

more than 10 artifacts. In order to incorporate these isolated finds and low n sites, and to better 
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reflect the mobile hunter-gatherer lifeways these assemblages represent, copper technological 

systems are defined and examined regionally rather than on a site-specific basis. 

Chapter 2 begins with a discussion of previous research and data that informs this research. 

This includes discussions of the geological formation and definition of native copper, ethnohistoric 

accounts of Indigenous knowledge of native copper, and the Indigenous culture history of the 

North American Arctic and Subarctic. 

Chapter 3 reviews previous research traditions in Indigenous northern copper metallurgy. This 

includes a history of archaeological research in the broader development of metallurgical traditions 

in archaeological cultures, the archaeological knowledge of metallurgy (and specifically copper 

metallurgy) from the Arctic and Central Subarctic, theories of technological innovation that inform 

this research, previous methods of categorizing and understanding typologies of copper tools, and 

issues surrounding investigating copper metallurgy, including the issues of curation and 

archaeological visibility. 

Chapter 4 details and defines the regional, chronological, and cultural divisions used to 

categorize all of the 169 archaeological sites incorporated into this research. Broader cultural 

traditions (Paleo-Inuit, Inuit, and Northern Dené) are broken down into regional site clusters, 

defined using a variety of parameters including accepted definitions of archaeological cultural 

boundaries (geographically and temporally) and modern and ethnohistoric distributions of cultural 

groups and languages. Each region contains a detailed list of the archaeological sites that make up 

that cluster and relevant information about them, including Borden and Smithsonian Trinomial site 

numbers, primary (and sometimes secondary, previous, and/or alternate) site names, the 

chronological cultural context within the broader tradition (e.g. Early Thule, Thule, Precontract 

Inuit, or Post-Contact Inuit), the number of copper objects identified in this research that contribute 

to the database of copper objects and copper typology, and citations for the source of information 

for copper objects reported in the academic or grey literature that were not able to be physically 

examined.  

Chapter 5 is an overview of the various methods that were used to investigate variation in 

copper technologies. The primary objective of this research was to compile a comprehensive 

database of Indigenous native copper artifacts and the archaeological sites they originated from 

across the North American Arctic and Central Subarctic and to examine variation in native copper 

technologies along geographic, temporal, and cultural axes. Multiple strategies were employed to 
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achieve this goal. The copper database was compiled using specific data collection and selection 

strategies, including the limited use of pXRF analysis. A typology of copper objects was developed 

that was inclusive of all objects within the broad scope of the database. A geospatial model was 

constructed that facilitated a comparison of relative time and distance of archaeological sites from 

geologic sources using Path Distance analyses. Statistical measures of diversity were incorporated 

that could assess patterning in geographic and typological variation between copper assemblages. 

Chapter 5 also contains a detailed catalogue of the typological distribution of tool taxa and tool 

taxa totals for every archaeological site assemblage, as well as tool taxa distributions and totals for 

each regional and chronological cluster. These values are the underlying data used to calculate 

measures of diversity as well as compare regional and chronological assemblages. 

Chapter 6 presents the results of the various analyses conducted during the course of this 

research. For the Path Distance model, this includes values representing modeled travel time from 

geologic sources to every archaeological site (Acquisition Cost), calculated Diversity measures for 

every regional and chronological cluster, and the results of correlation between these two 

measures. Also included are measures of Assemblage Variation testing for statistically significant 

differences in tool taxa between regional and chronological assemblages along the axes of both 

geography and time. 

Chapter 7 is a discussion of the results and their implications for how we can understand copper 

metallurgy. Significant differences in copper technological systems at both the systemic and 

localized scales are discussed, highlighting differences in copper technological systems between 

broad cultural traditions as well as significant variation within the broader traditions along both 

geographic and temporal axes. This includes regional specialization in particular components of 

copper technological systems associated with geographic clustering of particular tool taxa as well 

as chronological shifts in copper technological systems at both regional and tradition level scales. 

Chapter 8 is a synopsis of the efficacy of the approach and future directions that can be taken 

in the investigation of copper technological systems of the North American Arctic and Central 

Subarctic. This includes interpretive limitations based on the chosen design of this research 

program and possible avenues for improving on the methods presented.  

Appendices include (A) Normalized pXRF results for each artifact examined, (B) Notes on 

conversations had during copper workshops in Kugluktuk and Cambridge Bay, Nunavut that 

influenced and clarified (and often corrected) interpretations of copper artifacts and traditions, (C) 
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Notes from the process of compiling databases of archaeological sites and artifacts on sites that 

were included in the analysis and why, as well as (D) Sites that were excluded and the rationale 

for their exclusion. 
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 

2.1 Native Copper Geology 

Native copper is copper that occurs geologically in pure metallic form rather than as an ore, 

and often exceeds 99.9% purity (Wayman 1989). It is because of this relative purity that native 

copper can be utilized without the smelting technologies (such as a furnace) required to produce 

useable metal from ores. Copper is structured on a molecular level in a face-centered cubic 

arrangement (Scott 1991). This molecular structure results in copper’s malleability. As a raw 

material for the production of tools in the past, this is important because copper can be worked and 

shaped into a variety of forms using only a lithic toolkit to hammer the raw copper into shape. This 

repetitive hammering results in the material becoming ‘work-hardened’- a drastic decrease in 

malleability resulting from the deformation and flattening of the molecular structure during 

hammering. Annealing is a complimentary production technique to hammering that counteracts 

the byproduct of work-hardening. Annealing is the process of heating copper to temperatures as 

low as 200° C (easily achieved in a campfire) that results in the re-crystallization of the deformed 

molecular structure of a hammered piece of copper and restores malleability (Vernon 1990), 

allowing for continued shaping through hammering. Although annealing copper may appear 

similar to the process of hot-forging employed by blacksmiths when heating metals in a forge, it 

is achieved through much lower temperatures and is therefore functionally different than working 

metals that have been softened in a forge. Native copper technologies therefore do not require 

forge technologies to achieve the annealing process. Repeated cycles of hammering and annealing 

(U. Franklin et al. 1981; Wayman 1989; Cooper 2007; Workman 1976; Wayman et al. 1985; 

Hickey 1984; documented both archaeologically and ethnographically, e.g. see Cooper 2012) 

allow for a much greater range of potential forms that can be produced from copper than would be 

possible through hammering alone.  

2.1.1 Copper Deposits of the Central Canadian Arctic 

In the central Canadian Arctic, locations of geological native copper have been recorded in a 

variety of contexts by geologists, ethnographers, archaeologists, and others. Many, if not all, were 
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assisted significantly by local Inuit and Dené informants who had a much more intimate 

knowledge of the region and its available resources.  

The geological formation of native copper occurs through relatively limited but fairly well 

documented processes. Rapp et al. (2000) has described these processes in enough detail to provide 

context for archaeological provenance research. Deposits are classified as primary, secondary, and 

sedimentary deposits (Rapp et al. 2000, 7). Primary deposits occur within geological formations, 

frequently basalts, formed by mafic lavas and mafic and ultramafic intrusions and result from the 

interaction of copper-bearing fluids and iron-bearing minerals in the host rock. When this process 

occurs in amygdaloidal basalts (those containing voids as a result of the inclusion of gasses in the 

formation of the igneous rock), native copper can form as larger, usable sizes depending on the 

size of the associated amygdule (void) when it is exposed through processes such as hydrological 

weathering. This type of deposit constitutes the majority of the geological native copper available 

to Indigenous Peoples of North America, including most of the deposits in the Lake Superior 

region, southeast Alaska, the Appalachians, British Columbia, Yukon territory, Northwest 

Territories, Labrador, and Nova Scotia (Rapp et al. 2000, 7). 

Secondary deposits occur as a secondary alteration mineral within the oxidized zones of copper 

sulfide deposits, and is a common, but not major, component of copper deposits in western North 

America. Sedimentary deposits are copper deposits that occur in clastic sedimentary rocks derived 

from either primary or secondary igneous rock and are only present in significant amounts in the 

White Pine deposit of northern Michigan. Only primary deposits (and associated hydrologically 

weathered and transported ‘float copper’) make up the Western Kitikmeot, Bathurst Inlet, or 

Victoria Island deposits. 

The Canadian Arctic Expedition (1913-18) provides one of the earliest comprehensive 

European accounts of the copper geology of the region. O’Neill (1924) describes the expedition’s 

encounters with native copper (in person and through Inuit informants) west of the Kent Peninsula 

(which encompasses all of the major deposits of the region). These include the Coppermine River 

Region, Bathurst Inlet, and central Victoria Island. This touches on all three major regions to be 

covered in the sections that follow - Western Kitikmeot (Coppermine Mountains, Coppermine 

River, and Dismal Lakes), Victoria Island (including the northern and southern lobes of the 

Natkusiak Formation and associated secondary deposits), and Bathurst Inlet (including Banks 

Peninsula, Lewes Island, and the Barry Islands). Franklin, et al (1981) also organizes copper 
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deposits by these three regions. However, as will become apparent through some of the following 

ethnographic accounts, the scope of the geographic and geologic knowledge of the Inuit informants 

who form the basis of this collected knowledge typically transcends any divisions between these 

regions established here or in the previous literature.  

2.1.1.1 Copper Deposits of Western Kitikmeot - Coppermine Mountains, Coppermine 

River, and Dismal Lakes 

Kindle (1972) provides one of the better descriptions of the major copper deposits in the 

vicinity of the mouth of the Coppermine River in the western Kitikmeot region of Nunavut, drawn 

from contemporary mining claims. These copper deposits, whose general presence has been 

known to Europeans since the 1700’s and prompted Samuel Hearne’s voyage to the region in 1771, 

extend 50 miles south from the hamlet of Kugluktuk (formerly Coppermine, at the mouth of the 

Coppermine River on Coronation Gulf) to where the Coppermine River runs through the 

Coppermine and September Mountains. These deposits extend 40 miles east of the River to within 

5 miles of the Arctic coast, and 108 miles to the west, encompassing Dismal Lakes and the region 

due north of them, and extending to a point roughly 50 miles northeast of the Dease Arm of Great 

Bear Lake. The majority of the native copper occurrences noted by Kindle (1972) fall within the 

Coppermine River Group, a series of basalt flows, red sandstone, and shale with numerous 

geological fault lines running through the region at a much higher density than surrounding 

geological units. Copper occurrences are also noted with less frequency in the surrounding Dismal 

Lakes Group, Hornby Bay Group, Rae Group, and Muskox Intrusion Complex (Kindle 1972). Bell 

(1901) also noted that “According to an Indian report, native copper … occurs at the north-east 

end of McTavish bay [of Great Bear Lake]” (Bell 1901, 27C) 1. Stefansson recounts similar 

occurrences, stating that “I have known of a piece of float copper as large as a house-building brick 

picked up on the north shore of McTavish Bay, Great Bear Lake” (Stefansson 1919, 22). These 

occurrences seem to be placer deposits that originated in deposits associated with the Coppermine 

Group because this instance falls to the west of geological accounts of native copper in the region.  

 
1 The only named group that Bell mentions is the ‘Hareskin’ Indians who were going to supply him with a guide to 

meet them at MacTavish Bay, although never showed up. Presumably the information about native copper in 

MacTavish Bay could have been relayed from them, but it is by no means clear if they were actually the source of 

the information. He also mentions the ‘Dogrib’ by name, and they end up taking what may be the Idzaa Trail south 

to Great Slave Lake. There are numerous “reports from the Indians” without any additional specificity of who they 

refer to, so the source of any information is somewhat ambiguous. 
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Summarizing Kindle’s (1972) description of individual copper occurrences, Franklin et al 

(1981, 4) determined that 18 of the 36 localities described would have contained native copper in 

useable amounts, as slabs, sheets, leaves, and kidney shaped aggregates, while the rest would have 

consisted primarily of disseminated flakes and grains in basaltic flows. Burwash (1930, 13) was 

taken to visit copper sources of the Coppermine Valley by local Inuit informants, and observed a 

glacially deposited native copper block weighing an estimated 600 pounds, nuggets weighing up 

to 15 pounds, and frequently occurring smaller nuggets in glacial drift in two localities on Husky 

creek, a tributary of the Coppermine River that enters 20 miles south of Kugluktuk. Sources near 

the Thule site of Bloody Falls (MkPk-3) produce “small sheets and lumps” of native copper from 

the basaltic rock around Bloody Falls (McGhee 1972, 39). 

Ethnohistoric accounts of the region from the mid-18th through early 20th centuries (also 

highlighted by U. Franklin et al. 1981) provide some description of the distribution and context of 

copper deposits in the region prior to European mining exploration in the 20th century. Samuel 

Hearne, who reached the Coppermine River region in the summer of 1771 as a representative of 

the Hudson’s Bay Company (on his third attempt at the journey), noted that  

We arrived at one of the copper mines, which lies from the river’s mouth about 29 

or 30 miles. This mine…is no more than an entire jumble of rocks and gravel, which 

has been rent many ways by an earthquake…By their [his Dënesųłıné guides] 

accounts the hills were entirely composed of that metal, all in handy lumps like a 

heap of pebbles (Hearne 1958, 112). 

Hearne’s guide was named Matonabbee, a Dënesųłıné man who was born and spent his early 

years at Prince of Wales Fort at the mouth of the Churchill River on Hudson Bay during the height 

of the fur trade. Matonabbee was frequently in the employ of the Hudson’s Bay Company (HBC) 

and had trade relationships with the Dënesųłıné (Chipewyan), Tetsǫ́t’ıné (Yellowknives Dené), 

Tłı̨chǫ (Dogrib), and Ininiwok (Cree) of Lake Athabasca (referred to in Hearne (1958) as 

‘Athapuskow’). Prior to Hearne’s expedition to the mouth of the Coppermine River, the HBC had 

employed Matonabbee and another Dënesųłıné man named Idotliazee to visit the region sometime 

prior to 1766 for information about the copper deposits there. Their return to Prince of Wales Fort 

in 1767 with samples of copper ore was an important antecedent to Hearne’s (and Matonabbee’s) 

journey in 1771 (Roberts 2007).  Wıı̀lıı̀deh (Wıı̀lıı̀deh Yellowknives Dené) tradition tells that the 

knowledge of these copper sources that resulted in Matonabbee’s and Hearne’s voyages came from 

a Wıı̀lıı̀deh woman named Wetsi Wekǫ (named in historic accounts as “Thandulthur”) who had 
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been captured and taken to Fort Prince of Wales and that she accompanied Matonabbee and Hearne 

on their journey and returned home (Yellowknives Dene First Nation Elders Advisory Council 

1997). 

Four decades later, Sir John Franklin and Sir John Richardson surveyed the Coppermine River 

from the Arctic Ocean to Point Lake and were told of the deposits of native copper in the same 

area by Akaitcho [ɁEkécho], a leader of the Tetsǫ́t’ıné (Yellowknives Dené) and one of several 

guides for Franklin and Richardson. 

The range [the Copper Mountains] …was on the west side of the river extending 

WNW and ESE. The uniformity of the mountains is interrupted by narrow valleys 

traversed by small streams. The best specimens of metal we procured were among 

the stones in these valleys, and it was in such situations, that our guide desired us 

to search most carefully. It would appear, that when the Indians see any spray 

substance projecting above the surface, they dig there; but they have no other rule 

to direct them, and have never found the metal in its original repository. Our guides 

reported that they had found copper in large pieces in every part of this range, for 

2 days walk to the northwest and that the Esquimaux came hither to search for it (J. 

Franklin 1823, 305). 

 

Figure 2-1. Portrait of Akaitcho [ɁEkécho] and His Son, drawn by Lt. Hood, 

Royal Navy. (J. Franklin 1823, 203) 
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Both of these accounts provide descriptions from the Dënesųłıné (Chipewyan) guides of 

Hearne and Tetsǫ́t’ıné (Yellowknives Dené) guides for Franklin, respectively, though several 

Tłı̨chǫ (Dogrib) had joined Hearne’s party as well by the time they had reached the mouth of the 

Coppermine River (Hearne 1958). The Inuinnait (Copper Inuit) encountered by Vilhjalmur 

Stefansson during the Canadian Arctic Expedition of 1913-18 were also familiar with the copper 

deposits of the region. Stefansson writes that “…while they pick up some copper on the banks [of 

the river], occasionally, [they] depend chiefly on the richer deposits north of Dismal Lake. Neither 

of these regions is rich in native copper, however, compared with the mountains northeast of Prince 

Albert Sound [Victoria Island]…” (Stefansson 1914; U. Franklin et al. 1981). 

All of these descriptions are evidence that placer deposits (eroded from primary geological 

deposits and hydrologically deposited in river gravels) were exploited into the 20th century, in 

some instances more frequently than primary geologic deposits. The descriptions by Franklin of 

the Coppermine and September mountains in particular seem like prime candidates for the 

generation of native copper placer deposits in the Coppermine River and its tributaries. O’Neill 

(1924), of the Canadian Arctic Expedition of 1913-18, describes accounts of larger specimens of 

native copper in the region as well, in particular one from an Inuk named Mupfa (Figure 2-2) who 

was in possession of a piece of native copper weighing 35 pounds. “Mupfa said he got it when he 

was a very young man, on the west side of Coppermine River, somewhere on the road to Dismal 

Lake. It had been then hauled across to Victoria Island, and kept in reserve, chunks being chopped 

off when needed" (Diary of R. M. Anderson, n.d. June 8, 1916). He also told of other, similar 

pieces still in situ at a locality roughly 20 miles southwest of Bloody Falls that were as large as 3 

feet tall and too heavy to lift. This would correspond with known sources in the Coppermine 

Mountain range. Jenness (1922) considered the Coppermine Valley to be the most important of 

the three source regions. Jenness had obtained a specimen of native copper weighing 40 pounds 

from an Inuk from the Puivlik district (Figure 2-3) (on the Southwest coast of Victoria Island north 

shore of Dolphin and Union straits) who had obtained it in the Coppermine Valley, and had stated 

that it had originally been twice as large. 
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Figure 2-2. (Left) Mupfa (Maffa), Copper Inuk [Kogluktualugmiut] from Tree River [Kogluktualuk] area. Bernard 

Harbour, Nunavut. April 23, 1916. RMA 38789. 

(Right) Copper nugget weighing about 40 pounds. Bernard Harbour, Nunavut. June 8, 1916. RMA 38798.  

 

 

 

Figure 2-3. “[Puivlirmiut] welcoming visitors from Prince Albert sound at Lake Tahiryuak, S.W. Victoria Island” 

likely including the Inuk from whom Jenness obtained a 40-pound copper nugget. June 1, 1915. (CMC photo No. 

36986)(D. Jenness 1922, 51 Figure 7; S. E. Jenness 1991, 447 Figure 158) 

2.1.1.2 Copper Deposits of Victoria Island  

The copper deposits of central Victoria Island are within the Natkusiak Formation Basalts of 

the Upper Shaler Group. The Shaler Mountains of north central Victoria Island are the most well-
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preserved remnant of the Upper Shaler Group, following the Holman Island Syncline across the 

Prince Albert Peninsula from Ulukhaktok (Holman) in the southwest to Wynniatt Bay in the 

northeast. Natkusiak basalts occupy the most recent geological deposits of the Upper Shaler Group 

at the highest elevations of the Shaler Mountains. The Natkusiak basalts are bisected into northern 

and southern lobes, both of which contain occurrences of native copper - “Native copper, copper 

sulphide, …… occur sporadically within the amygdules and in veins throughout the stratigraphic 

sequence [of Natkusiak basalts].” (Jefferson, R.F.J, and Smith 1988, 14)  

Williamson et al. (2013, 8) note the presence of native copper in the type section used to 

classify the volcanostratigraphy of the southern lobe of the Natkusiak Formation, described as 

disseminated flecks in the basalt or as thin linings of associated amygdules within Natkusiak 

basalts. Douglas (1976) reported that “…a few small flecks of native copper have been observed 

[in the Natkusiak Formation]… and reports from Eskimos [presumably Inuinnait] suggest that 

there may be larger occurrences in this formation, but this has not been confirmed (Douglas 1976, 

589).” Newbury (1969) also describes occurrences of native copper from the Natkusiak basalts. 

Within the mining claims of the Western Claims Group, amygdaloidal basalts contain native 

copper and other copper minerals within cavities, as well as irregular masses of native copper in 

prehnite aggregates. In the Eastern Claims Group, extruded sheets of native copper between 1/2” 

and 2” in thickness are present among vertical joints and fractures, resulting in upturned slabs that 

can be relatively prominent on the landscape (see Figure 2-4). An example of a large native copper 

slab from the northern lobe of the Natkusiak (~800 pounds, Sanaerum Hills on Victoria Island) is 

housed in the mineralogy gallery at the University of Alberta, Edmonton (Figure 2-4). Small, thin 

pieces of native copper and amygdaloidal copper occur in the Eastern Claims Group as well. 
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Figure 2-4. (left) 800-pound copper slab from the Sanaerum Hills, Natkusiak Formation, Victoria Island. Housed at 

the University of Alberta and (right) an in situ vertical copper slab (with rock hammer for scale), Natkusiak 

Formation, Victoria Island (photo courtesy of Luke Ootes of the Northwest Territories Geosciences Office) 

Although the presence of native copper in useable quantity and form has now been observed 

in the deposits on Victoria Island, many of the early ethnohistoric accounts of these deposits were 

made by talking to Inuit groups further south, who spoke of the more northerly deposits. Often, 

the Europeans recording these accounts never actually observed these deposits in situ as they did 

in Bathurst Inlet and in the Western Kitikmeot. In 1904, Hanbury encountered a group of Inuit 

west of White Bear Point on the south side of the Queen Maude Gulf (presumably Ahiagmiut, 

following Stefansson (1919), map following p. 32 – Distribution of the Coronation Gulf [Inuit]), 

who had in their possession lumps of native copper weighing as much as 2 pounds (as well as 

native copper tools). “This native copper…is obtained…from islands to the north, Victoria Land 

and other localities in the higher latitudes (Hanbury 1904, 262).” During Stefansson’s travels 

among the Inuit in the early 1900’s prior to the Canadian Arctic Expedition (1913-1918), he spent 

time among the Kanghirgyuargmiut of Prince Albert Sound, a subgroup of Inuinnait (Copper 

Inuit). In early May of 1911, he came across the largest single village he had encountered on the 

sea ice in the middle of Prince Albert Sound, and described the fissioning of the 

Kanghirgyuargmiut into temporary subgroups, including “a considerable number [who] also go 

northeast from the northeast corner of the [Prince Albert] Sound about forty miles to hunt caribou 

and to get, from the copper outcrops there, material for the making of implements for their own 

use and for sale to other tribes” (Stefansson 1913, 284–85). 
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Of the Kanghirgyuargmiut, Stefansson (1914:17) highlights the economic significance of these 

deposits, writing- 

The metal is so abundant that not only do they [the Kanghirgyuargmiut] gather in 

the summer enough to supply the wants of all their neighbours and to pay for most 

of their own imports, but it is found in such large, pure and easily workable masses, 

that they are induced to make of copper various articles which even among other 

copper gatherers (e.g. the Kōglūktōgmīūt of Bloody Fall) are made of bone or horn, 

such as the middle-piece of the seal harpoon, snow testers for discovering suitable 

building sites in winter, “feelers” for locating sealing holes, etc. 

In Diamond Jenness’s (1922) volume from the Report of the Canadian Arctic Expedition 1913-

18 (Volume XII: Life of the Copper Eskimos), he provides a similar account of the movements of 

the Kanghirgyuagrmiut to a lake called Tahiryuak that is “close to some copper deposits a day’s 

journey northeast of the [Prince Albert] sound.” (D. Jenness 1922, 41). Jenness also states that 

there “are at least two lakes named Tahiryuak in this region, and still another northeast of Prince 

Albert sound, but the best known of them all is [probably] the lake … Mr. Stefansson heard 

of…[where] the Kanghiryuarmiut from the north and the Puivlirmiut (Figure 2-3) from Dolphin 

and Union Strait [normally meet]” (D. Jenness 1922, 34). This led Franklin et al. (1981) to 

designate Lake Tahiryuak as a source of copper. Jenness’s published diaries (S. E. Jenness 1991) 

of the Canadian Arctic Expedition notes that “It appears that there is another lake named Tahirjuaq 

somewhere near where Stefansson places it, and the main body of the Kanghir[juarmiut] has gone 

thither. It is close to the copper deposits, which they say are in a cliff (imnek)” (S. E. Jenness 1991, 

448). This clarifies the Lake Tahirjuaq sources somewhat, and suggests the sources were in the 

cliffs near a different Lake Tahirjuaq than the main lake where Jenness visited. The reference to 

nearby cliffs appears to refer to the Natkusiak sources that would be the most prominent nearby 

cliffs.  

A point of clarification is needed on the naming conventions of the various lakes written down 

in English as Tahirjuaq, Tahiyuak, or other similar versions. Gwen Angulalik (2012, 82) translates 

(using the Inuit Cultural Institute standard of spelling) tahiraq as “pond; small lake” and tahinnuaq 

as “small lake” in the Inuinnaqtun-English Dictionary published by the Nunavut Arctic College in 

collaboration with Elders from the Kitikmeot region. These names are a description of a type of 

landscape feature rather than a specific name of an individual, discrete body of water. Although 

they do refer to specific lakes, the tahiraq name is applied to multiple bodies of water that likely 

share similar characteristics.  
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Figure 2-5. From Collignon (2006, 10, Fig. 2 “The west coast of Victoria Island”) showing two distinct lakes called 

Tahiryuaq near Prince Albert Sound. 

2.1.1.3 Copper Deposits of Bathurst Inlet and Associated Islands 

The copper-bearing geology of Bathurst Inlet is similar to that of the Coppermine River 

sources, and in fact is part of the same Coppermine River Group lavas that produce the Western 

Kitikmeot copper sources. Although the Geological Survey of Canada states that “the lavas of the 

Coppermine River Group in the Bathurst Inlet area contain many occurrences of native copper … 

similar to those that are known in the Coppermine River area (Geological Survey of Canada - Open 

File 691 1980, 79),” in terms of economically productive mining deposits the “potential for 

significant volcanic-hosted deposits of the Coppermine River-type is considered to be low.” 

However, in terms of utility for local and regional Inuit groups, many of the early 20th century 
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ethnohistoric records report that Bathurst Inlet sources were consistent and well-known sources 

for native copper. 

In addition to encountering Inuit who reported obtaining copper from Victoria Island and 

islands in the higher latitudes north of Queen Maud Gulf, when Hanbury’s (1904) group reached 

Bathurst Inlet, Inuit guides (Pūn-ūk-tūk and Hūn-īl-yak) traveling with him reported that Barry 

Island was “the best place for copper” (Hanbury 1904, 264). Pūn-ūk-tūk and Hūn-īl-yak (as well 

as their wives and families with them) had traveled with Hanbury from Ogden Bay at the mouth 

of the Perry River (Kuugjuaq) and were likely Ahiagmiut, though Hanbury calls them Ki-li-nek-

meūt (Kitlinermiut, Kitlineq being a name for Victoria Island (Rasmussen 1932)). Describing 

Barry Island, Hanbury (1904, 265) says, 

The copper is plentiful, for the copper we obtained was found after but a brief 

search, and on the neighboring island, Kún-nu-yúk, a mass of copper had just been 

found, so large that a man could hardly lift it. There also copper is often found in 

the tide-way. The whole of the lower levels on Barry island are covered with debris 

from the basalt, and where the rock has been disintegrated by weathering, copper 

has fallen out, so that flakes of the metal may be found along the seashore….besides 

[Kun-nu-yuk], there is an island to the southwest which has given much copper, 

and there are copper yielding islands to the north. The copper bearing formation 

holds good everywhere except on the summit capping of the islands. 

The island named Kún-nu-yúk is another example of Inuinnait (and more broadly Inuit) naming 

conventions that provide a useful description of a location rather than a discrete name that may not 

specifically relate to the properties of that location. Angulalik (2012, 47) translates kannujaq as 

“copper”, and Collignon (2006, 248) records it as “a place with copper nuggets”. At least two 

islands in Bathurst Inlet are referred to as Kannujaq/Qannuyaq according to traditional place names 

recorded and displayed at the Kugluktuk Heritage Visitors Centre (see Figure 2-6). Collignon 

(2006, 135) also cautions that cultural context must be considered when interpreting place names. 

She references an example of a man named Kannujaq that geographic locations may be named 

after (i.e. – ‘the beach where Kannujaq camped’). This could lead to a mistaken interpretation that 

the name refers to copper at a location that may, in fact, not be there. 
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Photo by the author, Nov 10, 2017, Kugluktuk Visitors Centre, Kugluktuk, Nunavut 

Figure 2-6. Close up of Bathurst Inlet in exhibit entitled Nunavunmi Aimaviptingni (Our Homeland Nunavut), a 

display of Inuinnait geographic place names at the Kugluktuk Heritage Visitors Centre in Kugluktuk, Nunavut  

Hanbury also visited Lewes Island, “formed of the same partly-decomposed basalt as Barry 

Island” (Hanbury 1904, 266), where Pūn-ūk-tūk (Figure 2-7) reported “a large mass of copper on 

the southwest shore of the island, which he stated to be as much as five feet in length and 3 inches 

thick. It protruded from the rocks under the water it was said, but there was too much ice for us to 

find the copper.” (Hanbury 1904, 266). 
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Figure 2-7. Pūn-ūk-tūk, Ahiagmiut guide for Hanbury with knowledge of Bathurst Inlet copper sources (Hanbury 

1904, following p. 166) 

Jenness (1922) also noted the use of localities in Bathurst Inlet as copper sources, although 

states they were not as important as the Coppermine sources. O’Neill (1924), a geologist on the 

Canadian Arctic Expedition with Jenness, noted that native copper was observed on almost every 

island in Bathurst Inlet and on the coast of the Banks Peninsula area, and provides detailed 

descriptions of 8 copper deposits in the region, including a large mass of native copper on the 

northeast end of an island south of Lewes Island reported by an unknown Inuit informant. 

Burwash (1930) also describes the native copper deposits of the Bathurst Inlet area, including 

a productive region “worth investigation extend[ing] from five miles north of Wilmot Island to a 

point near the south end of Goulburn [Point]…includ[ing]the western coastline of Bathurst inlet, 

the islands opposite, and the islands north of Kater point [Lewes Island] (Burwash 1930, 31).” Of 
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particular interest were the deposits noted on the western coastline of Bathurst Inlet (the east side 

of Banks Peninsula). “Along this shoreline the natives report that some years since a large copper 

nugget was to be seen embedded in the face of a cliff. They stated that it was their practice to visit 

this nugget and cut pieces off for their various uses. Later this nugget became displaced and fell to 

the level ground below where it has since been buried by talus (Burwash 1930, 31).” 

2.1.2 Conclusions  

These early 20th century historic accounts provide a broad picture of the diverse Inuit and 

Dené knowledge of copper sources. Different authors have placed varying emphasis on the 

importance of different source regions depending on their own interpretations of the economic 

potential of the geology of the region or of the preferences of the Inuit informants to whom they 

spoke. What becomes apparent, however, is a consistent recurrence of knowledge among the Inuit 

of multiple source regions. Combined with an already high degree of mobility, particularly from 

season to season, this means that individuals could have collected from multiple regions. For 

instance, the Ahiagmiut informant that Hanbury (1904) met west of White Bear Point on the 

southern shore of Queen Maud Gulf spoke of Victoria Island Deposits located over 300 miles north 

from that location. At the same time, Pūn-ūk-tūk (the Ahiagmiut guide for Hanbury) was well 

acquainted with sources in Bathurst Inlet less than 100 miles to the west. 

In terms of the quality of material that was available to the Inuit and all other cultures that have 

exploited these sources throughout history, it appears that placer deposits were exploited in all 

three regions, but that large nuggets and slabs were a relatively common occurrence as well. 

Multiple ethnohistoric accounts refer to nuggets weighing dozens, if not hundreds, of pounds or 

slabs that are several inches thick and several feet long in each region. Although the availability or 

knowledge of larger individual deposits (such as the 600 pound nugget from Husky Creek, the five 

foot slab from Lewes Island, or the in situ slabs from Victoria Island) may not have been consistent 

throughout history, the potential variability in source material sizes has significant implications for 

the potential for individuals to create a wider variety of objects. The differences in technological 

potential of a 2 pound nuggets, versus a 15 pound nugget, versus a 600 pound nugget that can be 

repeatedly mined is significant, and the presence of all of this diversity of scale in raw material 
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between all three source regions provides a much broader potential for technological innovation 

and experimentation in copper technologies within the Central Canadian Arctic. 

2.2 Arctic Archaeology and Indigenous Culture History 

 

Figure 2-8. Variable ecological definitions of the Arctic and Subarctic (image from Woods Hole Oceanographic 

Institution 2006; AMAP 1997; 1998; CAFF 2001) 

To understand the context of copper use by Paleo-Inuit and Inuit inhabitants of the Arctic 

it is important to define ecological variability of the Arctic. Different definitions of the Arctic 
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include a number of environmental variables (Figure 2-8). The Arctic Circle, at 66.5622° N, 

encompasses the northern regions of the globe where the sun remains above the horizon for 24 

hours at least one day a year in the summer, and not at all for 24 hours at least one day a year in 

the winter. The Arctic can also be defined as any region north of the 10°C/50°F July isotherm (a 

line connecting points on a map where the average temperature in July is below 10°C/50°F ) or as 

any region north of the furthest extent of the treeline (AMAP 1997; 1998; CAFF 2001). All of 

these environmental definitions of the Arctic contribute to our understanding of the Arctic 

landscape. The definition most helpful here to understand cultural adaptation to the Arctic is as the 

general ecological zone of treeless permafrost that extends beyond the edge of the northern boreal 

forest, including the ocean and sea ice. It is characterized by extreme seasonal changes in 

temperature, daylight hours, and the availability of marine, riverine, and terrestrial animals.  

The North American Arctic is a vast region, stretching across almost half the globe from 

the Bering Strait and Aleutian Chain in western Alaska to the North Atlantic coast of Greenland, 

and from Independence Fjord in Northern Greenland to southern Hudson Bay and coastal 

Newfoundland. While this broad region shares many similarities in climate, there is much variation 

that differentiates Arctic regions as well. Daylight hours vary greatly from the northern to southern 

Arctic extremes. Independence Fjord, at 82°N, sees 24-hour sunlight from April to August, and 

24-hour darkness from mid-October to mid-February. Nearing 50°N, coastal Newfoundland never 

has a day or night longer than 16 hours. Average temperatures are low across the Arctic, and much 

of Nunavut in the Canadian Arctic is below 0°C/32°F for a majority of the year, communities on 

the mainland and southern Arctic Archipelago Islands can have average summer highs above 

15.5°C/60°F , and have recorded highs above 32.2°C/90°F . There is relatively low precipitation 

across much of the Arctic (often less than 15 inches a year) but other locations can receive as much 

as 60 inches of precipitation. 

Both Paleo-Inuit (Pre-Dorset and Dorset) peoples (Friesen 2013) and Inuit (Thule and 

PreContact Inuit) peoples (Toupin 2012) became adapted to regionally specific environments, 

including the northernmost archaeological settlements in the world (Grønnow and Jensen 2003). 

But climatic variation in the Arctic does not just occur gradually across broad geographical regions, 

it can also be quite variable within a small geographic range. Variation in microclimate in aquatic 

and terrestrial environments has a large impact on available flora and fauna, and therefore in ways 

that people inhabit these regions. As coastally adapted peoples, most Arctic communities 
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throughout time have had heavy reliance on marine resources. Seasonal variation in sea ice is not 

only affected by long-term climate change (Polyak et al. 2010), but also through tidal currents that 

affect the creation of polynyas – geographically fixed regions of open water or thin ice within 

thicker pack ice. These polynyas are ecologically significant for marine biosystems (Hannah, 

Dupont, and Dunphy 2009) and serve as oases of biological diversity that are an attractive locale 

for human settlement (see Figure 2-9 for polynya distribution in the Canadian Arctic).  

 
 

 

Figure 2-9. Polynya Distribution in the North American (image reproduced from Hannah, Dupont, and Dunphy 

2009, 84, Fig. 1) 

Microvariation can also occur due to the complexity of ecological systems in a region. 

Along the northern coast at the mouth of the Mackenzie Delta, overlapping ranges of 6 categories 

of fauna important for subsistence (Bowhead whales, Beluga whales, seal, waterfowl, fish, and 

caribou) create complex ecological systems that correlate with marked subsistence diversity and 
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specialization in the archaeological record in a very restricted region among the Mackenzie Inuit 

(Betts 2005). 

The Arctic has also experienced broad changes in environment as a result of long-term 

global climate change. A number of broad patterns of climate fluctuation had particular influence 

on Arctic environments. These include the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) (30-15 kya, cool) 

including the Younger Dryas (14.5 – 11.5 kya, relatively cold); the Holocene Thermal Maximum 

(HTM) (variably expressed across North America between 14-3 kya – the warmest Holocene 

period); Neoglaciation (variable, between 6 kya – 950 CE, cool), the Medieval Warm Period (950 

– 1300 CE, warm); the Little Ice Age (1300 – 1850 CE, cool); and present warming due to human 

induced climate change. The onset and termination of these broader temporal trends are not 

consistent across the North American Arctic, and can vary by thousands of years for different 

regions (Miller et al. 2010). Temperature changes resulting from global climate fluctuations are 

also more drastic in the Arctic than for the Northern Hemisphere as a whole due to positive 

environmental feedbacks such as sea ice coverage, seasonal snow cover, and changes in deep 

convection in the North Atlantic (Miller et al. 2010). 

The Beringia region of western Alaska, eastern Siberia, and the now submerged Bering 

land bridge was likely inhabited as early as 25 kya based on genetic evidence (Tamm et al. 2007). 

The transition to the Holocene at roughly 12 kya coincides with major deglaciation across the 

North American Arctic, although the Arctic remained uninhabited for millennia. The earliest 

inhabitation of the North American Arctic beyond the boundaries of Beringia does not occur until 

3200 BCE at the earliest and is undertaken by early Paleo-Inuit groups, also known as the Arctic 

Small Tool tradition (ASTt) descended from participants in the Denbigh Flint Complex, who are 

themselves migrants of Siberian Bel’kachi descent (Friesen 2013). 

People participating in the Denbigh Flint Complex are the first archaeological culture 

considered to be fully adapted to the northern coasts of Siberia and Alaska. This coastal adaptation 

continues with Paleo-Inuit groups who migrate eastward to the southern Arctic Archipelago and 

adjacent mainland by at least 2800 BCE (Friesen 2016) and possibly as early as 3200 BCE (Savelle 

and Dyke 2009) and encompassed the entirety of the North American Arctic by as early as 2500 

BCE (Friesen 2016). The Independence I culture in northern Ellesmere Island and northern 

Greenland (Grønnow and Jensen 2003; Grønnow 2016), the Saqqaq in southern and eastern 

Greenland (Meldgaard 2004; Grønnow 2016), and pre-Dorset groups spanning from the central 
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Canadian Arctic (Maxwell 1985) to the Barrenlands (Gordon 1996) to coastal Labrador (Cox 2003) 

are all now considered regional variants of related Paleo-Inuit peoples based on availability of 

subsistence resources and lithic raw materials (Friesen 2013; Milne and Park 2016) originating 

from early Paleo-Inuit migrants (Friesen 2016).  

 

 

Figure 2-10. “Approximate maximum extent of the Bel’kachi and Early Paleo-Inuit cultures. “Initial Pre-Dorset” 

refers to areas in the eastern Arctic occupied before 2500 cal B.C.” (Friesen 2016, 674, Figure 28.1). Figure 

reproduced from Friesen 2016. Map drafted by Matthew Walls 

The regional onset of the Neoglaciation period between 2000 – 1500 BCE coincides with 

population declines, regional abandonment, and changes to subsistence and settlement patterns 

among Paleo-Inuit groups due to the stress of environmental and subsistence uncertainty brought 

on by a cooling climate (McGhee 1996; Milne and Park 2016). By the first millennium BCE, 

Paleo-Inuit peoples in the central and eastern Canadian Arctic are participating in cultural 

processes conventionally identified as Early Dorset. Early Dorset, as well as contemporary 

descendants of neighboring regional cultural historical sequences in Newfoundland and 

Greenland, are considered a terminal expression of Pre-Dorset cultures and a transitional phase 
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(Ramsden and Tuck 2001) that by 500 BCE undergoes dramatic material culture transformations 

and demographic changes into the Middle Dorset period (McGhee 1996; Ramsden and Tuck 2001; 

Ryan 2016), as groups adapt and begin to thrive in new patterns in a colder Arctic, particularly 

involved in sea ice based subsistence. Dorset peoples (beginning with Middle Dorset) show no 

evidence of some earlier technological traditions present in Pre-Dorset groups, including the bow 

and arrow and the bow drill. Settlement patterns change as well, transitioning from smaller, briefly 

occupied family structures to aggregated, permanent winter villages in regions where local hunting 

would support it. Although chronology in the region is not entirely resolved, a conventionally 

accepted “Core Area” for Dorset emerges around the northern Foxe Basin in the eastern Arctic, 

from which distinctively Dorset patterns of material culture appear to originate and spread 

throughout the central and eastern Arctic, either through population replacement or the adoption 

of Dorset cultural practices. A general consistency in the timing and archaeological patterning of 

Dorset material across the eastern and central Arctic suggests a somewhat interconnected society. 

This becomes particularly apparent during Late Dorset periods when Dorset peoples reach their 

maximum extent west as far as western Victoria Island and north through the High Arctic and south 

again into Greenland. 

 Late Dorset archaeological sites of this time include anthropomorphic and zoomorphic 

carvings, commonly interpreted as an expression of a shared Dorset magico-religious tradition; 

communal longhouse structures at sites of annual gatherings; as well as the movement of 

geographically restricted exotic materials such as jade, native copper, and meteoric iron, 

suggesting interconnected networks of trade and exchange (McGhee 1996) including potential 

contacts with Norse colonists in Greenland after 950 CE (U. Franklin et al. 1981; McGhee 1996; 

Sutherland 2000; Gulløv 2008) (see Park 2008 for arguments against). Recently, spun cordage 

from Dorset contexts has been re-dated with new protocols designed to strip marine mammal oil 

contamination (Hayeur Smith, Smith, and Nilsen 2018). Previously used to support Norse-Dorset 

interaction (Sutherland 2000; 2002; 2009), the presence of these textiles now appear to be a local 

Dorset innovation predating Norse interaction (Hayeur Smith, Smith, and Nilsen 2018).  
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Figure 2-11. Maximum extent of Late Dorset people. (Image adapted from Appelt, Damkjar, and Friesen 2016, p. 

784, Figure 33.1) 

As Dorset peoples were sporadically encountering Norse colonists in Greenland at the 

beginning of the Medieval Warm Period, groups in the Bering Strait region were emerging as 

hierarchically stratified peer polities. The introduction of whaling, and subsequent whale oil 

surpluses, military technology, and trade iron into the region from Siberia during the late centuries 

of the first millennium CE drove the formation of these polities that were characterized by 

militarism and complex social organization, dominated by Old Bering Sea and Ipiutak (Mason 

1998). Sometime after 1000 CE a collapse in the Ipiutak polity led to a succession by Birnik, 

Punuk, and early Thule groups. Although their origins and relatedness remain contentious (Birnik 

and Punuk have both been put forth as founding groups for Early Thule), archaeological sites 

attributed to all three are present along the northern Alaskan coast by 1000 CE (Mason 2009), 

though these dates have not been reassessed to incorporate recently updated C14 marine reservoir 

offsets of 400-500 years in the Point Barrow region (Krus et al. 2019). 
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Figure 2-12. “Major regions of early Thule settlements in the North American Arctic. Regions labeled “Early Thule” 

were settled during the thirteenth century.” (Friesen 2016, 679, Figure 28.2) Figure reproduced from Friesen 2016. 

Map drafted by Matthew Walls. 

Just as Thule cultural origins are not yet fully understood, so are the reasons that Thule 

expanded eastward to eventually occupy the entirety of the Arctic and supplant or integrate Dorset 

peoples. The earliest Thule sites east of the Mackenzie Delta (Figure 2-13) have a wide geographic 

distribution, suggesting a relatively rapid migration. Chronology in the region is difficult to assess 

due to marine reservoir effects on C14 dating, and the incomplete process of re-dating many sites 

using only terrestrial herbivores and other carbon sources minimally affected by the marine 

reservoir effect. Early Thule sites with apparent Birnik influence (termed Natchuk phase sites and 

containing diagnostic Natchuk harpoon heads) are reported in Amundsen Gulf and Lancaster 

Sound (Morrison 1989; 1999; 2009; 2000). Sites in Northwest Greenland and Northeast Ellesmere 

Island are relatively contemporaneous with Natchuk phase sites but are considered Punuk-

influenced and called Ruin Island Phase (McCullough 1989). Ceramic material has been recovered 

from these far northern Ruin Island phase sites that is hypothesized to have originated along the 
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North Slope of Alaska (because of their relative fragility), further suggesting an extremely rapid 

movement of people across the Arctic.  

 

 

Figure 2-13. Thirteenth Century Thule sites of the central and eastern Arctic (image reproduced from Friesen and 

Arnold 2008, 529, Fig. 1) 

Reassessment of older C14 dates, and the addition of newer, more controlled dates, place 

Thule occupations in Amundsen Gulf in the thirteenth century CE (Friesen and Arnold 2008). 

Although coastlines between Point Barrow and the Mackenzie Delta are subject to erosional forces 

that erase much of the archaeology and confound interpretation of the region, the reevaluation of 

the more stable coastlines of Amundsen Gulf suggests a later and more rapid expansion than 

previous models proposed. A 13th century migration (as opposed to previous 11th century models) 

no longer supports the ecologically driven notion that the migration was ultimately prompted by 

changing environmental conditions and expanding bowhead whale ranges that Thule peoples 

pursued (Maxwell 1985; McCartney 1977; McGhee 1972). Another proposed “pull” factor for 

migration (as conceptualized by Anthony 1990) is that of Greenlandic iron in the form of both the 

Cape York meteorite and Norse trade items (McGhee 1984a; 1984b; 1996; Gulløv and McGhee 

2006; McGhee 2009b). This motivation would suggest a more economically driven “fast” model 
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of migration than the previous ecologically driven “slow” models of pursuing whale pods. This 

model is also supported by the fact that metal of some form is nearly ubiquitous in Thule winter 

house sites across the central and eastern Arctic. Regardless of the motivation, Thule people 

quickly expanded to encompass the entirety of the eastern and central Arctic – the Classic Thule 

period. Climatic changes with the transition from the Medieval Warm Period to the Little Ice Age, 

as well as the increasing encroachment of Euro-American/Canadian colonization, necessitated 

geographic and social reorganization, with a fracturing and reconstitution of regions linked during 

the Classic Thule period. This adaptive process resulted in the ethnographically known regionally 

distinctive Inuit groups throughout the end of the second millennium CE.  

 

 

Figure 2-14. Geographic shifts in Thule-Inuit occupations associated with the Thule-Inuit transition concurrent with 

the onset of the Little Ice Age and the upheaval of European colonization. Adapted from McGhee 2009b.
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Figure 2-15. Ethnolinguistic variation among Inuit and related groups (Yupiaq, Alutiiq-Sugpiaq, and Unangan) during the period of Euro-American/Canadian 

contact and colonization. Regional labels are an attempt to use endonyms whenever possible and represent a blend of enduring Precolonial social and geographic 

identities and newer identities that reflect colonial reorganization and continuing efforts for recognition of land claims and self-governance.
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2.3 Subarctic Archaeology and Indigenous Culture History 

The history of human occupation in the North American Subarctic also begins with the earliest 

inhabitants of the continent. The initial peopling of Beringia, stretching from western Siberia 

across the exposed Bering Land Bridge to unglaciated portions of the north American continent in 

Alaska and Northern Yukon, likely occurred just prior the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) around 

24-22.5 kya. This has been demonstrated genetically through the reconstruction of the 

phylogenetic composition of Beringian populations, suggesting an extended Beringian Standstill 

where initial founding populations were isolated prior to expansion into the rest of the North and 

South American continents and back migration into Asia (Tamm et al. 2007). Archaeological 

evidence during this time period is scant, although recent radiocarbon dates on modified bone from 

Bluefish Caves in northern Yukon suggest people had reached Eastern Beringia as early as ~24 

kya (Bourgeon, Burke, and Higham 2017). This ephemeral evidence of an early Beringian 

presence suggests at least some populations were present throughout the LGM, up until the 

relatively more robust record of Late Pleistocene hunter-gatherers who were continuously 

inhabiting Eastern Beringia by ~14 kya (Goebel and Potter 2016). 

The nature of the Holocene archaeological record in the Western and Central Subarctic is 

difficult to assess, in part because of the remoteness of much of the Subarctic, the low visibility of 

sites (particularly when compared to the Arctic), and the relatively poor preservation of the 

material culture record (again compared to the Arctic) other than lithic material. Debates on the 

cause of changes in the archaeological record alternatively suggest the movement and replacement 

of populations or the adoption and reproduction of new technological traditions. In reality, both 

are likely occurring to different extents in different times and places. In the Barrenlands of the 

eastern Subarctic, the sequential occupation of different cultural groups is more readily apparent. 

This is due, in part, to the increased visibility of sites in a tundra landscape, but also because 

primary subsistence sources were often caribou and fish, both of which had relatively consistent 

seasonal movements on the landscape, allowing for repeated use of particularly productive sites 

where caribou and fish could be reliably encountered. These places often have a record of multiple 

successive occupations, and are particularly helpful to seriate the region’s population and 

technological changes where aeolian and hydrologic movement of soils created more deeply 

stratified sites (Gordon 1996). The seriation of diagnostic material from these sites has been used 
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to assist in the reconstruction of culture histories in other regions where identified stratified 

multicomponent sites are rare. 

The nature of the transition from Eastern Beringian populations during the Late Pleistocene 

into the Terminal Pleistocene/Early Holocene groups is complex and debated. A variety of stone 

tool traditions exist, forming the basis for debate over the presence of multiple cultural groups or 

behavioral/settlement/subsistence flexibility within a broader PaleoArctic tradition (Wygal 2016; 

Potter 2016). During the Early Holocene (ca. 12 kya - 6 kya), archaeological assemblages from 

Central Alaska are dominated by material assigned to the Denali Complex, recognized by the 

presence of microblade technologies (Potter 2008b). Clark (2001) recognizes a broad similarity 

between cultural material identified as Denali Complex in Alaska and as the Northwest Microblade 

Tradition in northwestern Canada, particularly the presence of previously diagnostic artifacts of 

both traditions in both Alaskan and Canadian contexts, “which points ultimately to a single 

Beringian tradition and a single people prior to later absorption of additional technology and 

peoples” (D. W. Clark 2001, 77). 

By roughly 6 kya, during the middle Holocene, the presence of notched points across much of 

the northwestern Subarctic has traditionally been used to define the beginning of the Northern 

Archaic Tradition (Esdale 2008). Again, the nature of this transition is debated as representing 

population replacement associated with expanding boreal forests, amalgamations of earlier 

Subarctic populations, or the diffusion of new ideas and technologies (see Potter 2016). 

Microblade technology persists and co-occurs with increasingly prominent bifacially flaked points 

up until relatively recently, suggesting that the transition from the Denali/Northwest Microblade 

Tradition was likely related to complimentary hunting systems being in use rather than a 

population replacement (Potter 2008a). The Northern Archaic Tradition has been argued to persist 

in the northwestern Subarctic up to ~ CE 1000 (Potter 2008b) where a decrease in residential 

mobility and an increase in subsistence reliance on seasonally abundant resources such as caribou 

and salmon (as well as the presence of copper) denotes the transition, with seeming population 

continuity, to the Athapaskan Tradition (Potter 2016) which persists up until the present day 

(though significantly altered materially and organizationally during the historic period) (see Figure 

2-16). Therefore, even though associating modern linguistic groups with archaeological cultures 

is difficult, modern Athapaskan speaking peoples (Northern Dené) of the northwestern Subarctic 

can minimally be traced back to 6 kya, if not further. 
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Figure 2-16. Tradition level archaeological patterning in the northwest Subarctic (16000 - 500 cal B.P.) (image 

reproduced from Potter 2016, 540, Fig. 22.1) 

The Mackenzie River Valley functions as a useful dividing line between the western and central 

Subarctic, in part because the archaeological history of the Mackenzie River Valley is still poorly 

understood (Morrison 1987a; MacKay and Andrews 2016). Despite the difficulty in reconstructing 

the past of this region, it is likely of central importance to the eastward expansion of the Northern 

Dené tradition into the central Subarctic, and what archaeology that is known about the region 

shows affinities both to the east and west (Morrison 1987a). Wright (1995) uses the Mackenzie 

Valley to conceptually divide the later cultural history of the region, with the Taye Lake Complex 
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(Northern Archaic Tradition) to the west and the Taltheilei complex to the east. The Taltheilei 

complex expanded eastward roughly 2500 years ago, likely from Northern Archaic populations in 

the boreal forest of northern British Columbia (Gordon 1996). A likely corridor for migration was 

to travel by way of the Peace and Slave Rivers into the Barrenlands north of Lake Athabasca. This 

migration occurred relatively concurrent with cold-adapted Paleo-Inuit groups vacating the 

Barrenlands by 750 BCE in conjunction with warming climates. Taltheilei peoples expanded to 

encompass an area stretching 1500 km east of the Mackenzie River nearly to Hudson’s Bay along 

the Thelon and Dubawnt drainages, extending northward to the Arctic coast in the vicinity of the 

Coppermine River (McGhee 1970), to the eastern portions of Great Bear Lake and Great Slave 

Lake, and south into northern Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba. Wright (1995, 979) describes 

this migration as one of “exceptional geographic magnitude” that does not receive sufficient 

interest compared to similar continental scale migrations of the Paleo-Inuit and Inuit (Thule) 

traditions in the Arctic. 

 

Figure 2-17. Archaeological Sites and Extent of the Taltheilei Tradition (adapted from Clark, 1991, pp. 105, Map 9) 
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Like the Taye Lake Northern Archaic Complex west of the Mackenzie Valley, Taltheilei people 

in the central Subarctic persist up through the present day. Late Taltheilei peoples are the 

ethnohistorically documented Dené groups (listed here with older group names from the 

ethnohistoric literature and more currently accepted, self-identified names) encountered by early 

European travelers in the Barrenlands and Central District of Mackenzie including Dënesųłıné 

(Chipewyan), Tłı̨chǫ (Dogrib), and Tetsǫ́t’ıné (translated as metal or copper people). Some 

descendants of the Tetsǫ́t’ıné in the southern portions of their traditional territory are the Wıı̀lıı̀deh 

(Yellowknives Dené). Tetsǫ́t’ıné (people and language) were often considered a northern subgroup 

of Dënesųłıné. Wıı̀lıı̀deh are now geographically and linguistically similar to the Tłı̨chǫ but retain 

cultural and oral traditions and some linguistic ties to Tetsǫ́t’ıné and Dënesųłıné (Figure 2-18).  

The Northern Dené archaeological tradition in the western Subarctic after CE 1000 is marked 

by subsistence shifts and a reduction in residential mobility (Potter 2008b; 2016) and has regional 

variants that roughly correspond with ethnohistorically known groups. These include the Tutchone 

(Aishihik Phase) (Workman 1978; Dixon 1985) in Central and Southern Yukon, the Gwich’in 

(Klo-Kut Phase) (Le Blanc 1984) in Northern Yukon, and the K’áshogot’ıne (Slavey-Hare, 

archaeologically the poorly understood Spence River Phase) (Morrison 1987a) in the Mackenzie 

Valley. The Spence River Phase is stylistically similar to both Aishihik/Klo-kut Phases to the west 

and Taltheilei to the east (Morrison 1987a).  

2.4 Background Summary 

There is a broad range of cultural, ecological, and climatic diversity, as well as the longevity 

and strength of multiple cultural traditions, that is encompassed within the history of the human 

habitation of the North American Arctic and Subarctic. Although not present in all times and 

places, native copper (specifically from the Central Arctic for these purposes but also from the 

Western Subarctic) was used extensively, shared widely, and adapted in a variety of novel ways 

by those who had access to it. Archaeological research traditions in Northern copper technologies 

reflect this diversity in their range of approaches and are examined in the following section. 
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 Figure 2-18. Dené ethnolinguistic groups of the Western and Central Subarctic during the period of Euro-American/Canadian contact and colonization. Regional 

labels are an attempt to use endonyms whenever possible and represent a blend of enduring Precolonial social and geographic identities and newer identities that 

reflect colonial reorganization and continuing efforts for recognition of land claims and self-governance.  
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CHAPTER 3. NORTHERN COPPER RESEARCH TRADITIONS 

3.1 Metallurgy 

Globally, evidence for the interaction between people and metals dates back as early as 

8000 BCE (Killick and Fenn 2012). Copper is often the first metal for which there is cross-cultural 

archaeological evidence of use because a small but significant percentage of the earth’s copper 

occurs as malleable native copper rather than copper ores that require smelting. In North America, 

the oldest example of people interacting with metal is also native copper. It was being used around 

4500 BCE on the Upper Peninsula of Michigan (Ehrhardt 2009; Martin 1999). 

Charles (1980) attributes the primacy of copper use to the thermodynamic properties of 

various metallic elements. The ability to form an oxide from a metallic element is correlated with 

the general historical sequence of the use of metals. In other words, the more likely metallic 

elements are to occur in a pure form, the earlier they have generally been utilized by people in the 

archaeological record. Additionally, of the metals that do not form oxides or form weak oxides 

(and thus are more often found in relatively pure elemental form), copper is one of the most 

abundant on earth (Patterson 1971). From a global context, there is a gap of three millennia 

between the first evidence of the use of native copper (often manipulated through cold-hammering 

or annealing) and the first evidence of the smelting of copper, and another three millennia to the 

first instances of iron smelting (Killick and Fenn 2012). Interaction with copper is typically the 

first experience people have with metallurgical technologies that may eventually replace or 

enhance technological systems formerly based upon lithic or organically derived (i.e. bone, wood, 

etc.) technologies. 

3.2 Metallurgy in the Arctic and Subarctic 

The importance of metals across the Arctic was discussed by some of the first 

archaeologists to work in the region (Collins 1932; 1937; de Laguna 1934; Holtved 1944; Larsen 

and Rainey 1948; Mathiassen 1927; Rainey 1939; 1941). Metals are cited as major factors in 

cultural transformations in numerous situations - particularly as part of the Siberian technological 

influence on Bering Strait polities and their sociopolitical stratification (Mason 1998) and as an 
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economic pull for the 4000 km journey of Thule migrants across the Arctic (McGhee 1984a; 

1984b; 1996; Gulløv and McGhee 2006; McGhee 2009b). While these instances are momentous 

occurrences in the cultural history of the Arctic, metals were also pervasive in the daily life and 

practice of many Arctic peoples. 

A holistic assessment of northern metallurgy is a complex task because of both the long 

history of Arctic and northern Subarctic people engaging with these technologies and the multiple 

potential sources of metal that could be obtained. Prior to the increasing availability of European 

metals over the last 500 years, there are six distinct pathways that metals entered Arctic and 

Subarctic economic and technological systems. From west to east, these include (1) smelted and 

alloyed trade metals, including iron and copper, from Eurasian sources entering the Bering Strait; 

(2) Subarctic native copper sources in the Wrangell and St. Elias Mountains in southeastern Alaska 

and southwestern Yukon; (3) Arctic native copper sources in the Coronation Gulf region of the 

central Arctic; (4) meteoric iron from the Cape York meteorite of northwestern Greenland; (5) 

telluric iron from Disko Bay on the west central Greenland coast; and foreign trade metals, 

including copper and iron, from Norse colonists (6 & 7) in southern Greenland (Cooper 2016; 

McCartney 1991) (Figure 3-1). 
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(1) Smelted and alloyed Eurasian metal traded across the Bering Strait by 2000 BP 

(2) Native copper in the Wrangell and St. Elias Mtn ranges in the Western Subarctic 

(3) Native copper from 3 major outcrops (Victoria Island, Coppermine Mountains, Bathurst Inlet) in the Central 

Arctic (see Section 2.1.1) 

(4) Meteoritic iron from the Cape York meteorite in NW Greenland 

(5) Telluric iron from Disko Bay in Greenland 

Smelted and alloyed Norse trade metals from the (6) Western and (7) Eastern settlements between 1000 – 550 BP. 

Figure 3-1 - Seven major sources of metal for northern Indigenous People prior to European colonization in the 

latter half of the second millennium. 
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Native copper deposits in the region of Coronation Gulf in the central Arctic are the 

geographic focus of this research. Documented through ethnohistoric accounts and modern mining 

exploration of the Arctic, these sources occur in three general areas in the region, including the 

Natkusiak formation on northern Victoria Island; along the shores and islands of Bathurst Inlet; 

and in the vicinity of the Coppermine Mountains and Dismal Lakes, upstream from Coronation 

Gulf on the Coppermine River (see U. Franklin et al. 1981 for a full list of source material). The 

earliest instances of native copper use in the central Arctic all occur very close to these source 

regions. Around 20 copper objects come from early Paleo-Inuit contexts (McGhee 1972; D. W. 

Clark 1975; Noble 1981; W. E. J. Taylor 1967; Cooper 2016). Although many are undated, Paleo-

Inuit groups first inhabit the regions by 2800 BCE (Friesen 2016) and possibly as early as 3200 

BCE (Savelle and Dyke 2009).  

There is an increase in evidence of the use of central Arctic copper among Late Dorset 

peoples (G. LeMoine, Helmer, and Grønnow 2003; Rowley and Rowley 1997), coincident with 

both the increase in use of iron from the Cape York meteorite and with a hypothesized increase in 

communication in an increasingly interconnected Late Dorset world (McGhee 1996), including 

with Norse colonists in Greenland. Most archaeological evidence for increased exploitation of 

Coronation Gulf copper dates to the second millennium CE among Late Taltheilei and Dené 

peoples in the Subarctic (Gordon 1996; Moodie, Catchpole, and Abel 1992; Noble 1981) and with 

Thule Inuit migrants (McCartney 1988; Rowley and Rowley 1997; Hearne 1958) spreading across 

the Arctic in the thirteenth century CE (Friesen and Arnold 2008) as they inhabit sources regions 

and quickly distribute copper through trade networks. 

The physical processes of copper tool production have been shown to be similar in many 

times and places throughout the Arctic and Subarctic (U. Franklin et al. 1981), consisting of 

hammering malleable nuggets repeatedly until the copper reaches the desired form. Annealing was 

often, but not always, necessary for work-hardened pieces to regain their malleability. Franklin’s 

(1981) conclusion about the extent of annealing among the Thule Inuit has been called in to 

question due to her small sample that post-dates CE 1850 (Hickey 1984) and it is possible that 

some annealed Thule Inuit objects may have been traded from Dené groups (Wayman et al. 1985). 

Extensive metallographic analysis of Thule Inuit copper collections that would clarify the extent 

of annealing has not been undertaken, and likely will not in the future due to its destructive nature. 

However, the low temperatures needed to anneal copper could be easily reached with fuels readily 
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available to Thule Inuit, including driftwood, bone, and qulliq (oil lamp) fires. In objects that 

required a significant amount of reshaping to reach the desired form, many repeated cycles of 

hammering and annealing would have been beneficial, although many simpler tools may not have 

required extensive annealing (Cooper, Ling, and Brenneman 2015). Generalized production forms 

are noted across the region including bars (roughly rectangular preforms), sheets (flattened thin), 

tanged objects (those containing protrusions for hafting purposes), and intermediary blank tool 

forms (U. Franklin et al. 1981). These served as basic forms throughout a generalized copper 

production sequence and could then be shaped or combined to form any number of different tools.  

In just one example from a Thule context at the archaeological site of Clachan on 

Coronation Gulf, Morrison (1987b) recorded copper ulu blades, sewing needles, knife endblades, 

adze blades, fish hooks, fish gaff barbs, kakivak (leister spear) barbs, harpoon endblades, arrow 

endblades, lance heads, bracelets, and awls. Copper was also used at this site as rivets to secure 

composite tools and as repair patches, and the site shows evidence of copper production from the 

presence of copper scraps and unworked fragments (Morrison 1987b). Despite this diversity in 

final form, processes of copper production appear to be similar across the region and have been 

attributed to the inherent limitations in the size of available copper nuggets (though some 

ethnohistoric accounts suggest larger pieces of raw copper were available) and their consistent 

physical properties (U. Franklin et al. 1981).  

3.3 Previous Copper Typologies 

Copper typologies have previously been developed for a variety of research priorities. 

Ursula Franklin et al (1981) and William Workman (1976) both specifically address the production 

process of copper technologies. Workman describes the copper component of the Gulkana site in 

the Copper River Basin of Southeast Alaska and reconstructs possible production sequences 

through intermediary blank stages that can be modified and combined into 32 categories of objects 

he defined for the site. Franklin, in a broad survey of northern societies through time, identifies 

widespread similarity in the basic copper-working technique of cold-hammering and often 

annealing. She also identifies the basic bar and sheet blank forms described by Workman, which 

comprise 70% of her sample. She concludes that the similarity in basic production suggests widely 

distributed trade networks and movement of copper material and knowledge, a topic also explored 
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by McCartney (1991) regarding trade in iron and copper among Thule. McCartney (1988) 

compiled a comprehensive list of known copper and iron objects from Thule and later Inuit/Inupiat 

contexts, including examples of common object types and examples of site inventories, but does 

not provide a detailed list of tool types for the entirety of the dataset he was working from. Cooper 

(2012; 2007) has compiled a database of in situ geologic and placer copper sources in the Western 

Subarctic, as well as a comprehensive dataset of all known examples of archaeological copper 

objects in Alaska and Yukon. His research examines the role of innovation, prestige, and social 

complexity in copper technological systems of the Western Subarctic, significantly building on 

and adapting the work of both Workman (1976) and Franklin (1981). The continental scale of these 

analyses, like that of Franklin (1981), is admirable and distinguishes these works for their scope.  

Site and regional level analyses (e.g. McGhee 1972; Morrison 1987b) have often focused 

on Thule and Copper Inuit close to sources around Coronation Gulf, with the exception of 

Whitridge’s (2002) examination of gendered metal consumption at the Thule winter village of 

Qariaraqyuk on Somerset Island. These examples provide valuable regionally and culturally 

specific typologies. However, a comparison of these lists show differences in the types of copper 

objects present, and sometimes a lack of explanation for assigning an object to a particular type. 

The gap between widespread similarities of production and the interconnectedness of trade 

networks and the regional variability in copper toolkits provides a space in which to explore the 

flexibility of innovative practices in copper technologies. 

3.4 Technological Innovation 

Copper tools are just one component of many larger technological systems. They are not 

just composed of the physical, material object, but also knowledge and process of how it is 

produced, how it is employed and maintained, and the development of the skills and experience to 

effectively do all of these. Technological systems operate within and are intrinsically linked to 

dynamic social systems and environments which influence and constrain them and in turn 

technological systems have impacts on social relationships and the environment (Hughes 1987; 

Pfaffenberger 1992; M. A. Dobres and Hoffman 1994). They are reliant on social trade networks 

to acquire materials and information. Their effectiveness may be dependent on environmental 

knowledge of the timing of events like the spawning run of arctic char or the migration of caribou. 

And all of these interrelated pieces of material objects, social relationships, developed skills, and 
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relevant knowledge are operationalized by individual actors and their own lived experiences that 

shape access to both knowledge and resources. 

Technological systems encompass technique (skills), technology (“a corpus of generalized, 

objective knowledge”) and tools (“an object that extends the capacity of an agent to operate within 

a given environment”) (Ingold 2000, 315). Each copper object also has a life history and behavioral 

chain (Skibo and Schiffer 2008) of interactions with people and things, activities, and meaning 

stretching from the geologic sources at the center of this research, through a potentially repeated 

process of production, incorporation into other objects, use, repair, and repurposing, to the places 

where that original copper material is ultimately discarded (and sometimes recovered at 

archaeological sites). The acquisition of copper, whether through trade or direct acquisition, begins 

the production process. This is shaped by the landscape knowledge of those who are acquiring the 

material. Other forms of knowledge necessary to manufacture copper goods would include 

understanding how raw copper deforms when worked, influencing the selection of which piece of 

native copper to use for which items, as well as the range of potential finished tool forms the 

coppersmith has experience creating. The technique used to work copper will also have been 

shaped by the amount of previous experience the coppersmith has, experience that translates into 

skill in copper working that manifests as the conscious and unconscious adjustments of bodily 

motion and the manipulation of the copper to more effectively utilize time, effort, and material. 

The production process is also shaped by restrictions placed on the production process such as 

rules of proper behavior. Within the context of harvesting arctic char during their fall spawning 

run, there were a number of rules governing proper behavior of Inuinnait while at the fishing camp. 

One of these was that “equipment could not be made or repaired beside the river or around the 

tents. There was a specific working place or hannavik established a distance back from the river 

where the people could work on their things without offending the fish” (Keith and Friesen, n.d., 

6–7). Accompanying this passage is an image of an Inuinnaq hammering what appears to be a 

curved copper kakivak (leister spear) barb at a hannavik in 1916 at the Coppermine River (although 

it is labeled as an “arrowhead”) (Figure 3-2). This particular rule governing proper behavior has 

implications for the location and distribution of copper objects in an archaeological context that 

would impact interpretations of the extent of copperworking at a site if the hannavik was not 

identified. 
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Figure 3-2. “Copper Inuk man [Inuinnaq] hammering out copper arrowheads at the hannavik. Coppermine River, 

June 1 1916” (John Ruggles Cox/CMC/39673) 

In most cases, the end product of the production process of a copper tool is not used as an 

independent object, but rather is incorporated into a composite object that itself could be just one 

part of a complex technological apparatus. Copper endblades are hafted into harpoon heads, 

sometimes using copper rivets that are further nested components of the object. Harpoon heads are 

one of many pieces in a complex harpoon system with a toggling harpoon head, shaft, line, and 

float. Ulu and tanged blades are hafted to handles. Barbs are embedded in leister spear arms which 

are lashed to the body of the spear itself. Even needles, which stand alone as independent objects, 

are useless without sinew thread and much less functional without some form of thimble. All these 

components serve a purpose within larger systems for hunting, fishing, whaling, sewing, food 

processing, and any other activity of daily life. Technological decision making about the 

production of copper objects is structured by this wide array of considerations, activities, 

restrictions, and interconnected components of the broader technological systems of which copper 

is a part. In summary, “What we have in reality are human beings, living and working in 

environments that include other humans as well as a variety of non-human agencies and 

entities…develop[ing] specific aptitudes and sensibilities … [and] actively constitut[ing] their 

environments” (Ingold 2000, 321).  
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Furthermore, all of the process and components of copperworking laid out above can vary 

across individuals, cultures, space, and time. Because cultural, geographic, and temporal variation 

is the target of this research, understanding the process of innovation in copper technologies is an 

essential consideration. The developmental perspective of technological change employed by 

White (2008) attempts to reconstruct processes of technological adoption and innovation using 

Agent Based Modeling. This model incorporates the notion of an optimal form, defined as some 

measurable characteristic of performance, and models experimentation in a social setting where 

agents can recognize and adopt improvements. The product of this simulation is an S-curve, where 

optimization/adoption occurs rapidly after an initial period of experimentation and then plateaus 

as possible solutions diminish. When the social or environmental context changes, and therefore 

the optimal form changes, the process continues as the technology is adapted. White calls this a 

performance-related change, implying that performance characteristics must be altered to continue 

to function optimally, resulting in change in artifact form and variability in the archaeological 

record. He also notes that in societies where information is transferred through face-to-face 

communication, this variability will have a geographic as well as a temporal component. 

Although framed as a utilitarian measure by White (2008), Performance Characteristics 

have a much broader definition within a Behavioral Archaeology framework (Skibo and Schiffer 

2008). They define the performance characteristics of an object as “the social, symbolic, and 

utilitarian functions of an object…in activities all along its behavioral chain [interactions of the 

object with people and other things throughout its life history including procurement, production, 

use, reuse, and discard] (Skibo and Schiffer 2008:12).” When performance characteristics are 

defined broadly, the optimal functioning of an object becomes exponentially more complex as the 

social, symbolic, and utilitarian functions of an object operate in combination (and opposition). 

This suggests that there is no design that is an optimal state for these varied functions and that in 

practice, optimal functioning is an unachievable state. Since optimization is dependent on cultural 

and environmental context, the plasticity of both makes optimization a moving target. Conceptions 

of what is optimal will also be variable among individuals with diverse ages, ethnicities, genders, 

statuses, and life experiences. How Performance Characteristics of copper are interpreted, 

prioritized, and deployed by varied individuals within varied environmental and cultural contexts 

contributes to the diversity in material culture in the ethnographic and archaeological record. 
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Innovation, in the form of individual experimentation in use and form to meet the needs of 

a particular context, may or may not be adopted by others to fulfill similar needs. This process is 

often framed as a cost-benefit analysis by individual actors of whether or not adopting new objects, 

materials, techniques, beliefs, etc. Henrich (2001) demonstrates the importance of what he calls 

biased cultural transmission (social learning) over supposedly independent or impartial cost-

benefit analyses in modeling the creation of S-shaped adoption curves that are characteristic of 

many instances of the widespread adoption of new innovations (Rogers 1995, 23). He includes 

behaviors such as tending toward conformity with common practices of a group and imitation of 

prestigious individuals as components of processes of the adoption of innovations. This supports 

Dobres’ (2010) argument for a preference for cultural reason ontologies in the understanding of 

the functioning of technologies within society over practical reason ontologies, centering people 

rather than objects in the analysis of technological systems and that “knowledge about the 

properties of natural materials and how best to work them was necessarily mediated by 

culture,…rather than…technology mediat[ing] between nature and culture” (M.-A. Dobres 2010, 

106). 

This understanding of the origin and spread of innovation in technological systems can also 

be applied to diverse “toolkits” (the range of objects that can be made or acquired and be available 

for use, in this case all objects made from native copper) in addition to innovation in specific tool 

forms. In the case of northern copper technologies, one of the many performance characteristics 

defining copper is a face-centered-cubic molecular structure, resulting in both its malleability and 

the ability to recrystallize at low temperatures (annealing), restoring malleability. This 

characteristic of copper allows for both a very large number of possible tool forms and also the 

ability to reshape an object into a completely new form when necessary. This characteristic of 

copper makes it a material that is particularly well suited to form the basis of a highly variable 

technological system. By defining copper as a raw material as the object of inquiry, the variability 

that can be examined is within the diversity of tool forms among regional toolkits. Regional and 

chronological variability in copper toolkits is therefore a result of an ongoing process of innovation 

and adoption within a diverse and dynamic set of ecological and social contexts. 
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3.5 Investigating Innovation in Central Arctic Copper 

Widespread similarities in production sequences are not surprising in the Arctic when 

considering the cultural and linguistic similarity across the region. The Eskimo-Aleut language 

family spans the entire breadth of the northern edge of the North American continent (as well as 

related languages in Siberia), from Aleutian peoples at the far western edge of the Aleutian chain, 

through Yupik speakers in SW Alaska, through Inupiat in Northern Alaska and the Bering Strait 

region, and gradating through various Inuit language varieties through Canada (Inuvialuktun, 

Inuinnaqtun, Inuktitut) to the eastern edge of Greenland (Kalaallisut). Within the Arctic, this 

linguistic gradation among Inuit languages exists as similar neighbor dialects, where one group 

would generally understand neighbors on either side. Speakers of far eastern (Inupiat in Northern 

Alaska and Inuvialuktun in the Mackenzie Delta) and far western dialects (Kalaallisut in Western 

Greenland) may have difficulty understanding one another, but information could still be passed 

through communities to encompass the whole of the Arctic (Dorais 2014).  

There is a linguistic, genetic, and archaeological distinction between Eskimo-Aleut 

speakers and Athapaskan speaking Dené of the Subarctic, but a similar language gradation exists 

among Athapaskan languages of the Central Subarctic. Gwich’in in northern boreal Alaska, Yukon, 

and Northwest Territories and Dënesųłıné in the eastern tundra-taiga zone of the eastern 

Barrenlands are most distinctive from each other, though still share certain linguistic elements. The 

intervening Athapaskan languages of the Mackenzie drainage are all more similar to Dënesųłıné 

than Gwich’in (Tom Andrews, personal communication). The distinctiveness of the Gwich’in will 

be discussed in more detail in following chapters (4.4.1 Northern Dené Tradition). This linguistic 

interconnectedness parallels common structuring of hunter-gatherer social relationships where 

individuals and communities maintain close as well as long distance relationships with other 

individuals in other communities. This is documented ethnographically among Northern Dené 

(Kari 2010) and among early twentieth century Inuit (Stefansson 1914). Modeling based on hunter-

gatherer archaeological data has shown the benefits of long distance communication and 

interaction between communities also functions as a subsistence strategy against localized resource 

failure in areas of resource variability as well as social networks along which information and 

exotic materials can travel (Whallon 2006).  

It is not surprising that metallurgical knowledge appears to be consistent, or at least similar, 

across the Arctic and Subarctic. How one turns raw copper into useable tools is information that 
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can travel along social networks, likely with the raw copper itself, as was recorded 

ethnographically among early twentieth century CE Inuit (Stefansson 1914). In Late Dorset 

contexts, native copper that is believed to have come from the Coronation Gulf region has been 

recovered as far away as Greenland (Appelt and Gulløv 2009). Pieces of native copper have also 

been found in Thule houses on Ruin Island, in Inglefield Land just off the coast of NW Greenland 

(Holtved 1944). One would expect raw materials, similar production techniques, and preliminary 

tool “blank” forms to be shared widely within trade and information networks of copper-working 

cultural traditions. 

The similarity and consistency in production technique across these regions is contrasted 

with the highly variable Arctic and Subarctic biomes across the continent. Although most of the 

north is characterized by drastic seasonal changes, there are wide ranges and significant differences 

in temperature, daylight hours, sea ice extent, precipitation as snowfall and rain, and elevation. All 

of these factors impact the availability and timing of marine, riverine, and terrestrial faunal 

resources available to people. Variation in climate and environment would suggest the possibility 

of technological variation in copper technologies to address regional and local ecological (and 

social) variation. The fact that metallurgical production techniques were essentially the same 

across the Arctic may obscure other forms of variation in copper technological systems.  

Because the production and use of material culture occurs within dynamic social and 

environmental systems, these variations in technological innovation should be present 

archaeologically within the record of material culture as well. It is expected that variation in the 

conditions in which metal is utilized (environmental, social, etc.) will be archaeologically visible 

in the context in which metal is found. This may be represented as morphological variation in tool 

form, integration into varied composite tool forms, or simply as variation in the patterning of the 

archaeological context in which it is found. Variation in copper technology is the result of a variety 

of social, technical, and environmental factors that are mediated by human behavior. As a material 

manifestation of behavioral adaptations, variation in material culture will result from the 

differential influence of these factors in varying contexts (Skibo and Schiffer 2008).  

3.6 Summary of Northern Copper Research Traditions 

The history of metallurgy in the Arctic and Subarctic is as variable as those who engaged 

in it, forming three distinctive and enduring metallurgical traditions – PaleoInuit, Inuit, and 
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Northern Dené. Each of these metallurgical traditions endured significant periods of both warming 

and cooling climatic conditions; social reorganization in subsistence, trade, and social cohesion; 

and interaction with outside cultures, both Indigenous and non-Indigenous. These traditions are 

each united by shared knowledge and practice in the expression of copper metallurgy. However, 

the breadth and depth of the geographic and chronological scope of these traditions results in 

numerous novel contexts within which individual actors are employing and innovating in these 

traditions, influenced by their particular local social and ecological environment. 

This interplay between broad systemic aspects of copper technological systems (including 

shared knowledge, shared production practices, and interconnected trade routes) and localized 

differences based on the social or environmental particularities of a given region and time 

(presenting as geographic and chronological variation in the material culture record) are the 

foundation of the questions being addressed by this research. The following chapter provides a 

description of the methods and decisions used to divide up the entirety of the copper database into 

relevant regional and temporal clusters of archaeological sites. The combined artifacts of these 

clusters are novel regional assemblages of roughly contemporaneous and culturally affiliated 

objects that are an attempt to approximate the full range of copper technological diversity within 

mobile hunter-gatherer societies. These clusters were then examined for patterns of variation 

internally, inter-regionally, and temporally,  
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CHAPTER 4. REGIONAL, CHRONOLOGICAL, AND CULTURAL 

ASSEMBLAGES 

4.1 On Defining Time Periods 

In the context of shifting traditions of metallurgy in the north, several major factors responsible 

for the influx of new materials and knowledge are interactions with new outside groups, including 

the Norse during the 11th through 15th centuries (Gulløv 2016), the trade of iron and other metals 

across the Bering Strait by 1000 CE (Cooper et al. 2016; Lebedintsev 2000), and the gradual 

encroachment of European and EuroCanadian/American trade metals and people into the North, 

sporadically as early as the late 15th century and with increasing regularity by the 17th century. Of 

these three events, the later had the most significant long-lasting impact on Indigenous 

metallurgical systems and other aspects of the lives of northern Indigenous Peoples. Although 

interactions with the Norse in the east and across the Bering Strait in the west are significant to 

Indigenous metallurgical systems and lifeways, they did not have the same monumental impact 

that later Europeans did. Therefore, the term “PreContact” is used to describe in the most general 

sense cultures and groups that predate interactions with European peoples and goods from the 17th 

century onward. In a region this vast, this transition occurs at different times in different places. 

Therefore, the transition from the PreContact period to the Protohistoric period is only 

determinable in a meaningful fashion at the local/regional level.  

The transition from Protohistoric to Historic period is equally subjective. Morrison (1981, 262) 

provides some guidance in how to conceptually frame these divisions –  

Sites such as Naliqaq [MlPj-2] provide significant information on Copper Inuit 

culture as it existed prior to the twentieth century. Explorers such as Hearne, and 

the Royal Navy expeditions which followed, may have ushered in the historic 

period in the strict sense of the term. However, their influence was negligible or at 

most indirect, and their ethnographic descriptions are scanty to non-existent, …… 

it is proposed that the term “Protohistoric” be expanded slightly, to cover the period 

from the first limited appearance of European trade goods sometime in the 

eighteenth century (see Hearne 1958, 110) to the full historic period, inaugurated 

in the first decade of this century by men such as Klengenberg, Mogg, Hanbury, 

and Stefansson.  

Morrison’s proposition for defining the Protohistoric and Historic periods has its own 

drawbacks, including the previously mentioned issues of only being definable on the local/regional 
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scale and having a subjective transition between the Protohistoric and Historic periods. In order to 

focus on metallurgical technologies, the criterion dividing PreContact, Protohistoric, and Historic 

sites for this research is the presence or absence of European trade metals and/or the presence or 

absence of native copper (in conjunction with designations by the original investigators and in 

some cases the use of calibrated radiocarbon dates). PreContact sites are defined by only 

containing native copper, Protohistoric sites contain both native copper and European metals, and 

Historic sites contain European metals and no native copper. These divisions were utilized in the 

absence of other lines of evidence at sites that had either no temporal designation or more than one 

temporal component (PreContact/Protohistoric, Protohistoric/Historic) and an unclear provenience 

for the copper assemblage. This creates the likely possibility that there is overlap in the absolute 

chronology of an unknown number of sites with instances of contemporaneous PreContact and 

Protohistoric, Protohistoric and Historic, and potentially PreContact and Historic. This was 

deemed acceptable for two reasons. Every attempt was made to determine site chronology with 

alternate methods before employing this criterion. These divisions also reflect more than just an 

attempt at estimating chronology. They reflect the complex factors and decision-making that would 

have been a part of this extended period of technological and societal transition as individuals 

negotiate new trade networks, altered social relationships and subsistence patterns, and personal 

decisions on the timing and extent of the adoption of trade metals into their lives. Therefore, even 

if an archaeological site with only native copper and one with both native copper and European 

trade metals are chronologically contemporaneous, the metal assemblages are a reflection of the 

level of participation, by choice or by circumstance, of individuals in new technological (and 

interrelated social) options. 

Historic sites (with only trade metals) were excluded from the dataset. This is not to suggest 

there is a cessation of Indigenous metallurgical traditions. The impact that European trade metals 

have on resource availability, trade networks, and the available technological possibilities because 

of the functional capabilities of new raw material made this division one logical boundary of this 

research. Protohistoric sites were included because of the presence of native copper, even with the 

presence of other historic artifacts. This suggests some maintenance of PreContact metallurgical 

systems of production and trade, either through continued reliance on geological copper sources 

or the curation of tools that pre-date the introduction of trade metals. The specifics of local/regional 
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divisions in chronology will be defined in more detail in the sections on Regional Arctic (Section 

4.3) and Regional Subarctic (Section 4.4) Copper Assemblages. 

4.2 Regional and Chronological Assemblages Methods Overview 

Copper assemblages were grouped together for analysis based on information gathered 

from a variety of previous research conducted in specific regions. Spatial and temporal divisions 

in archaeological cultures used here are based on current generally accepted divisions. In many 

instances, this required combining collections that span the history of archaeological investigation 

from throughout the 20th century. As archaeological methodologies and the accepted 

understanding of cultural histories have changed significantly throughout this time period, the 

regional and chronological cultural boundaries used here are necessarily broad to include objects 

and sites that are only mentioned in early studies. Using relatively broadly defined cultural 

boundaries has an unavoidable impact on the interpretive potential of these analyses, but also 

creates large enough datasets for broadly defined groups that comparisons will be more reliable. 

Assigning copper assemblages to specific cultural contexts was conducted using the 

published literature on specific sites, GIS site metadata provided by various institutions (including 

the territorial archaeological offices of Yukon, Northwest Territories, and Nunavut, and the state 

archaeological office of Alaska), and from metadata associated with records of sites submitted to 

the Canadian Archaeological Radiocarbon Database (CARD) (Martindale et al. 2016). Ultimately 

these sources of information were all drawn from the same data (the original and subsequent 

researchers’ conclusions on chronology and cultural context) but provided complementary levels 

of detail that assisted in more accurately assigning copper assemblages to specific contexts. Often 

sites had only one cultural context, which eliminated decision-making when assigning copper 

assemblages. 

In many cases, individual sites are composed of multiple occupations that span one or more 

temporal divisions. If possible, the copper assemblages were assigned to the context from which 

they were excavated. This was possible if the context of the copper was reported in the published 

literature and/or included in the contextual data provided to curational institutions. However, this 

was not always the case, and in some instances the assignment of copper to a particular occupation 

was based on the most likely context. For instance, accession numbers, collection years, and the 

researcher who made the collection are sometimes included as metadata in curational databases. 
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These were often useful to cross-reference the excavation methods and targeted areas reported in 

the published literature, even if specific contexts of copper were not. Therefore, a copper object 

could be assigned to a specific context (e.g. Thule rather than Dorset) because during the field 

season the object was collected the researcher only reported targeting Thule components. This 

method of assigning cultural context was dependent on the specificity used by different 

researchers. In some cases, this means that the assigned cultural context of copper assemblages is 

an educated guess. In other cases, this meant some assemblages were left as “Undetermined” 

because making an educated guess was unwarranted based on the supporting documentation.  

For the most part, the various copper assemblages listed in this section were physically 

examined and photographed in collections from the Canadian Museum of History (CMH) and 

Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre (PWNHC). In some cases, copper objects were reported 

in the literature, but were not stored in the collections that were physically examined. In these 

cases, as much information about the objects was drawn from the original published material as 

possible. In other cases, a site was listed in a territorial site database including descriptions of 

native copper recovered, but no artifacts were present to examine. Periodically objects listed in 

Collections records were unable to be located in the collections themselves or had been 

deaccessioned to the Inuit Heritage Trust, and therefore also could not be examined beyond 

descriptions in associated records. Within the following tables of archaeological sites, all of the 

objects that could not be examined and their associated sites are marked with “RO” (Records Only) 

and include citations to the sources of information used to determine the cultural context and 

artifact types of the objects. 

Assemblages are grouped first according to their broadest cultural designation as distinct 

archaeological traditions – either the Northern Dené, Paleo-Inuit, or Inuit traditions – and then into 

regional groupings based in part on traditional ethnohistoric territories and in part on geographic 

focal points of archaeological investigation. The Paleo-Inuit tradition (ASTt and Dorset) is much 

less represented in the copper assemblages, and so is presented as singular, broad groupings. In 

the case of ASTt, some southerly instances are also noted in the section on the Subarctic Northern 

Dené tradition because of the expansion of ASTt people southward between 1550-650 BCE when 

changing climatic conditions caused a southward retreat of the treeline and expansion of the tundra. 

Encompassing vast territories, the Thule and Taltheilei components of the Inuit and Northern Dené 

traditions, respectively, are presented in smaller regional groupings. Both are direct ancestors of 
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ethnohistorically encountered Inuit and Dené groups and there is a benefit to analyzing these 

assemblages spatially as whole units (e.g. all of Thule ca. CE 1250-1400 from the Mackenzie Delta 

to Hudson’s Bay to Ellesmere Island) as well as temporally in particular regions (e.g. Thule - 

PreContact Inuvialuit - Protohistoric Inuvialuit in the Mackenzie Delta).  

Just as there are simplifications made in organizing the cultural histories of these regions, 

organizing the copper assemblages in this way is an imperfect way of understanding the 

complicated relationships represented by the distribution of copper technology across the Arctic 

and Subarctic.  

4.3 PaleoInuit Tradition 

4.3.1 Arctic Small Tool tradition (ASTt) 

Cooper (2016) reports that roughly 20 copper objects have been previously attributed to 

either Arctic Small Tool tradition or Pre-Dorset contexts (grouped under the label of ASTt for the 

purposes here) (U. Franklin et al. 1981; McCartney 1988). This is generally consistent with the 

number of objects examined for this research, although there are a few areas of discrepancy. 

Several sites reported in Franklin (1981, 9) that are attributed to ASTt contexts are drawn from 

Harp (1958) and Clark (1975), who make comparisons of sites at Dismal Lake (Harp Jr. 1958) and 

Great Bear Lake (D. W. Clark 1987; 1975) with Northwest Microblade tradition (NMt) sites at 

Great Bear Lake. Even if these are examples of very early use of copper by groups associated with 

NMt, they are more closely associated with the Taltheilei/Northern Dené tradition than ASTt and 

are included in that section. Harp (1958, 242–44) compares a third site (MhPo-1 – Dismal 2) to 

assemblages from the Paleo-Inuit tradition, including the Denbigh Flint complex sites in the 

Western Arctic and Saqqaq, Independence, and other Pre-Dorset sites from the Eastern Arctic. 

Several copper objects were also reported from Pre-Dorset components of NiNg-10 (excavated by 

Friesen in 2003) but were unable to be examined and were only identified in Nunavut Territorial 

site files. 

Other examples of objects associated with ASTt materials were reported in the Central 

Mackenzie District by Noble (1971) and Metcalf (1978), on Great Bear Lake by Clark (1987; 

1975), and along the lower Coppermine River at Bloody Falls by McGhee (1970). McGhee (1971) 

also identified ASTt components on Western Victoria Island near northern copper sources. Other 
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Victoria Island sites were identified by Taylor (1967) and Friesen (2003 – reported in Nunavut site 

files). A final piece was located on the eastern Melville Peninsula by Jorgen Melgaard in 1965 

(reported in Nunavut site files). Although included here, copper associated with ASTt this far from 

source regions is a significant geographic outlier and must be considered suspect. With the 

exception of NiHf-1 on Melville Peninsula, all of these sites are within several hundred kilometers 

of major sources in the Coppermine Mountains, Bathurst Inlet, and on northern Victoria Island. 

 

 

Figure 4-1 - Distribution of copper assemblages associated with Arctic Small Tool tradition components of the 

PaleoInuit Tradition. 
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Table 4-1. Arctic Small Tool tradition copper assemblages 

4.3.2 Late Dorset 

Dorset use of native copper increases during the Late Dorset period (Cooper 2016; G. 

LeMoine, Helmer, and Grønnow 2003; Rowley and Rowley 1997), although copper is present in 

some earlier Dorset contexts as well (CMH artifact catalogue records two objects from excavations 

described in Guy Mary-Rousseliere 1976, 48 from early Dorset context) that was examined for 

this study. Although 128 objects examined here come from Dorset context, only 29 come from 

somewhere other than Little Cornwallis Island. The copper assemblages from Little Cornwallis 

Island (QiLa-3, QjJx-1, and QjJx-10) are anomalously large (n=99) (Rast 1995; G. M. LeMoine 

2005) compared to copper assemblages from other Late Dorset contexts (Appelt, Damkjar, and 

Friesen 2016), most likely because of survey methodology utilizing metal detectors rather than a 

disproportionately high presence of copper in this location. All of the Dorset objects are grouped 

together under a single analytical group. These include the aforementioned early Dorset object, 

Borden Name Region # Cu Citations 

LcPd-3 Canteen CM 1 (RO) (1, 4) 

LdNx-3  CM 1 (RO) (1, 2, 5) 

MdPr-1 Great Bear Lake II GBL 1  

MdPs-22  GBL 1 (RO)  (1, 2, 6) 

MdRh-1  GBL 1  

MhPo-1 Dismal 2 GBL 3  

MkPk-3 (ASTt) Bloody Falls CGVI 3  

NiHf-1 Kaleruserk ELA 1 (RO) (1) 

NiNg-1 Buchanan CGVI 2  

NiNg-10 Menez CGVI #? (RO) (3) 

OhPo-5  CGVI 1  

Total Sites 11 Total Objects 16+  

RO = Records Only 
CM = Central Mackenzie 

GBL = Great Bear Lake 
CGVI = Coronation Gulf & Victoria Island 

ELA = Eastern Low Arctic 
Citations: (1) Canadian Museum of History Collections Dept. Artifact Records 

 (2) Northwest Territories Territorial Archaeological Site Files 
 (3) Nunavut Territorial Archaeological Site Files 

 (4) (Noble 1971) 
 (5) (Metcalf and Kobelka 1978) 

 (6) (D. W. Clark 1987) 
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explicitly Late Dorset objects, as well as those that were only assigned a broad general Dorset 

designation.  

Rast’s (1995, 12) assessment of Late Dorset copper technologies from Little Cornwallis 

Island are that it represents a more utilitarian function based on the types of uses it was put to and 

the types of objects recovered. He contrasts this with earlier notions that Dorset metal use was 

magico-religious (specifically referencing Harp Jr. 1974). Harp’s (1974) assertions of Late Dorset 

metal use were based on his finding of an amulet/pendant at Gulf Hazard-1 (HaGd-4), which is 

not included here because it is likely a Norse import that does not appear to geochemically be 

native copper according to Harp (1974). Appelt et al. (2016) note that the westernmost Dorset 

copper assemblages (NiNg-2 and NiNg-8 examined here) are on the western periphery of the Late 

Dorset world, likely representing the activity of accessing major central Arctic copper sources. 

The remaining copper assemblages roughly correspond with the distribution of Late Dorset society 

(as well as examples of meteoric iron) (Appelt, Damkjar, and Friesen 2016), within the geographic 

constraints of the current research (being restricted to Nunavut, and not including Quebec or 

Labrador site and artifact files). 

 

 

Figure 4-2. Distribution of copper assemblages associated with Dorset components of the PaleoInuit tradition.   
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Table 4-2. Dorset copper assemblages 

 

Borden Name Region # Cu Citations 

NiHf-4 Arnaquagsaq ELA 5   

NiHg-1 Abverdjar ELA 2 (RO) (4) 

NiNg-2 (Dorset) Bell CGVI 4  

NiNg-8 Freezer CGVI 5  

OkJt-1 Nudlukta Lake EHA 1 (RO) (5, 6) 

PaJs-1 Fort Ross EHA 2 (RO) (5, 6) 

PeJr-8  Loon EHA 2 (RO) (1, 3) 

PgHb-1 Nunguvik EHA 3  

PgHb-3 Arnakadlak EHA 2  

QiLa-3  EHA 20 (RO) (8, 9) 

QjJx-1 Arvik EHA 53 (RO) (7, 8, 9)  

QjJx-10 Tasiarulik EHA 26 (RO) (7, 8, 9)  

Raju-1 Snowdrift EHA 3  

Total Sites 13 Total Objects 128  

RO = Records Only 

CGVI = Coronation Gulf & Victoria Island 
ELA = Eastern Low Arctic 

EHA = Eastern High Arctic 
Citations: (1) Canadian Museum of History Collections Dept. Artifact Records 

 (2) Northwest Territories Territorial Archaeological Site Files 
 (3) Nunavut Territorial Archaeological Site Files 

 (4) (Rowley 1940) 
 (5) (VanStone 1962) 

 (6) (U. Franklin et al. 1981) 
 (7) (G. LeMoine, Helmer, and Grønnow 2003; G. M. LeMoine 2005) 

 (8) (Rast 1995) 
 (9) Lemoine and Rast, personal communication and unpublished dataset, 2018 
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Figure 4-3. Distribution of known Dorset copper in relation to copper sources and Late Dorset geographic extent. 

Adapted from Appelt, Damkjar, and Friesen (2016, p. 784, Fig. 33.1). 

4.4 Inuit Tradition 

The Inuit tradition begins in the Bering Strait region, as Thule Inuit and other related groups 

expand out into Northern Alaska by 1000 CE (Mason 2009; 1998) and across the remainder of the 

Arctic by the 13th century (Friesen and Arnold 2008; McGhee 2009b; Friesen 2016) (see discussion 

in Section 2.2 – Arctic Archaeology and Indigenous Culture History). Many of the copper 

assemblages in the following section represent this early pulse of Thule Inuit across the Arctic, 

and are related to each other through networks of kin and trade relationships (McCartney 1991) 

that move central Arctic copper across the Thule world.  

The transition from Thule Inuit (also called Classic Thule) to regional Late Prehistoric Inuit 

societies is not a universal shift in all places, although in many instances it appears to be related to 

an adaptive behavioral and subsistence shift in response to the climatic changes associated with 

the onset of the Little Ice Age (Arnold and Hart 1991; Arnold 2016; Stevenson 1997; Dawson 

2016). In the Mackenzie Delta, the consensus seems to be that Late Prehistoric Inuit developed in 

situ out of existing Thule Inuit society (Arnold 2016) around CE 1400. In the Central Arctic, this 
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process appears to have involved a greater disruption to existing Thule Inuit lifeways (McGhee 

1969; Maxwell 1985; Dawson 2016), leading to the suggestion that Central Arctic Inuit groups in 

the 19th century (Inuinnait, Netsilingmiut, and Kivallirmiut) may not have geographic continuity 

with preceding Thule Inuit in the region. Stevenson (1997; 1992) supports the idea that Central 

Arctic Thule groups shifted subsistence strategies and residence towards inland resources 

(specifically caribou) or migrated west to the Mackenzie Delta and North Alaska to continue 

maritime-focused subsistence in response to the cooling climate in the 15th century. Ethnohistoric 

Inuinnait and Netsilingmiut only migrated back to the coast in the 18th century under this 

hypothesis, perhaps in response to pressure from Dënesųłıné in the interior (Stevenson 1997).  

Burch (1978) proposes a similar inland origin for ethnohistoric Kivallirmiut groups, rather 

than in situ development from Thule Inuit on Hudson Bay. Other hypotheses of the Thule-Inuit 

transition in the central Arctic involve a subsistence shift from larger maritime resources (whales) 

to smaller (intensive sealing on winter sea ice) that is also an adaptive response to a cooling climate 

(McGhee 1972; Morrison 1983b). This assumes some settlement adaptations such as winter 

aggregations on the sea ice (which are invisible archaeologically) but would be less of a disruptive 

change than population displacements inland. Although not resolved, either hypothesis suggests a 

significant break in subsistence, settlement, and likely trade patterns between Central Arctic Thule 

and later Central Arctic Inuit groups during the 15th century (Dawson 2016). 

Like the transition from Classic Thule Inuit society to regional Late PreContact Inuit 

society, the Contact period with post-Norse Europeans over the past 4 centuries was not a singular 

event that occurred at the same time or happened in the same way in different regions. Even the 

first-contact events that occur in different regions (e.g. Frobisher’s expedition to Baffin Island in 

1574 or Hearne’s journey to the mouth of the Coppermine River in 1771) may very well post-date 

the introduction of European goods through Indigenous trade networks and certainly pre-date 

periods of sustained contact with Western society that eventually result in drastic changes to Inuit 

life, including the movement of Inuit into towns. For the purposes here, changing patterns of 

material acquisition and trade (e.g., acquiring metal from shipwrecks or Hudson’s Bay Company 

traders) mark the transition from PreContact to Protohistoric Inuit society. Although natural copper 

sources continue to be exploited (as evidenced by the oral traditions described in Section 2.1.1 - 

Copper Deposits of the Central Canadian Arctic), the availability of new sources likely impacted 

the copper technological system. The chronological distinctions in the following sections between 
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PreContact and Protohistoric Inuit groups are the best estimations based on a number of lines of 

evidence, including the recorded cultural context in site databases, the presence of European 

import metals and other goods, whether a site was single or multi component, and the published 

literature.  

The Inuit tradition sites below are broken up into regional and temporal groupings based 

on a number of factors, including traditional territories of distinct groups encountered during the 

Protohistoric period, modern self-identification of Inuit peoples expressed in language and land 

claims, and the history of archaeological investigation across the Arctic resulting in specific 

patterning in the geospatial distribution of copper. These regional groupings are – (1) Alaskan 

North Slope and North Coast – Inupiat/Nunamiut, (2) Mackenzie Delta – Thule and 

Inuvialuit, (3) Amundsen Gulf – Thule, (4) Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island - Thule and 

Inuinnait, (5) Eastern High Arctic – Thule, (6) Eastern Low Arctic - Thule and Netsilingmiut 

/ Iglulingmiut / Sadlermiut / Kivallirmiut. 

These groupings are defined with the understanding that identity and populations are fluid 

and changeable, and that the modern distribution of regional Inuit identities across the Arctic is a 

result of a complex history of the movement of people and ideas since early Thule migrants first 

populated the region. The use of modern Inuit land claims and language distribution to organize 

Thule archaeological material is not a statement regarding a direct connection between specific 

Thule archaeological sites and modern Inuit groups, but rather recognition of the antiquity of Inuit 

connections to the landscape as descendants of Thule people. 
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Figure 4-4. Distribution of copper assemblages associated with the Inuit tradition 
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4.4.1 Alaskan North Slope and North Coast (Inupiat and Nunamiut) 

Copper and other metal assemblages from the Inuit tradition in northern Alaska have 

multiple potential sources. In addition to native copper from the Central Arctic, Western Subarctic 

sources are also a reasonably likely source of native copper, and in fact are closer geographically 

when modeled using Path Distance (Pike, Cooper, and Hunt 2015; 2019). Likewise, metals in 

northern and western Alaska also have the potential to originate in trade networks that stretch 

across the Bering Straits and into Asia. Several of these in PreContact Inupiat context have recently 

been identified geochemically as smelted alloys originating in Asia (Cooper 2016; Cooper et al. 

2016).  

The sites from this region are either Late PreContact or Protohistoric period Inupiat sites. 

Copper assemblages from coastal Late PreContact period sites Pingasagruk (WAI-00096); 

Ekseavik (XBM-00009); Thetis Island (HAR-00001)) have not been examined. It is possible they 

are native copper based on their existence prior to sustained post-Norse European contact and 

inferences made by the original investigators (Cooper 2007; Cooper et al. 2016). However, 

recently confirmed Late Prehistoric smelted copper found at Cape Espenberg confirms that 

smelted copper was present in the region during the Late Prehistoric period that originated across 

the Bering Strait (Cooper et al. 2016). The assemblages from these sites appear to consist 

completely of fishing gear, including inset copper “eyes” in zoomorphic fish lures and hooks in 

compound fish spoons (Cooper 2007; Cooper et al. 2016; Giddings 1952; Irving 1953). The 

interior Protohistoric period site (Punyik Point (XHP-00308)) is included here because 6 copper 

objects in association with glass trade beads were confirmed as native copper (Wayman and 

Cooper 2005). Many of these objects appear to be decorative in nature (Kunz et al. 2005; Wayman 

and Cooper 2005; Cooper 2007). Oral traditions obtained from Nunamiut informants (interior 

Inupiat from Anuktuvuk Pass in the northern Brooks Range) in 1949/50 describe copper being 

“imported from eastward” (Ingstad 1954, 157). If the native copper assemblages of this region 

were imported from the east, then examples of this trade in copper appear to only be present during 

the Late Prehistoric period. 
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Table 4-3. North Slope and North Coast - Inuit tradition copper assemblages 

 

 

 

Figure 4-5. North Slope and North Coast Inuit copper archaeological sites 

Site Name Time Period/ Region # Cu Citations 

XBM-00009 Ekseavik Inupiat (PreC) 3+ (RO) (1, 2, 3, 8) 

WAI-00096 
Pingasagruk (Point 
Franklin Site) 

Inupiat (PreC) #? (RO) (1, 2, 8) 

HAR-00001* 
Thetis Island 

(Amaudliktok) 
Inupiat (PreC) 2+ (RO) (1, 2, 7, 8) 

 Barter Island** Inuvialuit/Inupiat (PreC) *See Mackenzie Delta* 

XHP-00308 Punyik Point Inupiat (Proto) 7 (RO) (1, 2, 4, 5, 6) 

Total Sites 4+** Total Objects 12+  

RO = Records Only 

Citations: (1) AHRS Site Files 
(2) (Cooper 2007) 

(3) (Giddings 1952) 
(4) (Irving 1964) 

(5) (Kunz et al. 2005) 
(6) (Wayman and Cooper 2005) 

(7) (Irving 1953) 
(8) (Cooper et al. 2016) 

*Number of objects uncertain, but site files report “fishing lures and hooks”  
**Barter Island has been previously included in both the Mackenzie Delta and North Slope regions 
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4.4.2 Mackenzie Delta (Thule and Inuvialuit) 

The Mackenzie Delta region stretches from Franklin Bay east of the Bathurst Peninsula to 

Herschel Island off the northern Yukon coast in the west (and sometimes defined as extending 

further west to Barter Island off the Alaskan coast) (Alunik, Kolausok, and Morrison 2003). This 

region was occupied by the Inuvialuit, an Inuit regional group economically adapted to the 

uniquely diverse ecology of the Delta (Betts 2005; 2009). There are also a few instances of possible 

PreContact (Stevenson 1992; D. Jenness 1914; U. Franklin et al. 1981) and Protohistoric (Hickey 

1979) Inuvialuit sites slightly outside of this region. The Mackenzie Delta represents an important 

location in the Thule migration from the Bering Strait and North Alaska since early Thule migrants 

would have had to pass through the region to reach points further east (Friesen and Arnold 2008; 

Friesen 2009).  

Betts (2009, 11–12 - Table 1) provides a comprehensive list of temporal periods of 

individual sites in the Delta that form the basis of the regional chronology in the Mackenzie Delta 

used in this study. He defines significant chronological divisions based on material culture shifts 

and related chronologies in the wider Western Arctic between Thule (ca. CE 1250-1400), 

Mackenzie Inuit (ca. CE 1400 – 1850), and Early Historic (ca. CE 1850 – 1890) (Betts 2009, 9). 

Four Thule sites are present that contain copper, including Washout (NjVi-2), Cache Point (NhTs-

2), Pond (NiTs-2), and Radio Creek (NhTr-1). Cache Point (Friesen and Arnold 2008; Friesen 

2009) and Washout (Friesen and Arnold 2008) are both examples of early (13th century) Thule 

occupations in the region. Seven sites in the region represent PreContact Inuvialuit, including 

Pauline Cove (NjVi-1), Kuukpak (NiTs-1), Kittigazuit (NiTr-2), Gutchiak (NhTn-1), McKinley 

Bay (OaTi-1), Bison Skull (OaRw-2), and Iglulualuit (NlRu-1). There are also additional 

PreContact Inuvialuit sites further east in Amundsen Gulf (NkRh-8) and further west (according 

to the cultural designation in U. Franklin et al. 1981) on Barter Island off the Alaskan coast (D. 

Jenness 1914; S. E. Jenness 1990; 1991). Two Protohistoric Inuvialuit sites are also included here 

– Pokiak (NfTn-2) and Barry (NkTc-5) – and an additional Protohistoric site that is either 

Inuvialuit or Inuinnait (Copper Inuit) associated with 19th century salvage of the HMS Investigator 

on northern Banks Island (PgPw-3). 
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Table 4-4. Mackenzie Delta - Inuit tradition copper assemblages 

 

Borden Name Time Period # Cu Citations 

NjVi-2 Washout Thule (early) 10  

NhTs-2 Cache Point Thule (early) 19  

NiTs-2 Pond Thule 2  

NhTr-1 Radio Creek Thule 1  

NjVi-1 Pauline Cove Inuvialuit (PreC) 3 (RO) (4, 5) 

NiTs-1 Kuukpak Inuvialuit (PreC) 13  

NiTr-2 Kittigazuit Inuvialuit (PreC) 1  

NhTn-1 Gutchiak Inuvialuit (PreC) 2  

OaTi-1 McKinley Bay Inuvialuit (PreC) 2  

OaRw-2 Bison Skull Inuvialuit (PreC) 1  

NlRu-1 Iglulualuit Inuvialuit (PreC) 5  

NkRh-8 *  Inuvialuit (PreC) 1  

 Barter Island ** Inuvialuit/Inupiat (PreC) 3 (RO) (2, 3) 

NfTn-2 Pokiak Inuvialuit (Proto) 1  

NiTk-2 Atkinson Point Inuvialuit (Proto) 11 (RO) (2, 6, 7)  

NkTc-5 Barry Inuvialuit (Proto) 1 (RO) (1) 

Total Sites 16 Total Objects 76  

RO = Records Only 

Citations: (1) Canadian Museum of History Collections Dept. Artifact Records 
(2) (U. Franklin et al. 1981) 

(3) (D. Jenness 1914; S. E. Jenness 1991; 1990) 
(4) (Friesen 1994) 

(5) (Betts 2009) 
(6) (Mathiassen 1930b; 1930a) 

(7) (Gordon, 1970) – cited in Franklin et al., 1981 without full citation 
*Inuvialuit sites included from just outside the region 

**Either Inuvialuit or Inupiat (this uncertainty highlights the relatedness between the two). Barter Island 
included as part of Mackenzie Delta Assemblage 
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Figure 4-6. Mackenzie Delta Inuit tradition copper archaeological sites 

4.4.3 Amundsen Gulf (Thule) 

The Amundsen Gulf region is defined here as extending from Cape Parry in the west to the 

Dolphin and Union Strait between Victoria Island and the mainland in the east. The northern 

boundaries of Amundsen Gulf include the southern coast of Banks Island and the western coast of 

Victoria Islands. Eleven Thule sites with copper assemblages have been identified in this region, 

several of which (Nelson River – OhRh-1, Cape Kellet – OlRr-1, Tiktalik – NkRi-3, and Pearce 

Point – NkRh-3) are considered early 13th century Thule sites (Friesen and Arnold 2008; McGhee 

2009a). Two Thule sites on the western coast of Victoria Island (Memorana – OdPq-1, and Co-op 

– OdPp-2) are excluded from this list despite being in Amundsen Gulf. Despite Co-op also being 

identified as an early Thule site (Friesen and Arnold 2008; McGhee 2009a) that may share 

similarities with other early Thule sites in Amundsen Gulf, their close proximity to copper sources 

on northern Victoria Island, as well falling within the traditional territory of the Inuinnait, warrant 

their inclusion with other northern Victoria Island and Coronation Gulf sites. The earliest Thule 

sites in Amundsen Gulf also date to the 13th century (Friesen and Arnold 2008; McGhee 2009a) 

and with a few exceptions there was a significant decline in settlement after the 15th century 

(Stevenson 1992). 
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Table 4-5. Amundsen Gulf - Inuit tradition copper assemblages 

 

 

 

Figure 4-7. Amundsen Gulf Inuit tradition archaeological sites with copper artifacts  

Borden Name Time Period # Cu Citations 

OlRr-1 Cape Kellet Thule (early) 1  

OhRh-1 Nelson River Thule (early) 4  

NkRi-3 Tiktalik Thule (early) 14  

NkRh-3 Pearce Point Thule (early) 6  

ObRo-1 Vaughn Thule 1  

ObRo-2 Jackson Thule 7  

NkRo-2  Thule 1  

NkRj-3 Presley Thule 1  

NkRh-1 House Point Thule 1 (RO) (1) 

NjRc-1 Morris Thule 9  

NjRc-4 Bodena Thule 4  

Total Sites 11 Total Objects 49  

RO = Records Only 

Citations: (1) Canadian Museum of History Collections Dept. Artifact Records 
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4.4.4 Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island (Thule and Inuinnait) 

Sites from the Inuit tradition containing copper within the region defined as Coronation 

Gulf and Victoria Island span a great deal of time, supporting the idea that proximity to sources 

allows for easy access to raw materials and their incorporation into toolkits. This region is the 

traditional territory of the Inuinnait, labeled as the Copper Inuit by early European travelers in the 

region because of the amount and variety of copper implements they used, and encompasses the 

majority of Victoria Island, Coronation Gulf, Bathurst Inlet, and extends to Queen Maud Gulf in 

the east. This region also incorporates inland areas adjacent to the mainland coast, including the 

lower Coppermine, Hood, and Perry Rivers, as well as Contwoyto Lake (Damas 1984). Sites from 

other cultural traditions are also present in the region, including ASTt sites on Victoria Island and 

an ASTt component at the Bloody Falls site on the Lower Coppermine River, the westernmost 

Dorset sites containing copper on eastern Victoria Island (see Section 4.3.1.1. Paleo-Inuit 

Tradition: Arctic Small Tool tradition), and Taltheilei sites near Bloody Falls on the Lower 

Coppermine River (see Section 4.4.1.2.1 Northern Dené Tradition: Great Bear Lake: Dismal Lakes 

and the Lower Coppermine River). Inuit tradition sites range from the earliest 13th century Thule 

sites in the region (Friesen and Arnold 2008; McGhee 2009a), including Lady Franklin Point 

(NcPd-2) (W. E. J. Taylor 1972) and Co-op (OdPp-2) to relatively recent Protohistoric Inuinnait 

sites associated with salvage of 19th century shipwrecks on Banks Island. As stated in the 

introduction to the ‘Inuit Tradition’, there is ongoing debate regarding the continuity of Thule 

groups with later Inuit groups in the Central Arctic, including this region.  

In general, the temporal divisions for this region are as follows – (1) early Thule period 

sites represent the earliest Inuit tradition migrants to the region during the 13th century. (2) Thule 

period sites are a generalized category including previous divisions such as “Clachan phase Thule” 

and “Classic Thule”. They date between ca. CE 1300 – 1500 (McGhee 2009a). (3) PreContact 

Inuinnait period sites are sites that post-date the Thule-Inuit transition as Inuit tradition groups 

have adapted to shifting climatic conditions but predate the influx of post-Norse European goods 

and people into the region. This period begins ca. CE 1600 (McGhee 2009a), but gradually shifts 

into (4) the Protohistoric Inuinnait period as contact and the importation of European goods 

(specifically metals for the purposes here) increases. The division between the PreContact and 

Protohistoric Inuinnait periods is mainly defined by the presence or absence of these European 

goods as reported in the literature or in site databases and reports. The Protohistoric Inuinnait 
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period defined here is a prolonged, broad grouping that includes sites elsewhere called “Indigenous 

historic” or “historic”. In part because of the proximity to sources, this period lasts until relatively 

recently in this central region, where use and knowledge of native copper sources is well 

documented by early 20th century researchers (see Section 2.1.1 - Copper Deposits of the Central 

Canadian Arctic).  

This region contains some of the largest copper assemblages from individual sites, 

including the Thule component of the Bloody Falls site (MkPk-3) (McGhee 1970; 1972) and 

Clachan (NaPi-2) (Morrison 1981; 1983a). The site of Nadlok (MbNs-1) is also frequently cited 

as an important transitional site representative of PreContact Inuit lifeways (Gordon 1994; Dawson 

2016). The region also contains a significant number of sites that continue to use native copper 

into the Protohistoric period. Clusters of these sites are present on the north shore of Prince Albert 

Sound on northwest Victoria Island (such as OdPc-1 – Kunana, and sites linked with it), associated 

with 19th century shipwreck salvage on northern Banks Island (particularly PjRa-10 – Isachen 

Sands), or in Coronation Gulf (MlPj-2 – Naliqaq; MkPk-3 – Kallak (Protohistoric component of 

Bloody Falls site); and NcPd-1 – Lady Franklin site). 

Table 4-6. Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island - Inuit tradition copper assemblages 

 

 

Borden Name Time Period # Cu Citations 

NcPd-2* Lady Franklin Point Thule (Early) 12   

OdPp-2 Co-Op Thule (Early) 3   

MkPk-3 (Thule) Bloody Falls Thule 249   

NaPi-2 Clachan Thule 56   

NcPf-1 Nuvuk Thule 4   

NcPf-12 Beulah Thule 6   

NiNg-2 (Thule) Bell Thule 1   

OdPq-1 Memorana Thule 3   

MbNs-1 Nadlok Inuinnait (PreC) 19   

MkPk-11   Inuinnait (PreC) 2 (RO) (1) 

MkPk-2  Inuinnait (PreC) 2 (RO) (1) 

MkPk-3 (Inuinnait) Kallak (Bloody Falls) Inuinnait (Proto) 5   

MlPj-2 Naliqaq Inuinnait (Proto) 13   

NcPd-1* Lade Franklin Site Inuinnait (Proto) 5   

OdPb-1** Kuuk-IV Inuinnait (Proto) 10   

OdPc-1** Kunana Inuinnait (Proto) 19   
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Table 4-6. Continued 

 

 

Borden Name Time Period # Cu Citations 

OdPc-2** Joss Inuinnait (Proto) 2   

OdPc-5**   Inuinnait (Proto) 6   

OePe-14 Halahervik-XXX Inuinnait (Proto) 3 (RO) (2) 

OePe-3 Halahervik-XI Inuinnait (Proto) 3+ (RO) (2) 

PjRa-10*** Isachen Sands Inuinnait (Proto) 55   

PjRa-7*** Thomsen River 1 Inuinnait (Proto) 2   

PkPx-1*** Duckbone Inuinnait (Proto) 1   

PkPx-2***   Inuinnait (Proto) 10   

PlPx-1*** Muskox Hill Inuinnait (Proto) 7   

PgPw-3*** Nasogaluak Inuinnait or Inuvialuit (Proto) 1 (RO) (2) 

OdPe-3   Undetermined 1+ (RO) (2) 

OhPh-2  Undetermined 1 (RO) (2) 

PcNv-1   Undetermined 1 (RO) (1, 2) 

Total Sites 29 Total Objects 502  

RO = Records Only 
Citations: (1) Canadian Museum of History Collections Dept. Artifact Records 

 (2) Northwest Territories Territorial Archaeological Site Files 
* Several objects from NcPd-1 are included with NcPd-2 assemblage (Semmler Collection, guidance from 

CMH curation staff on Borden Number changes) 
** Franklin et al. (1981) includes 3 sites from Prince Albert Sound on Western Victoria Island as “historic” 

Copper Inuit sites. These include OdPc-1 (Kunana), OdPc-2 (Joss), and OdPc-5. Morrison (1987b) 
links the grave at OdPb-1 (Kuuk-IV) to Kunana, and McGhee (1972, 89–93) includes OdPb-1 in the 

Kunana artifact collections. The object from Joss is included in the Kunana collection (19th Century 
Inuit) in Morrison (1987b), as well as in McGhee (1972). It is also listed as “historic” Copper Inuit in 

Franklin et al. (1981). However, McGhee (1971) doesn't list any components other than Dorset for 
OdPc-2. - The site is designated here as Inuinnait for the Cu tradition but there is no evidence I have 

found of Joss (OdPc-2) having any Inuit tradition components. This is based on McGhee's original 
inclusion of the artifact catalogued (by CMH) as being from Joss (OdPc-2:58/59) in the Kunana (OdPc-

1) assemblage analysis (McGhee 1972, 90–91, Plate XVII). McGhee (1971) was the original 
investigator of both sites, and identified them as Copper Inuit (OdPc-1) and Dorset (OdPc-2). They 

appear to occupy the same landform (the GPS coordinates on file are separated by less than 500m) and 
are both described by McGhee as occupying a low gravel terrace several yards West of the Kuuk River. I 

infer from the published materials that McGhee made the decision to include the copper object recorded 
as being from Joss in the Kunana assemblage for reasons not elaborated on in the original published 

material on the sites (McGhee 1971; 1972). This designation is perpetuated in later publications, 
including Franklin et al. (1981) and Morrison (1987b). 

*** Protohistoric sites associated with HMS Investigator salvage on northern Banks Island 
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Figure 4-8. Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island Inuit tradition copper archaeological sites 

4.4.5 Eastern High Arctic (Thule) 

The regional grouping of the Eastern High Arctic Archipelago represents Thule sites that 

are outside of traditional boundaries of ethnohistorically encountered Inuit groups met by later 

Europeans (Netsilingmiut and Iglulingmiut). Sites from this region span the Thule period, and 

include several 13th century early Thule occupations (Friesen and Arnold 2008; McGhee 2009a). 

This region also contains several larger Thule whaling villages, including Qariaraqyuk (PaJs-2), 
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Learmonth (PeJr-1), Brooman Point (QiLd-1), Porden Point (RbJr-1), and others. One of the 

defining aspects of metallurgical technologies in this region is the availability of metals from 

multiple sources, including meteoric iron from northern Greenland, smelted Norse trade metals, 

as well as native copper from Central Arctic sources. Several of the sites included from this region 

contain metal artifacts originating from several or all of these sources. Iron, including Greenlandic 

meteoric iron and Norse iron, is readily distinguishable from native copper. However, smelted 

copper and copper alloys from Norse sources are less easy to differentiate from native copper 

visually. Additional efforts to discriminate materials from these sources are needed to accurately 

assess the extent of the native copper technological system in this region. 

Table 4-7. Eastern High Arctic - Inuit tradition copper assemblages  

 

Borden Name Time Period # Cu Citations 

PaJs-2 Qariaraqyuk Thule (early) 75 (RO) (1, 3) 

QeJu-1 M1 Thule (early) 5  

QeJu-2* M2 Thule (early) / Norse? 4  

SfFk-4* Skraeling Island Thule (early) / Norse? 2  

PaJs-3 Fort Ross South Thule 1  

PaJs-4 Fort Ross North Thule 2 (RO) (2) 

PcJq-5 Cape Garry Thule 3  

PeJr-1 Learmonth Thule 11  

PeJr-4 Nukuktutak Thule 1  

QeJu-3* Lake Thule / Norse? 4  

QiLd-1* Brooman Point Village Thule / Norse? 35  

QiLe-1 De Blicquy Thule 1  

QkHn-12 Field School Thule 1  

RbJr-1 Porden Point Brook Village Thule 3  

RbJr-5*  Thule / Norse? 2  

SgFm-4* Eskimobyen Thule / Norse? 1  

SgFm-14  Thule 1  

Total Sites 17 Total Artifacts 152  

RO = Records Only 

Citations: (1) Canadian Museum of History Collections Dept. Artifact Records 
 (2) Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre Collections Dept. Artifact Records 

 (3) (Whitridge 2002) 
* Several sites have potential Norse metal because of the presence of smelted copper (either defined in the 

literature or identified by pXRF) without a documented Protohistoric component or were identified as 
possible Norse metal by the original investigators. Not every object in these assemblages is smelted - 

most have a combination of native copper and smelted metals.  
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Figure 4-9. Eastern High Arctic Inuit tradition copper assemblages 

4.4.6 Eastern Low Arctic - including Boothia Peninsula, Hudson’s Bay and Barrenlands 

(Thule and Netsilingmiut/Iglulingmiut/Sadlermiut/Kivallirmiut) 

The region defined as the Eastern Low Arctic is a loosely defined grouping that 

encompasses quite a bit of variability in cultural designations. It includes the Barrenlands, 

including the lower portions of the Back, Thelon, Dubawnt, and Kazan Rivers, including Baker 

lake; the coast of northwestern and western Hudson’s Bay beyond Chesterfield and Rankin Inlets; 

Southampton Island; and the southern Boothia Peninsula. Sites here include early Thule 

occupations of the northwestern and western Hudson’s Bay coast, including the site of Naujan 

(MdHs-1), first used to define Thule by Mathiassen in 1922 (Mathiassen 1927), as well as other 

Thule period sites (Meliadine, Ahmai, Lake, Silumiut, and Kulaituijavik (Yellow Bluff)). Later 
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Inuit tradition sites include a variety of Late Precontact and Protohistoric Inuit groups, including 

Netsilingmiut (Netsilik Inuit), Sadlermiut, and Kivallirmiut (Caribou Inuit). Although these groups 

are distinct from one another, they are combined here based on the shared definition of being post-

Thule Inuit tradition and outside of copper source regions (and the traditional territory of the 

Inuinnait). This also creates a larger, more unified copper dataset in this region for comparative 

purposes. 

The chronology of this region is more complex than that of the Central and High Arctic. 

The northwest coast of Hudson’s Bay and the west coast of the Foxe Basin fall on the edge of the 

geographic area associated with what has traditionally been called the Classic Thule period 

(McGhee 2009a). This includes early sites such as Naujan (Friesen and Arnold 2008; McGhee 

2009a). The transitional period associated with the onset of the Little Ice Age that contributed to 

the depopulation of the High Arctic Archipelago and the Central Arctic and the possible 

reorientation of Central Arctic Thule groups into the interior of the Barrenlands (Stevenson 1997; 

Dawson 2016) is also associated with the expansion and movement of Thule groups south and east 

into new regions, including SE Baffin Island, the Ungava peninsula (Nunavik), and Labrador 

(Nunatsiavut) (Whitridge 2008; Kaplan 1997) after CE 1500 (McGhee 2009a). Although for the 

most part these regions fall outside of the scope of this work, the Low Arctic Region defined here 

appears to have been a region that was never abandoned completely but was also the stage for 

reorientation of coastal Thule groups on Hudson Bay and the Central Arctic Coast to inland 

regions.  

Several sites in and around Rankin Inlet were occupied extensively from Thule through 

Protohistoric Kivallirmiut times (Linnamae and Clark 1976; B. L. Clark 1977), and the specific 

context of the copper could not be determined. In these cases, a best estimate of context was made 

based on notes in the site files and imagery from the published literature. As previously mentioned, 

the continuity of earlier coastal Thule groups with particular later Inuit groups (Caribou, 

Netsilingmiut, Inuinnait) is debated. Sites associated with the Protohistoric Kivallirmiut (Gordon 

1996) are present in the interior along major waterways, as are sites associated with the Taltheilei 

(see Section 4.5- Northern Dené Tradition section).  
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Table 4-8. Eastern Low Arctic - Inuit tradition copper assemblages 

 

Borden Name Time Period # Cu Citations 

MdHs-1 Naujan Thule (early) 13  

KfJm-3 Meliadine I Thule 1 (RO) (4) 

KgJm-8 Ahmai Thule 1 (RO) (2) 

KkHh-2 Lake Thule 1 (RO) (5) 

KkJg-1 Silumiut Thule 6  

LdHw-1 Kulaituijavik (Yellow Bluff) Thule 1  

KfJn-11  Kivallirmiut (Proto) 2 (RO) (3) 

KkLn-1 Grant Lake Kivallirmiut (Proto) 6  

LbLb-2  Kivallirmiut (Proto) 7  

KkHh-1 Tunermiut (Native Point) Sadlermiut (Proto) 4  

NhJp-4  Thule-Netsilingmiut (PreC) 1 (RO) (1) 

NiJp-11 Niaqurnaq/ Kitinusak Netsilingmiut (Proto) 4  

OaJl-2  Netsilingmiut (Proto) 1  

Total 
Sites 

13 Total Artifacts 48  

RO = Records Only 
Citations: (1) Canadian Museum of History Collections Dept. Artifact Records 

(2) Nunavut Territorial Archaeological Site Files 
(3) (Linnamae and Clark 1976) 

(4) (B. L. Clark 1977) 
(5) (B. L. Clark 1980) 
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Figure 4-10. Eastern Low Arctic Inuit tradition copper archaeological sites 
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4.5 Northern Dené Tradition 

 

Figure 4-11. Northern Dené tradition copper archaeological sites 

With the exception of the Gwich’in of northern interior Yukon and Alaska, all of the Late 

Precontact and Protohistoric sites associated with the Northern Dené tradition in the study region 

coincide with the earlier extent of the Taltheilei tradition. These Northern Dené groups are 

identified in older anthropological and archaeological literature (and here with their currently 

accepted, self-identifying equivalents) as the K’áshogot’ıne (Hare), Sahtúgot'ıne (Bearlake), 

Tłı̨chǫ (Dogrib), Wıı̀lıı̀deh / Tetsǫ́t’ıné (Yellowknife), and Dënesųłıné (Chipewyan). Collectively 

all of these groups (including the Gwich’in) are Athapaskan speaking Dené peoples. During the 

Protohistoric period up until modern times, reorganization and colonization resulted in shifting 

identities as bands amalgamated and adapted to new settlement and economic patterns.  

The Gwich’in live in the northern interior of eastern Alaska, Yukon, and western Northwest 

Territories, from the eastern Brooks Range to the Mackenzie Delta. Slobodin (1981, 514) notes 

that the Gwich’in are “rather sharply bounded, both by the relative distinctiveness of their language 

in the Athapaskan family and by a strong consciousness of kind among Kutchin [Gwich’in] 

speakers. Moreover, Kutchins [Gwich’in] tend to feel that they differ from their neighbors in 

psychological makeup.” Archaeologically, this disconnect is mirrored by differences in defined 

archaeological cultures. The Late Precontact period in Northern Yukon is defined as the Klo-Kut 
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Phase (Le Blanc 1984) as opposed to the defined Taltheilei culture to the southeast. The Gwich’in 

speak Dinjii Zhu’ Ginjik (Gwich’in) (Government of the Northwest Territories and Prince of 

Wales Northern Heritage Centre 2019) and their traditional territories have been recognized in 

Alaska, Yukon, and Northwest Territories by the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (Doyon 

Limited 2019), the Umbrella Final Agreement of the Yukon Land Claims package (Council of 

Yukon First Nations 2019), and the Gwich’in Settlement Area Land Claim (Government of the 

Northwest Territories 2019). 

Sahtúgot'ıne (Bearlake) are a group that coalesced during the fur trade period from 

K’áshogot’ıne (Slavey/Hare) and Tłı̨chǫ (Dogrib) that congregated around Great Bear Lake. 

Traditional ranges of these groups all extended to Great Bear Lake, and they came into more 

frequent contact with each other after the establishment of trading posts in the region (Gillespie 

1981a), facilitating the formation of new group identities. Dené groups in the region of Great Bear 

Lake today are primarily speakers of North Slavey (Sahtúot’ı̨nę Yatı̨́) and settlements are primarily 

between western Great Bear Lake and the Mackenzie River (Government of the Northwest 

Territories and Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre 2019). The Sahtu Dené and Metis Land 

Claims agreement extends to cover the entirety of Great Bear lake (Government of the Northwest 

Territories 2019). 

When encountered ethnohistorically, Tłı̨chǫ (Dogrib) were composed of multiple regional 

bands that occupied the region between Great Bear Lake to the northwest and Great Slave Lake to 

the southeast, and from the Mackenzie lowlands in the west to the Contwoyto, Aylmer, and 

Artillery Lakes in the Canadian Shield to the east. Their traditional territory overlaps with that of 

the Sahtúgot'ıne (Bearlake), K’áshogot’ıne (Slavey/Hare), and Dënesųłıné (Chipewyan) (Helm 

1981). Today Dené in this region primarily speak Tłı̨chǫ (Tłı̨chǫ Yatıì) and live within the Tłı̨chǫ 

Land Claims agreement (Government of the Northwest Territories 2019; Government of the 

Northwest Territories and Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre 2019). 

The Dënesųłıné (Chipewyan) occupy the easternmost extent of Athapaskan speaking 

peoples, as well as the easternmost extent of the Taltheilei tradition. Through the Protohistoric 

period (which started the earliest of any Northern Dené group) and before, they inhabit the 

transitional zone between the boreal forest to the southwest and the Barrenlands to the northeast, 

extending from Great Slave lake in the west to the Thelon, Dubawnt, and Kazan River drainage 

basins, in the east (J. G. E. Smith 1981).  
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Related to the Dënesųłıné are the Wıı̀lıı̀deh / Tetsǫ́t’ıné (Yellowknife), a group that 

previously occupied the transitional taiga/tundra zone in the Coppermine River drainage that 

extends north and west, overlapping with Tłı̨chǫ (Dogrib) traditional territory. Today, Wıı̀lıı̀deh 

live in communities within the modern Tłı̨chǫ Settlement Area. They claim kinship through 

language and oral and cultural traditions with Tetsǫ́t’ıné (“copper or metal people”) who are called 

“Copper Indians”, “Yellow-knife Indians”, or “Red-Knife Indians” in the ethnohistoric literature 

(Yellowknives Dené First Nation, 2019). Older ethnographic literature typically claims that the 

Wıı̀lıı̀deh / Tetsǫ́t’ıné ceased to exist as a distinct regional group by the 20th century as a result of 

disease, reorganization in the face of colonization, and amalgamation with other Dené groups 

(Gillespie 1981b). Although, these factors were common during this period, Wıı̀lıı̀deh highlight 

forced government relocation in the 1950’s as the primary factor in leaving Tetsǫ́t’ıné traditional 

territory and reject their supposed disappearance as a distinct group (Yellowknives Dené First 

Nation, 2019). 

Wıı̀lıı̀deh / Tetsǫ́t’ıné (Yellowknives Dené), like the Inuinnait (Copper Inuit), were singled 

out by Europeans and other Dené groups for the prevalence of copper and its use in their traditional 

territories. Today, the traditional territories of the Dënesųłıné and the Wıı̀lıı̀deh / Tetsǫ́t’ıné are 

encompassed by the Akaitcho First Nations Asserted Traditional Territory, representing 

communities speaking Dëne Sųłıné Yatıé (Chipewyan), Tłı̨chǫ, and other Dené languages 

(Government of the Northwest Territories 2019; Government of the Northwest Territories and 

Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre 2019). 

Northern Dené that occupy the transitional tundra/taiga zone share a reliance on migratory 

tundra caribou herds for subsistence and raw materials. Distinct regional herds of migratory tundra 

caribou appear to have existed along this transitional zone for as long as Dené (and other) people 

in the region have been adapted to hunt them by following the migrating herds (Gordon 1981; 

1996; 2005). The migratory corridors of these distinct herds occupy regions that roughly 

correspond with the traditional territories and group identity of the Northern Dené groups listed 

here, suggesting that group identity is partially connected to association with distinct herds 

stretching back into antiquity (MacKay and Andrews 2016). These associations are Gwich’in / 

Porcupine Herd, Sahtúgot'ıne / Bluenose Herd, Tłı̨chǫ / Bathurst Herd, and Dënesųłıné / Beverly 

Herd (Gordon 1981; MacKay and Andrews 2016). 
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Similar to the organization of Inuit tradition sites, the groupings below roughly correspond 

with traditional territories of distinct groups encountered during the Protohistoric period, modern 

self-identification of Dené peoples expressed in language and land claims, and the history of 

archaeological investigation across the Subarctic resulting in specific patterning in the geospatial 

distribution of copper assemblages. These regional groupings are – (1) Northern Interior Yukon 

and Alaska - Gwich’in, (2) Great Bear Lake – Taltheilei/Sahtu Dené, (3) Central Mackenzie 

– Taltheilei/Tłı̨chǫ, and (4) Eastern Barrenlands – Taltheilei/Akaitcho-Dënesųłıné.  

These groupings are defined with the understanding that identity and populations are fluid 

and changeable, and that the modern distribution of regional Dené identities across this portion of 

the Subarctic is a result of a complex history of the movement and mixing of people and ideas 

since early Taltheilei migrants first populated the region. The use of modern Dené land claims and 

language distribution to organize Taltheilei archaeological material is not a statement regarding a 

direct connection between specific Taltheilei archaeological sites and modern Dené groups, but 

rather recognition of the antiquity of Dené connections to the landscape as descendants of 

Taltheilei people. 

4.5.1 Northern Interior Yukon and Alaska (Gwich’in) 

Sites from northern interior Yukon and Alaska are all Late Precontact-Protohistoric 

Gwich’in (Cooper 2007). The majority of the sites (5 of the 6) are situated along the Porcupine 

River in Northern Yukon in relatively close proximity to each other (within a 100km section of 

the river). The final site, PSM-00074 (Atigun 1), is 400 km to the west, although still falls within 

Gwich’in traditional territory. This list mirrors one published by Cooper (2007; 2012). As 

previously alluded to, this regional grouping is distinct from other Northern Dené tradition 

groupings in several ways. This includes the perceived distinctness of group identity among 

modern Gwich’in noted by Slobodin (1981) and the archaeological distinctness of Late Precontact 

Klo-Kut material culture (Le Blanc 1984) from Taltheilei assemblages. Le Blanc (1984) excavated 

the largest copper assemblage from this region at the Rat Indian Creek site (MjVg-1) and noted 

similarity in form of some of the objects (including tanged points, awls, and a crescentic knife, in 

addition to modified and waste material) to objects from collections from Dakah De’nin’s Village 

(Shinkwin 1979) and the Gulkana site (Workman 1976) in the Western Subarctic. He tentatively 

suggests that copper may have been a prestigious material using the Western Subarctic as an 
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analogue (Shinkwin 1979; Workman 1976; Cooper 2012) in addition to the distance of this region 

from geological sources.  

Additionally, this region falls within a geographic liminal space between potential geologic 

sources of native copper. It is closer to western Subarctic sources both by Euclidian distance and 

by modeled path distance (Pike, Cooper, and Hunt 2015; 2019). The region also falls on the 

western side of the Mackenzie River, which seems to serve as a de facto boundary between western 

Subarctic and central Arctic copper trade networks (although it is equally possible this is an artifact 

of the difficulty of archaeological survey in the Mackenzie Valley and Mackenzie Mountains) 

(MacKay and Andrews 2016; Wright 1995). Although during the ethnohistoric period Gwich’in 

preferred trade to the South and West, they were positioned to (and sometimes did) trade both to 

the east and west (Krech III 1987). This region is included in this study because of the possibility 

that Gwich’in groups obtained copper in trade from central Arctic sources to the east, rather than 

or in addition to Western Subarctic sources. One possible trade link may be with Inuvialuit in the 

Mackenzie Delta region, although the likelihood of this avenue of trade versus one with more 

southern Dené groups in central and southeast Alaska (or for that matter Dené groups in the 

Mackenzie Valley or at Great Bear Lake) is unknown. 
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Table 4-9. Northern Interior Yukon and Alaska - Northern Dené tradition copper assemblages 

 

 

 

Figure 4-12. Northern Interior Alaska and Yukon Northern Dené tradition copper archaeological sites 

4.5.2 Great Bear Lake, Dismal Lake, and the Lower Coppermine River (Taltheilei / 

Sahtúgot’ıne) 

Clark (1987, 132 - Table 4.26) reports 23 copper objects from Great Bear Lake and other 

nearby locales (including Horton Lake to the northwest). Due to the unstratified nature of many of 

the archaeological sites in this survey, many of the sites where these objects were found don’t have 

Borden Name Time Period # Cu Citations 

MhVf-1 Bell Mouth Gwich’in (LPC-Proto)* 1  

MjVg-1 Rat Indian Creek Gwich’in (LPC-Proto)* 11  

MjVk-7 Old Chief Creek Gwich’in (LPC-Proto)* 1 (RO) (1, 2, 3) 

MjVl-1 Klo-Kut Gwich’in (LPC-Proto)* 3  

MjVl-6 Old Crow Gwich’in (LPC-Proto)* 1+ (RO) (1, 2, 3) 

PSM-00074 Atigun 1 Gwich’in (LPC-Proto)* 1 (RO) (3, 4) 

Total Sites 6 Total Artifacts 18+  

RO = Records Only 

Citations: (1) Yukon Heritage Branch Site Files, 2005 
(2) (U. Franklin et al. 1981) 

(3) (Cooper 2007) 
(4) (Wilson 1978) 

*Sites reported as Late PreContact through Protohistoric Gwich’in 
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reliable cultural designations, either from a lack of diagnostic artifacts (e.g. only retouched flakes) 

or because of multicomponent sites in unstratified palimpsests. Copper is reported in association 

with 3 traditions - Northwest Microblade, ASTt, and Taltheilei/Northern Dené - although clear 

associations with the first two are not definite.  

Associations of copper with the Northwest Microblade Tradition are not common, and to 

my knowledge do not occur other than in components at MdPs-25, MePr-6, MfRd-4, and MiRi-

1/2/3 (D. W. Clark 1987, 168 - Table 5.4) at Great Bear Lake. Although microblade technological 

traditions are long-lived in the Western Subarctic (essentially the entirety of the Holocene up 

through the Protohistoric period), their geographic extent declines significantly east of the 

Mackenzie River (Magne and Fedje 2007). In a synthesis of microblade tradition sites of 

Northwestern North America, the sites documented by Clark appear to be the furthest extent of the 

tradition to the northeast and the closest to Central Arctic copper sources (Magne and Fedje 2007, 

179 Fig. 11.5), overlapping only at the McTavish Arm of Great Bear Lake where float copper is 

reported in the ethnohistoric literature (Stefansson 1919; Bell 1901). 

Clark provides several possible reasons for the presence of copper associated with 

Northwest Microblade materials. In describing the Northwest Microblade artifact classes, copper 

is “suspect of component mixture” (D. W. Clark 1987, 164) because the vast majority of Arctic 

and Subarctic copper objects are dated to (or associated with) the second millennium A.D. The 

lack of clear association is apparent in the site descriptions. At MfRd-4, “the microblade industry 

comes from both areas of the site…though it is not closely associated with the copper artifacts” 

(D. W. Clark 1987, 165). At MdPs-25 “the microblades, adze, and copper are widely separated and 

their coevalness … is not established” (D. W. Clark 1987, 165). At MePr-6 “microblades…and the 

notched point occur in one area, and the copper pieces and most of the bifaces but no microblades 

in the other area” (D. W. Clark 1987, 167). Finally, at the MiRi-1/2/3 cluster, “at this location 

multiple occupations can be expected, but all recovered artifacts are at least possible Northwest 

Microblade tradition items…however, some doubt [remains] that the site is a pure Northwest 

Microblade tradition component and that no other artifacts are present” (D. W. Clark 1987, 167). 

Franklin et al. (1981) records these copper objects from the MiRi-1/2/3 cluster as being ASTt, 

which is not consistent with Clark’s (1987) designation. 

However, he compares the presence of possible Northwest Microblade copper to the 

pattern observed for copper from ASTt contexts. ASTt copper has been more convincingly 
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documented (McGhee 1970; D. W. Clark 1987), but typically only in relatively close proximity to 

natural source regions. He conjectures that “Given the proximity of Great Bear Lake to natural 

sources, early copper implements are not surprising” (D. W. Clark 1987, 164). Nevertheless, in his 

discussion of the Northwest Microblade tradition of Great Bear Lake, he concludes that among 

components associated with the Northwest Microblade Tradition, “associations with copper 

consistently appear to have problems” (D. W. Clark 1987, 167). Likewise, of the three sites that 

contain an ASTt component that also are identified as having copper (MdPr-1, MdPs-22, and 

MdRh-1), all are listed as either a “loci” or a “distribution” that is at a site with mixed components 

of occupation (D. W. Clark 1987, 176 - Table 5.6).  

The remaining copper objects from Great Bear Lake are assumed to be Taltheilei (including 

Late Precontact and up to Protohistoric Dené) in origin, unless explicitly identified as a historic 

import. Clark makes this determination based upon comparisons of projectile points, primarily 

from the northeast corner of the lake where a high number of sites are clustered in the vicinity of 

Hornby Bay of the McTavish Arm. He compares these to other Taltheilei projectile points further 

east, including from the Central District of Mackenzie (Noble 1971), Coppermine River (McGhee 

1970; collections from Metcalf, later reported in Metcalf and Kobelka 1978), and Thelon River 

(collections from Gordon, later reported in Gordon 1996)(D. W. Clark 1987, 184), and notes a 

similarity in types and in some instances material (from the Coppermine collections - presumably 

those collected by Metcalf). He uses these points as diagnostic indicators that a majority of the 

occupation at Great Bear Lake (particularly the east side) is likely related to Taltheilei occupation. 

It is based on this designation (while acknowledging the difficulty and ambiguity of assigning 

cultural designations to unstratified sites with a general lack of diagnostic material) that the 

remainder of the copper from Clark’s collections are general Taltheilei. Any further break-down 

assigning objects into Early, Middle, or Late phases of Taltheilei is not possible at this time.  

Three sites from the Dismal Lakes region, northeast of Great Bear Lake, halfway between 

the tip of the McTavish Arm and the mouth of the Coppermine River, also appear similar to the 

Great Bear Lakes sites. Because they were investigated in the 1950’s, their cultural associations 

were made based on the limited knowledge of regional histories of the time. MiPq-1a (Dismal-1a 

in Harp Jr. 1958) is comparative to the poorly understood Northwest Microblade Tradition sites 

from Great Bear Lake. Harp (1958, 241) compares the lithic assemblages to the Great Bear River 

Complex and conjectured that they might be ancestral to Taltheilei to the southeast. Neither of 
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these sites has C14 dates, so their copper associations are considered in the same way as those 

from Great Bear Lake. They are likely Taltheilei but could also be examples of earlier Northwest 

Microblade Tradition peoples advantageously exploiting copper resources when they are 

encountered in source regions. The related Kamut site (where no copper was found) is also related 

to Great Bear Lake NW Microblade complexes (N.T. Docks complex) and southeastern Taltheilei. 

The third site, MhPo-1 (Dismal-2 in Harp Jr. 1958), is compared to assemblages from the Paleo-

Inuit tradition, including the Denbigh Flint complex sites in the Western Arctic and Saqqaq, 

Independence, and other Pre-Dorset sites from the Eastern Arctic (Harp Jr. 1958, 242–44). The 

copper association of MhPo-1 is assigned to the ASTt. 

Several sites from the Lower Coppermine River (in the general vicinity of Bloody Falls) 

are also included in the Great Bear Lake region because of their association with the Northern 

Dené tradition and their proximity to Great Bear Lake, Dismal Lakes, and Horton Lake. These 

sites (MkPk-4, MkPk-9 - Willowherb, and MkPk-12) were investigated by McGhee (1970) as part 

of excavations in the region of Bloody Falls, along with his investigations of the ASTt and Thule 

components at MkPk-3 and other Inuit tradition sites along the lower Coppermine. Like many of 

the sites on Great Bear Lake, these sites are from undated and unstratified sand blowouts, so their 

association with anything more defined than general Taltheilei (including Late PreContact Dené) 

is not possible.  
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Table 4-10. Great Bear Lake, Dismal Lake, and Lower Coppermine River - Northern Dené tradition copper 

assemblages 

 

  

Borden Name Time Period # Cu Citations 

McRa-4  Taltheilei 1+ (RO) (1) 

MdPs-25 Melville Creek Taltheilei / NMt? 3  

MdPs-31  Taltheilei 1   

MdPs-4 Great Bear Lake V Taltheilei 1  

MePq-4  Taltheilei 1  

MePq-5  Taltheilei 3  

MePr-1  Taltheilei 1  

MePr-5 Great Bear Lake X Taltheilei 1  

MePr-6 Bunn Creek Taltheilei / NMt? 4  

MePr-8 Great Bear Lake XII Taltheilei 2  

MfRd-4 Haldane River Taltheilei / NMt? 2  

MiPq-1 
A* 

Dismal 1A Taltheilei / NMt? 1  

MiRi-1* Horton Lake/ Great Bear Lake I Taltheilei / NMt? 1  

MiRi-2* Horton Lake/ Great Bear Lake II Taltheilei / NMt? 2  

MiRi-3* Horton Lake/ Great Bear Lake III Taltheilei / NMt? 1  

MkPk-12  Taltheilei 1  

MkPk-4  Taltheilei 1  

MkPk-9 Willowherb Taltheilei 2  

MyPy-1  Taltheilei 1  

Total Sites 19 Total Artifacts 30  

RO = Records Only 

Citations: (1) Northwest Territories Territorial Archaeological Site Files 
*Listed in Franklin et al (1981, 9) as ASTt, but listed as associated with Northwest Microblade Tradition 

by original investigators (D. W. Clark 1975; Harp Jr. 1958) 
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Figure 4-13. Great Bear Lake, Dismal Lakes, and Lower Coppermine River Northern Dené tradition copper 

archaeological sites 

4.5.3 Central District of Mackenzie (Taltheilei / Tłı̨chǫ) 

The area defined here as the Central Mackenzie encompasses sites that were identified 

primarily through surveys by MacNeish (1951), Noble (1971), Metcalf (1978; Metcalf and 

Kobelka 1978), and Andrews (1993; 1996). The name of this grouping corresponds to the name 

of the region at the time of Noble’s (1971) survey. Metcalf investigated the Rawalpindi (Metcalf 

1978) and upper Coppermine (Metcalf and Kobelka 1978) Rivers, and Andrews investigated sites 

throughout the region for the Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre Archaeology Program. 

The assignment of individual sites to particular temporal periods is complicated with these sites 

because of changes in archaeological practice throughout the period these sites were investigated. 

Noble (1971) divides the Taltheilei sites investigated into highly seriated series of cultural 

complexes that in most cases last only a few hundred years, based both on radiocarbon dates and 

artifact morphologies. Although Metcalf uses Noble’s Taltheilei sequence, many of the identified 

sites either lack sufficient stratigraphy or diagnostic artifacts to assign them to a particular context. 

Of more utility to Metcalf is Gordon’s divisions of Taltheilei into early, middle, and late periods 

based on the greater presence of stratified sites found in the Barrenlands. Metcalf’s sites are often 

unstratified and contain minimal diagnostic material, so their designation is a general Taltheilei-
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Precontact Dené unless Northwest Territory archaeological site files record an Indigenous historic 

component or European trade material was also present. The primary temporal division in this 

region is between Precontact Taltheilei and Protohistoric Dené. The largest assemblage comes 

from the Snare Lake site (LbPg-8), a temporary caribou processing site repeatedly used during the 

Protohistoric period, investigated by Andrews in 1992 and 1993 (Andrews 1993; 1996). The 

copper assemblage comes from a single hearth feature / copper workshop (Hearth 6) dated to the 

protohistoric period based on the presence of wrought iron and other historic features. The 

assemblage is spatially concentrated near the feature, suggesting segregated, possibly gendered, 

use of space (Andrews 1996). 

Table 4-11. Central District of Mackenzie - Northern Dené tradition copper assemblages 

 

Borden Name Time Period # Cu Citations 

KePl-1 Frank Channel Taltheilei 4  

LbPf-1 Alder Taltheilei 1 (RO) (1, 3) 

LbPg-7 Trout Bay Taltheilei 1 (RO) (1, 2, 3) 

LgPh-23*  Taltheilei 1  

LgPh-29*  Taltheilei 1  

LgPi-8*  Taltheilei 1  

LhPg-6*  Taltheilei 1  

LiPg-15*  Taltheilei 7  

LiPh-11*  Taltheilei 1  

LiPh-5*  Taltheilei 1  

LkPg-9*  Taltheilei 2  

LbPl-1  Taltheilei- Tłı̨chǫ Dené (Proto) 2 (RO) (1) 

LbPg-8 Snare Lake Tłı̨chǫ Dené (Proto) 36  

Total Sites 13 Total Artifacts 59  

RO = Records Only 

Citations: (1) Northwest Territories Territorial Archaeological Site Files 
(2) Canadian Museum of History Collections Dept. Artifact Records 

(3) (Noble 1971) 
*Sites identified by Metcalf (Metcalf and Kobelka 1978; 1978), often unstratified with minimal diagnostic 

artifacts are assumed to be of the Northern Dené tradition (Taltheilei - PreContact Dené) unless he 
explicitly identified them as ASTt 
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Figure 4-14. Central District of Mackenzie Northern Dené tradition copper archaeological sites 

4.5.4 Eastern Barrenlands (Taltheilei / Akaitcho-Dënesųłıné) 

Archaeological investigation in the eastern Barrenlands has been particularly helpful in 

defining and describing Taltheilei culture. The Barrenlands encompasses a large swathe of 

northern Canada - from the taiga of the Mackenzie Valley and Great Bear Lake, Great Slave Lake, 

and Lake Athabasca, transitioning into tundra moving eastward to the western shore of Hudson’s 

Bay and includes the Canadian mainland north to the Arctic Ocean. The eastern portion of this 

region is home to the Beverly Range herd of caribou and Dënesųłıné, east of Great Slave Lake in 

the Thelon and Dubawnt River drainages. Gordon’s (1996) investigation of over 1000 sites in this 

regions comprehensively illustrates the annual cycles Taltheilei life following the Beverly Caribou 

from their forest wintering grounds to the summer calving grounds on the tundra. The herd-

following adaptation has a great deal of time depth, made evident by the repeated use of major 

water crossings for Taltheilei peoples (and earlier Paleo-Inuit and Northern Plano groups) to 

intercept the migrating herd. Sites such as Whitefish Lake (KeNi-4) and Duc (KjNb-7) are highly 

stratified sites that are highly informative for the seriation and radiocarbon dating of Taltheilei into 

Early, Middle, and Late phases (Gordon 1996) and provide a useful reference for unstratified 

Taltheilei materials in other regions. The assignment of sites to PreContact or Protohistoric periods 

in this region was entirely based on Gordon (1996). Many of the sites are from the Protohistoric 
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period, although there is a native copper in Late Taltheilei contexts and the co-occurrence of native 

and imported metals in some assemblages (such as KbNa-16). There is also native copper in 

Middle Taltheilei contexts (as well as Late Taltheilei) in the stratified Whitefish Lake site.  

Table 4-12. Eastern Barrenlands - Northern Dené tradition copper assemblages 

 

 

Figure 4-15. Eastern Barrenlands Northern Dené tradition copper archaeological sites 

4.6 Summary of Regional, Chronological, and Cultural Assemblages 

Regional, chronological, and cultural clusters of archaeological sites and the combined 

artifacts of these clusters are novel regional assemblages of contemporaneous and culturally 

Borden Name Time Period # Cu Citations 

KeNi-4 Whitefish Lake Taltheilei 21  

KlNa-1 Upper Thelon River III Taltheilei 1 (RO) (2) 

LaLt-6  Taltheilei 1  

JiNd-1  Dënesųłıné (Proto) 1  

KbNa-16  Dënesųłıné (Proto) 7  

KbNb-4  Dënesųłıné (Proto) 1  

KcNg-3  Dënesųłıné (Proto) 1  

KjNb-7 Duc Dënesųłıné (Proto) 1 (RO) (1, 2, 3) 

Total Sites 8 Total Artifacts 34  

RO = Records Only 
Citations: (1) Northwest Territories Territorial Archaeological Site Files 

(2) (Gordon 1996) 
(3) (U. Franklin et al. 1981) 
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affiliated objects that approximate the full range of regional copper technological diversity within 

Inuit and Northern Dené societies. Although PaleoInuit assemblages are present near geologic 

sources in Arctic Small Tool tradition contexts, and are present across the majority of the Late 

Dorset World, the vast majority come from only three archaeological sites on Little Cornwallis 

Island as a result of targeted metal detection survey methodologies and were unable to be examined 

for this research. Though a model for best practices to investigate metallurgical technologies, this 

discrepancy makes the PaleoInuit dataset unsuited for the methods applied to the Inuit and 

Northern Dené data. 

Assemblages were screened for smelted European imports by examining artifact catalogue 

and site metadata, through visual examination, and elemental analysis with pXRF. They were then 

divided into a comprehensive typology developed from the full dataset that draws on both 

production sequences and utilization. The assemblages associated with regional, chronological, 

and cultural clusters were then examined for patterns of variation internally, inter-regionally, and 

temporally. These patterns of variation will directly address the research questions of this work - 

1) Does the distance of archaeological copper assemblages from geologic sources impact the 

structure of copper technological systems? and. 2) In what ways are shared copper 

technological systems adapted to be regionally specialized and how do they change through 

time? The specifics of the methods used to screen and organize the assemblages and quantify 

patterns of variation are laid out in the following section. 
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CHAPTER 5. METHODS 

A variety of methods were implemented in this research to explore the variability of copper 

assemblages that will be discussed in detail throughout this chapter. This included compiling, 

visually examining, photographing, recording dimension metrics and weights, and screening using 

pXRF objects from curated collections; the creation of a copper typology; the division of 

archaeological site copper assemblages into regional, chronological, and cultural clusters; GIS 

Path Distance modeling between geologic sources and archaeological sites to model “Acquisition 

Cost”, and applying statistical Diversity measures to examine “Technological Diversity”. Why 

these methods were chosen and their role in the analysis are presented here, while results of the 

various analyses will be presented in the following chapter. 

5.1 Collections and Literature Research 

The data analyzed in this research was compiled from a number of different institutions, 

repositories, and published and unpublished datasets. A similar, existing dataset of Indigenous 

copper artifacts that most likely originated in deposits in the Wrangell and St. Elias Mountain 

Ranges has been previously created for the Western Subarctic (Cooper 2007; 2012). This Western 

Subarctic dataset overlaps with the Central Arctic dataset, primarily in Northern Alaska, Northern 

Yukon and to a lesser extent Subarctic Northwest Territories. These are regions where it is 

conceivable that copper could have been obtained from either Western Subarctic or Central Arctic 

sources. Initial lists of native copper artifacts and the sites from which they originate were 

compiled from the published literature, (e.g. - McCartney 1988; McCartney and Mack 1973; 

Whitridge 2002; McGhee 1972), in particular Franklin et al (1981). Franklin’s compilation of 

published instances of copper artifacts prior to the 1980’s was complemented by the inclusion of 

a broad annotated bibliography of geological and ethnohistoric accounts of native copper deposits 

and historic period Indigenous knowledge of copper sources and trade systems. 

Collections associated with this initial list of Arctic and Subarctic sites were examined at 

the Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre in 2014 and to the Canadian Museum of History in 

2015. This included obtaining basic measurements and weights, photographs, and elemental 

compositional data using pXRF (see Section 5.2). Elemental composition data is useful in 
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distinguishing European smelted copper (with impurities such as nickel, antimony, silver, and 

arsenic) and copper alloyed with other metals such as tin, lead, or zinc from native copper 

(Dussubieux and Walder 2015). Copper alloys include lead copper, bronze, or brass, or quaternary 

alloys – non-Indigenous imports from European (or in some instances Norse) sources. These 

impurities indicating smelting or alloying have been reliably used to distinguish these objects from 

relatively pure copper originating from native geologic sources using pXRF, with confirmation 

using LA-ICP-MS (Dussubieux and Walder 2015).  

This method of data collection – physically handling, examining, measuring, and 

photographing the objects – was an essential component of developing the typology used in this 

study. Although comprehensive lists of some collections exist in the published literature, they are 

almost universally presented without comprehensive descriptions of the tool type categories used 

to divide up the assemblages and are typically somewhat idiosyncratic (and inconsistent between 

different authors) in the terminology used to define some tool types. This inconsistency and 

idiosyncrasy in definitions also extended to databases of curated objects at repositories, which are 

primarily a compilation of the various excavating researchers’ own interpretations of the objects 

being curated. Frequent examples of vague terminology used are “point”, “blade”, or “fragment” 

– all of which could reference multiple different types of objects. By examining the collections in 

person, I was able to become aware of and attempt to account for these generalizations and 

inconsistencies in describing copper technologies. 

In addition to examining curated physical objects, the examination of associated metadata 

from artifact and site databases provided important contextual information. Many of the objects 

used in this study were never examined and were only included because descriptions of missing 

or uncollected objects were included in site and artifact database metadata. This metadata also 

assisted (and was frequently instrumental) in the assigning of objects to particular cultural contexts 

and tool type categories. These databases include site records and location data obtained from the 

Territorial Archaeological Offices of the Northwest Territories and Nunavut and artifact records 

from the collections departments of Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre and the Canadian 

Museum of History, all accessed between 2014 and 2016 and supplemented with additional data 

requests up through 2018. Finally, the dataset was also supplemented by researchers who provided 

unpublished datasets and by references to copper artifacts in the published literature that were not 

present in any of the other data examined.  
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In the end, this is an incomplete dataset. Although every attempt was made to include as 

many instances of archaeological native copper as possible, many were surely missed. My hope is 

that the following typology and analysis are comprehensive and detailed enough to incorporate 

new and missed collections seamlessly in the future. 

5.2 pXRF 

5.2.1 How pXRF functions 

Portable X-Ray Fluorescence (pXRF) spectrometry is a method of elemental compositional 

analysis that functions by the excitation of electrons in a sample using X-ray energy. The 

introduction of this energy to the sample causes the displacement of electrons from their atomic 

orbital positions in the inner (K) shell. The ejection of this electron creates instability in the atom, 

which is corrected by electrons in outer (L, M, etc.) shells filling the void by jumping to the K 

shell. This reaction is fluorescence. Fluorescence causes a release of energy as the shifting electron 

requires less energy to bind to the atom in a lower electron shell than the higher shell it previously 

occupied. The difference between these two binding energies is the amount of energy released. 

This energy discharge is unique to individual elements because the distances between orbital shells 

is particular to individual elements, and therefore can be used to determine the elements present in 

a sample (Gates 2006). 

Exciting a sample for an extended period of time (e.g., between 30 and 120 seconds 

depending on the analytical goals) allows for the collection of potentially millions of individual 

readings of fluorescence, each specific to a particular element in the sample. This provides a basis 

for assessing the relative proportions of different elements within the sample at ratios as small as 

several parts-per-million (ppm), although limitations in many instruments (particularly those that 

are field-based/portable) make this level of precision unattainable in some instances, particularly 

for low-Z elements (those with a low atomic weight - Hydrogen, Helium, etc.) (Glascock 2011; 

Shackley 2011). 

5.2.2 Difficulties in the application of pXRF to copper provenance 

Provenance analysis is based on the principle that artifacts can be linked to their raw 

material source by matching trace element composition in the artifact to a matching composition 
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in a database of source materials (Cann and Renfrew 1964). The determining factor for the 

successful application of provenance analysis to an archaeological material type is the variability 

and consistency of trace element ratios in geologic source material. Between-source variability in 

trace element composition in a source must exceed in-source variability and sources must be 

relatively geochemically consistent throughout. In other words, geological sources must be distinct 

enough from one another geochemically to accurately assign artifact trace element signatures to a 

particular source. The uniqueness of source geochemistry signatures must be rigorously 

demonstrated by compiling a large enough dataset of distinct geological source material to 

demonstrate greater between-source variability. Ideally, individual geological sources must also be 

sampled multiple times to either show consistency in composition or accurately characterize the 

full range of possible variability. Only after thoroughly detailing source geochemistry variability 

can artifacts be convincingly assigned a provenance. 

In archaeological analyses, XRF methods are often employed in an attempt to assign 

provenance to an artifact based on trace element composition, although the success of the method 

is dependent on the variability and consistency of trace elements signatures in the material being 

assessed. Although pXRF is theoretically capable of performing provenance analysis, other lab-

based and destructive methods such as Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis (INAA) and 

Laser Ablation Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (LA-IC-PMS) provide more 

precise measurements that typically form the basis of compiling source material databases. The 

advantage of XRF is its non-destructive nature (which can be particularly useful for sensitive 

and/or rare archaeological materials) and its portability in handheld instruments. Disadvantages 

include the previously mentioned issues with the precise measurement of low-Z elements, as well 

as the proliferation of relatively affordable, “off-the-shelf” pXRF instruments available. While this 

has made XRF analysis more widely available and affordable, it also increases the possibility for 

inexperienced users to perform analyses without an understanding of the underlying physics of the 

technique and limitations of the equipment (Speakman and Shackley 2013). The most reliable 

pXRF based provenance analyses have been replicated using more precise, lab based methods such 

as INAA or LA-IC-PMS (Glascock, Speakman, and Burger 2007; Speakman et al. 2011; Glascock 

2016), demonstrating their effectiveness. 

Obsidian is perhaps one of the best materials on which to investigate provenance because 

of the consistent variability of trace element signatures from source locations (e.g. Glascock 2002). 
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Therefore, pXRF based provenance research has been applied most successfully to obsidian (e.g. 

Glascock, Speakman, and Burger 2007). Examples of other materials that have been investigated 

using XRF for provenance (with varying degrees of success) include ceramics (e.g. A. M. W. Hunt 

and Speakman 2015; Speakman et al. 2011), stone tools (e.g. Grave et al. 2012), monumental stone 

(e.g. Ogburn 2004). The provenance of metals, in particular native copper, has proven to be more 

difficult using this technique. 

A significant factor in the potential application of trace element provenance methods to 

metals is the production process of the metal object. Metals that have been smelted from ore or 

have been cast may have chemical additions from the smelting and casting processes (such as the 

addition of flux, the recycling of materials, or contamination from previous smelts/casts on 

equipment) in addition to trace elements from the geological source (see Cooper 2016 for a more 

in depth discussion of these issues). Even “pure,” unalloyed historic copper has significantly more 

trace elements, often in greater amounts, than native copper (Wayman et al. 1985). Geologically 

native metals (those found in their metallic form in nature) that can be utilized without smelting 

or casting have minimal human intervention in their geochemical signatures and therefore have a 

greater potential for provenance research. Killick and Fenn (2012, 561 - Table 1) list the earliest 

archaeological occurrences of major native metals, including copper, silver, and gold. Not included 

in this list is telluric iron, a rare form of native iron only found in large quantity in Disko Bay, 

Greenland (Bøggild 1953), that was utilized by Indigenous Arctic peoples (Buchwald and Mosdal 

1985).  

Native copper provenance research is complicated by the geologic formation of the metal. 

Because native copper typically has a high degree of purity, the trace elements available for 

determining provenance are few and typically are present in quantities at or near the detection 

limits of the measuring instrument. This makes pXRF a poor candidate to conduct a rigorous 

provenance analysis of native copper because the detection limits are higher in pXRF than other 

destructive, lab-based methods. Analyses with more robust instrumentation have had some limited 

success. Rapp and colleagues (2000) demonstrated that provenance using INAA was able to assign 

copper objects from Minnesota to specific sources in the surrounding region. When sources from 

Alaska and Arizona were added as potential candidates, however, some objects were assigned to 

these sources - a highly unlikely occurrence. This highlights an issue with the geochemistry of 

native copper sources – that a low between-source variability can cause erroneous results. This 
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prompted Rapp et al (2000, 96) to urge researchers to operate within a “reasonable geographic 

framework.” Copper provenance analyses in North America using INAA or LA-IC-PMS that have 

achieved some success within a reasonable geographic scope have been conducted for 

Northeastern North America (Levine 2007) and south-central Alaska (Cooper et al. 2008), 

identifying Poverty Point copper from the Appalachians and Canadian Maritimes (Hill, Greenlee, 

and Neff 2016), Hopewell copper from Lake Superior and to a lesser extent Appalachia (Hill et al. 

2017), and copper from a Late Archaic shell midden in Florida to Lake Superior sources (Sanger 

et al. 2018). These analyses were based upon the compilation of robust geochemical databases of 

source material. Other source regions, such as the Central Arctic material that forms the basis for 

this research, remain unanalyzed and are currently insufficiently documented to trace element 

provenance research (Cooper 2016), though efforts to build this dataset are ongoing (Pike et al. 

2018).  

5.2.3 Using pXRF to discriminate European smelted copper and copper alloys from 

native copper, and other uses 

As a result of the issues outlined above, pXRF was not used in this study to attempt to 

identify the provenance of native copper artifacts (see Section 5.6 - Path Distance Methods for the 

how provenance is modeled for this research). Instead, pXRF is used to discriminate between 

artifacts made from geological native copper and those made from historic period European and 

EuroCanadian trade metals. One of the more famous examples of trade metals entering Inuit 

economies is the salvaging of metals from the HMS Investigator from Mercy Bay, Banks Island 

after the ship became icebound in the winter of 1851 (Stefansson 1919; D. Jenness 1922). Inuit 

use of historic trade metals was widespread but varied in intensity based on the availability of trade 

metals in different places and at different times (see Section 4.1- On Defining Time Periods - for 

how this affects temporal terminology for this research). Dussubieux and Walder (2015, 169) 

examined copper artifacts from the Lake Superior region, and have shown that pXRF can 

differentiate between native copper and European metals “reliably, without sample preparation, 

and despite surface corrosion” based on a complimentary analysis using LA-IC-PMS. This was a 

significant improvement over visual inspection, which in their study misidentified 37% of objects 

overall and drastically (86% of the time) misidentified proto-historic objects in particular (the 

context most likely to contain both native and imported metals) (Dussubieux and Walder 2015, 
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176 - Table 4). Protohistoric copper objects in indigenous contexts are often trade metals 

incorporated into traditional production processes (e.g. - repetitive cold-hammering and 

annealing), resulting in objects that are difficult to distinguish visually from similar objects of 

native copper. Likewise, native copper present in protohistoric contexts shows some continuity of 

PreContact technological systems even with the availability of other imported metal. The North 

American Arctic and Subarctic have a lengthy protohistoric period that uses both native and trade 

metals in traditional production processes as well as trade metals that differ from native metals 

geochemically, but not always visually.  

Every object that was examined visually was also subjected to testing using pXRF to 

determine geochemical composition. These data will be part of a larger project that is not a central 

component to this research. As elemental composition data was collected, the spectra were 

examined visually to identify any inclusions that would exceed that expected in native copper. 

Some trace elements, including arsenic and silver, are naturally occurring in native copper deposits 

(Rapp et al. 2000). The presence of these alone was not used to exclude an object from the native 

copper database. The presence of other elements in greater than expected quantities was used to 

discriminate smelted and alloyed copper, including but not limited to a combination of one or more 

of iron, lead, tin, antimony, and zinc (see Figure 5-1 for examples of native and non-native spectra). 

Not unexpectedly, these were found most frequently in Protohistoric contexts alongside native 

copper examples. This method of discriminating between native and non-native copper was not 

accomplished by quantifying the expected ranges of these elements but was done in a systematic 

fashion of examining spectra to remove obvious examples of imported metals, including some that 

appeared to be native copper when visually examined.  

Figure 5-1 and Table 5-1 represent an example of two objects seemingly made of copper 

that were collected together in a single provenience from site KbNa-16. Figure 5-1 compares the 

spectra generated during collection of pXRF data and represents accumulations of individual 

counts of X-ray fluorescence along a continuous spectrum of energy values (KeV) representing 

the energy signatures of various elements. These peaks (concentrations of counts) are a visual 

display of the elements present in the sample, with their relative height indicating lesser or greater 

percentages of the sample. The ROI (Regions of Interest) are the known spectral signature of 

individual elements that can be selected for to compare counts, giving an estimate of the percentage 
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of each element present in the sample. Elements not selected for inclusion in the ROI estimates 

will not be shown as part of the elemental composition, even if they were in fact present. 

Table 5-1 shows the relative percentages of Iron, Nickel, Copper, Zinc, Arsenic, Lead, 

Silver, Tin, and Antimony from the two objects from the provenience KbNa-16:2 (split into a and 

b for this research). One piece (KbNa-16:2 b) is consistent with the elemental signature expected 

of native copper, with a purity of over 98% of the sample. The other (KbNa-16:2 a) is brass, an 

alloy of copper with zinc, in this case at 75% and 20% of the sample, respectively, with additional 

higher values of iron, arsenic, and lead. KbNa-16:2 a was excluded from the database as a 

European import. Every spectrum was examined as it was collected. Copper alloys were readily 

apparent and were able to be excluded immediately. 

 

 

Figure 5-1. pXRF spectra of native copper (KbNa-16 2b - green spectra) vs. smelted copper alloy (KbNa-16 2a - red 

spectra). Y-axis is an exponential scale representing total recorded counts of fluorescence when sample was excited. 

X-axis is a scale of increasing energy (keV) representing the energy required to displace electrons from their orbital 

shells. Peaks in the spectra are increased counts associated with energy fluoresced when particular elements are 

excited;  
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Table 5-1. Percent composition of eight selected elements used to differentiate native copper from common smelted 

copper alloys. In this example KbNa-16 2b is native copper composed of over 98% copper, while KbNa-16 2a is a 

copper alloy of 75% copper and 20 % zinc (brass). 

 

Although alloyed copper is relatively easy to distinguish from the pXRF spectra because of the 

intentional introduction of significant amounts of different metals, unalloyed smelted copper is 

more difficult to discern. Figure 5-2 and Table 5-2 are the spectra and ROI from 2 objects from 

QeJu-3, where some possible Norse metal was recorded. Smelted metals, even if unalloyed, have 

the potential to pick up trace amounts of other elements during the smelting process from crucibles 

and other smelting equipment that may contain residues of previous smelts. In this case, QeJu-

3:345 has small but significantly larger amounts of nickel, arsenic, lead, and possibly silver when 

compared to QeJu-3:31. Although not definitive without a better understanding of trace element 

variability in Central Arctic copper sources, the presence of multiple elements in slightly higher 

than expected quantities suggest a possible smelted object (particularly because it comes from a 

region with Norse imports). Objects such as QeJu-3:345 were not necessarily excluded from the 

dataset. Because of the lack of understanding of the full range of trace element variability in 

Central Arctic geologic sources that can be recognized with pXRF, removing these would 

potentially be removing examples of native copper from the dataset.  

Region of Interest (ROI) - % of counts 

Elemental Peaks KbNa-16 2b (green spectra) KbNa-16 2a (red spectra) 

FeKa1 0.43919 1.589 

NiKa1 0.37306 0.43372 

CuKa1 98.11492 75.29832 

ZnKa1 0.92226 19.94832 

AsKa1 0.02376 1.30911 

PbLb1 0.02643 0.99749 

AgKa1 0.04348 0.08206 

SnKa1 0.03041 0.28496 

SbKa1 0.02643 0.05699 
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Figure 5-2. Spectra of native copper (QeJu3:31- red spectra) and possible pure smelted copper (QeJu-3:345) 

Table 5-2. Percent composition of nine selected elements used to potentially distinguish native copper from pure 

smelted copper. Without an understanding of the full range of trace element variation in geologic copper sources, the 

possible smelted pure copper cannot be ruled out 

 

It was not possible to obtain a clean reading from every object. When the target copper was 

small and embedded within another material (frequently bone or antler) in the case of a rivet or 

broken fragment, the surrounding material was also detected during the collection. Although this 

meant trace element data was effectively indiscernible, these spectra were still able to confirm 

whether or not the target was copper. An example is PaJs-13:494, a bone handle with a side 

mounted iron blade on one end and a seemingly empty blade slot on the other end (Figure 5-3). 

Readings were taken at the midsection of the handle as well as within the blade slot. Comparing 

Region of Interest (ROI) - % of counts 

Elemental Peaks QeJu-3:345 (green spectra) QeJu-3:31(red spectra) 

FeKa1 0.40154 0.35918 

NiKa1 0.66618 0.37757 

CuKa1 96.36188 98.21302 

ZnKa1 0.91403 0.87148 

AsKa1 0.80888 0.01753 

PbLb1 0.47891 0.03695 

AgKa1 0.19714 0.05674 

SnKa1 0.08119 0.03683 

SbKa1 0.09021 0.03065 
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the spectra shows iron residue, staining, or fragments still present within the blade slot (Figure 

5-4), and therefore this object was not included in the copper database. 

 

 

Figure 5-3. A bone handle with an empty blade slot for a side mounted blade (PaJs-13:494). pXRF samples were 

taken from the midshaft of the bone handle and directly into the blade slot. 

 

Figure 5-4. Elevated Fe counts in the blade slot (green spectra) are likely either an iron fragment or residue since it 

is not present elsewhere in the bone matrix of the object (red spectra). 

In the case of PaJs-3-16:1, a green stain on a possible bone drum frame (Figure 5-5) was 

recorded in the field as possible copper staining. By taking pXRF readings from areas of the object 
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with the green stain and without, their comparison (Figure 5-6) was able to demonstrate that the 

spectra were identical and that there was no copper residue within the green stain, which was 

probably the result of algae or moss growth on the object. 

 

 

Figure 5-5. Possible drum frame fragment with unknown green staining (PaJs-3:16-1).  

 

Figure 5-6. Comparison of readings from the green staining and non-stained portions of the possible drum rim 

fragment (PaJs-13:16-1) show no difference in levels of Cu, suggesting the stain is more likely organic than from 

copper oxidation. 
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Finally, NiTs-1:4502 shows an example where green staining was able to be confirmed as 

copper residue. Readings were taken from the green staining and from the clean bone (Figure 5-8) 

on a needle case made from an avian long bone from PreContact Inuvialuit context in the 

Mackenzie Delta (Figure 5-7). 

 

 

Figure 5-7. Inuvialuit incised bird bone needle case (NiTs-1:4502) with possible Cu oxidation staining. 

 

Figure 5-8. Spectra from Inuvialuit incised bird bone needle case (NiTs-1:4502) showing highly elevated Cu 

readings from the stained area of bone (green spectra) when compared to non-stained areas (red spectra), confirming 

that the green staining is Cu oxidation from sustained contact with a copper object. 

Taken all together, the elemental data collected from each object examined was an 

important resource used to discriminate native copper from imported smelted alloys but was also 

the deciding factor for the inclusion or exclusion of certain objects, and consequently certain sites, 

from the analysis. Determinations of whether a site context was Precontact, Protohistoric, or 
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Historic was also influenced by the elemental data, which in turn impacted the grouping of regional 

and chronological clusters of sites (Section 4). These had an impact on all of the statistical 

measures used to understand the variability of copper toolkits, including diversity measures 

(Section 6.2) and inter-assemblage variation in tool taxa (Section 6.3). The inclusion or exclusion 

of sites also impacted Path Distance analyses (Section 6.1) particularly when they were assessed 

for correlation with diversity measures. In the end, all of the conclusions reached in this research 

rest on the composition and categorization of the various copper assemblages. Additional work 

needs to be done (particularly on identifying smelted but unalloyed copper objects) and new 

objects will be added as they are discovered, which may result in changes in the underlying 

database and conclusions. Despite this inevitability, elemental data collected using pXRF was an 

important component of improving and refining the copper database to be as comprehensive and 

accurate as possible. 

5.3 Copper Typology 

The goal of the typology of northern copper technology presented here is to synthesize 

much of the previous work that has been conducted on northern copper. Specifically, this typology 

attempts to draw both from research traditions focused on the production and manufacture of 

copper implements and those focused on the types of objects (and their uses and meanings) 

manufactured from native copper. Both Franklin et al (1981) and Workman (1976) incorporate 

production and manufacture into the typologies they developed. Franklin et al (1981) compiled 

samples from numerous sites from wide-ranging cultural traditions and geographic areas across 

the North, including regions supplied by both Central Arctic and Western Subarctic sources. 

Although wide-ranging, the samples from Franklin are smaller than the current study (even on 

sites with large assemblages such as MkPk-3), the selection of sites is a sample rather than a 

comprehensive compilation, and the typology is focused explicitly on production sequences and 

techniques. Workman’s (1976) typology of copper from the Gulkana site in the Western Subarctic 

attempts to blend production types with utility types (how an object was used as opposed to how 

it was made), but the focus is limited to a single archaeological site (albeit the largest assemblage 

from the Western Subarctic). 

Cooper (2007; 2012) draws on both of these, and expands the scope of his analysis to 

encompass all regions potentially supplied by Western Subarctic sources by including as many 
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known archaeological sites and geologic occurrences of native copper as possible. The addition of 

this level of granularity and specificity in the dataset provides opportunities for additional insight 

beyond that of both Franklin and Workman, though Cooper’s main focus is on the potential of 

native cooper for geochemical provenance techniques, metallographic analysis to identify 

microscopic changes associated with particular production methods, and the social roles that 

copper played in Northern Dené societies (Cooper et al. 2008; Cooper 2012; 2007). Other studies 

of native copper have also focused on social aspects of native copper, including trade (McCartney 

1991; 1988) and gendered divisions of labor (Whitridge 2002). McCartney’s focus on trade also 

necessitates a continental scale of analysis, including more than 50 archaeological sites (though 

his analysis includes meteoric and Norse iron in addition to native copper). His investigations in 

trade relationships do not necessitate a unified typology of tool types, and one is not included. 

Other detailed site level inventories of copper assemblages also exist (Whitridge 2002; McGhee 

1972; e.g., Andrews 1993) as Morrison’s (1987b) combination of Thule and Inuinnait assemblages 

in the Central Arctic to examine copper technology temporally at a regional scale. Reporting on 

the vast majority of copper assemblages at the site level takes the form of addendums to broader 

artifact lists with a few sentences on the handful of copper objects that may have been found. 

This typology was developed organically throughout the process of compiling the dataset 

used in this research. The goal was achieving some balance between production-focused 

typologies and utility-focused typologies, and it therefore draws from many of the categories used 

in the research discussed above. Within this list, categories reflecting the functional utility of 

objects (e.g., Fish Hooks / Gear, Needles), the manufacturing sequence and technique (e.g., Tanged 

vs. Untanged Blades, Production material), and social roles (e.g., Ulu, Objects of Adornment) are 

present. These aspects are not intended to be clear cut divisions. Ulu have significant functional 

utility in addition to their relationship with gender as “women’s knives” and are the best example 

of the sheet production category as part of their manufacturing sequence as defined by Franklin et 

al (1981). Many categories have been used extensively in copper research (e.g. Awl / Barb), while 

others have received less attention (e.g., Rivets, Possible Inset Blades). The boundaries of the 

categories became more fixed as assemblages were physically examined. This process allowed for 

the recognition of similar production sequences for objects that may have functionally distinct uses 

(e.g. Tanged Points and Blades, Ulu and Untanged Blades, etc.). Physically examining 

assemblages also helped in identifying underrepresented aspects of copper technology (e.g., Rivets 
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and Inset Blades). Further divisions within these broader categories are also apparent, though not 

explored in detail here. In the future, additional refinement will improve the utility of this typology. 

The ultimate goal of developing this typology is that it is both broad and detailed enough that as 

new copper assemblages are excavated or located in curation, they can be smoothly integrated into 

the dataset. 
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Table 5-3. Categories of copper objects 

 

Object Category Description 

01 Production 

Most numerous category by count. Various stages of the production process - 

unmodified raw material (geologic native copper); modified raw material; and wastage 
(small, amorphous pieces removed and discarded). A catch-all for unexamined 

“fragments” in literature and artifact catalogues. 

02 
Fish Hooks / 
Gear 

Hooks, varying in size and form, used in jigging fishing systems. Independent or 

articulated with a fishing spoon. Occasional examples of fishing spoons embedded with 
reflective copper. Objects related to spear fishing and other methods are included 

elsewhere (e.g.  kakivak (leister spear) barbs in 06 – Awls / Barbs).  

03 
Formal 
Endblades 

Formal, untanged, triangular inset endblades. Includes harpoon endblades and other 

examples of projectile points. Endblades have two sharpened edges and would have 
been hafted. Many examples are hafted using rivets. Unexamined objects described as 

“points” or “blades” in other written sources without images are indistinguishable 
between categories 03, 06, 09 (“points”) and 03, 04, 09, 10 (“blades”).  

04 
Ulu/Untanged 

Blades 

Widely recognized category of blade within the Inuit tradition. Typically symmetrical in 
shape, with a wide, curving cutting edge and a proximal, centrally located handle. A 

range of morphological variation within these general characteristics. Related items also 
included are several untanged, single edged blades that don’t fit elsewhere and several 

small scraper blades that resemble small ulu in form.  

05 Needles 

Specialized category of 06 – Awl / Barb that occupy the small end of the category in 

terms of width and thickness. Presence of needles with and without proximal “eyes” are 
present in the dataset. Almost every example weighed < 1 gram and was < 2 mm in both 

width and thickness, but lengths ranged from 10 mm to 64 mm (some fragmentary). 

06 Awls / Barbs 

Second most numerous category. Includes multiple subcategories of objects that share a 

similar basic form. Typically bar shaped (square to rectangular in cross section) and 
elongated, with at least one but frequently both ends tapering to a point. Difficult to 

distinguish function when the copper component is divorced from a composite tool.  

07 Staples 

Staples are elongated and flattened strips used for repair of items (e.g. PjRa-10:158 – 

fragmented soapstone vessel repaired using 15 copper staples – Figure 5.22). Examples 
exist divorced from the items they were intended to repair that are a similar shape to 

articulated examples. Described in artifact catalogues as both “staples” and “strips”. 

08 Rivets 

Small bars (less frequently rolled bars) inserted through two objects and pounded flat on 

both ends, used for joining components of composite objects and repair. Common uses 
include attaching endblades to harpoon heads / projectile shafts, joining cylindrical 

pieces of bone or wood at a scarfed joint, and joining flattened objects like ulu blades or 
muskox horn scoops. Some smaller examples of 06 and 05 may be rivet blanks. 

09 
Formal Tanged 

Points / Blades 

Distinguished by tanged hafting method. Proximal bar (symmetrical in cross section or 
less frequently flattened) on a point or blade to articulate with a shaft or handle. 

Examples of “points” (piercing, two sharpened edges) and “blades” (primarily cutting, 
one sharpened edge) are included because of the specific production sequence to create 

the tang. 

10 
Possible Inset 
Blades 

Small, informal blades. Expedient tool type that could be manufactured (and difficult to 

distinguish) from small, amorphous, wastage copper. Visual determination being based 
on their relative shape and thickness (under 2 mm). Catch-all category for unexamined 

items in other sources labeled as “blades” if they also contain categories for formalized 
blades like “ulu / women’s knives” and “men’s knives” 

11 Adornment 

Wide variety of objects including rolled beads, pendants, bracelets, flattened circles, and 
rolled cones. Some spiraled bars similar to examples from the Western Subarctic. 

Several distinctive pendants, including a miniature ulu pendant and stylized narwhal 
pendant.  

12 Adze / Chisel 
Rare. Usually identified as such in an artifact catalogue. Wide, flat cutting edge from a 
thick, sturdy bar form. Robust objects used for shaping wood. 

13 Other / Unknown Rare. Unique objects with no other examples. 
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5.3.1 Category 01 – Production 

Production related objects encompass a broad swathe of the archaeological copper that has 

been recovered from Arctic and Central Subarctic contexts. This ranges from isolated finds of 

amorphous copper at sites to large collections that suggest in situ production activities (e.g. LbPg-

8 (Andrews 1996; 1993) and MkPk-3 (McGhee 1970)).These items represent various stages of the 

production process, including raw, unmodified geologic native copper; modified raw material, 

typically nuggets that had obvious modification through hammering, but which don’t have an 

obvious form; and wastage, typically small, amorphous pieces of copper that appear to have been 

removed from a larger piece either intentionally or incidentally while creating a more formal tool 

type. This category became a catch-all for objects labeled as “fragments” or other similar terms 

that were in the published literature and artifact catalogues but that could not be examined. 

A final category within the production category is various forms of blanks and preforms. 

Conceptually, the inclusion of intermediary blank/preform stages in the production category makes 

sense because every item needed to go through various stages of completeness before becoming a 

finished tool form. In practice, however, the decision to assign objects that fall into the 

preform/blank category into 01-Production is dependent on whether or not the object could also 

reasonably be assigned to a more formalized category. In particular, many objects in the 06-Awl / 

Barb category could reasonably be considered either rough finished products or preform stages. 

Many Awl / Barb forms could also be intermediary stages in the production of other tool forms 

such as Fish Hooks, Rivets, or Tanged Points. One additional area of overlap in assigning 

categories is the difference between 10-Possible Inset Blades and production related categories 

such as wastage. The decision-making regarding identifying 10-Possible Inset Blades will be 

described in more detail in that section. 
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Photos by the author - Courtesy of the Canadian Museum of History 

Left to right – 

KeNi-4:3-57 (n=23) - wastage and small hammered nuggets (Whitefish Lake Site – Eastern Barrenlands, Taltheilei) 

LgPi-8:13 – hammered sheet (Central Mackenzie, Taltheilei) 

MjVg-1:1699 - tool blank, bar form (Rat Indian Creek Site – Northern Interior Alaska Yukon, Protohistoric Dené - 

Gwich’in) 

Figure 5-9. Production related objects – nuggets, wastage, hammered sheet, tool blanks 

5.3.2 Category 02 – Fish Hooks / Gear 

The category of 02 – Fish Hooks / Gear has been adapted somewhat since it was defined 

at the beginning of this research. Initially objects that fell in this category were strictly hooks. 

These were either independent of any other material or hafted into a fish spoon that would have 

been likely used as part of a jigging fishing system (see Figure 5-12). This category does not 

encompass all fishing related uses of copper. There are several instances of articulated kakivak 

(leister spear) prongs with copper barbs that would have been used for spearing fish. These objects 

could have arguably been included in 02 – Fish Hooks / Gear, if not for the fact that disarticulated 

copper barbs from leister spears would be indistinguishable from many of the objects in the 06 – 

Awl / Barb category, and therefore instances of kakivak barbs (e.g. NkRj-3:31) are included in 06 

Awl / Barb. Similarly, there is at least one instance of an object labeled as a possible fish gorge 

(MiPq-1a:55-32). This is also indistinguishable from an awl / barb and is included as such. There 

is at least one instance of a particularly large hook that is more likely a gaff hook. This is included 

in category 13 – Unknown / Other. There are also several instances of fish lures and/or fish spoons 

that include inlaid copper “eyes” from North Alaska (Cooper 2007; Cooper et al. 2016; Giddings 

1952; Irving 1953) and the McKinley Bay site (OaTi-1) in the Mackenzie Delta. Although these 

differ from fish hooks significantly in terms of their production sequence, they ultimately are part 

of the same larger jigging fishing system and therefore are included in 02 – Fish Hooks / Gear. 

Finally, one object (MkPk-3:79) was listed as a “long copper hook” in the CMH collections 
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catalogue but resembled other long, thin, curved objects in the 07-Staples and 11-Adornment 

categories more than any other examples of Fish Hooks. It was preliminarily classified in the 11-

Adornment category as a possible bracelet or browband (such as Figure 5-29 - NaPi-2:17-7) but 

this designation was changed back to 02-Fish Hooks/Gear after discussions with Inuit in 

Kugluktuk (Appendix B [8 & 12] – Lashawna Taipana, Nancy Kadlun, Joseph Niptanntak, 

Jack Ovilok, Mona Tiktalek, & others in Kugluktuk) stating that they didn’t consider brow bands 

to be a common object of adornment and that this object could have been used within the context 

of spear fishing at a fish weir as a curved needle used to string fish that had been speared onto a 

line for temporary storage. 

 

 
Photos by the author, Artifact images Courtesy of Canadian Museum of History 

Figure 5-10. Kakivak (Leister Spear) Prong with articulated copper barb (NkRj-3:31 – Presley Site, Amundsen Gulf, 

Thule) and replica kakivak with copper barbs at the Kugluktuk Heritage Visitors Centre 
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MbNs-1:2346 - Nadlok 

(Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island, 

Precontact Inuinnait) 

Fish spoon with fractured fish hook 

 
NhTs-2:8-2664 – Cache Point 

(Mackenzie Delta, Early Thule) 

Articulated copper hook and fish 

spoon 

 
OaTi-1:139 – McKinley Bay 

(Mackenzie Delta, Precontact 

Inuvialuit) 

Fish spoon with inlaid copper 

 

 
MkPk-3:32 – Bloody Falls 

(Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island, Thule) 
 

NaPi-2:27-23 – Clachan 

(Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island, Thule) 

Photos by the author (OaTi-1:139, by H. Kory Cooper) 

Courtesy of the Canadian Museum of History and the Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre 

Figure 5-11. Copper fish hooks and other associated copper fishing gear for jigging 

 
        Photo by the author, Kugluktuk Heritage Visitors Centre 

Figure 5-12. Fishing gear for jigging trout (Aolayon) with copper fish hook. Replica at Kugluktuk Heritage Visitors 

Centre 
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Photo by the author, at Pitquhirnikkut Ilihautiniq / Kitikmeot Heritage Society in Cambridge Bay, Nunavut 

Figure 5-13. Eva Kakolak (left - Interpreter) and David Amagainik with tom cod jigging equipment used by 

Amagainik's father-in-law (Stephen Angulalik - a famous trapper and fur trader in the 1920's - 30's around Kuugjuaq 

- Perry River). Many archaeological examples closely resemble this object. Close-up modified to highlight jigging 

equipment. 

 
MkPk-3:79 – Bloody Falls (Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island, Thule) 

Figure 5-14. Curved Needle potentially used to string fish onto a line while spear fishing at a weir. (Appendix B [8 

& 12] – Lashawna Taipana, Nancy Kadlun, Joseph Niptanntak, Jack Ovilok, Mona Tiktalek, & others in Kugluktuk) 
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5.3.3 Category 03 – Formal Endblades 

The category of 03 – Formal Endblades represents a specific type of untanged, triangular 

inset blades. This category includes harpoon endblades as well as other examples of projectile 

points. Endblades have two sharpened edges and would have been hafted. Many examples are 

hafted using rivets (or have evidence of hafting using rivets such as drilled or punched holes near 

the hafted edge). These items are by definition untanged. Although there are many examples of 

tanged endblades, their production sequence differs significantly despite serving a similar function, 

and tanged objects are included in category 09 – Formal Tanged Points / Blades. These differ from 

04 – Ulu and Untanged Blades and 10 – Possible Inset Blades morphologically. Items within 03 – 

Formal Endblades are, by definition, more formalized objects with a seemingly predetermined 

design that is adhered to. This distinguishes them from 10 – Possible Inset Blades, which represents 

a more expedient category of inset blades without a standardized design. 03 – Formal Endblades 

are also designed as implements that puncture, with a pointed distal end and 2 sharpened edges, 

and a symmetrical shape (by design, if not by individual manufacture and use). This differentiates 

them from Untanged Blades within 04 – Ulu and Untanged Blades, which are single edged and 

function as cutting rather than puncturing implements.  

Unfortunately, this category is one that is sometimes ill defined in published descriptions 

and unpublished catalogues of artifacts. Terms such as “point” may refer to 03 – Formal Endblades 

or 09 – Formal Tanged Points / Blades (or in some cases 06 – Awl / Barb). Terms such as “blade” 

may refer to 03 Formal Endblades, 09 Formal Tanged Points / Blades, 04 – Ulu and Untanged 

Blades, or 10 – Possible Inset Blades. In some cases, 03 – Formal Endblades were difficult to 

define if the object in question could not be examined and was only represented by artifact 

catalogue entries or referenced in published literature. 
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MkPk-9:7 (Willowherb) 

(Great Bear Lake / Lower Coppermine – Taltheilei) 

 

KePl-1:997.17.1 (Frank Channel) 

(Central Mackenzie, Taltheilei) 

 

  
NaPi-2:45-9 (Clachan) 

NcPf-12:3-1 (Beulah)     NaPi-2:27-22 (Clachan) 

 

 (Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island, Thule) 

 

QeJu-2:100 (M2) 

QeJu-1:1652 (M1)       QiLd-1:1486  

   (Brooman Point Village) 

 

(Eastern High Arctic, Thule) 

 

 
 

 

NkRh-3:755 

(Amundsen Gulf, Early Thule) 

KkJg-1:505 (Silumiut) 

(Eastern Low Arctic, Thule) 

 

NcPd-1:114 (Lady Franklin Site) 

(CGVI, Protohistoric Inuinnait) 

Photos by the author, Courtesy of the Canadian Museum of History (except KePl-1:997.17.1 – Courtesy of Prince of 

Wales Northern Heritage Centre) 

Figure 5-15. Select Formal Endblades - regional, cultural, and temporal variation 
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5.3.4 Category 04 – Ulu and Untanged Blades 

Ulu are a widely recognized category of blade within the Inuit tradition. In published 

sources they are also frequently referred to as “women’s knives”, a recognition of gendered 

differences in tool form. Ulu are typically symmetrical in shape, with the defining characteristic 

of a wide, curving cutting edge and a centrally located handle on the proximal end of the tool. 

Within these general defining characteristics there is a wide range of morphological variation in 

several features of this tool type. Blade curvature can range from almost flat to markedly curved. 

Blade depth (the distance between the cutting edge and the proximal hafting edge) can also vary 

significantly, ranging from deep blades made from sharpened, flattened sheets to shallow curving 

blades that consist almost entirely of the curved cutting edge and require specialized hafting into 

the handle. McGhee (1972) correlates this variation in blade depth (and associated composite 

handle morphology) to temporal changes from Thule to Protohistoric Inuit toolkits. 

From a production and use standpoint, ulu are almost exclusively untanged blades (see 

OdPb-1:9, Figure 5-15 for an exception) whose primary function is cutting rather than piercing. 

Therefore, a few instances of blades that fill a similar production and use niche are included in the 

category of 04 – Ulu and Untanged Blades. The inclusion of these items in this category was a 

later decision, in part because they did not fit well into other blade categories such as 03 – Formal 

Endblade, 09 – Formal Tanged Points / Blades, or 10 – Possible Inset Blades. They lack a tang, 

are formalized, and have a single cutting edge – all of which disqualify them from other categories. 

Conceptually, therefore, they share the most similarity with ulu in terms of their production and 

use, even if they may have been categorically different in their users’ perception. Another class of 

object that shares many morphological similarities with ulu are scrapers for skins or other uses. 

Several items from MkPk-3 (Thule) share a consistent size and morphology with each other that 

is very similar to ulu, although are smaller than most of the other ulu examples. Blades from replica 

scrapers housed in the Kugluktuk Visitors Centre appear to be of a similar shape to these objects 

and may provide a possible example for their function (see Figure 5-16). Like ulu, the working 

end of a scraper blade would be the base of the triangular form (as opposed to the point in a knife 

or endblade), although the orientation of the edge is perpendicular during use (i.e., scraping vs. 

cutting) and likely results in different patterns of use wear. 
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KeNi-4:1311 - Whitefish Lake  

(Eastern Barrenlands, Thaltheilei)  

MiRi-2:47 - Horton Lake / Great Bear Lake II  

Great Bear Lake, Taltheilei) 

            
MbNs-1:178 – Nadlok 

(Coronation Gulf and Victoria 

Island, Precontact Inuinnait) 

OdPb-1:9 – Kuuk IV 

(Coronation Gulf and Victoria 

Island, Protohistoric Inuinnait) 

MlPj-2:D-43 – Naliqaq 

(Coronation Gulf and Victoria 

Island, Protohistoric Inuinnait) 

   
NaPi-2:55-2 (left); NaPi-2:61-3 (right)– Clachan 

(Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island, Thule) 

     
NcPd-2:135 - Lady Franklin Point 

(Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island, Early Thule) 

QeJu-2:548 – M2 

(Eastern High Arctic, Early Thule) 

Photos by the author, Courtesy of the Canadian Museum of History 

Figure 5-16. Select Ulu and Untanged Blades - regional, cultural, and temporal variation 
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Photos by the author, artifact images Courtesy of the Canadian Museum of History 

(left to right – MkPk-3:316; 292; 249; and 34) 

Figure 5-17. Probable scraper blades (originally interpreted as small ulu) from MkPk-3 (Bloody Falls, Coronation 

Gulf and Victoria Island, Thule), and replica scrapers for comparison at the Kugluktuk Heritage Visitors Centre.  

The interpretation of these objects as scrapers was also made by Joseph Niptanntak and 

Jack Ovilok of Kugluktuk (interpreted by Mona Tiktalek, who also added details). They describe 

the process as needing both a dull and sharp scraper, mirroring the display of replica scrapers at 

the Kugluktuk Visitor Centre (0 B. [3] – Joseph Niptanntak, Jack Ovilok and Mona Tiktalek of 

Kugluktuk – Figure 5-17 - OdPc-1:207). 

5.3.5 Category 05 – Needles 

Needles are a specialized category of 06 – Awl / Barb that occupy the extreme end of the 

category in terms of width and thickness (i.e., they are particularly skinny). Needles are a distinct 

category for several reasons, including existing as an established category in the ethnographic and 

archaeological literature and the presence of proximal “eye” holes in some objects suggesting their 

use in sewing. Examples of needles with and without eyes are present in the dataset. Almost every 

example of needles examined for this research weighed less than 1 gram and was less than 2 mm 

in both width and thickness, but lengths ranged from 10 mm to 64 mm (averaging 33 mm, though 

the true average is higher because this includes fragmentary examples). Many of these were labeled 

as needles, but terms such as “fine awl” are also used in some instances. Some of the smaller 

examples (i.e., those nearer to 10 mm in length) may be some form of small barb (whose function 

is unknown) or potentially rivet blanks (rivets which have yet to be utilized and are not pounded 

flat on the ends).  
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KkJg-1:52 - Silumiut 

(Eastern Low Arctic, Thule) 
NjVi-2:212 - Washout 

(Mackenzie Delta, Early Thule) 

  
MlPj-2:F-8 - Naliqaq. 

(Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island, Protohistoric 

Inuinnait) 

NkRh-3:169 - Pearce Point 

(Amundsen Gulf, Early Thule) 

 
 

NaPi-2:55-8 - Clachan. 

(Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island, Thule) 
NkRi-3:345 - Tiktalik 

(Amundsen Gulf, Early Thule) 

  
NhTs-2:1898 - Cache Point 

(Mackenzie Delta, Early Thule) 
OaJl-2:2 

(Eastern Low Arctic, Protohistoric Netsilingmiut) 

  
NhTs-2:1897 - Cache Point 

(Mackenzie Delta, Early Thule) 
ObRo-2:120 - Jackson 

(Amundsen Gulf, Thule) 

 
 

PaJs-3:6-7 

(Eastern High Arctic, Thule) 
RbJr-5:29 

(Eastern High Arctic, Thule) 

Photos by the author (NhTs-2:1898 by H. Kory Cooper). Images Courtesy of the Canadian Museum of History and 

Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre 

Figure 5-18. Select needles - regional, cultural, and temporal variation 
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Photos by the author, Artifact images Courtesy of Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre 

Figure 5-19. Needle (NiTs-1:3815) and copper-stained needle case (NiTs-1:4502) from Kuukpak (Mackenzie Delta, 

Precontact Inuvialuit). Replica needle case housed at the Kugluktuk Visitors Centre. 

In addition to their function in the creation of clothing and other sewn objects, needles play 

an important role in traditional Inuit tattooing. When speaking about the replica needle case in 

Figure 5-19 with Nancy Kadlun of the Kugluktuk Visitor Heritage Centre, she described the 

traditional process of smearing a needle and thread with soot from a fire and piercing and pulling 

through the needles and thread, depositing the soot under the skin to create a pigment (0 B. [14] – 

Nancy Kadlun of Kugluktuk – Figure 5-19- NiTs-1:3815). The display associated with the replica 

needle case described the incised lines as mirroring the tattoos that Inuit women would receive, 

providing further connections between needles and other associated objects with the tradition of 

Inuit women’s tattooing.  
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5.3.6 Category 06 – Awls / Barbs 

The 06 Awl / Barb category is one of the most common tool types across the dataset, and 

is also one of the most common tool types from the Western Subarctic as well (Cooper, Ling, and 

Brenneman 2015; Cooper 2012). It is second in raw numbers of artifacts recovered (n=154) across 

the whole dataset only to 01 – Production items. Similar to 01 – Production, this category likely 

includes multiple different subcategories, although all share a similar basic form. Awl / Barbs are 

typically bar shaped (square to rectangular in cross section) and elongated, with at least one but 

frequently both ends tapering to a point. Because this tool type could potentially serve multiple 

different functions, they can be difficult to distinguish from one another when the copper 

component is divorced from a composite tool. A lack of an explicit classification schema results 

in objects of similar appearance being labeled in artifact catalogues and site reports as production 

stage bars, awls, needles, barbs, leister barbs, tangs, gaff hook barbs, gravers, burins, fish gorges, 

and pins. Examples of hafted implements show how similar copper awl / barbs could have been 

utilized as multiple different items, for example a kakivak (leister fish spear) barb and a graver or 

drill bit (see Figure 5-10 of kakivak barb and Figure 5-21 for bow drill bit). Although the items 

share the same basic structure, variability in tip and shaft morphology do exist, but this does not 

clearly translate into naming conventions. Shaft morphologies include straight (relatively uniform 

width/thickness), curved, tapering (wide on one end to narrow on the other), diamond (distinctly 

wider in the middle), and flat (width disproportionate to thickness). A variety of tip morphologies 

are also present, including pointed, straight edged, flattened points, flattened straight edge, or 

unfinished. The size of the Awl / Barb is also likely significant in their classification. I suspect that 

many of the smallest examples are actually rivet blanks that have yet to be used. As previously 

mentioned, there is some conceptual overlap with 01 – Production because a rough bar form (such 

as the category defined by U. Franklin et al. 1981) is very similar in form to many of the objects 

placed in the 06 – Awl / Barb category, and many of these objects have the potential to serve as 

intermediary production stages. In general, these objects were categorized as 06 – Awl / Barb 

unless they were particularly irregular in their form, suggesting minimal modification beyond 

rough shaping. 
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MiPq-1a:55-32 - Dismal 1a 

(Great Bear Lake, Taltheilei or possible Northwest Microblade tradition) 

Originally defined as a "Gorge or Awl of Copper" 

 

 
LbPg-8:37 - Snare Lake 

(Central Mackenzie, / Tłı̨chǫ - Protohistoric Dené) 

 
KeNi-4:3-54 - Whitefish Lake 

(Eastern Barrenlands, Taltheilei) 

 

 
MjVg-1:2815 - Rat Indian Creek 

 (Northern Interior Yukon and Alaska, Late Precontact-Protohistoric Gwich'in) 

 

Photos by the author (LbPg-8:37 and NhTs-2:1896 by H. Kory Cooper), Courtesy of Canadian Museum of History 

and Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre. 

Figure 5-20. Select Awls and Barbs - regional, cultural, and temporal variation 
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Figure 5-20. Continued 

 
MkPk-3:33 - Bloody Falls  

(Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island, Thule) 

 

 
MkPk-3:392 - Bloody Falls 

(Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island, Thule) 

 

 
MkPk-3:713 - Bloody Falls 

(Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island, Thule) 

 

 
NaPi-2:41-10 - Clachan 

(Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island, Thule) 

 
PjRa-10:131 - Isachen Sands 

(Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island, Protohistoric 

Inuinnait) 
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Figure 5-20. Continued 

 
NkRh-3:580 - Pearce Point 

(Amundsen Gulf, Early Thule) 

 

 

 
NlRu-1:52 – Iglulualuit 

(Mackenzie Delta, Precontact Inuvialuit  

 
NhTs-2:1896 - Cache Point 

(Mackenzie Delta, Early Thule) 

 

 

 
QeJu-3:31 - Lake 

(Eastern High Arctic, Thule) 
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Photos by the author (NhTn-1:405 by H. Kory Cooper), NcPd-2:113 and PjRa-10:84 Courtesy of Canadian 

Museum of History, NhTn-1:405 and Bow drill mouthpiece Courtesy of Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre 

 

A - (Top left, 3 images) Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre Accession # 974.1.87 (poor provenience, 

“Coronation Gulf Area”) - Bow drill mouth piece. Copper lining within the concavity articulating with the 

proximal end of the drill. Wear from teeth present on opposite sides of the object.  

 B - (Top Right, with closeup) NcPd-2:113 (Lady Franklin Point, Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island, Early Thule) 

- Awl/Barb hafted as bit in bow drill shaft with circular wear patterns on bit tip and proximal end of shaft.  

C - (Right) NhTn-1:405 (Gutchiak, Mackenzie Delta, Precontact Inuvialuit) – Copper drill bit in detachable haft 

with scarfed and rivetted articulation to a longer (absent) shaft 

D - (Left) Replica ekotak (Bow Drill) from the Kugluktuk Visitor Centre 

E - (Bottom, with closeup) PjRa-10:84 (Isachen Sands, Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island, Protohistoric 

Inuinnait) -  Articulated bow drill head with copper bit of similar form to NhTn-1:405, hafted to full shaft. 

Figure 5-21. Copper components of a bow drill system, including Awl/Barbs hafted as drill bits and a copper-lined 

mouthpiece.   

A 
B 

C 

D 

E 
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5.3.7 Category 07 – Staples  

The category of 07 – Staples was initially intended to include 

staples that were used for repair of items. This is particularly well 

demonstrated in the object PjRa-10:158 – a soapstone vessel that is 

highly fragmented but repaired using 15 separate copper staples (see 

Figure 5-23). Several other examples of staples exist divorced from 

the items they were intended to repair, but they retain a similar shape 

to articulated examples. In general, their form is elongated and 

flattened, and they are described in artifact catalogues as both “staples” and “strips”. Some 

examples have multiple angled folds that suggest their use as repair staples although these could 

also have conceivably been shaped by taphonomic processes. 

Other items are of a similar form, but it is unclear if they functioned as repair staples. Other 

examples of flattened strips could potentially be classified as 11 – Adornment if they are bracelets 

or browbands, although there is likely a size difference between repair staples and items of personal 

adornment. These objects are discussed in the published literature according to how the original 

investigator classified them.  

  
PjRa-10:158 – Isachen Sands (Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island, Protohistoric Inuinnait) 

Figure 5-23. Fractured soapstone vessel with 15 copper repair staples.  

Figure 5-22. Possible loose 

staple. NaPi-2:40-7 Clachan 
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5.3.8 Category 08 – Rivets 

Rivets are objects used to join different pieces of composite tools together. A cylindrical 

or small awl-shaped piece would be inserted through both pieces to be joined, and hammered flat 

on both ends, joining them together. The malleability of copper seems to make it well suited to a 

rivet material. Like staples, 08 – Rivets are objects that serve a secondary function in the objects 

where they are present. Rivets are incorporated into the original design of many objects, as well as 

being items of repair on objects that have fractured. In many cases, composite objects contain 

rivets in addition to another component made of copper (e.g., a copper endblade attached to a 

harpoon head using a copper rivet). Many items also contained multiple rivets, in some cases as 

many as 8 rivets on a musk-ox horn scoop (PjRa-10:153) and 9 on an ulu with a T-shaped handle 

(PjRa-10:109). In this analysis, these objects are counted as multiple examples of rivets, as 

opposed to one example of the use of rivets. Although both ways of classifying them could be 

reasonably argued, the decision to classify them as multiple items was made to allow for the 

possibility of finding rivets independent from their original context and the possibility of finding 

rivets of multiple styles and/or materials in a single object. Rivets were noted with different 

production sequences, including those that appeared to originate as an “awl” shape and some that 

appeared to be rolled. Some objects also had rivets made from multiple materials, including native 

copper, iron, and bone. 

Rivets are associated with a wide variety of tool types, including harpoon heads, snow 

probes, musk-ox horn scoops, ulu, knives, drum fragments, and quite a few indeterminate 

fragments of objects where the only surviving piece is an angled, scarfed joint between two pieces 

of organic material (bone, antler, etc.) joined by a rivet. The identification of rivets is complicated 

if they have become separated from their original context. Some examples exist that appear to be 

independent rivets (e.g., PkPx-2:41) that show the flattened rivet head. However, because of their 

relatively small size, many fragments that would be classified as 01 – Production (or potentially 

small examples of 05 – Needle or 06 – Awl / Barb) could be rivet “blanks”, either by design or on 

an as-needed basis. Therefore, the majority of the examples of 08 – Rivets in this dataset are still 

articulated in their primary context.  
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Photos by the author, Courtesy of the Canadian Museum of History 

PjRa-10:153 – Isachen Sands 

(Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island, Protohistoric Inuinnait) 

Figure 5-24. Musk-ox horn scoop with additional pieces riveted to the sides with copper rivets. 

 
Photo by the author, Courtesy of the Canadian Museum of History 

PkPx-2:41 

(Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island, Protohistoric Inuinnait) 

Figure 5-25. Independent copper rivet removed from its original function 
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(Left) Musk-ox horn and bone scoop with less common rolled copper rivets. 

LbLb-2:1 (Eastern Low Arctic, Protohistoric Inuit – Kivallirmiut) 

(Right) Clachan harpoon head, antler with copper blade attached by copper rivet / fracture repair with copper rivet. 

NaPi-2:50-3 – Clachan (Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island, Thule) 

Figure 5-26. Rivet variation in form (rolled vs bar) and function (hafting vs repair) 

5.3.9 Category 09 – Formal Tanged Points / Blades 

Formal Tanged Points / Blades are a distinctive category both in terms of visual 

identification and production sequence. They are another of the distinct categories of production 

sequence identified by Franklin et al (1981). Their primary defining characteristic is their method 

of hafting – the presence of a tang which articulates with an associated handle or other composite 

tool component. Objects that could be classified as “endblades” or “points” (functionally intended 

primarily to puncture) and “knives” or “blades” (functionally intended primarily to cut) are both 

present with tanged articulation. The distinction between these two is the presence of one cutting 

surface (asymmetrical, with a single cutting surface on one edge and the other edge blunted – i.e. 
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a “knife”) or two cutting surfaces (symmetrical, with two cutting edges on either side of a distal 

point – i.e. an “endblade/point”). However, some instances exist where this simple binary 

classification appears to be insufficient. A good example of this is OdPc-2:58 and 59 – which is 

an example of a unique tool consisting of a handle seemingly carved to fit comfortably in a hand 

with articulation holes for tanged blades on both ends of the handle, resulting in a double-bladed 

object. Although one of the copper endblades is now missing, images from Morrison (1987b, 7 

Fig. 2-D) show the complete object with a single-edged tanged “blade” on one side (seemingly 

broken and repurposed as a flat edged chisel) and a double-edged “point” on the other side. This 

item could conceivably be a knife but may also conceivably have another unknown intended 

function.  

In the majority of objects, the tang is relatively uniform in cross-section (similar width and 

thickness dimensions of the tang). However, a few instances exist of flattened tangs that would 

have been sandwiched between two sides of a handle. These objects begin to blur the line between 

09 – Formal Tanged Points / Blades and some of the (non-ulu) objects from the 04 – Ulu and 

Untanged Blades category. The dividing characteristic separating these objects is whether the tang 

portion of the object is somehow morphologically distinct from the blade portion, for instance if 

there is a marked reduction in width on the tang portion. The issue of vague nomenclature in the 

published literature and artifact catalogues has an impact on this category, as objects that weren’t 

examined but were listed as either “blades”, “points”, or “knives” could conceivably fit in this 

category. In some instances, objects were called “stemmed blades”, making their identification 

much easier 
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KcNg-3:37 

(Eastern Barrenlands, Protohistoric Dënesųłıné)

 
LbPg-8:7 (handle - LbPg-8:23) - Snare Lake 

(Central Mackenzie, Protohistoric Tłı̨chǫ) 

 
JiNd-1:12 

(Eastern Barrenlands, 

Protohistoric Dënesųłıné) 

 
MePq-5:1 

(Great Bear Lake, Taltheilei) 

 
MjVg-1:2095 - Rat Indian Creek 

(Northern Interior Alaska and Yukon, 

Protohistoric Gwich'in) 

 
MkPj-7:1 - Isolated Find, 5 miles upstream from Bloody Falls - Indeterminate cultural affiliation.   

Collector notes label it a Caribou Inuit (Kivallirmiut) spear point. 

Suggestion by Luc Paul Uviluq (Cambridge Bay) that the function could be to provide a killing blow to a Bowhead 

Whale or walrus (Appendix B [5] - Luc Paul Uviluk – Cambridge Bay)  

 

Photos by the author (LbPg-8:7 by H. Kory Cooper). 

Courtesy of the Canadian Museum of History and Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre 

Figure 5-27. Select Tanged Points and Blades – temporal, geographic, and cultural variation 
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Figure 5-27. Continued 

 
KkJg-1:1621 - Silumiut 

(Eastern Low Arctic, Thule) 

 

 
MkPk-3:45 

 
MkPk-3:148 

 
MkPk-3:290 

 
MkPk-3:384 

MkPk-3 – Bloody Falls 

(Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island, Thule) 

 

 
NaPi-2:16-9 

 
NaPi-2:17-4a 

NaPi-2 – Clachan 

(Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island, Thule) 

 
OdPp-2:4515 - Co-op 

(Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island, Early Thule) 
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Figure 5-27. Continued 

 
Comparison of unhafted and hafted wide-tanged blades.  

 

NaPi-2:28-16 – Clachan 

(Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island, Thule) 

NcPd-1:112 – Lady Franklin Site 

(Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island, Protohistoric Inuinnait) 

 

 
Previously published image from Morrison (1987b, p. 7 Fig. 2-D) 

OdPc-2:59 – Joss 

(Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island, Protohistoric Inuinnait) 

NaPi-2:28-16 
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5.3.10 Category 10 – Possible Inset Blades 

The category of 10 – Possible Inset Blades was created after noting several instances of 

small, unformalized blades that were still hafted to a handle. These items tend to be small with an 

ill-defined shape but are consistently flattened and frequently sharpened (or flattened to the point 

where sharpening would be a simple prospect). They appear to be a relatively expedient tool type 

that could be manufactured from small, amorphous, and otherwise useless pieces of wastage 

copper. This makes distinguishing unhafted examples from wastage in the 01 – Production 

category difficult. Every attempt was made to identify possible inset blades from assemblages of 

production related waste, with the determination being based on their relative shape (if they were 

flattened and at least a somewhat regular shape) and thickness (under 2 mm). This category also 

ended up being a catch-all category for items in the published literature that could not be examined, 

specifically things labeled as “blades” in artifact lists that also contain categories for more 

formalized tools like “ulu / women’s knives” and “men’s knives” (e.g. Whitridge 2002). This 

suggests a less formal type of blade, but there remains some uncertainty as to their actual form. 

 

 
KkJg-1:1658a - Silumiut 

(Eastern Low Arctic - Thule) 

 
MdHs-1:28 - Naujan 

(Eastern Low Arctic, Early Thule) 

 
MePr-6:12 - Bunn Creek 

(Great Bear Lake, Taltheilei) 

 
NkRi-3:690 – Tiktalik 

(Amundsen Gulf, Early Thule) 

Photos by the author, Courtesy of the Canadian Museum of History and Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre 

Figure 5-28. Select Inset Blades and Possible Inset Blades with examples of their flexibility in use
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Figure 5-28 Continued 

 
NaPi-2:7-14 – Clachan 

(Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island, Thule) 

 

 

 
“Spokeshave” with copper blade embedded centrally 

NiTs-1:4500 – Kuukpak 

(Mackenzie Delta, Precontact Inuvialuit) 

 

 
QiLd-1:1727 – Brooman Point Village 

(Eastern High Arctic, Thule/Norse?) 
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5.3.11 Category 11 – Adornment 

The category of 11 – Adornment likely contains the most variability in tool type and 

production sequence. Many of the items appear to be ones of personal adornment. These include 

bracelets, perforated pendants, rolled beads, rolled cones (similar to tinkling cones), flattened, 

circular rings (bangles), and brow bands. Unfortunately, many of these objects could also 

potentially be classified as other tool types. This includes the references to potential adornment 

objects in previous tool type sections, including confusion regarding the differences between 

bracelets and staples, as well as pendants with a similar general shape to endblades, but with 

perforations where the distal pointed tip would be in an endblade, suggesting a cordage hole as 

opposed to a rivet hole. Beads typically take the form of copper sheet rolled around a piece of 

cordage, and multiple examples of beads exist on single objects. The decision was made to include 

each bead as a single instance of 11 – Adornment for similar reasons the decision was made about 

objects with multiple rivets. If these objects were found independent of their cordage, they could 

potentially be recorded as multiple objects. Similarly, if an object had both rolled beads and a 

pendant, these should be classified separately.  

In addition to these, there are also 2 examples of, for lack of a more specific term, 

miniatures or charms. One of these is OdPc-1:207 - classified as an “awl/graver with stylized bone 

handle” in the artifact catalogue. When this object was shown to Elders and other community 

members in Cambridge Bay and Kugluktuk (APPENDIX B. [8] – Elders of Cambridge Bay – 

Figure 5-29 - OdPc-1:207) the general consensus was that it appeared to be a representation of a 

narwhal, with the copper representing the tusk. This seems a more likely interpretation than an 

awl/graver, particularly because the “tail” portion of the stylized narwhal contains a drilled hole 

through which the item could be strung on a cord. A similar object (NiTs-1:1720) appears to be a 

miniature ulu (only 10 mm by 20 mm), with a similar drilled hole in the stylized ulu handle that 

could also be strung on a cord. Another example of a stylized object is a “spiraled bar/awl” 

(according to the artifact catalogue) from Protohistoric Tłı̨chǫ context that is similar to objects 

from the Gulkana and Dixthada sites in the Western Subarctic where spirals were a common 

decorative motif associated with copper knife handles (Shinkwin 1979; Workman 1976). 
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LbPg-8:15, 19, 41 (Left to Right) - Snare Lake 

(Central Mackenzie, Protohistoric Dené - Tłı̨chǫ) 

Photos by the author and H. Kory Cooper, Courtesy of the Canadian Museum of History and Prince of Wales 

Northern Heritage Centre 

Figure 5-29. Variation in Adornment artifacts. 
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Figure 5-29 Continued 

 
LdHw-1:10 - Kulaituijavik 

(Eastern Low Arctic, Thule) 

 
KkHh-1:110 - Tunermiut 

(Eastern Low Arctic, Protohistoric Inuit - Sadlermiut) 

Endblade or Pendant – Cordage suggests pendant 

 

 
MkPk-3:656 - Bloody Falls 

(Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island, Thule) 

Possible Pendant 
 

PeJr-1:1256 – Learmonth 

(Eastern High Arctic, Thule) 
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Figure 5-29 Continued 

 

 
MkPk-3:228 - Bloody Falls 

(Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island, Thule) 

 

 
NaPi-2:8-19 - Clachan 

(Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island, Thule) 

“Circlet” 

 
NaPi-2:8-19 - Clachan 

(Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island, Thule) 

“Bracelet Fragment” 

 
NaPi-2:17-7 - Clachan 

(Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island, Thule
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Figure 5-29 Continued

 
OaRw-2:110 – Bison Skull 

(Mackenzie Delta, Precontact Inuvialuit) 

 

 
NhTs-2:1966 – Cache Point 

(Mackenzie Delta, Early Thule) 

 
NiTs-2:400 – Pond 

(Mackenzie Delta, Thule) 
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Figure 5-29 Continued 

 
NhTs-2:1978 – Cache Point 

(Mackenzie Delta, Early Thule) 

 
NiTs-1:2071 - Kuukpak 

(Mackenzie Delta, Precontact Inuvialuit) 

 
NjVi-2:272 – Washout 

(Mackenzie Delta, Early Thule) 

 
NiTs-1:2813 and NiTs-1:2815 – Kuukpak 

(Mackenzie Delta, Precontact Inuvialuit) 
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Figure 5-29 Continued 

 
OdPq-1:199 – Memorana 

(Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island, Thule) 

 
QiLd-1:1786 – Brooman Point Village 

(Eastern High Arctic, Thule / Norse?) 

 

 
NiTs-1:1720 - Kuukpak 

(Mackenzie Delta, Precontact Inuvialuit) 

 
OdPc-1: 207 – Kunana 

(Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island, Protohistoric 

Inuinnait) 
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5.3.12 Category 12 – Adze / Chisel 

The category of 12 – Adze / Chisel is a relatively restricted one, with only 5 examples that 

were examined or identified in the literature. Only 1 complete example and 1 fragmentary example 

were able to be physically examined. The remaining 3 were referenced in artifact catalogues, site 

catalogue descriptions, and in published accounts (Morrison 1983a; Whitridge 2002). These items 

are restricted to just 3 sites, 2 of which are of Thule context and the third having an indeterminate 

context between Thule and later Inuit. All of the objects examined (and one image from Morrison 

1983a, 323–24, Plate 14 - “Men’s Tools, Clachan Site”), come from the site of Clachan (NaPi-2). 

The one complete example has a wide (35 mm), sharpened working edge, which narrows into a 

thick pointed (presumably) hafting end. The fragmentary example appears to have a similar form 

but smaller, with only the midsection of the tool present, and the image shows an item of similar 

length but narrower working edge. The other examples from the literature come from OePe-13, a 

Thule or Inuit site from Prince Albert Sound near Victoria Island geologic sources and from the 

large Thule whaling village of PaJs-2 (Qariaraqyuk) from Somerset Island. 

 

Photos by the author, Courtesy of the Canadian Museum of History 

Figure 5-30. Copper adze from NaPi-2 – Clachan. Inset shows profile view. 
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5.3.13 Category 13 - Other / Unknown 

The category of 13 – Other / Unknown initially had more objects in it than the final tally 

reflects. As the definitions of other categories were finalized and expanded to incorporate tools on 

the margins of tool types (e.g., the inclusion of general untanged blades in the 04 – Ulu and 

Untanged Blades category), many objects that initially were classified as unknown could be 

reclassified into other categories. Those that remain (only 2 from contexts with reliable 

provenience) consist of items that are unique in their form, and both come from the Thule context 

at the MkPk-3 site (Bloody Falls), the site with the highest overall number of copper objects 

(n=249) recovered from any site in the Arctic or Western and Central Subarctic (Cooper 2012). 

These objects are a large copper gaff hook (MkPk-3:432) and what is listed as a “pin” in the artifact 

catalogue (MkPk-3:352) but could have a variety of different functions. The gaff hook in particular 

appears to be an example of the potential for innovation in copper technology in areas where raw 

material is plentiful.  

 
Photo by the author, Courtesy of the Canadian Museum of History 

Figure 5-31. Large and unique copper gaff hook from MkPk-3 - Bloody Falls 
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5.4 Regional, Chronological, and Cultural Artifact Assemblages 

5.4.1 Whole Dataset  

The following table represents the entirety of the combined artifact dataset used for the 

analysis in this research. It is listed by individual site (with Borden Code and Smithsonian 

Trinomial Codes as well as site names), and when necessary by individual cultural context within 

a site. For example, MkPk-3 (Bloody Falls / Kallak) has 3 separate components that contained 

copper assemblages, which are labeled MkPk-3 (ASTt), MkPk-3 (Thule), and MkPk-3 (Inuinnait). 

The copper assemblages from each site are quantified using the previously defined typology, 

including both the numeric identifier and tool type name. Additionally, there are copper artifact 

totals (Individuals – n) and tool type totals (Taxa – N). The number of taxa represents presence or 

absence of tools types, regardless of the number of artifacts. Therefore, two sites with only 

Production Material, Awl / Barb, and Inset Blades will both have a taxa total of N=3, regardless 

of whether the number of total artifacts is n=3 or n=300. 

Also listed are the Regional / Chronological Clusters and Cultural Affiliations to which 

each site was assigned. These were used to group various site/context level assemblages into 

larger, and ideally more statistically significant, groups. There are additional notes about the 

classification process of assemblages into tool type categories (denoted by an asterisk - *) when 

necessary. In general, these notations refer to instances when multiple rivets, staples, or beads were 

recorded as multiple, separate objects. They also note vagueness in Records Only (i.e., unexamined 

by me) objects or instances where the object’s type was interpreted using contextual clues rather 

than direct observation. In some cases, accurate tallies of particular tool taxa were not available, 

even if the presence of these taxa were known from the literature. In these instances where the 

exact type or exact counts are not explicit, they are recorded using a question mark (“?”). 
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Table 5-4. Entire list of site assemblages, including geographic cluster and cultural affiliation, categorized by copper typology 
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(west)

Barter Island
Alaskan North 

Slope

Inupiat/ 

Inuvialuit 
(PreContact)

3 3 1 1 1

HAR-00001 Thetis Island
Alaskan North 

Slope
Inupiat 

(PreContact)
1 2 2

JiNd-1
Eastern 

Barrenlands
Dënesųłıné 

(Protohistoric)
1 1 1

KbNa-16
Eastern 

Barrenlands
Dënesųłıné 

(Protohistoric)
2 7 5 2

KbNb-4
Eastern 

Barrenlands
Dënesųłıné 

(Protohistoric)
1 1 1

KcNg-3
Eastern 

Barrenlands
Dënesųłıné 

(Protohistoric)
1 1 1

KeDe-14
Willows 
Island-4

Undetermined Undetermined 1 1 1

KeNi-4
Whitefish 
Lake Site

Eastern 
Barrenlands

Taltheilei 5 21 13 1 1 2 4

KePl-1
Frank 

Channel
Central 

Mackenzie
Taltheilei 3 4 2 1 1

KfJm-3 Meliadine 1
Eastern Low 

Arctic
Thule 1 1 1
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5.4.2 Regional / Chronological Assemblages 

The following table consists of the previous dataset of copper assemblages organized at the 

site/context level, compiled using the regional and chronological divisions defined in Chapter 4 - 

Regional and Chronological Assemblages. These groupings represent multiple ways of organizing 

the data presented in Table 5.1 (Whole Dataset). For instance, the Clachan site (NaPi-2) is included 

in the totals for All – Thule, General – Thule, and Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island – Thule. By 

classifying sites using both regional/temporal clusters and cultural affiliation, variation can be 

examined across multiple dimensions. The nomenclature used to define Cultural Affiliations has 

been generalized for ease of grouping sites. For instance, Gwich’in, Dënesųłıné, and Tłı̨chǫ are all 

grouped under Dené (Protohistoric), and Inupiat, Inuvialuit, Inuinnait, Sadlermiut, and 

Kivallirmiut are all grouped under Inuit (PreContact) or Inuit (Protohistoric). Although not named 

explicitly in this table, these Regional Cultural Affiliations are maintained as part of the defining 

parameters for the Regional Clusters. 

When the Regional Cluster is defined as “All”, this includes all regions associated with 

that Cultural Affiliation (e.g. – All – Taltheilei includes Great Bear Lake – Taltheilei, Central 

Mackenzie – Taltheilei, and Eastern Barrenlands – Taltheilei). The Thule cultural affiliation is also 

broken into “Early” and “General” categories – temporal divisions within Thule rather that 

regional ones. This was a special circumstance facilitated by the wealth of radiocarbon dates 

associated with defining the Thule migration and their publication as easily referenced datasets 

(Friesen and Arnold 2008; McGhee 2009a). Finally, an additional category is listed in these 

combined assemblages – Number of Sites. This refers to the number of individual sites that were 

compiled to form each grouping and provides a quick reference (along with artifact and taxa totals) 

for the general level of intensity of investment in native copper technologies in each cluster (as 

well as the general level of intensity of archaeological investigation).  
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5.5 Modeling Innovation – Acquisition Cost and Technological Diversity 

Creating explicit models formalizes the inevitable creation of implicit models that organize 

our understanding of the past. The goal of model building is to simultaneously achieve three things 

– generality, realism, and precision (Winterhalder 1981). Although this is impossible from a 

practical standpoint, achieving a balance between these factors can be achieved through the 

selection of appropriate variables and the balancing of complexity and simplicity in order to 

address specific questions. Ultimately every model, both implicit and explicit, is incomplete - that 

is the essence of a model. But if models are created in a balanced fashion, stand on solid theoretical 

foundations, and are informed by real-world phenomena, they have the potential to be informative 

despite their limitations. This research utilizes a Path Distance model to assess the metric of 

“Acquisition Cost” and Diversity statistics to assess a metric of “Technological” Diversity. 

Together, these address the research question 1) Does the distance of archaeological copper 

assemblages from geologic sources (Path Distance as Acquisition Cost) correlate with 

significant differences in the structures of copper technological systems (Technological 

Diversity)? 

5.6 Path Distance as Acquisition Cost 

Path Distance models calculate the amount of time needed to travel between a source and 

destination point, in this case from geologic copper sources to archaeological sites. Calculated 

travel time is based on the effect of environmental and cultural variables on travel speed and 

behavior. The assumptions underlying this model is that the amount of time it takes to transport 

copper from geological sources to archaeological sites (whether by the final user or through a 

series of trade intermediaries) is an investment in acquiring the material. The greater the amount 

of time it takes for the material to travel that distance, the greater the conceptual cost to the 

individual acquiring it. The cost of acquiring copper likely took many forms. These might include 

time and resource investment, caloric expenditure, and the expenditure of social capital that would 

all be factors that influenced an overall sense of value of copper materials. Therefore, travel time 

is a proxy metric for a hypothesized increase in valuation of the material as it is transported further 

from geologic sources because of the greater cost to acquire the material from further distances.  
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This increase in both cost and value is considered to be an Acquisition Cost that will 

influence technological decision-making, including behaviors such as, but not limited to, curation 

and repurposing of copper, restrictions in the types of objects copper will be used for, and 

conservation of material that may manifest in variation in morphology and size of the object being 

produced. Because Acquisition Cost is considered to be a factor in broadly evaluating the best 

ways to utilize copper as a material (as opposed to assessing a specific type of copper object), it 

would have an influence on the overall composition of a local or regional copper toolkit.  And 

since Acquisition Cost can be calculated for every archaeological site (or geographic clusters of 

contemporary sites) from a set of models with unified assumptions and treatment of environmental 

inputs (detailed in Chapter 5.6.1), it is a comprehensive metric that is comparative between sites 

(and regional clusters) inter-regionally, chronologically, and cross-culturally. Chapter 0 details the 

complimentary metric of Technological Diversity that characterizes the composition of regional 

toolkits and can also be applied comparatively to every regional copper assemblage. The ability to 

compare variation in both these metrics across time, space, and culture makes it possible to infer 

and compare the influence of Acquisition Cost on broader, shared technological systems that are 

united by trade networks, shared cultural knowledge, and language.  

5.6.1 Structure of the Path Distance Models 

Least Cost methods, frequently employed within Least Cost Path (LCP) analyses, has been 

used frequently in archaeological research (Gustas and Supernant 2017; Nolan and Cook 2012; 

Livingood 2012; Surface-Evans 2009; Supernant 2017; Howey 2007; 2011; Richards-Rissetto and 

Landau 2014; Taliaferro, Schriever, and Shackley 2010; Verhagen and Posluschny 2011; D. A. 

White and Surface-Evans 2012). Although Least Cost Paths were generated, the potential routes 

they represent are not the goal of this analysis. The primary goals were obtaining Path Distance 

values and determining the least costly source of origin for copper at individual archaeological 

sites. Path Distance is of use because certain portions of a landscape can be easier or harder to 

traverse, and therefore are more or less costly in terms of time or energy. This cost is calculated 

using rasters of data that simulate the landscape being analyzed. In archaeological analyses, these 

typically begin with slope derived from Digital Elevation Models (DEM). Water is sometimes 

included as a barrier to movement and/or a facilitator of movement (Howey 2007; Livingood 2012; 

Surface-Evans 2009; Leidwanger 2013; Gustas and Supernant 2017). Other variables that 
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influence movement could also be incorporated. The end result is a single, aggregate cost surface 

that represents the combined influence of all considered model variables based on the inputs and 

interaction determined by the researcher.  

Point locations (in this case archaeological sites and geologic sources) are input as Source 

and Destination locations. These locations are the endpoints for calculating Path Distance as well 

as Least Cost Paths. Path Distance is calculated by summing of the accumulated value of a series 

of individual raster pixels along every possible route emanating from the geologic Source 

locations. Every location within the model (i.e. every pixel in the raster) has a cumulative value 

representing the accumulated cost of the least costly path to reach that pixel. Least Cost Path is the 

single least costly route to reach a specific destination location and a visual representation as a line 

traversing the modeled landscape.. 

Path Distance is an improvement over Euclidean (straight line) distances between 

locations. The regions calculated to be closest to geologic sources based on Euclidean distance is 

represented by Thiessen Polygons around source locations. These simplified regions will be a less 

accurate estimate of the least costly source that can be reached when compared to regions defined 

using Path Distance. Path Distance is also an improvement over similar Cost Distance methods. 

Cost Distance considers topography to be an isotropic cost surface where topographic costs to 

movement are the same regardless of directionality. This is more simplistic than an anisotropic 

Path Distance model where directionality is considered, discriminating between upslope, 

downslope, or cross-slope travel cost over the same area (D. A. White 2015). Because Path 

Distance results are based on real world phenomena input into a model as cultural and 

environmental variables, they more accurately reflect how people might move in an environment. 

They quantify the relationship between locations in terms of the ease and ability of people to move 

on the landscape because of the impact of model variables on travel speed. The cost in a least cost 

model can be defined as anything that will alter the speed and direction of movement that affects 

the amount of time it takes to travel between sites, the route that one takes, and the final distance 

covered. 

Hours of travel time is the unit of movement cost used in this analysis. Hours is a more 

flexible measure for travel time than days because it facilitates the interpretation of a larger range 

of travel behaviors and the context within which they operated. There is significant variability in 

travel strategies someone would employ based on cultural, technological, seasonal, or individual 
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differences in travelers. Using hours only models the amount of time actually spent physically 

travelling, and not additional activities that would occupy a full day. “Travel days” can be 

estimated after the fact based on the allocation of time for various activities across a range of travel 

strategies. For instance, an 18-hour journey might be accomplished in a single day with advanced 

provisioning or take 3 days leaving time for hunting, foraging, eating, setting camp, and sleeping. 

Factors such as daylight hours, temperature, and the availability of resources would be affected by 

the season of travel, necessitating a consideration of the different impacts to travel during winter 

and summer travel days. All of these potential travel strategies and behaviors can be examined 

with a baseline cost of hours of travel. These considerations do not reflect the true complexity of 

decision-making in travel strategies but do allow for reasonable comparisons of the Acquisition 

Cost accrued at different locations by restricting the model to the physical landscape that needs to 

be traversed and the travel technologies available to accomplish it. Cultural factors such as social 

networks or the concurrence of travel with other activities would impact travel strategies and time 

but are not attempted to be modeled here. Instead the physical landscape is considered to be a 

universal baseline impediment to travel that will be negotiated by a range of cultural means. Travel 

hours have a direct inverse relationship with travel speed, and it is speed of movement across a 

variable landscape that is calculated to generate travel time values. 

5.6.2 Model Variables 

Travel speed is affected by a number of variables in the real world. Five of these were 

chosen to include here, including topography, land cover, hydrology, seasonality, and 

transportation technology. These inputs are all derived from modern datasets that have varying 

degrees of accuracy in simulating past landscapes and travel behavior. As an example, land cover 

distribution (especially sea ice distribution) is closely tied to changes in global climate that 

includes significant fluctuations in temperature and precipitation during the time periods 

represented by the archaeological sites included in this analysis. These datasets are an attempt to 

most accurately representation the variables deemed most influential to travel behaviors, within 

the limitations of data availability, computing power, and the continental scale of the model. 

Specific limitations and caveats to data inputs are noted in their respective sections. 
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5.6.2.1 Topography and Slope 

Topography most frequently serves as the basis for investigations of path distance (Howey 

2011; 2007; Llobera 2001; ten Bruggencate et al. 2016; D. A. White and Barber 2012). Topography 

in this study was derived from publicly available Digital Elevation Models, specifically the Global 

Multi-resolution Terrain Elevation Dataset (GMTED2010) developed by the US Geological 

Survey and derived from satellite based sensors (downloaded from US Geological Survey - 

https://lta.cr.usgs.gov/get_data; Accessed 2014). GMTED was chosen as the best option available 

at the time to balance between spatial resolution and computing power for the geographic scale of 

the analysis. GMTED2010 at its best resolution has a spatial resolution of 7.5 arc-seconds - roughly 

231 meters2 at the equator, decreasing in width (east/west) but not height (north/south) as latitude 

increases. Digital elevation models and all other rasters representing environmental variables were 

resampled to a spatial resolution of 180 meters2 per pixel. This was a compromise to balance 

variability in DEM pixel width dependent on latitude, differences in data resolution between the 

DEM and other variables such as land cover, capturing spatial detail in vector-based variables such 

as river and coastline definition, and computing limitations for extremely large raster datasets. This 

resampling to match resolution and align pixels was necessary to facilitate raster calculations when 

combining variables. 

The GMTED2010 elevation model was converted to degree of slope using pixel size and 

elevation difference between pixels. Slope has been ethnographically and experimentally shown 

to have a significant influence on the speed of  pedestrian movement (Minetti, Ardigò, and Saibene 

1993; Kamon 1970; Minetti 1995), including among Inuit (Boas 1888; Aporta 2004), and has been 

quantified as Tobler’s Hiking Function (Tobler 1993). Tobler’s model predicts a speed of 5.073 

km/hour on flat ground (0-degree slope) with an exponential decrease in speed as slope (either 

upslope or downslope) increases (although the slope that maximizes speed is a slight negative 

slope around -3 degrees). Tobler’s Hiking Function was used to convert slope to relative travel 

time using the workflow developed by Nicholas Tripcevich (Tripcevich 2009). This method 

modifies Tobler’s Hiking Function to Hours/Meter as a function of slope using the equation - 

‘HOURS TO CROSS 1 METER’ = 

0.000166666*(EXP(3.5*(ABS(TAN(RADIANS(slope_deg))+0.05)))) 

https://lta.cr.usgs.gov/get_data
https://lta.cr.usgs.gov/get_data
https://lta.cr.usgs.gov/get_data
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When multiplied by raster pixel size (180 meters2), the values in the resulting raster equate 

to the amount of time in hours it would take to cross any pixel and all subsequent pixels along any 

path through the raster model.  

5.6.2.2 Land cover 

Considering the influence of topography alone results in a simulated environment that has 

elevation but is completely smooth. Land cover distribution was also considered in order to more 

accurately reflect the real world. Land cover data was derived from the GlobCover dataset 

(Downloaded from ESA - http://due.esrin.esa.int/page_globcover.php; Accessed 2014; 300m2 

resolution resampled to 180m2), a European Space Agency project producing global land cover 

maps from satellite based multispectral imaging. These classification of landcover types included 

in these maps were simplified from the 22 UN LCCS (United Nations Land Cover Classification 

System) categories into categories reflecting the general density and type of vegetation, ranging 

from bare earth, to waterlogged and flooded soils, to grasslands, to open and closed forests, to 

permanent snow and ice (Figure 5-32). The interpretive capability of this modern dataset is limited 

by the relationship between global climate and the distribution of ecological biomes and their 

associated land cover types. Paleo-climatic data that would more accurately represent specific 

periods of past climates does not exist at the resolution and geographic scope used in this analysis. 

Modern datasets have enough detail to represent variation in land cover class based on slope, 

elevation, proximity to rivers, and other factors that may have an effect on travel decisions that 

would not be present in paleo-environmental reconstructions. Despite its shortcomings, the modern 

data is more likely to capture the relationship between variables such as hydrology, land cover, 

and topography that would impact travel decision-making on the landscape. 

http://due.esrin.esa.int/page_globcover.php
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Figure 5-32. "Combined land cover, hydrology, and February sea ice extent - Amundsen Gulf, Great Bear Lake, and 

the Mackenzie Delta (1:4,000,000)". Figure reproduced from Pike et al. (2019, p. 6, Fig. 2) 

5.6.2.3 Hydrology 

Hydrologic datasets were incorporated from the Global Self-consistent, Hierarchical, High 

resolution Geography Database (GSHHGD) produced by NOAA 

(https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/shorelines/gshhs.html; vector data reclassified to 180 meter2 

raster; Accessed 2014) to more accurately represent the boundaries of coastlines, rivers, and lakes. 

A 5-kilometer buffer was calculated around coastlines and along the interior of large lakes in order 

to restrict water travel to near-shore travel (i.e. within sight of land). Five kilometers is a proxy 

distance for near-shore travel because it is the distance of the visible horizon from sea level from 

an observation height of 1.70 meters (Young 2003). A number of other factors would also 

influence the distance to the visible horizon (and therefore the estimation of near-shore travel), 

such as differences in observation height (such as from a seated position in a qayaq, umiaq, or 

https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/shorelines/gshhs.htmlm
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canoe) or the presence of elevated landforms that would be visible from further distances. A more 

precise definition of near-shore travel that incorporates the increased visibility of higher landforms 

would be possible by utilizing some form of repeated viewshed analyses from multiple water 

locations, although at the scale of this analysis is computationally and time prohibitive.  

In some instances, a 5 km buffer was not sufficient to connect islands to each other and to 

the mainland, including interconnecting the High Arctic Islands of Somerset, Devon, and 

Cornwallis across Lancaster Sound and the Parry Channel. In these instances (and when sea ice 

was not present to connect them) an extension of the 5km buffer was made at the shortest crossing 

point.  

5.6.2.4 Seasonality of Travel and Sea Ice 

Seasonality of travel also has a large influence on the travel conditions one will encounter. 

For the purposes here, annual cycles of freeze and thaw were considered the most influential. This 

was modeled in a number of ways, including converting rivers and lakes to ice for winter models 

in polar eco-regions (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 2019), reducing the cost of 

permafrost travel in winter models, and using February sea ice extents for winter simulations and 

September sea ice extents for summer simulations Figure 5-33. Winter and summer sea ice data 

was incorporated from the Canadian Ice Service Arctic Regional Sea Ice Charts 

(http://nsidc.org/data/docs/noaa/g02171_CIS_seaice_regional/index.html; vector data reclassified 

to 180 m2 raster; Accessed 2014) produced by the National Snow and Ice Data Center. Sea ice was 

classified by type, and only landfast ice and large, densely packed ice floes were considered for 

potential travel based on ethnographic accounts of travel preferences (Aporta 2009; Aporta, Bravo, 

and Taylor n.d.). Sea ice distribution data are a particularly imprecise representation of variation 

in past conditions. Sea ice extents and the distribution of different ice types such as large floes, 

multi-year pack ice, and landfast ice is intricately linked to global climatic conditions. Sea ice 

distribution and extent also have a high degree of annual variability. Although this modern dataset 

does not recreate  

http://nsidc.org/data/docs/noaa/g02171_CIS_seaice_regional/index.html
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Figure 5-33. "September (a) and February (b) sea ice extent (2007)." Image reproduced from Pike et al. (2019, p. 7, 

Fig. 3) 
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past conditions, it incorporates characteristics of seasonal arctic landscapes that were essential 

components of arctic travel. The sea ice models are not precise reflections of average travel 

conditions in the past, but they are accurate in the sense that they represent the linking of islands 

in the Arctic Archipelago and the presence of landfast ice along the Arctic coast. 

5.6.2.5 Transportation Technologies – Walking, Watercraft, and Dogsled 

Finally, differences in transportation technology will have a great effect on travel speed. 

Those considered here are walking, watercraft travel, and dogsled travel. Measurements of speed 

in relation to slope for dogsled travel have not been systematically documented as they have been 

for walking. Potential correlates to the values found in the Tobler Hiking Function are recorded 

race times during long-distance dogsled races such as the Iditarod (Iditarod Trail Committee 2019) 

or Yukon Quest (Yukon Quest International 2019) races. The Iditarod Trail Committee has 

published times and average speed between every checkpoint for every musher in each race since 

2001. The Iditarod and Yukon Quest, among others, have increasingly employed GPS tracking by 

SPOT devices over the past decade for all their participants (archives include Iditarod races since 

2015 and Yukon Quest races since 2010) (Trackleaders.com 2019). These data (including 

elevation, speed, and location) might be sufficient to construct a formula calculating the 

relationship between slope and travel speed for dogsled travel, however this is beyond the scope 

of the current analysis. For dogsled travel, 15km/hour is a reasonable average for 0 slope travel 

based on an examination of the published race data. The fastest dog teams frequently exceed this 

average between checkpoints, but not for extended periods of time. It is assumed that dog teams 

will be subject to a similar reduction in speed as a function of increasing slope. To estimate this 

impact on dogsled travel, Tobler’s Hiking Function was modified to increase speed by multiplying 

by a factor of 3 (from 5 km/hr to 15 km/hr on a 0 slope) to simulate sled travel. Although this 

method is imprecise, it achieves the requirement of increasingly restricting movement as slope 

increases. This is evident at a slope of 25 degrees where walking speed is reduced to 1 km/hr and 

dogsled speed is reduced to 3 km/hr.  

Travel by watercraft is another viable option when open water was present, either year-

round or during the summer. Estimates of travel speed were incorporated from Livingood (2012, 

180, Table 10.3) who compiled multiple historic and modern accounts of unpowered river travel 

with duration and distance of travel as well as estimated current speeds to produce current-adjusted 
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travel speed averages, ranging between 3.5 and 5 km base speed (Livingood 2012, 180). Ames 

(2002) also provides a range of 2.5-6.7 km/hr for boat travel on the Northwest Coast, dependent 

on winds and the current. The similarity between the estimated travel speed on a 0 degree slope 

using Tobler’s Hiking Function at just over 5 km/hr falls within these ranges for water travel speed. 

Because major waterways typically have a relatively gentle slope and large bodies of water have 

none, a base speed for water travel of 5km/hr (the high end of Livingood’s estimates and the middle 

of Ames’) is achieved by relying on Tobler’s Hiking Function without modification. Water travel 

was incorporated into the models as a land cover that provided no resistance to travel (Resistance 

Modifiers discussed in Section 0). Modeled water travel was often a preferential mode of travel 

because the surrounding land typically had increased resistance to travel due to land cover. Water 

travel values are considered estimates and do not take into account seasonal variation in current 

speed or upstream versus downstream travel. A cost to transition from land travel into waterways 

and vice versa was not defined in order to allow for the possibility of modeled travel to include 

portages between water bodies. One ethnographic example of portaging as a central component of 

travel in one of the regions studied is the Įdaá Trail used by the Tłı̨chǫ to travel by canoe between 

Great Slave and Great Bear Lakes. This included 41 portages of varying length up to 4 km 

(Andrews and Zoe 1997, 163, Fig. 2). 

5.6.3 Resistance Modifiers 

The final cost surface layers were derived from the initial topographic costs of travel time 

(derived from Tobler’s Hiking Function for walking models and a modified Tobler’s Hiking 

Function for dogsled models) and modified for increased or decreased resistance (and therefore 

increased or decreased travel time) based on the type of land cover present (including unfrozen 

water and sea ice). This was achieved by multiplying the base travel time cost by a land cover 

modifier (Table 5-6), a value greater than one for increased time (decreased speed) and less than 

one for decreased travel time (increased speed). Although a decrease in resistance was not 

employed in this model, it could potentially be employed in future models to estimate movement 

on water that is faster than walking speed. Dogsled travel was considered to have increased 

resistance in increasingly dense vegetation beyond that of walking travel. Difference in summer 

and winter models result in the affect that freeze / thaw cycles in permafrost would have, and 
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typically result in greater resistance in summertime models when frozen permafrost thaws to boggy 

muskeg. 

Table 5-6. Land cover Resistance Modifiers used to alter travel time based on impedance of different land cover 

types in different seasonal and travel technology scenarios. Reproduced from Pike et al (2019, p. 8, Table 1). 

 

The calculation of the combination of landcover and slope costs and the resulting estimated 

travel speed is demonstrated in the following example. Travel time over flat ground is roughly 5 

km per hour (2.16 minutes to cross a 180 m pixel vertically or horizontally and 3.05 minutes 

diagonally). Travel time was increased in dense forest (multiplied by 1.6) to reflect increased 

resistance in this situation (3.45 minutes horizontally/vertically and 4.89 minutes diagonally to 

cross 180 m of dense forest). If the same route was traveled by dogsled, speed would be increased 

over bare ground to 15 km (0.72 minutes per pixel horizontally/vertically, 1.02 minutes 

diagonally). However, resistance also increased in dense forest (multiplied by 3) to reflect the 

greater difficulty of guiding a dog team through dense forest than walking through it, resulting in 

2.16 minutes to cross 180 m of dense forest by dogsled (3.05 minutes diagonally). 

Land cover Type 
Winter Travel 

Modifier 

Winter Travel 
by Dogsled 

Modifier 

Summer 
Travel 

Modifier 

Water - Navigable  1.0 1.0 1.0 

Bare Areas  
(Primarily glacial scree) 

2.0 2.0 2.0 

Landfast Ice / Frozen Lakes and Rivers 1.1 1.1 1.1 

Sparse vegetation 1.2 1.2 2.5 

Grassland 1.2 1.2 1.7 

Vast Ice Floe (2km - 10km) 1.7 1.7 1.7 

Shrubland 1.3 1.4 1.3 

Open Forest 1.4 2.0 1.4 

Regularly Flooded / Waterlogged Soil 1.2 1.2 2.5 

Closed Forest 1.6 3.0 1.6 

Big Ice Floes (500m - 2km)* 10.0 10.0 10.0 

Permanent Snow and Ice (primarily high 

alpine snow pack)* 
10.0 10.0 10.0 

Values = 1 – No change to Time/Speed or Resistance 
Values > 1 – Increased Resistance / Time and Decreased Speed  

Values < 1 – Decreased Resistance / Time and Increased Speed (potentially used for fast 
water travel, though not employed here) 

* - Restrictively high values to discourage use 
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Land cover modifiers are an estimation of the difficulty of traversing land cover types using 

an ordinal scale. This assumes that some types are consistently more difficult to traverse than 

others (e.g. bare earth < sparse vegetation < dense forest) and that this increasing difficulty 

translates to a quantifiable decrease in speed, even if we do not have a metric to determine the 

actual decrease. Land cover modifier values are a best estimate of the effect of different land cover 

types on travel. In some cases, land cover types were assigned excessively high values in order to 

make them prohibitively costly (e.g. land cover modifier value of 10) to act as a barrier to entry. 

Ice floes less than 2km in diameter and permanent snow and ice (almost exclusively high-altitude 

snowpack in this dataset) were assigned these cost prohibitive values. Although the possibility of 

traversing these areas was not removed completely, these classes were considered unlikely to be 

used consistently for travel. The land cover modifiers listed here resemble the terrain coefficients 

developed by Soule and Goldman (1972) that have been previously utilized in archaeological 

applications of least cost methods (D. A. White and Barber 2012, 2690, Table 2; ten Bruggencate 

et al. 2016, 7, Table 1). They produce a similar result of modifying cost, however these examples 

are based on the metabolic cost of traversing increasingly dense land cover, while the values used 

here are conceptually a measure of physical impedance. There is some overlap in these 

conceptualizations of resistance to travel, and therefore similarity in the values used.  

5.6.4 Model Construction Summary and Final Cost Surfaces 

Final cost surfaces were constructed by integrating topographic and landcover costs (Figure 

5-34). The elevation model was resampled to 180 meter resolution and converted from elevation 

to slope values, and slope values were converted to travel time (in hours) per pixel using the 

procedure outlined by Tripcevich (2009) and multiplying by pixel size (180 meters) to produce an 

anisotropic Tobler Walk cost surface. A second cost surface was created to simulate topographic 

cost for dogsled mobility by dividing the Walking cost surface by 3, based on estimates of average 

dogsled speed, creating the Modified Tobler Dogsled cost surface.  
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Figure 5-34. Structure and calculation of the three cost surface models used to calculate Path Distance values. Figure 

reproduced from Pike et al (2019, p. 9, Fig. 4). 

The raw land cover raster was resampled to 180 meters, and land cover classes were 

simplified to relevant categories, many based on density of vegetation. To highlight water as a land 

cover class and to ensure that river systems were not truncated in the raw land cover data, 

hydrologic vector data, including rivers, lakes, and coastlines, were used to select intersecting 

pixels in the land cover dataset and convert them to water. For coastlines and the interior of large 

Winter Sea Ice Summer Sea Ice 

Reclassified 
Landcover 

Summer 
Hydrology 

Winter 
Hydrology 

Winter Travel 
Resistance 

Modifier 

Summer Travel 
Resistance 

Modifier 

Dogsled 
Resistance 

Modifier 

Tobler Hiking Function / 
Tripcevich conversion 

Modified Tobler / 
Tripcevich - Dogsled 

Slope from DEM 

Summer 
Landcover 

Winter 
Landcover 

Summer 
Travel 

Resistance 

Winter Travel 
Resistance 

Dogsled 
Resistance 

Tobler Walk 
Cost 

Tobler Dogsled 
Cost 

Summer Travel 

Cost Surface 

Winter Travel 

Cost Surface 

Dogsled Cost 

Surface 
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lakes, a 5km buffer was generated to restrict water travel. The reclassified land cover dataset was 

then duplicated to form the basis of winter and summer land cover datasets. The water land cover 

class was converted to frozen water in the winter land cover dataset, excluding temperate 

ecoregions using Level 1 Ecoregions of North America. Minimum (September) and maximum 

(February) sea ice vector datasets were similarly used to select intersecting pixels in the winter and 

summer modified land cover data to incorporate sea ice land cover classes.  

Winter and summer modified land cover datasets were alternatively combined with 

Walking and Dogsled topographic cost surfaces using a separate set of land cover modifiers for 

each combination (excluding the combination of summer land cover with Dogsled topographic 

cost). This was accomplished by creating three land cover modifier rasters by converting land 

cover class identifiers from the modified land cover raster to the land cover modifier values for 

each of the three potential models. Finally, the creation of the final modeled cost surface was a 

simple raster multiplication of travel time rasters based on topography with land cover modifier 

rasters, adjusting travel time based on the projected resistance represented by the land cover 

modifier values. 

Final cost layers therefore consist of a Summer Travel model (including pedestrian and 

watercraft mobility), a Winter Travel model (including pedestrian and limited watercraft mobility 

in regions with unfrozen water), and a Winter Travel by Dogsled model (almost exclusively 

dogsled mobility, with the unlikely potential for travel by watercraft where unfrozen water is 

present). As dog teams are not a viable mode of transport in the summer, a single Summer Travel 

model (including travel by watercraft) was considered sufficient for the goals of this research as a 

proxy for travel behavior for all the cultures represented in this analysis. This includes the caveat 

that cross-cultural variability in watercraft technologies and cultural preferences for terrestrial or 

marine travel are present but not addressed here, in part because of limited information on the use 

of Dorset watercraft. Two Winter Travel models were deemed necessary because although dogs 

were present in Paleo-Inuit contexts there is little evidence to suggest they contributed to human 

mobility as part of a dog traction technological system (Morey and Aaris-Sørensen 2002) as they 

did in Inuit and Dené contexts. 

 From these three final cost surface layers, a Path Distance model originating from input 

source locations was calculated for each scenario, generating rasters of the amount of time (in 

hours) it takes to reach any point on the landscape from the defined copper source locations. Input 
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destination locations, the archaeological sites that have been determined to contain native copper, 

overlay the generated landscape of travel time cost values. The values at the location of 

archaeological site destinations, for each of the relevant three model simulations, represent a 

minimum cumulative cost of movement between geological sources and archaeological sites for 

each mobility scenario. As previously discussed, a number of behaviors regarding mobility and 

material acquisition and exchange could have and likely were used by people engaged in 

metallurgical traditions. This does not mean that every potential travel or trade behavior was 

considered for the model. Social and trade networks, traditional knowledge of land use, or 

multipurpose travel to achieve goals in addition to copper acquisition are all examples of scenarios 

that would influence travel decisions. Because every behavior associated with material acquisition 

and exchange is implemented in part through mobility on the landscape, these travel cost values 

are considered here to be a minimum investment that has been made to acquire and transport 

copper, either individually through direct acquisition or collectively through various trade and 

exchange scenarios. 

These derived Path Distance surfaces enable the calculation of least-cost paths between 

sources and destinations They also assign which source is the most efficient to access from sites 

that are located somewhere between source locations where the most efficient access is ambiguous. 

Least cost paths are the route of least accumulated cost between source and destination points and 

represent an idealized scenario of human movement that prioritizes efficiency in movement and 

reduction of travel time based on the parameters of the model. Though efficiency in mobility is a 

major factor in travel, traversing routes based solely on the minimization of travel time would not 

have been the only priority that individuals have when navigating landscapes..  

5.7 Technological Diversity 

The diversity of copper assemblages will be assessed for a correlative relationship with 

spatial distributions as quantified using multivariate path distance analysis. Diversity as a statistical 

concept has foundations within ecology and biology and is conceptually a measure of the presence 

and distribution of individuals across a potential number of classes (or species in ecology) (May 

1994). The conceptual components of diversity are richness, evenness, and heterogeneity 

(diversity) (Peet 1974; Pielou 1966). Richness is a measure that compares the number of classes 

present in a sample to the total number of classes for an entire population. Evenness is a measure 
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of the relative amounts of individual objects among present classes within a sample. 

Heterogeneity (diversity) is a combination of both richness and evenness. There are a variety of 

ways to compute heterogeneity depending on the combination and relative contribution of richness 

and evenness. Two measures were chosen to assess the richness and the evenness of the various 

copper assemblages. These are the Simpsons Reciprocal Index (Simpson 1949) to assess evenness, 

and the Margalef Richness Index (Margalef 1958) to assess richness. 

5.7.1 Evenness - Simpsons Reciprocal Index 

Evenness is a measure that calculates relative abundances of taxa within a sample. 

Variation in Evenness ranges from an uneven sample that is completely dominated by a single 

taxon, to a perfectly even sample that contains equal amounts of individuals distributed evenly 

across all taxa. Simpsons Reciprocal Index was chosen as a measure of Evenness. Values will 

range from 1 (in a sample completely dominated by a single type) to 13 in this analysis (the total 

number of possible types). A value of 13 would result from a completely even distribution of 

individuals among types. Simpsons Reciprocal Index is not affected by sample size other than the 

possibility of missing rare types in under sampled populations. 

Simpson’s Reciprocal Index is calculated as follows –  

1/𝐷 =
1

Σ(𝑛/𝑁)2
 

where n = the number of individuals in a taxon, and N = the number of total individuals in all taxa. 

5.7.2 Richness - Margalef Richness Index 

Richness is a measure that quantifies the number of types that are represented in a dataset. 

In ecology, this is a measure of the number of different taxa present in a sample compared against 

the total expected number of taxa in a population. Richness does not take into account the relative 

abundance of taxa or the equitability of their distribution. For this analysis, the Margalef Richness 

Index was chosen to assess the relative richness of each region. This compensates for, although 

does not completely negate, differences in sample sizes between samples. The higher the Margalef 

Value, the higher the expected number of types in a region if given a sufficient sample size. 

The Margalef Richness Index is calculated as follows -  
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𝐷𝑀 =
(𝑆 − 1)

ln(𝑛)
 

where S = the number of taxa present in sample (in this case in a regional cluster), and n = the total 

number of individuals in the sample. 

5.7.3 Technological Diversity and Acquisition Cost – Implications for Innovation 

The purpose of applying diversity statistics to the copper assemblages is to examine broad 

patterning in variation in copper technological systems that may be related to shared technological 

decision-making by users of copper technologies. When examined with other factors (such as Path 

Distance), potential reasons for this variation can be hypothesized. For example, variation in 

measures of Richness might reflect a diversification of the technological system in regions 

showing an increase in the different types of objects created by copper. This could be the result of 

experimentation with new artifact types or an abundance of material that allows for this 

experimentation and would in turn generate new types of technical knowledge and production 

techniques for the production of a diversity of forms. 

Variation in measures of Evenness might reflect specialization in a specific aspect of copper 

technology (perhaps one artifact form dominates regional assemblages) if Evenness measures 

show very unequal assemblages, especially if the particular tool type dominating differs from 

region to region. This may also reflect high acquisition costs on material or social restrictions on 

use. Conversely, relatively even assemblages may reflect that copper is highly integrated into 

larger technological systems, that there are few social restrictions on its use, or that there is a low 

acquisition cost for material. In all cases, the structure of particular assemblages will need to be 

examined to determine the cause of variation in diversity. 

When comparing Path Distance and Diversity values, the expectation was that ss cost 

increases, richness, a measure of the expected number of types / taxa present, will decrease. 

Theoretically, the greater the availability of raw material (as a result of lower cost of acquisition 

near source regions), the more different types of objects it will be turned into because innovators 

will be able to experiment with the material. A lower cost will also lower the barrier for using that 

raw material in a greater variety of things that would otherwise be made of a different, less costly 

material. Likewise, as cost increases, evenness will decrease, although evenness could also be 
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reasonably assumed to vary for reasons other than cost of acquisition. Evenness is a measure of 

the distribution of individuals across types in a sample (with high value equaling a perfectly evenly 

distributed sample). Therefore, it is reasonable to think that as the cost of raw material increases, 

the types of items it will be used in will become restricted, with one or two types dominating the 

assemblage. Evenness could also be considered a measure of specialization unrelated to cost if the 

specialization is driven by a different motivation, such as the availability in a particular area of a 

particular resource that can only be exploited using a particular tool type. Evenness and Richness 

can also change through time. In this instance, these changes would be unrelated to path distance, 

because path distance is held relatively constant if only one region is being examined, though 

significant environmental changes or unmodeled factors such as alterations to trade networks could 

have an impact. 
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CHAPTER 6. RESULTS 

6.1 Path Distance Results 

Below are the Path Distance results for every archaeological site in the dataset for each of 

the 3 models. In a few instances, accurate location data could not be obtained for an archaeological 

site. When possible, site locations were estimated if this could be done reliably using published 

accounts. The site on Barter Island, for example, could only be within the ~15 km2 of the island 

itself. These estimated values are marked with a “~”. In some cases, location beyond the Borden 

Grid block could not be determined, and in these cases path distance was not calculated. These 

values represent a minimum cumulative cost of movement as defined by the variables considered 

here. Travel cost values at the location of each archaeological site are considered to be a proxy for 

the investment made to acquire and transport copper, either individually through direct acquisition 

or collectively through various trade and exchange scenarios. 

6.1.1 Entire Path Distance Dataset 

Table 6-1. Calculated Path Distance Values from nearest geologic copper source to every included archaeological 

site where copper was found. A value was calculated for each of the three Path Distance models (Winter Travel, 

Summer Travel, and Dogsled), although in practice not every model is applicable to each site. 

  

Site 
Number

Site Name Cluster Affiliation
Winter 

Travel 
Hours

Summer 

Travel 
Hours

Dogsled 
Hours

Barter Island 
(west)

Barter Island
Alaskan North 

Slope
Inupiat/Inuvialuit 

(PreContact)

n/a

~230

n/a

~255

n/a

~93

HAR-00001 Thetis Island 
Alaskan North 

Slope
Inupiat 

(PreContact)
236.69 289.48 98.68

JiNd-1 Eastern Barrenlands
Dënesųłıné 

(Protohistoric)
128.00 190.58 51.84

KbNa-16 Eastern Barrenlands
Dënesųłıné 

(Protohistoric)
113.69 171.74 45.98

KbNb-4 Eastern Barrenlands
Dënesųłıné 

(Protohistoric)
113.19 170.85 45.78

KcNg-3 Eastern Barrenlands
Dënesųłıné 

(Protohistoric)
107.70 159.05 43.39

KeDe-14
Willows 
Island-4

Undetermined Undetermined 493.52 648.94 195.08
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Table 6-1 Continued 

  

Site 
Number

Site Name Cluster Affiliation
Winter 

Travel 
Hours

Summer 

Travel 
Hours

Dogsled 
Hours

KeNi-4
Whitefish Lake 

Site
Eastern Barrenlands Taltheilei 98.24 145.47 39.51

KePl-1 Frank Channel Central Mackenzie Taltheilei 95.37 112.77 41.79

KfJm-3 Meliadine 1 Eastern Low Arctic Thule 174.80 255.28 70.17

KfJn-11 Eastern Low Arctic
Inuit 

(Protohistoric) -
Kivallirmiut

174.01 253.74 69.75

KgJm-8 Ahmai Eastern Low Arctic Thule 171.93 251.14 69.15

KjNb-7 Duc Eastern Barrenlands
Dënesųłıné 

(Protohistoric)
89.28 132.39 36.11

KkHh-1 Tunermiut Eastern Low Arctic
Inuit 

(Protohistoric) -
Sadlermiut

304.50 365.72 116.25

KkHh-2 Lake Eastern Low Arctic Thule 304.14 365.20 116.17

KkJg-1 Silumiut Eastern Low Arctic Thule 184.21 257.49 73.94

KkLn-1 Grant Lake Eastern Low Arctic
Inuit 

(Protohistoric) -
Kivallirmiut

107.78 177.67 43.40

KlNa-1
Upper Thelon 

River III
Eastern Barrenlands Taltheilei

not 
available

not 
available

not 
available

LaLt-6 Eastern Barrenlands Taltheilei 88.91 138.80 35.97

LbLb-2 Eastern Low Arctic
Inuit 

(Protohistoric) -
Kivallirmiut

125.35 193.89 50.39

LbPf-1 Alder Central Mackenzie Taltheilei 67.71 92.93 28.18

LbPg-7 Trout Bay Central Mackenzie Taltheilei 68.62 94.14 28.52

LbPg-8 Snare Lake Central Mackenzie
Tłı̨chǫ 

(Protohistoric)
68.47 93.96 28.46

LbPl-1 Central Mackenzie
Tłı̨chǫ 

(Protohistoric)
66.08 84.39 28.67

LcPd-3 Canteen Site ASTt ASTt 66.66 91.63 27.37

LdHw-1 Kulaituijavik Eastern Low Arctic Thule 202.66 286.11 81.25

LdNx-3 ASTt ASTt 66.88 90.88 26.74

LgPh-23 Central Mackenzie Taltheilei 50.47 69.96 20.96

LgPh-29 Central Mackenzie Taltheilei 50.32 70.26 20.87

LgPi-8 Central Mackenzie Taltheilei 49.36 68.15 20.67

LhPg-6 Central Mackenzie Taltheilei 47.94 66.63 19.69
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Table 6-1 Continued 

  

Site Number Site Name Cluster Affiliation

Winter 

Travel 

Hours

Summer 

Travel 

Hours

Dogsled 

Hours

LiPg-14 Undetermined Undetermined 45.17 62.12 18.46

LiPg-15 Central Mackenzie Taltheilei 45.18 62.10 18.48

LiPh-11 Central Mackenzie Taltheilei 44.98 62.31 18.48

LiPh-5 Central Mackenzie Taltheilei 41.77 58.41 17.18

LkPg-9 Central Mackenzie Taltheilei 36.80 52.01 15.00

MaRm-1
Great Bear 

Lake I
Undetermined undetermined 70.94 93.02 26.91

MbNs-1 Nadlok
Coronation Gulf and 

Victoria Island
Inuinnait 

(PreContact)
29.78 50.19 11.89

McRa-4 Great Bear Lake Taltheilei 38.18 53.27 15.35

MdHs-1 Naujan Eastern Low Arctic Thule (Early) 204.77 278.67 79.33

MdPr-1
Great Bear 

Lake II
ASTt ASTt 18.03 32.52 7.22

MdPs-22 ASTt ASTt 21.00 35.78 8.40

MdPs-25 Melville Creek Great Bear Lake Taltheilei / NMt ? 20.72 35.75 8.29

MdPs-31 Great Bear Lake Taltheilei 21.26 36.43 8.50

MdPs-4
Great Bear 

Lake V
Great Bear Lake Taltheilei 23.84 38.76 9.55

MdRh-1 ASTt ASTt 53.16 69.20 20.68

MePq-4 Great Bear Lake Taltheilei 17.24 30.94 6.89

MePq-5 Great Bear Lake Taltheilei 17.29 31.04 6.91

MePr-1 Great Bear Lake Taltheilei 17.92 32.38 7.16

MePr-5
Great Bear 

Lake X
Great Bear Lake Taltheilei 17.93 32.63 7.18

MePr-6 Bunn Creek Great Bear Lake Taltheilei / NMt ? 18.01 32.64 7.21

MePr-8
Great Bear 
Lake XII

Great Bear Lake Taltheilei 17.89 32.83 7.15

MfRd-4 Haldane River Great Bear Lake Taltheilei / NMt ? 41.06 57.51 16.42

MhPo-1 Dismal 2 ASTt ASTt 0.90 1.47 0.37

MhVf-1 Bell Mouth
Northern Interior 

Yukon and Alaska

Gwich'in (Late 
PreContact -

Protohistoric)

140.09 163.07 58.54

MiPq-1A Dismal 1A Great Bear Lake Taltheilei / NMt ? 8.90 8.86 3.44

MiRh-12 Undetermined Undetermined 52.90 83.72 21.24
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Table 6-1 Continued 

  

Site 

Number
Site Name Cluster Affiliation

Winter 

Travel 

Hours

Summer 

Travel 

Hours

Dogsled 

Hours

MiRi-1
Horton Lake/ 

Great Bear 

Lake I

Great Bear Lake Taltheilei / NMt ? 53.78 84.68 21.62

MiRi-2

Horton Lake/ 
Great Bear 

Lake II / 
Crossing

Great Bear Lake Taltheilei / NMt ? 53.71 84.59 21.59

MiRi-3

Horton Lake/ 
Great Bear 

Lake III / 
Crossing

Great Bear Lake Taltheilei / NMt ? 53.71 84.59 21.59

MjVg-1
Rat Indian 

Creek
Northern Interior 

Yukon and Alaska

Gwich'in (Late 
PreContact -

Protohistoric)
146.37 170.85 61.70

MjVk-7
Old Chief 

Creek
Northern Interior 

Yukon and Alaska

Gwich'in (Late 
PreContact -

Protohistoric)
145.11 166.57 61.23

MjVl-1 Klo-kut
Northern Interior 

Yukon and Alaska

Gwich'in (Late 
PreContact -

Protohistoric)
144.52 165.55 61.22

MjVl-6 Old Crow
Northern Interior 

Yukon and Alaska

Gwich'in (Late 
PreContact -

Protohistoric)

144.84 165.37 61.23

MkPj-7 Undetermined Undetermined 13.04 17.46 5.19

MkPk-1 Undetermined Undetermined 11.82 15.84 4.67

MkPk-11
Coronation Gulf and 

Victoria Island
Inuinnait 

(PreContact)
11.84 15.92 4.69

MkPk-12 Great Bear Lake Taltheilei 11.88 15.97 4.68

MkPk-2
Coronation Gulf and 

Victoria Island
Inuinnait 

(PreContact)
11.72 15.73 4.62

MkPk-3 
(ASTt)

Bloody Falls 
(ASTt)

ASTt ASTt 11.91 15.91 4.70

MkPk-3 
(Inuinnait)

Kallak
Coronation Gulf and 

Victoria Island
Inuinnait 

(Protohistoric)
11.91 15.91 4.70

MkPk-3 
(Thule)

Bloody Falls 
(Thule)

Coronation Gulf and 
Victoria Island

Thule 11.91 15.91 4.70

MkPk-4 Great Bear Lake Taltheilei 11.72 15.73 4.62

MkPk-9 Willowherb Great Bear Lake Taltheilei 12.28 16.55 4.86

MlPi-1 Undetermined Undetermined 16.90 21.49 6.64
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Table 6-1 Continued 

  

Site Number Site Name Cluster Affiliation
Winter 
Travel 

Hours

Summer 
Travel 

Hours

Dogsled 
Hours

MlPj-2 Naliqaq Coronation Gulf and 
Victoria Island

Inuinnait 
(Protohistoric)

n/a

~16

n/a

~21

n/a

~6

MyPy-1 Great Bear Lake Taltheilei
not 

available
not 

available
not 

available

NaPi-2 Clachan Coronation Gulf and 
Victoria Island

Thule 22.52 28.41 8.68

NbTj-1 Undetermined Undetermined 125.19 172.53 51.36

NcPd-1
Lady Franklin 

Site
Coronation Gulf and 

Victoria Island
Inuinnait 

(Protohistoric)
37.15 44.67 14.08

NcPd-2 Lady Franklin 
Point

Coronation Gulf and 
Victoria Island

Thule (Early) 37.20 44.99 14.11

NcPf-1 Nuvuk
Coronation Gulf and 

Victoria Island
Thule 30.94 39.31 11.94

NcPf-12 Beulah Coronation Gulf and 
Victoria Island

Thule 31.37 40.46 12.09

NfTn-2 Pokiak Mackenzie Delta
Inuvialuit 

(Protohistoric)
135.74 194.31 56.02

NhJp-4 Eastern Low Arctic Inuit (PreContact) 
- Netsilingmiut

130.72 185.14 49.40

NhPf-0? Undetermined Undetermined not 
available

not 
available

not 
available

NhTn-1 Gutchiak Mackenzie Delta
Inuvialuit 

(PreContact)
136.09 195.58 56.11

NhTr-1 Radio Creek Mackenzie Delta Thule 147.74 210.78 61.31

NhTs-2 Cache Point Mackenzie Delta Thule (Early) 149.10 211.33 61.77

NiHf-1
Kaleruserk; 
Parry Hill

ASTt ASTt 248.31 353.43 98.69

NiHf-4 Arnaquagsaq Dorset Dorset 247.12 351.80 98.23

NiHg-1 Abverdjar Dorset Dorset 247.52 351.01 98.41

NiJp-11 Niaqurnaq Eastern Low Arctic
Inuit 

(Protohistoric) -

Netsilingmiut

131.74 184.24 49.60

NiNg-1 Buchanan ASTt ASTt 28.75 41.26 10.80

NiNg-10 Menez ASTt ASTt 28.74 41.25 10.81

NiNg-2 
(Dorset)

Bell (Dorset) Dorset Dorset 28.90 41.41 10.86

NiNg-2 
(Thule)

Bell (Thule)
Coronation Gulf and 

Victoria Island
Thule 28.90 41.41 10.86
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Table 6-1 Continued 

  

Site Number Site Name Cluster Affiliation
Winter 
Travel 

Hours

Summer 
Travel 

Hours

Dogsled 
Hours

NiNg-8 Freezer Dorset Dorset 28.48 40.99 10.67

NiTk-2 Atkinson Point Mackenzie Delta
Inuvialuit 

(Protohistoric)

n/a

~133

n/a

~199

n/a

~53

NiTr-2 Kittigazuit Mackenzie Delta
Inuvialuit 

(PreContact)
146.42 209.07 60.58

NiTs-1 Kuukpak Mackenzie Delta Inuvialuit 
(PreContact)

149.28 211.81 61.46

NiTs-2 Pond Mackenzie Delta Thule 149.36 211.92 61.50

NjRc-1 Morris Amundsen Gulf Thule 64.79 99.56 25.55

NjRc-4 Bodena Amundsen Gulf Thule 63.42 98.16 25.04

NjVi-1 Pauline Cove Mackenzie Delta Inuvialuit 
(PreContact)

190.55 233.05 77.67

NjVi-2 Washout Mackenzie Delta Thule (Early) 190.51 233.20 77.61

NkRh-1 House Point Amundsen Gulf Thule 78.11 114.40 30.98

NkRh-3 Pearce Point Amundsen Gulf Thule (early) 79.73 117.20 31.64

NkRh-8 Coastal Site 
No.17

Mackenzie Delta Inuvialuit 
(PreContact)

76.76 116.39 30.49

NkRi-3 Tiktalik Amundsen Gulf Thule (early) 79.92 118.29 31.73

NkRj-3 Presley Amundsen Gulf Thule 81.53 121.77 32.30

NkRo-2 Amundsen Gulf Thule 91.49 136.41 36.04

NkTc-5 Barry Mackenzie Delta
Inuvialuit 

(Protohistoric)
117.59 177.02 47.37

NlRu-1 Iglulualuit Mackenzie Delta Inuvialuit 
(PreContact)

108.31 154.19 42.25

OaJl-2 Eastern Low Arctic Inuit (Protohistoric) 
- Netsilingmiut

146.18 202.32 55.22

OaRw-2 Bison Skull Mackenzie Delta
Inuvialuit 

(PreContact)
114.00 164.03 44.54

OaTi-1 McKinley Bay Mackenzie Delta
Inuvialuit 

(PreContact)
133.04 199.64 53.65

ObRo-1 Vaughn Amundsen Gulf Thule 98.14 144.00 38.36

ObRo-2 Jackson Amundsen Gulf Thule 97.95 144.08 38.30

ObRv-25 Undetermined Undetermined 113.93 161.51 44.33

OdPb-1 Kuuk-IV
Coronation Gulf and 

Victoria Island
Inuinnait 

(Protohistoric)
22.80 35.18 8.90
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Table 6-1 Continued 

  

Site 
Number

Site Name Cluster Affiliation
Winter 

Travel 
Hours

Summer 

Travel 
Hours

Dogsled 
Hours

OdPc-1 Kunana
Coronation Gulf 

and Victoria Island
Inuinnait 

(Protohistoric)
22.64 35.02 8.84

OdPc-2 Joss
Coronation Gulf 

and Victoria Island
Inuinnait 

(Protohistoric)
22.62 35.09 8.84

OdPc-5
Coronation Gulf 

and Victoria Island
Inuinnait 

(Protohistoric)
21.94 34.34 8.57

OdPe-3
Halahervik-

Kaaba
Undetermined Undetermined 16.21 28.63 6.52

OdPp-2 Co-op
Coronation Gulf 

and Victoria Island
Thule (Early) 19.66 31.90 7.83

OdPq-1 Memorana
Coronation Gulf 

and Victoria Island
Thule 20.87 33.80 8.34

OePe-14
Halahervik-

XXX
Coronation Gulf 

and Victoria Island
Inuinnait 

(Protohistoric)
16.11 28.93 6.44

OePe-3 Halahervik-XI
Coronation Gulf 

and Victoria Island
Inuinnait 

(Protohistoric)
16.01 28.85 6.41

OhPh-2 Undetermined Undetermined 8.56 13.94 3.37

OhPo-5 ASTt ASTt 13.92 20.83 5.48

OhRh-1 Nelson River Amundsen Gulf Thule (Early) 63.39 136.03 24.56

OkJt-1 Nudlukta Lake Dorset Dorset 138.80 234.91 52.87

OlRr-1 Cape Kellet Amundsen Gulf Thule (Early) 85.99 170.18 33.32

PaJs-1 Fort Ross Dorset Dorset 136.20 240.07 52.99

PaJs-2 Qariaraqyuk Eastern High Arctic Thule (Early) 137.36 241.66 53.67

PaJs-3
Fort Ross 

South
Eastern High Arctic Thule 137.73 242.03 53.88

PaJs-4
Fort Ross 

North
Eastern High Arctic Thule 137.96 242.53 54.01

PcJq-5 Cape Garry Eastern High Arctic Thule 143.36 252.52 56.18

PcNv-1 Undetermined Undetermined 20.23 34.61 8.05

PeJr-1 Learmonth Eastern High Arctic Thule 142.91 260.68 55.97

PeJr-4 Nuvuktutak Eastern High Arctic Thule 142.64 259.85 55.84

PeJr-8 Loon Dorset Dorset 141.23 260.42 55.36

PgHb-1 Nunguvik Dorset Dorset 326.32 467.83 129.64

PgHb-3 Arnakadlak Dorset Dorset
n/a

~326

n/a

~467

n/a

~129
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Table 6-1 Continued 

  

Site 
Number

Site Name Cluster Affiliation
Winter 

Travel 
Hours

Summer 

Travel 
Hours

Dogsled 
Hours

PgPw-3 Nasogaluak
Coronation Gulf 

and Victoria Island

Inuinnait or 

Inuvialuit 
(Protohistoric)

61.89 103.19 24.88

PjRa-10 Isachen Sands
Coronation Gulf 

and Victoria Island
Inuinnait 

(Protohistoric)
71.95 117.14 28.86

PjRa-7
Thomsen River 

1
Coronation Gulf 

and Victoria Island
Inuinnait 

(Protohistoric)
70.02 114.10 28.02

PkPx-1 Duckbone
Coronation Gulf 

and Victoria Island
Inuinnait 

(Protohistoric)
74.73 122.25 30.00

PkPx-2
Coronation Gulf 

and Victoria Island
Inuinnait 

(Protohistoric)
74.92 122.69 30.08

PlPx-1 Muskox Hill
Coronation Gulf 

and Victoria Island
Inuinnait 

(Protohistoric)
75.19 123.21 30.18

PSM-00074 Atigun I
Northern Interior 

Yukon and Alaska

Gwich'in (Late 

PreContact -
Protohistoric)

190.92 227.11 80.86

QeJu-1 M1 Eastern High Arctic Thule (Early) 149.95 297.84 56.95

QeJu-2 M2 Eastern High Arctic
Thule (Early) / 

Norse?
149.95 297.84 56.95

QeJu-3 Lake Eastern High Arctic Thule / Norse? 150.12 298.03 57.02

QiLa-3 Dorset Dorset
n/a

~150

n/a

~322

n/a

~56

QiLd-1
Brooman Point 

Village
Eastern High Arctic Thule / Norse? 151.01 321.15 56.66

QiLe-1 De Blicquy Eastern High Arctic Thule 149.38 324.25 56.09

QjJx-1 Arvik Dorset Dorset
n/a

~150

n/a

~322

n/a

~56

QjJx-10 Tasiarulik Dorset Dorset
n/a

~150

n/a

~322

n/a

~56

QkHn-12 Field School Eastern High Arctic Thule 227.48 393.72 87.13

RaJu-1 Snowdrift Dorset Dorset 169.15 340.94 64.20

RbJr-1
Porden Point 
Brook Village

Eastern High Arctic Thule 176.16 347.27 66.64

RbJr-5 Eastern High Arctic Thule 176.11 347.05 66.61

SgFm-14 Eastern High Arctic Thule 328.72 514.99 129.28

SgFm-4 Eskimobyen Eastern High Arctic Thule / Norse? 327.67 514.41 128.78
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Table 6-1 Continued 

 

 

Site 
Number

Site Name Cluster Affiliation
Winter 

Travel 
Hours

Summer 

Travel 
Hours

Dogsled 
Hours

WAI-00096 Pingasagruk 
Alaskan North 

Slope
Inupiat 

(PreContact)
277.91 347.04 116.10

XBM-00009 Ekseavik
Alaskan North 

Slope
Inupiat 

(PreContact)
235.26 253.76 107.57

XHP-00308 Punyik Point 
Alaskan North 

Slope
Inupiat 

(Protohistoric)
220.23 239.06 97.90
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6.1.1.1 Geographic Distribution by Cultural Tradition 

 

Figure 6-1. Fall-off curve of ASTt sites with copper artifacts as the modeled path distance is increased from geological sources to sites. 

 

Figure 6-2. Fall-off curve of Dorset sites with copper artifacts as the modeled path distance is increased from geological sources to sites. 
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Figure 6-3. Fall-off curve of Northern Dené tradition sites with copper artifacts as the modeled path distance is increased from geological sources to sites. 

 

Figure 6-4. Fall-off curve of Thule-Inuit tradition sites with copper artifacts as the modeled path distance is increased from geological sources to sites. 
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6.1.1.2 Geographic Distribution Chronology 

6.1.1.2.1 Inuit Tradition 

 

Figure 6-5. Fall-off curve of early and later Thule sites with copper artifacts as the modeled path distance is increased from geological sources to sites. 
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Figure 6-6. Fall-off curve of Precontact and Protohistoric Inuit sites with copper artifacts as the modeled path distance is increased from geological sources to 

sites. 
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6.1.1.2.2 Northern Dené Tradition 

 

Figure 6-7. Fall-off curve of Taltheilei and Protohistoric Dené sites with copper artifacts as the modeled path distance is increased from geological sources to 

sites. 
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6.1.2 Least Cost Paths 

 

Figure 6-8. Least Cost Paths generated by Path Distance for the (A) Summer Travel Model; (B) Winter Travel 

Model; and (C) Winter Travel with Dogsled Model compared to source and outcrop regions defined by Euclidean 

Distance. 

  

A 

B 
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Figure 6-8 Continued 

 

In addition to calculating Path Distance values for each site, Least Cost Paths were 

generated for each of the 3 separate models. They include almost every site that is included in this 

research from the PaleoInuit, Inuit, and Northern Dené traditions, including sites in the western 

Subarctic that are part of a broader research program in northern copper technology but are not 

specifically part of this research (Cooper 2007; 2012; Pike, Cooper, and Hunt 2015; 2019). Western 

Subarctic geological sources and associated Path Distance Values and Least Cost Paths are 

included because sites from northern Alaska and Yukon that are included in this research are mostly 

modeled to be closer to Western Subarctic sources.  

Ultimately, the generated Least Cost Paths are not intended to be a model of actual paths 

of travel. They may approximate real travel paths in some instances, but the design of the model 

(particularly the continental scale and necessarily generalized model parameters) make it ill-suited 

to predict travel paths. They are useful, however, as contextual information about the interpretive 

potential of the Path Distance values and of general patterns in travel behaviors. They illustrate the 

linkages between archaeological sites and geologic sources by identifying the source that is most 

efficient to access from each archaeological site in each model. In many cases, season of travel 

and mode of transport alter the source that is most efficient to access. Not every archaeological 

C 
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site included in this research is displayed in the above images. In a few rare cases (n=2), a lack of 

accurate locations made inclusion of the sites in the Path Distance model ill-advised and they were 

excluded from Path Distance analyses. In other cases, Path Distance was estimated for sites if 

specific location data was not available, but a close approximation could be reconstructed from 

published materials. 

When groups of archaeological sites linked by Path Distance to geologic sources are 

compared to groups of archaeological sites within Thiessen polygons generated using Euclidean 

Distance around geologic sources, it is apparent that the use of Least Cost methods can alter 

assumptions about the origin of copper for a significant portion of sites (Figure 6-8). Primarily this 

is evident when comparing different outcrops within source regions. In the Central Arctic, all 

copper-bearing archaeological sites in the Mackenzie Delta and along the mainland cost of 

Amundsen Gulf are linked to geologic sources in the Coppermine Mountains across all models 

despite being closer by Euclidean distance to the Natkusiak Formation on Victoria Island. 

Linkages to geologic sources also vary between different models. Again, in the Central Arctic, 

archaeological sites in the High Arctic Archipelago are linked to Natkusiak Formation sources in 

Winter Travel models, and to Bathurst Inlet sources in the Summer Travel model. From Western 

Subarctic sources, the sites of Pingasagruk and Punyik Point in far northwestern Alaska are linked 

to Tutchone controlled outcrops in the Winter Travel by Dogsled model, and Ahtna controlled 

outcrops in the Summer Travel model, and are split in the Winter Travel model.  

When comparing methods between broad source regions there is considerable agreement 

in Path Distance and Euclidean Distance linkages. However, at least one instance (the sites of 

Pauline Cove and Washout on Herschel Island off the Arctic coast of Yukon) shows a switch in 

linkage between Western Subarctic and Central Arctic sources depending on the use of Summer 

Travel, Winter Travel, or Winter Travel by Dogsled models. Herschel Island falls almost 

equidistant between source regions. The two nearby sites located on Herschel Island are linked 

with Western Subarctic sources in the Summer Travel Model, Central Arctic sources in the Winter 

Travel by Dogsled model and are split between these major source regions in the Winter Travel 

model. 

In the Winter Travel scenario, routes show little restriction in areas of low topographic 

relief, particularly in the Arctic where sea ice, frozen rivers and lakes, and frozen tundra all have 

similar costs of movement (excluding the restrictively high cost instances of high alpine snowpack 
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and smaller diameter ice floes). In the Summer Travel scenario, least cost paths in the Arctic show 

much greater shared routes and branching and an increased preference for coastlines and river 

travel. In the Central Subarctic, paths diverge within and between models early on, with less 

resistance across the relatively flat western Canadian Shield. In the Western Subarctic, routes 

appear to be primarily influenced by topography near sources in the Wrangell and St. Elias 

Mountains, showing shared paths across models through the Chugach and Alaska Mountains 

ranges in association with river systems. Outside of these regions, paths diverge across the 

relatively flat Yukon River Basin and models vary widely in the paths chosen the further they are 

from sources. In both the Western and Central Subarctic, rivers do not appear to be preferred modes 

of travel, particularly when they run perpendicular to the general path between sources and sites. 

Rivers likely were used much more heavily than the model outputs here suggest.  

Topography, seasonality, and transportation technology all effect travel routes and times, 

and therefore the acquisition cost of obtaining copper. The Central Arctic shows a great amount of 

variation in both travel time and route selection. The dispersed nature of the Arctic Archipelago 

creates a wide range of travel times, particularly to reach across Baffin and Ellesmere Islands. 

Dogsled travel, well suited to the relatively flat, frozen winter landscape, has a more significant 

impact on travel times here than in the west. Route selection also varies widely as a result of 

changes in travel cost between frozen and thawed sea ice and permafrost. 

6.1.2.1 Path Distance vs. Euclidean Distance for Approximating Provenance 

Although many archaeological sites are linked to the same geologic source by both 

Euclidean and Path Distance, a large enough proportion of them show a change in source linkage 

when using Path Distance that Path Distance should be considered an improvement over Euclidean 

Distance when approximating provenance, specifically because Path Distance considers variable 

travel behavior within a model based on real world geographic and cultural variation. Although 

these determinations are based on the authors’ interpretation of the effect of different variables on 

travel behavior (and in turn approximated provenance) in this particular model, improvements to 

the analysis based on the results observed here will improve confidence in future approximations 

of provenance when geochemical methods are not reliable. 
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6.1.3 Regional Assemblage Averages 

Only regional assemblages are assessed for Path Distance. Tradition level assemblages that 

include sites from all regions will not contain informative values in Path Distance Averages other 

than a general sense of the scope of distribution of sites. Regional values are the average of the 

modeled path distance for each site within that region and cultural affiliation. The averaging of 

path distances is considered methodologically valid because the travel behavior being modeled is 

that of hunter-gatherer populations that would have had wide-ranging movement within their 

region. This is also conceptually in line with the decision to combine individual site level 

assemblages into regional assemblages in order to attempt to capture an approximation of the full 

range of copper technologies in a region. Although the majority of site locations used in the path 

distance analysis were obtained from territorial and state archives, in a handful of cases location 

data for archaeological sites was estimated from published literature. If locations could not be 

reasonably estimated, sites were not included in regional averages. Differences in averages 

between different cultural / chronological divisions in the same region represent the differences in 

the distribution of sites between the separate cultural / chronological periods. Although all 3 

models are presented for each region, the Winter Travel model is only considered to be relevant to 

the Paleo-Inuit tradition (ASTt and Dorset). The Inuit and Northern Dené traditions will only be 

compared to the Dogsled and Summer Travel models because travel in the winter would have been 

by dogsled. 
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Table 6-2. Averaged path distance values for each of the three models of regional and temporal cultural clusters 

  

Cluster Affiliation
Winter Travel 

Hours
Summer 

Travel Hours
Dogsled Hours

Amundsen Gulf Thule 80.40 127.28 31.62

Coronation Gulf and 
Victoria Island

Thule 25.42 34.52 9.82

Eastern High Arctic Thule 176.78 322.24 68.23

Eastern Low Arctic Thule 207.08 282.31 81.67

Mackenzie Delta Thule 159.18 216.81 65.55

Alaskan North Slope Inuit (PreContact) 249.95 296.76 107.45

Coronation Gulf and 
Victoria Island

Inuit (PreContact) 17.78 27.28 7.07

Eastern Low Arctic Inuit (PreContact) 130.72 185.14 49.40

Mackenzie Delta Inuit (PreContact) 131.81 185.47 53.34

Alaskan North Slope Inuit (Protohistoric) 220.23 239.06 97.90

Coronation Gulf and 
Victoria Island

Inuit (Protohistoric) 42.85 68.61 17.06

Eastern Low Arctic Inuit (Protohistoric) 164.92 229.59 64.10

Mackenzie Delta Inuit (Protohistoric) 126.67 185.67 51.69

Great Bear Lake Taltheilei 25.41 40.29 10.17

Central Mackenzie Taltheilei 54.41 73.61 22.71

Eastern Barrenlands Taltheilei 93.57 142.14 37.74

Northern Interior 
Yukon and Alaska

Dené (Protohistoric) 151.97 176.42 64.13

Central Mackenzie Dené (Protohistoric) 67.27 89.18 28.56

Eastern Barrenlands Dené (Protohistoric) 110.37 164.92 44.62
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6.2 Diversity Results 

Presented below are the results of the analysis of all compiled regional and chronological 

assemblages presented in Section 5.4.2 (Regional / Chronological Assemblages). Refer to Table 

6-3 to compare the diversity values presented below with the actual counts of the assemblages 

used to generate values (Table 5-4). For each regional and chronological assemblage, statistical 

software was used to bootstrap 10,000 iterations of each assemblage to generate the mean and 95% 

confidence intervals. Throughout the remainder of the study, the bootstrapped means are the values 

used when examining variation in Diversity inter-regionally and chronologically. Although a 

majority of the confidence intervals are actually quite wide and overlap with each other, the mean 

still holds some interpretive value. Recall from Section 5.7.1 (Evenness – Simpsons Reciprocal 

Index) that for Simpsons Reciprocal, values will vary between 1 (completely uneven and 

dominated by a single taxa) to 13 (objects completely evenly distributed between taxa). For 

Margalef, values will range from 0 (lowest richness – few artifacts in a single taxa) and higher as 

the number of taxa increase, particularly if assemblage sizes are low (implying there are a variety 

of tool types even in small assemblages). 

6.2.1 Regional Diversity and Path Distance 

In order to test the relationship between Path Distance and Diversity, Path Distance 

regional averages from each model were compared to measures of both Richness and Evenness 

using Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) Regression. The inputs used are mean values of Simpson 

Reciprocal scores, mean values of Margalef scores, and mean values of regional Path Distance 

scores for each sample calculated using bootstrapping of the assemblage samples. 
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Table 6-3. Averaged values of Diversity for regional cultural clusters and tradition level assemblages, including 

upper and lower 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals. Evenness (Simpsons Reciprocal) and Richness (Margalef) 

measures presented for each cluster. 

 

Simpsons Reciprocal Margalef

Lower Mean Upper Lower Mean Upper

ASTt - All 1.000 3.220 6.143 0.739 0.739 0.739

Dorset - All 1.792 4.148 8.059 1.954 1.954 1.954

Thule - All 2.791 5.338 9.631 1.380 1.880 2.380

Thule - Early 3.034 5.388 9.175 2.149 2.149 2.149

Thule - General 2.541 4.968 9.912 1.483 1.983 2.483

Thule - AG 1.822 4.023 6.592 1.050 1.550 2.050

Thule - CGVI 2.425 4.756 9.791 1.554 2.054 2.554

Thule - EHA 2.678 4.877 9.942 2.213 2.213 2.213

Thule - ELA 2.276 4.519 10.000 1.517 2.517 3.517

Thule - MD 2.580 4.998 7.538 2.038 2.038 2.038

Inuit (PreC) - All 4.675 6.977 9.411 2.423 2.423 2.423

Inuit (PreC) - AK NS 1.000 2.834 6.000 0.365 1.365 2.365

Inuit (PreC) - CGVI 2.979 5.438 8.562 2.051 2.551 3.051

Inuit (PreC) - ELA 1.000 1.559 3.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Inuit (PreC) - MD 3.769 6.417 9.000 1.901 2.401 2.901

Inuit (Proto) - All 2.660 5.442 9.916 1.926 1.926 1.926

Inuit (Proto) - AK NS 1.000 1.840 4.000 0.558 0.558 0.558

Inuit (Proto) - CGVI 2.366 4.812 8.491 1.515 2.015 2.515

Inuit (Proto) - ELA 1.394 3.304 6.738 1.073 1.573 2.073

Inuit (Proto) - MD 2.667 5.604 9.000 1.069 2.569 4.069

Taltheilei - All 1.685 3.903 7.670 1.637 1.637 1.637

Taltheilei - GBL 1.781 4.193 8.758 0.601 2.101 3.601

Taltheilei - CM 1.452 3.449 7.218 0.142 1.642 3.142

Taltheilei - EB 1.316 3.328 6.008 0.776 1.276 1.776

Dené (Proto) - All 1.739 3.837 7.041 1.665 1.665 1.665

Dené (Proto) -NI AK YK 1.471 3.806 6.428 0.884 1.384 1.884

Dené (Proto) - CM 1.537 3.584 7.348 0.875 1.375 1.875

Dené (Proto) - EB 1.000 3.126 5.600 0.751 1.251 1.751

95% bootstrapped confidence intervals (N=10000)
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6.2.1.1 Thule 

Table 6-4. OLS regression of mean path distance and diversity values - Thule 

  

 
Mean Simpsons 

Reciprocal 
Mean Margalef 

Summer Travel 
Hours 

Dogsled Hours 

MD - Thule 4.998 2.038 216.81 65.55 

AG – Thule 4.023 1.55 127.28 31.62 

CGVI – Thule 4.756 2.054 34.52 9.82 

EHA – Thule 4.877 2.213 322.24 68.23 

ELA – Thule 4.519 2.517 282.31 81.67 

 

 
Ordinary Least Squares Regression 

95% bootstrapped confidence intervals (N=1999): 

 Evenness Richness 

H
o

u
rs
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o

g
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ed
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o
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r: 0.28124 

r2: 0.079093 
t: 0.5076 

p (uncorr.): 0.6467 
Permutation p: 0.6657 

r: 0.57519 

r2: 0.33084 
t: 1.2179 

p (uncorr.): 0.31032 
Permutation p: 0.3357 

 

r: 0.27956 
r2: 0.078156 

t: 0.50433 
p (uncorr.): 0.64874 

Permutation p: 0.6606 

r: 0.63536 
r2: 0.40368 

t: 1.4251 
p (uncorr.): 0.24936 

Permutation p: 0.2471 
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6.2.1.2 PreContact Inuit 

Table 6-5. OLS regression of mean path distance and diversity values - Precontact Inuit 

 

 
Mean Simpsons 

Reciprocal 
Mean Margalef Hours Dogsled Hours 

ANS – Inuit – PreC 2.834 1.365 296.76 107.45 

MD – Inuit – PreC 6.417 2.376 185.47 53.34 

CGVI – Inuit – PreC 5.438 2.551 27.28 7.07 

ELA – Inuit – PreC 1.559 0 185.14 49.40 

 

 
Ordinary Least Squares Regression 

95% bootstrapped confidence intervals (N=1999): 

 Evenness Richness 
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r: -0.47214 
r2: 0.22291 

t: -0.75744 
p (uncorr.): 0.52786 

Permutation p: 0.5806 

r: -0.45518 
r2: 0.20719 

t: -0.72296 
p (uncorr.): 0.54482 

Permutation p: 0.505 

 

r: -0.43256 

r2: 0.1871 
t: -0.67848 

p (uncorr.): 0.56744 
Permutation p: 0.6668 

r: -0.34778 

r2: 0.12095 
t: -0.52458 

p (uncorr.): 0.65222 
Permutation p: 0.7474 
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6.2.1.3 Protohistoric Inuit 

Table 6-6. OLS regression of mean path distance and diversity values - Protohistoric Inuit 

 

 
Mean Simpsons 

Reciprocal 
Mean Margalef 

Summer Travel 
Hours 

Dogsled Hours 

ANS – Inuit – Proto 1.840 0.5581 239.06 97.90 

MD – Inuit – Proto 5.604 2.569 185.67 51.69 

CGVI – Inuit – Proto 4.812 2.015 68.61 17.06 

ELA – Inuit – Proto 3.304 1.573 229.59 64.10 

 

 Ordinary Least Squares Regression 

95% bootstrapped confidence intervals (N=1999) 

 Evenness Richness 
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r: -0.6211 
r2: 0.38576 

t: -1.1207 
p (uncorr.): 0.3789 

Permutation p: 0.4189 

r: -0.51955 
r2: 0.26993 

t: -0.85992 
p (uncorr.): 0.48045 

Permutation p: 0.4513 

 

r: -0.8022 
r2: 0.64352 

t: -1.9001 
p (uncorr.): 0.1978 

Permutation p: 0.2478 

r: -0.75948 
r2: 0.5768 

t: -1.651 
p (uncorr.): 0.24052 

Permutation p: 0.2522 
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6.2.1.4 Taltheilei 

Table 6-7. OLS regression of mean path distance and diversity values - Taltheilei 

 
  

 
Mean Simpsons 

Reciprocal 
Mean Margalef 

Summer Travel 
Hours 

Dogsled Hours 

GBL – Taltheilei 4.193 2.101 40.29 10.17 

CM – Taltheilei 3.449 1.642 73.61 22.71 

EB – Taltheilei 3.328 1.276 142.14 37.74 

 

 
Ordinary Least Squares Regression 

95% bootstrapped confidence intervals (N=1999) 

 Evenness Richness 
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r: -0.83034 

r2: 0.68947 
t: -1.4901 

p (uncorr.): 0.37629 
Permutation p: 0.5133 

r: -0.96588 

r2: 0.93291 
t: -3.7291 

p (uncorr.): 0.16679 
Permutation p: 0.3412 

 

r: -0.90211 

r2: 0.8138 
t: -2.0906 

p (uncorr.): 0.28404 
Permutation p: 0.3184 

r: -0.99315 

r2: 0.98635 
t: -8.5015 

p (uncorr.): 0.074541 
Permutation p: 0.3311 
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6.2.1.5 Protohistoric Dené 

Table 6-8. OLS regression of mean path distance and diversity values - Protohistoric Dené 

Mean Simpsons 
Reciprocal 

Mean Margalef 
Summer Travel 

Hours 
Dogsled Hours 

NIYKAK – Dené – 

Proto 
3.806 1.384 176.42 64.13 

CM – Dené – Proto 3.584 1.375 89.18 28.56 

EB – Dené – Proto 3.126 1.251 164.92 44.62 

Ordinary Least Squares Regression 
95% bootstrapped confidence intervals (N=1999): 

Evenness Richness 
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r: -0.07607

r2: 0.0057867
t: -0.076291

p (uncorr.): 0.95153 
Permutation p: 1 

r: -0.33481

r2: 0.1121
t: -0.35532

p (uncorr.): 0.78265 
Permutation p: 1 

r: 0.37258 
r2: 0.13881 

t: 0.40148 
p (uncorr.): 0.75695 

Permutation p: 0.8322 

r: 0.11626 
r2: 0.013516 

t: 0.11705 
p (uncorr.): 0.92582 

Permutation p: 0.8345 
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6.2.2 Tradition Level Diversity and Path Distance 

When the Diversity/Path Distance regressions were broken down by chronological 

groupings, none of the relationships were statistically significant. Although some possible trends 

were noted (including a general shift from a positive correlation between path distance and 

diversity in the Thule period to a negative correlation between the two variables in the Precontact 

and Protohistoric Inuit periods and a negative correlation between path distance and richness in 

the Taltheilei period), the sample sizes appear to be too small to provide precision in confidence 

intervals. In order to increase sample size, all the regions were considered together at the tradition 

level (Inuit and Northern Dené). Although this collapses any potential chronological variation 

(which was examined above), these samples can reasonably be considered to be part of a larger, 

related population of the Inuit and Northern Dené traditions. 
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6.2.2.1 Inuit Tradition 

Table 6-9. OLS regression of mean path distance and diversity values - Inuit Tradition 

 

When the combined Inuit tradition was assessed for a relationship between Path Distance 

and Diversity, the general trend of a possible shift from positive to negative correlation seen in the 

temporally separate analyses appears to have averaged out to show very little relationship between 

Path Distance and Diversity using either model and either measure of Richness or Evenness. The 

combined samples simply show a higher confidence in the lack of relationship. 

 Ordinary Least Squares Regression 

95% bootstrapped confidence intervals (N=1999): 

 Evenness Richness 
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r: -0.30223 
r2: 0.091342 

t: -1.0516 
p (uncorr.): 0.31556 

Permutation p: 0.313 

r: -0.1746 
r2: 0.030486 

t: -0.58812 
p (uncorr.): 0.56833 

Permutation p: 0.5781 

 

r: -0.45452 

r2: 0.20659 
t: -1.6924 

p (uncorr.): 0.11867 
Permutation p: 0.121 

r: -0.31542 

r2: 0.099492 
t: -1.1024 

p (uncorr.): 0.29382 
Permutation p: 0.2933 
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6.2.2.2 Northern Dené Tradition 

Table 6-10. OLS regression of mean path distance and diversity values - Northern Dené Tradition 

 

 

While the combination of Inuit Tradition samples did little to show a relationship between 

Path Distance and Diversity, the combination of Taltheilei and Protohistoric Dené samples into a 

general Northern Dené model strengthens what appeared to be the negative correlation between 

Path Distance and Diversity. Although the correlation between the Summer Travel Path Distance 

Model and Margalef Richness was the only analysis to show statistical significance, the Dogsled 

 
Ordinary Least Squares Regression 

95% bootstrapped confidence intervals (N=1999): 

 Evenness Richness 
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r: -0.54291 
r2: 0.29475 

t: -1.293 
p (uncorr.): 0.26564 

Permutation p: 0.2775 

r: -0.82759 
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Permutation p: 0.513 

r: -0.73408 

r2: 0.53888 
t: -2.162 

p (uncorr.): 0.096667 
Permutation p: 0.0944 
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model is approaching significance and the negative correlation between Path Distance and 

Evenness was strengthened (though can still only be considered suggestive at best). 

In the Northern Dené Tradition correlations, there is one data point that is consistently 

outside of the 95% confidence intervals, specifically along the variable of Path Distance Hours 

(Diversity means are consistently within the range of other regional values). This data point 

represents the Northern Interior Alaska and Yukon – Dené Protohistoric assemblage (Late 

Precontact and Protohistoric Gwich’in). Within this assemblage, there is one archaeological site 

(PSM-00074, Atigun) located in Northern Alaska that has a modeled path distance of 227.11 hours 

(Summer Travel) and 80.86 hours (Dogsled). The remaining 5 sites in this assemblage are in a 

tight cluster in Northern Yukon, ranging from 163-171 and 58-62 hours path distance, respectively. 

Unfortunately, removing the Atigun site from the averages would also require a recalculation of 

Simpsons Reciprocal and Margalef means for the assemblage. However, Northern Interior Alaska 

and Yukon is already somewhat distinctive from other regional assemblages in the Northern Dené 

Tradition as it is the only one unrelated to the Taltheilei archaeological culture (see Section 

Northern Interior Yukon and Alaska (Gwich’in)). The remaining Protohistoric Dené assemblages 

are all generally understood to be more directly related to earlier Taltheilei peoples in the Great 

Bear Lake, Central Mackenzie, and Eastern Barrenlands regions. It is therefore reasonable to also 

assess the correlation of Path Distance and Diversity for the remaining assemblages, with the 

caveat that this excludes Northern Interior and Yukon. 
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Table 6-11. OLS regression of mean path distance and diversity values - Northern Dené Tradition without outlier 

Gwich'in dataset 

 

 

When the Northern Interior Alaska Yukon assemblage is removed, the correlation between 

Path Distance and Diversity shows a strong, statistically significant negative correlation across 

both Summer Travel and Dogsled models and Evenness and Richness measures. 
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r: -0.8861 
r2: 0.78517 

t: -3.3113 
p (uncorr.): 0.045349 

Permutation p: 0.0329 
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p (uncorr.): 0.044339 
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r: -0.92917 
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t: -4.3538 

p (uncorr.): 0.022385 
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r: -0.94598 

r2: 0.89487 
t: -5.0534 

p (uncorr.): 0.01495 
Permutation p: 0.0082 
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6.2.3 Chronological Change in Regional Diversity 

6.2.3.1 Regional Inuit Traditions - Simpsons Reciprocal 

Table 6-12. Regional temporal changes in Evenness (Simpson's Reciprocal) - Inuit Tradition 

 

6.2.3.2 Regional Inuit Traditions - Margalef  

Table 6-13. Regional temporal changes in Richness (Margalef) - Inuit Tradition 
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6.2.3.3 Regional Northern Dené Traditions - Simpsons Reciprocal  

Table 6-14. Regional temporal changes in Evenness (Simpson's Reciprocal) - Northern Dené Tradition 

 

 

6.2.3.4 Regional Northern Dené Traditions - Margalef  

Table 6-15. Regional temporal changes in Richness (Margalef) - Northern Dené Tradition 
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6.3 Assemblage Variation in Taxa – Expected vs. Observed 

Diversity measures contain information about the overarching structure of the entirety of 

assemblages, but do not relay information about how specific taxa vary and how that contributes 

to the relative diversity of the assemblage. To examine this variation underlying the diversity 

results, assemblage totals were evaluated to highlight variation in individual taxa using Chi-Square 

tests. These tests were performed on contingency tables composed of assemblages organized along 

regional and chronological axes. In many cases, variation in taxa exists between assemblages even 

if their relative diversity is similar. This means the overall structure of the assemblages is similar 

(e.g. – similar numbers of taxa in each assemblage that are relatively evenly distributed, with a 

few taxa that show increased numbers) but the details of the taxa may vary (e.g. – the taxa with 

elevated counts is 02 – Fish Hooks / Gear in one assemblage and 03 – Endblades in another). These 

results indicate that even though copper technological systems may share similarity in structural 

characteristics (such as the repertoire of tool taxa represented and the basic distributions of 

proportions of taxa), that individuals and communities in different places and times invested more 

heavily in particular aspects of the copper toolkit than their contemporaries, ancestors, or 

descendant, likely for regionally specific rationale. 
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6.3.1 Inter-Regional Variation within Traditions  

6.3.1.1 Thule 

Table 6-16. Regional Thule copper artifact assemblages - Tool taxa counts and percentages of total assemblages 
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Total regional artifact counts by taxa

All 592 266 17 28 22 20 101 5 10 30 57 30 4 2

MD 31 10 2 1 1 3 8 0 0 0 1 5 0 0

AG 48 25 0 4 1 10 6 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

CGVI 345 160 13 13 13 1 78 4 6 23 11 18 3 2

EHA 144 60 1 9 6 5 8 1 4 5 38 6 1 0

ELA 24 11 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 6 1 0 0

Taxa percentages of regional assemblages

All 592 40.12 1.80 4.79 5.39 6.59 9.58 1.80 1.80 1.80 20.96 4.79 0.60 0.00

MD 31 32.26 6.45 3.23 3.23 9.68 25.81 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.23 16.13 0.00 0.00

AG 48 52.08 0.00 8.33 2.08 20.83 12.50 0.00 0.00 2.08 2.08 0.00 0.00 0.00

CGVI 345 46.38 3.77 3.77 3.77 0.29 22.61 1.16 1.74 6.67 3.19 5.22 0.87 0.58

EHA 144 41.67 0.69 6.25 4.17 3.47 5.56 0.69 2.78 3.47 26.39 4.17 0.69 0.00

ELA 24 45.83 4.17 4.17 4.17 4.17 4.17 0.00 0.00 4.17 25.00 4.17 0.00 0.00

MD = Mackenzie Delta; AG = Amundsen Gulf; CGVI = Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island; EHA = Eastern High Arctic; ELA = Eastern Low Arctic
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Table 6-17. Chi-square Test of Independence displaying significant regional differences in tool taxa - Thule 
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6.3.1.2 Precontact Inuit 

Table 6-18. Regional Precontact Inuit copper artifact assemblages - Tool taxa counts and percentages of total assemblages 
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Table 6-19. Chi-square Test of Independence displaying significant regional differences in tool taxa - Precontact Inuit 
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6.3.1.3 Protohistoric Inuit 

Table 6-20. Regional Protohistoric Inuit copper artifact assemblages - Tool taxa counts and percentages of total assemblages 
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Table 6-21. Chi-square Test of Independence displaying significant regional differences in tool taxa - Protohistoric Inuit 
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6.3.1.4 Taltheilei 

Table 6-22. Regional Taltheilei copper artifact assemblages - Tool taxa counts and percentages of total assemblages 
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Table 6-23. Chi-square Test of Independence displaying significant regional differences in tool taxa - Taltheilei 
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6.3.1.5 Protohistoric Dené 

Table 6-24. Regional Protohistoric Dené copper artifact assemblages - Tool taxa counts and percentages of total assemblages 
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Table 6-25. Chi-square Test of Independence displaying significant regional differences in tool taxa - Protohistoric Dené 
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6.3.2 Chronological Variation 

6.3.2.1 Inuit Tradition (Early Thule – General Thule – Precontact Inuit – Protohistoric Inuit) 

Table 6-26. Temporal Inuit Tradition copper artifact assemblages - Tool taxa counts and percentages of total assemblages 
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Table 6-27. Chi-square Test of Independence displaying significant temporal differences in tool taxa - 

Inuit Tradition (all regions) - Early Thule, General Thule, Precontact Inuit, Protohistoric Inuit 
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Figure 6-9. Temporal change in tool taxa proportions within assemblages - Inuit Tradition (Early Thule, General Thule, Precontact Inuit, Protohistoric Inuit)   
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6.3.2.2 Alaska North Slope 

Table 6-28. Temporal Alaska North Slope copper artifact assemblages - Tool taxa counts and percentages of total assemblages 

 
 

 

Figure 6-10. Temporal change in tool taxa proportions within Alaska North Slope assemblages   
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Table 6-29. Chi-square Test of Independence displaying significant temporal differences in tool taxa - 

Alaska North Slope - Thule, Precontact Inuit, Protohistoric Inuit 
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6.3.2.3 Mackenzie Delta 

Table 6-30. Temporal Mackenzie Delta copper artifact assemblages - Tool taxa counts and percentages of total assemblages 

 
 

 

Figure 6-11. Temporal change in tool taxa proportions within Mackenzie Delta assemblages
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Table 6-31. Chi-square Test of Independence displaying significant temporal differences in tool taxa - 

Mackenzie Delta - Thule, Precontact Inuit, Protohistoric Inuit 
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6.3.2.4 Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island 

Table 6-32. Temporal Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island copper artifact assemblages - Tool taxa counts and percentages of total assemblages 

 
 

 

Figure 6-12. Temporal change in tool taxa proportions within Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island assemblages 
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Table 6-33. Chi-square Test of Independence displaying significant temporal differences in tool taxa - 

Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island - Thule, Precontact Inuit, Protohistoric Inuit 
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6.3.2.5 Eastern Low Arctic 

Table 6-34. Temporal Eastern Low Arctic copper artifact assemblages - Tool taxa counts and percentages of total assemblages 

 

 

Figure 6-13. Temporal change in tool taxa proportions within Eastern Low Arctic assemblages 
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Table 6-35. Chi-square Test of Independence displaying significant temporal differences in tool taxa - 

Eastern Low Arctic - Thule, Precontact Inuit, Protohistoric Inuit 
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6.3.2.6 Northern Dené Tradition (Taltheilei – Protohistoric Dené) 

Table 6-36. Temporal Northern Dené Tradition copper artifact assemblages - Tool taxa counts and percentages of total assemblages 

 
 

 

Figure 6-14. Temporal change in tool taxa proportions within Northern Dené Tradition (all regions) assemblages 
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Table 6-37. Chi-square Test of Independence displaying significant temporal differences in tool taxa - 

Northern Dené Tradition (all regions) - Taltheilei, Protohistoric Dené 
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6.3.2.7 Central Mackenzie (Taltheilei – Protohistoric Dené) 

Table 6-38. Temporal Alaska North Slope copper artifact assemblages - Tool taxa counts and percentages of total assemblages 

 
 

 

Figure 6-15. Temporal change in tool taxa proportions within Central Mackenzie assemblages 
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Table 6-39. Chi-square Test of Independence displaying significant temporal differences in tool taxa - Central Mackenzie - Taltheilei, Protohistoric Dené 
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6.3.2.8 Eastern Barrenlands 

Table 6-40. Temporal Eastern Barrenlands copper artifact assemblages - Tool taxa counts and percentages of total assemblages 

 
 

 

Figure 6-16. Temporal change in tool taxa proportions within Eastern Barrenlands assemblages 
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Table 6-41. Chi-square Test of Independence displaying significant temporal differences in tool taxa - Eastern Barrenlands - Taltheilei, Protohistoric Dené 
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CHAPTER 7. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

7.1 Discussion of Path Distance / Diversity 

The comparison of Path Distance values and Diversity values is an attempt to understand 

broad, structural trends in the organization of northern copper technological systems. To reiterate, 

the hypothesized relationship between these two values is that differences in the cost of acquiring 

a material changes decision-making in the technological system. Specifically, the question is 

whether or not increasing acquisition cost (defined here by travel costs) will cause a decrease in 

the richness of an archaeological assemblage. Similarly, the question of whether or not increasing 

acquisition cost will cause a decrease in the evenness of an archaeological assemblage is also 

examined (see Section 5.7.3 - Comparing Diversity with Innovation - for a more in-depth rationale 

of these hypotheses). The results of the Path Distance / Diversity regressions presented above 

present a complicated relationship between these two variables. One major conclusion that can be 

seen in the data is that this relationship differs between the Inuit and Northern Dené traditions.  

7.1.1 Inuit Tradition 

The Inuit tradition shows some weak trends when examined chronologically, shifting from 

a faint positive correlation between Path Distance and both Richness and Evenness during the 

Thule period to an increasingly negative correlation between Path Distance and diversity in the 

PreContact and Protohistoric periods. A negative correlation is what was originally hypothesized 

for what the relationship between the two would be (high cost = low diversity). Therefore, the 

trend towards positive correlation between the variables in the Thule period was unexpected and 

would seem counter to some of the assumptions that were used to design the research.  

It must be stressed that these results are not statistically significant, but a factor in the lack 

of significance may be relatively small sample sizes (only 4-5 data points per analysis). 

Unfortunately, as is noted above, when all of the chronological variation is compiled into a general 

Inuit Tradition analysis, the weak positive correlations during the Thule period and the weak 

negative correlations during the PreContact and Protohistoric period appear to cancel each other 

out and even less of a relationship is shown. 
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Even if not significant, it is tempting to see some importance in this chronological trend. 

When chronological change in Path Distance (see Section Geographic Distribution Chronology) 

is examined for time periods during the Inuit tradition, some notable shifts in the geographic 

distribution of archaeological sites with copper assemblages are present, including an expansion 

from Early Thule into General Thule and somewhat of a contraction after the Thule-Inuit 

transition. Likewise, when change in Diversity means is examined chronologically (see Section 

6.2.3 - Chronological Change in Regional Diversity), values of both Richness and Evenness are 

more tightly clustered during the Thule period, and become more regionally variable after the 

Thule-Inuit transition. Although all of these are inconclusive lines of evidence on their own, 

together they do suggest some shift in the Inuit tradition copper technological system after the 

Thule-Inuit transition. 

7.1.2 Northern Dené Tradition 

 The trends noted in the Northern Dené Tradition share some similarities with the Inuit 

tradition, but also have some significant differences. Their primary shared similarity is that the 

small sample sizes of regional data points create weak confidence in the perceived relationship 

between the variables. Despite this low confidence, the separate analyses of Taltheilei and 

Protohistoric Dené each showed strong negative correlations between Path Distance and both 

Diversity measures in most instances. When the two chronological periods were compiled for a 

combined analysis, these trends seem to compound on each other, showing a much higher 

confidence in the negative correlation. This combined tradition level analysis also highlighted a 

consistent outlier that could reasonably be removed (see Tradition Level Diversity and Path 

Distance - Section Northern Dené Tradition - for the argument for the removal of this data point). 

This now showed a strong, negative relationship between Path Distance and Diversity with a high 

degree of confidence, matching the hypothesized expectations that increasing cost will be 

correlated with a decrease in assemblage diversity.  

7.2 Discussion of Assemblage Variation – Inuit Tradition 

In this section, the statistically significant differences in assemblage variation that were 

identified in the results section will be synthesized into a more cohesive narrative about the 
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patterning of broader trends in assemblage variation, both inter-regionally and chronologically. A 

word of caution in interpreting the results – Chi-square tests for significance performed on datasets 

composed of inter-regional contemporary assemblages should not be compared to each other and 

used to understand chronological variation. Likewise, Chi-square tests performed on datasets 

composed of regional temporal assemblages should not be compared to each other and used to 

understand contemporary inter-regional variation. Although in some cases these different axes of 

variation (geographic and temporal) are both significant for a particular tool class, more often than 

not they are only significant for one or the other.  

As an example, looking at 11 – Adornment Objects in the Mackenzie Delta is instructive. 

When looking at Regional Chronological Change in the Mackenzie Delta, there is no statistically 

significant variation between Thule, PreContact Inuit, and Protohistoric Inuit assemblages. There 

is also no significant variation in the tradition-wide chronological assemblage. However, when 

looking at Regional Comparisons for Thule, the Mackenzie Delta has significantly more 11 – 

Adornment Objects than any other region. This is also true for the Mackenzie Delta when looking 

at Regional Comparisons for PreContact Inuit, but not for the Protohistoric Period. This would 

suggest that, in general, Adornment objects make up consistently small percentages of Inuit 

tradition assemblages and are generally evenly dispersed (not concentrated) in any particular 

region, with the exception of the Mackenzie Delta. The significance in the Regional Comparisons 

imply that, when accounting for assemblage size, the Delta has more objects than expected for the 

relative size of its assemblage during the Thule and PreContact Periods. But because they are 

relatively consistently high in the Delta through time, the Regional Chronology of the Delta does 

not show significant differences (because within the region, it is normal for Adornment items to 

make up a higher proportion of the assemblage). The distribution of Adornment items is more 

complex than this (and will be discussed below), but this example demonstrates how significance 

in chronological and regional variation complement each other in the interpretation of the data. 

7.2.1 Category 01 – Production 

The dominant trend in the patterning of production related artifacts is a decrease in 

assemblage proportions through time that is broadly similar across all regions. This is evident in 

the results from Chronological analysis of the broader Inuit Tradition. Production related artifacts, 

including raw materials, unidentified production stages, and wastage material, make up 40% and 
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46% of assemblages in the Early and General Thule periods, and 9% and 12% of assemblages in 

the PreContact and Protohistoric Inuit periods. This is significant in the General Thule period 

(high) and PreContact and Protohistoric Periods (low). Not only is this trend evident in the broad, 

combined analysis, but it is also present in each of the Regional Chronological analyses as well. 

The decrease is present in the Mackenzie Delta (Thule – 30% (sig. high); Precontact – 10%; 

Protohistoric – 14%), Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island (Thule – 46% (sig. high); PreContact – 

13% (sig. low); Protohistoric – 14% (sig. low)); and the Eastern Low Arctic (Thule – 46% (sig. 

high); PreContact – 0%; Protohistoric – 0% (sig. low). Sites in Amundsen Gulf and the Eastern 

High Arctic, showing copper assemblages only during Thule times, were also consistent with 

higher percentages from the broader Thule period (AG – 52%; EHA – 42%), and Alaskan North 

Slope assemblages, with copper only present in Precontact and Protohistoric periods, were 

consistent with the lower percentages from later periods (0% and 17%). The consistency of the 

trend between regions is also highlighted by the lack of significant differences between regions in 

any given time period, with the exception of the Eastern Low Arctic during the Protohistoric period 

(0% (sig. low). Production related artifact percentages in the Thule period range from 32%-52% 

of regional assemblages, and from 0-17% in the PreContact and Protohistoric Period. 

Therefore, the Thule-Inuit transition that occurs in some form or another across the Arctic 

has a wide-ranging impact on the distribution of these types of copper objects. Because production 

related objects are associated with behaviors like raw material acquisition, trade, production, and 

reuse of objects, this broad shift in their pattern of occurrence suggests changes in these behaviors. 

Examining further patterning in the distribution of these types of production related materials may 

shed light on which behaviors were modified during this transitional period. One aspect of the 

category that unites these objects is that they cannot be used as tools in their current form. 

Therefore, an argument for the reason for their decreased prevalence is a conscious effort on the 

part of copper-workers to utilize as much material as possible, resulting in less discard in the 

archaeological record. Shifting or fragmenting trade networks may have resulted in less raw 

material available in general, and a possible depopulation of the Central Arctic (Stevenson 1997; 

Dawson 2016) may have contributed to these conditions. 
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7.2.2  Category 02 – Fish Hook / Gear 

Fish Hooks and associated Gear show a relatively consistent, low level rate of occurrence 

during the Thule period, ranging from 0-6.4% of assemblages. Although fish hooks are absent in 

Amundsen Gulf, they make up a small enough percentage of assemblages elsewhere that their 

absence can statistically be accounted for by chance. There is, however, a significantly high 

concentration for the combined Inuit tradition assemblage during the Precontact period, making 

up almost 25% of the total PreContact Inuit assemblage. This is due in large part to sharp increases 

and large concentrations of Fish Hooks in the Mackenzie Delta (24%) and Alaskan North Slope 

(67% - sig. high) during that time period. Although the Mackenzie Delta isn’t statistically 

significant during the Precontact period, this is likely due to the fact that the ANS assemblage 

percentage was so high, and from a relatively small regional sample (6 Fish Hooks / Gear out of 9 

total objects), and that fish hooks in the CGVI make up a significantly smaller percentage (8.7% - 

sig. low) of the PreContact assemblage. The Mackenzie Delta fishhooks occupy a middle ground 

(geographically and by assemblage percentage) between these two regions. The Mackenzie Delta 

fish hooks from the Protohistoric period also make up 24% of the assemblage but are statistically 

significant in the Protohistoric period. This increase in the Mackenzie Delta in particular is 

highlighted in the Regional Chronological analysis of the delta, where the Thule assemblage shows 

significantly low rates of fish hooks (6.45% compared to 24% and 28% in later assemblages), even 

though rates of fish hook occurrence are highest during the Thule period in the Delta. Fish Hooks 

persist in relatively low numbers in the CGVI but disappear from the Eastern Low Arctic after the 

Thule period (although sample sizes are small enough that 0% occurrence is not a significantly 

low value). 

Therefore, there is a strong concentration of artifacts associated with fishhooks and gear 

that occurs in the Mackenzie Delta and Alaska North Slope during the Precontact and into the 

Protohistoric period (at least in the Delta). This arises out of a relatively low and even distribution 

of fishhooks across the Thule world, suggesting regional specialization in fishing technology 

utilizing native copper in the Western Arctic after the Thule-Inuit transition. 
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7.2.3  Category 03 – Formal Endblades 

Formal Endblades, which in the Inuit tradition a large majority of which are harpoon 

endblades, are a relatively consistent presence in the broad, tradition level assemblages from the 

Early Thule period through the Protohistoric period (between 4.71% and 6.45%). A similar 

distribution is evident during the Thule period, with endblades representing between 3.23% and 

8.33% of regional assemblages. None of these values are significantly different from each other, 

suggesting that endblades were a relatively consistent component of artifact assemblages that 

scaled with assemblage sizes. The only significantly different value associated with formal 

endblades is in the CGVI-Inuit PreContact period. Assemblage sizes in all regions are relatively 

low during this period, but the CGVI-Inuit PreContact assemblage is composed of over 17% (sig. 

high) endblades. These objects represent the only formal endblades from the Precontact period – 

all other regions have 0 endblades in their assemblages. Endblades are again present in all 

Protohistoric regions (with the exception of ANS) with no significant differences present. 

Therefore, formal endblades appear to be a relatively universal component of Inuit tradition 

copper assemblages. Although there appears to be a restriction of their use to the CGVI during the 

PreContact period, the Protohistoric period sees a return to a relatively even distribution across 

most regions. Despite their restricted distribution during the PreContact period, none of the 

assemblage percentage values of 0% outside of the CGVI were significantly low statistically, 

suggesting that their absence could be attributed to small sample sizes and chance rather than their 

actual absence. 

7.2.4  Category 04 – Ulu and Untanged Blades 

Similar to Formal Endblades, objects in the category of Ulu and Untanged Blades are 

present in consistent, low quantities across geographic regions and through time, varying relatively 

consistently with assemblage size (with no statistically significant variation chronologically or 

geographically). Even in assemblages where no Ulu and Untanged Blades are found, the 

assemblage size is small enough that their absence may be related to sampling error rather than 

their actual absence from assemblages. They are present in all regions during the Thule period 

(between 2% and 4%), represented by single objects in ANS and CGVI during the PreContact 

period, and are missing from all regions except for the CGVI in the Protohistoric period. It is 
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therefore difficult to assess the actual distribution of this category of object. The distribution of 

actual objects seems to constrict to occupy only the CGVI by the Protohistoric period, although 

this could reasonably be argued to be a function of sample sizes rather than an actual geographic 

constriction in the category. Assemblage sizes are highest in the Thule period generally, and in the 

CGVI (the raw material source region) in particular. As assemblages decrease in size through time, 

the elevated assemblage counts in the CGVI also persist, albeit in smaller amounts than during the 

Thule period. 

7.2.5 Category 05 – Needles 

Although needles are present in every region during the Thule period, their distribution 

shows significant areas of both high and low concentration. In the Eastern Arctic (both in the EHA 

and ELA) needles are present in concentrations similar to the distribution of other minor tools 

types in other regions – making up low, single digit percentages of total assemblages (EHA – 

3.47%; ELA – 4.17%). The CGVI has concentrations significantly lower than this (0.29% - sig. 

low), while regions further west have high concentrations, with particularly high concentrations in 

Amundsen Gulf (MD – 9.68% (sig. high); AG – 20.83% (sig. high)). Despite the uneven 

distribution of needles during Thule times, the high values in the west, and in Amundsen Gulf in 

particular, make the Early Thule period significantly high in needles (6.59%) in the broader 

chronological analysis. The previous categories that have been examined so far (1-4) have been 

relatively evenly distributed during the Thule period, and the evidence of high and low regional 

concentrations among needles during this earlier period differentiates this category (though it will 

not be the only category to follow this pattern).  

After the Thule-Inuit transition, Amundsen Gulf becomes largely depopulated, and only a 

single needle, from the Mackenzie Delta, is present in the entirety of the PreContact assemblage 

(though samples sizes in general are low). During the Protohistoric period, single needles are 

present in the CGVI and ELA. Again, sample sizes are relatively low, making definitive statements 

about absence vs. sampling error difficult. Other than the early high concentrations at Thule sites 

in MD and AG (and low concentration in CGVI-Thule), none of the variation is statistically 

significant, and needles appear to make up a fairly small percentage of assemblages. 
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7.2.6 Category 06 – Awl / Barbs 

As one of the most ubiquitous and multi-purpose tools categories (U. Franklin et al. 1981; 

Workman 1976; Cooper, Ling, and Brenneman 2015; Cooper 2012), geographic and chronological 

variation among the Awl / Barb category could potentially be influenced by multiple competing 

and overlapping factors, including a variety of disparate uses for these objects. Chronologically, 

Awl / Barbs are concentrated in the General Thule period (20% of total assemblages (sig. high)) 

and significantly lower than expected in the Early Thule and Protohistoric periods (9.58% and 

7.22%, respectively). That these values (high single digit percentages) are considered low 

highlights the utility of these objects because other tool categories often exist at significant 

amounts in the low single digits. Regional patterning contributes to this chronological trend. 

During the Thule period, Awl / Barbs are heavily concentrated in the CGVI (22.61%, sig. high), 

and the numbers there (n=78) are largely composed of objects from the Thule component of MkPk-

3 (n=65) and NaPi-2 (n=10). This concentration is exacerbated by significantly low numbers of 

awl / barbs in the EHA (5.56%, sig. low). The Mackenzie Delta assemblage is also made up of a 

high proportion (25.81%), but these don’t quite reach statistical significance. 

There are no significant differences between regions in the PreContact or Protohistoric 

periods. Likewise, regional chronological differences are largely absent, with the exception of the 

sharp decrease through time in the CGVI (Thule – 22.62% (sig. high), PreContact - 4.35%, 

Protohistoric - 8.39% (sig. low)). It is also noteworthy (though not statistically significant), that 

the higher percentages in the Mackenzie Delta persist through time (Thule – 25.81%; Precontact 

– 20.69%; Protohistoric – 14.29%). Awl / Barbs appear to be an important component of MD 

assemblages, but their consistency is somewhat overshadowed by the large numbers and 

significant decreases occurring in the CGVI. This pattern is also suggested for the Thule period in 

Amundsen Gulf (12.5%). The broad geographic pattern of the distribution of Awl / Barbs during 

the Thule period looks more heavily weighted to the west (MD – 25.81%, AG – 12.5%), including 

CGVI (22.62%), than the east (EHA – 5.56%; ELA – 4.17%), with a persistence in the MD even 

after the decrease in the CGVI. Because Awl/Barbs can be a component of kakivak (leister spear) 

fishing systems, the high prevalence and persistence of Awl/Barbs in the MD may mirror the 

patterning of 02 – Fish Hooks / Gear in the MD as a larger, multi-component fishing tradition 

(though this assertion would require additional investigation). 
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7.2.7 Category 07 – Staples 

Staples are a difficult category to interpret, because a single object (PjRa-10:158 - a 

soapstone vessel) containing 15 separate copper repair staples is present in the CGVI-Protohistoric 

assemblage. The reasons for quantifying objects such as this as 15 separate instances of copper 

objects instead of a single instance of copper use, as well as potential disadvantages with this 

decision, are laid out in previous chapters (see Section 5.3 – Copper Typology). Although it does 

not invalidate that reasoning, the statistical repercussions of that decision are highlighted in this 

category.  

The distribution of Staples is heavily weighted towards this object, with the Protohistoric 

period showing significantly high values in the Broad Chronological analysis as well as the 

Regional Chronological analysis for the CGVI, and the CGVI showing significantly high values 

in the Inter-Regional analysis of the Protohistoric period. This object is not the only example of 

staples. They are present in the CGVI and EHA during the Thule period and in the CGVI and MD 

in the PreContact period in fairly low numbers (around 1% of assemblage sizes in the Thule period 

and represented by single objects in the PreContact).  

With the exception of the object from the Protohistoric period, staples are relatively rare, 

although certainly not restricted to specific regions or time periods. They are consistently present, 

if in very low percentages. However, the possibility must also be considered that the use of 

increased numbers of copper staples, specifically multiple staples in a single object, is a trend in 

the Protohistoric period rather than just (or in addition to being) a statistical anomaly based on the 

method of quantification. This proposition may be supported by trends present in the 08 – Rivet 

category as well. 

7.2.8 Category 08 – Rivets 

The quantification of rivets has the same statistical issues as previously mentioned for 

Staples. Although rivets are frequently only present as a single rivet, it is not uncommon to see 

multiple rivets (2 or 3) in a single object. In a few instances objects contains between 6 and 9 

individuals rivets in a single tool (see footnotes in Section 5.4.1 – Artifact Assemblages: Whole 

Dataset). No object from the Thule assemblages in this dataset had multiple rivets (although 

fragmentary objects could have had multiple rivets). In the PreContact period, no object had more 
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than 2-3 rivets. In the Protohistoric period, objects with multiple rivets range from 2-9 rivets in a 

single object. This is more than likely a contributing factor in the drastic increase seen in the 

presence of rivets in the Broad Chronological analysis (Early Thule – 1.8% (sig. low); General 

Thule – 1.65% (sig. low); PreContact Inuit – 22.58% (sig. high); Protohistoric Inuit – 48.33% (sig. 

high)). During the Thule period, they are only present in the CGVI and EHA (although values of 

0 in MD, AG, and ELA are not statistically different from the low values in the CGVI and EHA). 

During the Precontact period, rivets are present in every region, though they are significantly 

higher in the CGVI and lower in MD. During the Protohistoric, there is one example in the MD, 

and none in ANS (which is statistically significant). However, the CGVI (n=70, 48.95%) and ELA 

(n=16, 66.67%) have drastic increases. Because these dominate the analysis, they do not register 

as significant in the Inter-Regional Protohistoric analysis, but they are the main component of the 

Broad Chronological change in addition to the same pattern of drastic increases in the CGVI and 

ELA Regional Chronological analyses. Although present in the MD in the PreContact and 

Protohistoric periods, they are in relatively low and insignificant numbers. 

Therefore, copper rivets are present in some regions (explicitly in those with high sample 

sizes like the CGVI and EHA) during the Thule period. They do not appear consistently and not 

in appreciable numbers, making them a relatively minor component of Thule copper technology. 

After the Thule-Inuit transition, instances of rivets begin to rise in the CGVI, and to a lesser extent 

in the MD. Although only one copper object (of any type) is recorded for the ELA in this period, 

it is also a rivet. This increasing trend occurs even as overall assemblage sizes are shrinking, in 

part due to the shift in production technique of incorporating multiple rivets into single objects. 

The same patterning is exacerbated in the Protohistoric period (in both overall counts and numbers 

of rivets per object), with rivets dominating CGVI (48.95%) and ELA (66.67%) assemblages and 

still present in the relatively small MD assemblage.  

One archaeological site (PjRa-10 – Isachen Sands) from the Protohistoric period in the 

CGVI (specifically associated with Inuit salvage of the wreck of the HMS Investigator on northern 

Banks Island) dominates the Protohistoric rivet assemblage in the CGVI (n=35 out of 70 total). 

This site, perhaps not coincidentally, is also the location of the soapstone vessel with 15 copper 

staples. It is worth highlighting some of the similarities between rivets and staples. Both are 

relatively small and can be made from relatively small pieces of raw or repurposed material. Both 

serve a secondary function to the tools where they are present, either as a method of repair or 
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joinery. And finally, both seem to be present at relatively low rates throughout the Thule period, 

and increase in prevalence drastically in CGVI and ELA in the Protohistoric period, in some cases 

explicitly associated with metal salvage operations. In the case of PjRa-10, copper from objects at 

this site could also reasonably have provenance in nearby natural sources on northwestern Victoria 

Island, making it difficult to determine whether copper is native or smelted. The small size of the 

objects and their attachment to other materials (bone, soapstone, etc.) makes analyzing them (non-

destructively) with pXRF for elemental composition difficult at best. In both cases, staples and 

rivets are existing technical options in the Thule period that become more prevalent (and perhaps 

more beneficial) after the Thule-Inuit transition. In both cases, this trend becomes exacerbated in 

the Protohistoric period. Although the reason is unknown, the presence of alternative sources of 

relatively easily accessible metals may have had a significant impact on technical and material 

choices in production. 

7.2.9 Category 09 – Formal Tanged Points / Blades 

The presence of Formal Tanged Points and Blades are relatively uniformly distributed 

regardless of geography or chronology, and typically scale with relative assemblage sizes. Similar 

to Formal Endblades and Ulu and Untanged Blades, they are present in most regions and most 

time periods, and their absence appears to be typically related to small assemblage sizes rather 

than a lack of the tool type specifically. This is reinforced by the fact that every region has a tanged 

point or blade at some point in their chronology. Some statistically significant variation is present, 

including relatively low values during the Early Thule period in general (1.8%, sig. low), and a 

relatively high percentage in the CGVI during the Thule period in the Inter-Regional analysis 

(6.67%, sig. high). They are also absent completely from ANS assemblages, but this could also be 

related to small assemblage sizes. Overall, there is relatively little in the way of geographic or 

chronological patterning to be discerned other than slightly higher values than would be expected 

for sample size in the CGVI-Thule. Because Formal Tanged Points and Blades encompass multiple 

tool types to highlight their shared production similarities, more details patterns in variation might 

be detected if these objects (i.e. – Tanged Points vs. Tanged Blades) were delineated further. 
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7.2.10 Category 10 – Possible Inset Blades 

The most distinctive patterning in the variation of possible inset blades occurs in the Inter-

Regional analysis of the Thule period. This is evident in significantly high values in the EHA 

(26.39%, sig. high) and ELA (25%, sig. high) and complemented by low values in the CGVI 

(3.19%, sig. low). This also influences the Broad Chronological analysis, with significantly high 

values in the Early Thule period (20.96%, sig. high) and low values in the General Thule and 

Protohistoric periods (5.18%, sig. low, and 2.78%, sig. low). Although copper is only present in 

the EHA during the Thule periods, proportions of inset blades in the ELA remains consistently 

larger proportions (25% and 12.5%) of assemblage size in the ELA from the Thule period through 

the Protohistoric period. 

As a category, the classification of Possible Inset Blades is not entirely straightforward. 

The category encompasses more expedient blades, and as such overlaps with Production objects 

when wastage pieces and small, flat blanks could conceivably be used as expedient blades (see 

Section 5.3 Copper Typology for the way objects were classified in this analysis). In addition, the 

category was used as a catch-all for objects that could not be examined and were labeled generally 

as “blades” in databases or the literature. In some cases, entire assemblages that could not be 

examined also included objects classified as more formal blades (e.g. “ulu”, “men’s knife”, etc.) 

which allowed for a differentiation of these into categories such as Tanged Points and Blades and 

Ulu and Untanged Blades. This reinforced the decision to include less well-defined “blades” into 

Possible Inset Blades (which are by nature, less well defined both conceptually and 

morphologically). This was the case with PaJs-2 (Qariaraqyuk), an Early Thule whaling village in 

the Eastern High Arctic with the second largest total assemblage in the whole dataset (n=75), 28 

of which were “blades” recorded in the literature (Whitridge 2002) but not examined physically. 

Although this site is a large factor in the significance of Possible Inset Blades in the Eastern 

regions, the trend appears to be larger than this one, albeit important, site. 

7.2.11 Category 11 – Adornment 

There is no significant chronological change in rates of Adornment items in the Broad 

Chronological analysis, with rates of occurrence consistently between 4 and 8% of total broad 

chronological assemblages. However, when the Inter-Regional assemblages are examined for the 
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Thule, PreContact, and Protohistoric periods, it is evident that the uniformity in chronological 

patterning consists of a persistent concentration of Adornment objects in the MD and ANS (and to 

a lesser extent the CGVI) from the Thule period through the Protohistoric period. The MD 

assemblage showed a significant concentration in the Thule period (16.13%, sig. high) and in the 

PreContact period (17.24%, sig. high), while the ANS assemblage showed a significant 

concentration in the Protohistoric period (83.33%, sig. high). Both MD and ANS assemblages are 

relatively small during the Protohistoric period. The CGVI also shows a significantly high 

percentage of Adornment items during the Thule period (5.22%, sig. high), however these values 

are inflated from the quantification of a single bracelet with 11 copper beads as 11 individual 

objects (see Section 5.3 - Copper Typology - for a discussion of the reasons for this quantification). 

Although this is not the only Adornment object from the CGVI-Thule assemblage, reclassifying it 

as a single object would make the CGVI similar to lower rates of Adornment objects in the Eastern 

regions during the Thule period. This is more in line with later periods, when the CGVI has low 

rates of these objects, particularly in the Protohistoric period when rates are significantly low 

(0.7%, sig. low). 

Adornment objects, therefore, have a distinct regional clustering in the Western Arctic 

(although no examples are present from Amundsen Gulf during the Thule period). They are present 

in low amounts elsewhere, but consistently occur at higher rates in western regions and this pattern 

persists through the Protohistoric period. Even when assemblage sizes are small these items are 

frequently found. Unlike Needles (which occur in high rates in the west during Thule times and 

then decrease in frequency) and Fish Hooks / Gear (which occur widely in Thule times and 

concentrate after the Thule-Inuit transition in the west), Adornment objects appear early on as a 

western regional concentration and persist as a western regional concentration. 

7.2.12 Category 12 – Adze / Chisel 

 There is no significant variation in Adzes and Chisels along either chronological or 

geographic axes. They are present in very limited quantity (<1%) in only CGVI-Thule assemblages 

and EHA-Thule assemblages – both of which are the largest by total object count. Statistically, 

this suggests that rates of occurrence are too small, even in these largest assemblages, to be distinct 

from values of 0 in smaller assemblages. However, their presence in these assemblages is 

noteworthy because it supports the idea that when large amounts of raw material is present or 
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access to trade is not costly, as seems to be the case in CGVI-Thule and EHA-Thule, then new 

types of objects will be considered suitable to make out of copper when they otherwise would not 

be.  

7.2.13 Category 13 – Other / Unknown 

The two objects that are classified in the Other / Unknown category both come from Thule 

context at MkPk-3. Similar to adzes and chisels, the rarity of these items means that their presence 

and absence in assemblages is never statistically significant, either chronologically or 

geographically. However, like adzes and chisels, their presence in the CGVI-Thule assemblage 

(and in the largest site assemblage – MkPk-3 (Thule)) also supports the notion that easy access to 

raw material encourages innovation in tool form. 

7.3 Discussion of Assemblage Variation – Northern Dené Tradition 

For as much significant variation as there is between assemblages in the Inuit tradition, 

almost the complete opposite is the case in the Northern Dené tradition. Of all of the Chronological 

and Inter-Regional comparisons made between Taltheilei and Protohistoric Dené assemblages 

from across Northern Interior Alaska and Yukon, Great Bear Lake, the Central Mackenzie, and 

the Eastern Barrenlands, only one instance of a significant difference in the proportions of a taxa 

were noted – Endblades in the Eastern Barrenlands during the Protohistoric period were slightly 

higher than expected based on other contemporary regional assemblages. This significant value 

was based on a single endblade, the only one recovered from any Dené assemblage during the 

Protohistoric period. It is fair to say that there is practically no significant variation in Taltheilei or 

Dené assemblages either chronologically or inter-regionally. This is supported by the relative 

consistency in Diversity values through time in the Northern Dené tradition (see Section 6.2.3 - 

Chronological Change in Regional Diversity) and the relative consistency in the taxa proportions 

of regional artifact assemblages (see Section 6.3.2 - Assemblage Variation in Taxa: Chronological 

Variation). Overall, there appears to be very little disruption or change in any Northern Dené 

copper technologies through time, at least in the way they are defined and examined here, which 

is a marked difference from the regional and chronological changes noted in the Inuit Tradition. 
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7.4 General Inuit Tradition Trends 

Copper technology of the Inuit Tradition is characterized both by similarities that unite 

assemblages far separated by geography and time, and differences that make some regions distinct 

in their specialization. The large numbers of Inuit Tradition sites and the recent focus on 

establishing a more definitive chronology of the Thule migration and occupation of the Central 

and Eastern Arctic has provided a good opportunity to seriate the dataset compiled for this region 

into 4 distinct chronological categories that are useful in understanding changes in the distribution 

of copper assemblages throughout the Inuit tradition. Unsurprisingly, copper assemblages appear 

to have been distributed widely in early Thule occupations in most regions occupied prior to 

AD1300. They occur in every region examined in this study, and do not show a particular 

concentration in source regions.  

It is particularly worth noting that copper assemblages are present in the early Thule sites 

that are west of geologic sources regions. Because these sites (in the Mackenzie Delta and 

Amundsen Gulf) occupy regions to the west, they cannot represent the earliest Thule migrants 

moving east from the Alaskan coast because they would not yet have reached the copper sources. 

This fact, combined with the widely distributed copper elsewhere, supports the idea that early 

Thule populations were operating within an expansive and quickly established network of trade, 

knowledge transmission, and familial relationships, even during the earliest stages of their 

occupation of these regions (McCartney 1991; Friesen 2016). Within assemblages that date 

between CE 1300 and 1500, the number of sites increases in addition to the furthest distance’s 

sites are from source regions. The MkPk-3 site dates to this period, the largest copper assemblage 

by count recovered from any regions supplied by either the Central Arctic or Western Subarctic 

copper sources.  

The wide distribution of Thule sites, and the relatively intensive occupations of some 

regions outside of copper source areas (like the whaling villages of the Eastern High Arctic on 

Somerset Island and the ecologically productive region of the Mackenzie Delta) may have some 

influence on the unexpected possible trend towards increased richness and evenness as path 

distance increased during the Thule period. Although this possible trend rests on a weak correlation 

with little confidence, it makes some sense that intensive occupations in these regions may have 

had a positively trending impact on the diversity of copper assemblages there. 
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The Thule period is characterized by consistently high amounts of production related 

artifacts (raw nuggets, wastage flakes, unidentified tool blanks and production stages, etc.) in every 

region where assemblages are found. Although there is a range in the percentage of an assemblage 

that is made up of production materials, all compiled regional assemblages (as well as many 

individual sites) range between 32% and 52% production related artifacts. This is a somewhat 

unexpected find. Part of the hypothesis that Path Distance and Diversity would be correlated 

variables rests in the idea that increased acquisition cost will encourage different behaviors 

associated with copper tool production. One of the obvious behavioral changes would be an 

increased effort in the curation of material and reuse of objects. That so much non-tool copper 

entered the archaeological record as loss or discard in comparable amounts in every region seems 

to suggest that material curation was not a behavior specifically associated with increasing 

acquisition cost, at least not during the Thule period. 

For Inter-Regional assemblage comparisons, the decision was made to not seriate sites into 

early Thule and General Thule in an attempt to make regional assemblages robust. As such, the 

regional Thule assemblages represent some of the largest assemblages composed of the most 

archaeological sites (although this is also due to the fact there are quite a few Thule sites to include 

in general). The largest 2 assemblages are in Coronation Gulf and Victoria Island and in the Eastern 

High Arctic, both composed of several sites that are themselves some of the largest site level 

assemblages. These 2 regions contain the only examples of any objects from 12 – Adze / Chisel 

or 13 – Unknown / Other. The size of these assemblages makes these objects very small (although 

very interesting) components of these regional technological traditions. Although their small 

presence is statistically indistinct from the absence of these items in other regions with smaller 

assemblages, qualitatively their presence in the largest assemblages supports the hypothesis that 

ready access to larger amounts of raw material will allow for innovation and experimentation in 

new tool forms.  

Other tools forms are present in relatively consistent, low proportions across all regions as 

well. These include 02 - Fish Hooks and Gear, 03 - Formal Endblades, and 04 – Ulu and Untanged 

Blades. 09 – Tanged Points and Blades and 06 – Awl / Barbs are present in greater quantities in 

CGVI source regions during the Thule period, the only assemblage with significantly elevated 

numbers of these two forms. Similarly, the only period when Formal Endblades are significantly 

higher is in the CGVI during the Precontact period. Although not statistically significant because 
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of low sample sizes, the presence of Ulu also becomes restricted to the CGVI after the Thule-Inuit 

transition with the exception of one object from ANS during the PreContact period. These 4 tool 

taxa (Endblades, Ulu, Awl / Barbs and Tanged Forms) follow similar patterns of variation, 

typically making up a relatively consistent, low level presence in assemblages, with the occasional 

spike in frequency in the CGVI at different points in time. 

Other object classes appear to be much more regionally concentrated. Although needles 

are present in every region during the Thule period, they are highly concentrated to the west of 

source regions in Amundsen Gulf, and to a lesser extent in the Mackenzie Delta. They are also 

practically absent from the neighboring CGVI, highlighting this division. This specialization 

appears localized to this western region during the Thule period, because after the Thule-Inuit 

transition needles are not significantly high anywhere else. Also present in larger proportions in 

the western regions (the Mackenzie Delta in particular) during the Thule period are Adornment 

objects. Unlike the concentration in needles, however, greater prevalence for Adornment objects 

persists after the Thule-Inuit transition in both the Mackenzie Delta and Alaskan North Slope. 

To the east of source regions, there is a tendency towards higher frequencies of 10 – 

Possible Inset Blades in both the Eastern High Arctic and Eastern Low Arctic. During the Thule 

period, this is partially, although not fully, driven by objects identified in the literature as “blades” 

from PaJs-2 (Qariaraqyuk). However, regional assemblages from both the ELA and EHA, as well 

as larger site assemblages from these regions, all have proportions of Inset Blades between 20-

30% or higher while Central and Western regions almost always have fewer than 10%.  

 During the Thule-Inuit Transition, a reorganization of a number of aspects of the broader 

Inuit Tradition copper tradition take place. As previously noted, the analyses that intended to 

highlight the structural characteristics of copper technology all show changes during this time. 

Values of Path Distance show the distribution of sites with copper assemblages contracting 

geographically (see Path Distance Results - Section Geographic Distribution Chronology). This 

trend is unevenly distributed when the distribution of assemblage sizes and sites is divided into 

Western, Central, and Eastern regions. Copper assemblages disappear from the Eastern High 

Arctic and are represented by only a single object from the Eastern Low Arctic. Assemblages sizes 

drop drastically in the Central Region, while assemblages in the west seem to move further west, 

with the absence of assemblages in Amundsen Gulf, the persistence of assemblages in the 

Mackenzie Delta, and the new presence of assemblages, albeit in small numbers, on the Alaskan 
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North Slope. This geographic shift in the distribution of assemblages appears to be a direct 

reflection of the shifting patterns of occupation during the Thule-Inuit Transition, including the 

decrease in population in the Eastern High Arctic and Central Arctic. 

Table 7-1. Shifting trends in the broader regional distribution of copper assemblages during periods of significant 

change, including the Thule-Inuit Transition and colonization by Europeans 

 
 

Chronological changes in Diversity means show a divergence in the previously tightly 

clustered values of the Thule period (see Diversity Results, Section 6.2.3 – Chronological Change 

in Regional Diversity) and the relationship between Path Distance and Diversity appears to change, 

with a possible (though not statistically significant) shift from a positive correlation to a negative 

correlation between Path Distance and Diversity after the Thule-Inuit Transition. 

Assemblages that post-date the Thule-Inuit Transition also show characteristic differences 

from preceding Thule assemblages. On a broad scale, the proportion of production related items 

in assemblages decreases significantly in all regions, making up less than 15% of assemblages that 

are already greatly reduced in quantity, and disappearing in many assemblages. Region specific 

changes occur as well. In Western regions (now consisting of primarily the Mackenzie Delta, with 

the addition of small assemblages from the Alaskan North Slope) the prevalence of Adornment 

items persists, maintaining relatively higher proportions in these regions. While the high 

proportion of needles that was present in the Mackenzie Delta and Amundsen Gulf decline, a 

significant increase in the relative proportions of fishhooks and fishing gear suggests a 

specialization in this technology in the western regions. Although sample sizes are reduced, 
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particularly during the Protohistoric period, fishhooks and gear consistently make up more than 

25% of Mackenzie Delta assemblages and dominate PreContact Alaska North Slope assemblages. 

Fishhooks disappear from Eastern assemblages and only make up a small proportion of Central 

assemblages. 

Although copper assemblages practically disappear from Eastern Regions during the 

PreContact period, the general trend of higher proportions of inset blades reappears (or persists) in 

the Protohistoric period. A final trend that occurs after the Thule-Inuit Transition is the sharp rise 

in both rivets and staples both in terms of overall proportions of assemblages in Central and Eastern 

regions, as well as an increase in the number of objects with increasing numbers of rivets and 

staples. This is less clear with staples because the only object with articulated staples (and multiple 

staples) occurs during the Protohistoric period. The pattern is clearer with rivets, with multiple 

items showing an increase in the number of rivets overall and number of rivets per item in the 

PreContact and especially Protohistoric period, highly concentrated but not restricted to sites 

associated with the salvage of the HMS Investigator on Banks Island. 

In summary, the Inuit Tradition shows both persistent similarities as well as distinct 

regional specialization along an East – Central – West axis and chronological change through time 

associated with the Thule-Inuit transition and the PreContact-Protohistoric transition. The shifts in 

occupation associated with the Thule-Inuit transition, as groups at least partially depopulate the 

Central Arctic and shift in subsistence strategies, appear to have a significant impact on both the 

movement of raw material, production behavior (such as material curation) that contributes to the 

rates of production related objects entering the archaeological record through loss or discard, and 

shifts in regional specializations, including decreases in needles in the west, increases in fishhooks 

and gear in the west, and a shift from awl / barbs and tanged points to endblades and perhaps ulu 

in the Central region. Both the Central and Eastern regions see a rise in staples and rivets, 

seemingly exacerbated during the Protohistoric period. Other regional specializations, such as 

Adornment items in western regions and inset blades in eastern regions, show some persistence 

through these chronological shifts.  
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Table 7-2. Shifting geographic and temporal trends in significant concentrations of tool taxa  

 
 

Broader trends that may be apparent include a fragmentation (or at minimum a 

reorientation) of trade networks along which copper is moving. This fragmentation and 

reorientation of trade is evidenced by a distinct western shift in the number of sites and the overall 

size of regional assemblages during the Precontact period (see Table 7-1) that is related to the 

Thule-Inuit transition and the depopulation of central and eastern regions. The dispersal of 

Diversity means that were previously tightly clustered during the Thule period suggests a 

differentiation in the structural characteristics of later assemblages, which is also reflected in the 

possible shift in the relationship of Path Distance and Diversity from positively to negatively 

correlated. Finally, the decrease in production related objects in all regions implies that the 

behavior of material curation (that appeared to be less important than expected during the Thule 

period) may have become a more important strategy during later periods. Ultimately, the high 

degree of assemblage variation detailed above may have had an averaging effect on broader 

structural trends described with Diversity and Path Distance measures that appeared to be less 

linked in the Inuit tradition. 

7.5 General Northern Dené Tradition Trends 

Perhaps the most significant aspect of copper assemblages associated with the Northern 

Dené tradition, including both Taltheilei and Protohistoric Dené assemblages from Northern 

Interior Yukon and Alaska, Great Bear Lake, the Central Mackenzie, and the Eastern Barrenlands, 

is an almost complete lack of significant differences in proportions of assemblage taxa between 

any of these regions and time periods (with the exception of a slightly higher proportion of 
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endblades in the Protohistoric Dené assemblage in the Eastern Barrenlands, represented by a single 

object). Similar to the proportions of Thule period assemblages of the Inuit tradition, proportions 

of production related objects dominate both Taltheilei and Protohistoric Dené assemblages, 

typically ranging from 55-65% of regional assemblages (although the Northern Interior Alaska 

Yukon assemblage is 44%, this is not statistically distinct from the others).  

The remaining taxa never exceed n=5 objects each in any regional assemblage 

(proportionally no taxa exceed 20%). A few taxa noted in the Inuit tradition are completely absent 

from Northern Dené assemblages, including Needles, Adzes / Chisels, and Other / Unknown 

objects. Other taxa are absent from either Taltheilei or Protohistoric assemblages and are 

represented by only a handful of objects in the other time period, including Untanged Blades, 

Staples, Rivets, and Adornment objects. Tanged Forms and Inset blades are present in every 

assemblage (the only taxa to achieve this other than production related material), and Awl / Barbs 

are present in all assemblages with the exception of the Protohistoric Dené in the Eastern 

Barrenlands. Fish Hooks and Endblades are present in both time periods, but their regional 

distribution is inconsistent, with fishhooks appearing in Great Bear Lake and Northern Interior 

Alaska Yukon and endblades occurring in most regions, though inconsistently.  

Table 7-3. Regional sites and assemblages of the Northern Dené Tradition showing decreases in 

the number of tool taxa as distance from source regions increases  

 

 

Assemblage sizes are relatively consistent across regions when compared to the wide range 

of assemblage sizes in the Inuit tradition, ranging from 11 to 38 total objects. Some sites contain 
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large proportions of the assemblages, including KeNi-4 (Whitefish Lake, EB-Taltheilei, n=21), 

LbPg-8 (Snare Lake, CM – Dené Protohistoric, n=38), and MjVg-1 (Rat Indian Creek, NIYKAK 

– Dené Protohistoric, n=11). Interestingly enough, none of these are from Great Bear Lake, the 

region closest to sources by Path Distance, although the GBL assemblage contains the most 

independent archaeological sites (n=19) with copper assemblages and the greatest number of 

represented taxa (n=8).  

Rather than any significant variation in assemblage compositions, the significant 

characteristic that appears to define the Northern Dené tradition is the relatively strong relationship 

between Path Distance and Diversity, showing a negative correlation between these variables for 

both Path Distance models and both Richness and Evenness measures. This is apparent in the 

reduction of total taxa for each region the further the region is from source regions, which will 

have an influence on both Diversity measures. Similar to the continuity present in assemblage 

variation through time, the chronological trend in mean Diversity measures is also relatively 

consistent through time, although there is a slight (though statistically insignificant) clustering of 

Richness values during the Protohistoric period, likely as a result of the Great Bear Lake 

assemblage being classified as Taltheilei and not being present in the Protohistoric analyses. 
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CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSIONS 

8.1 Systemic and Regional Patterning 

 Although the calculation of Path Distance and Diversity statistics for individual site level 

assemblages and combined regional and chronological assemblages necessitated the collapse of a 

wide spectrum of variation into sometimes-abstract models, this portion of the analysis emphasized 

patterning that may have otherwise been imperceptible without this abstraction.  

Examining assemblages from a broad, technological system wide perspective highlighted 

systemic differences between Northern Dené and Inuit copper traditions. The different correlative 

relationships between Acquisition Cost and Assemblage Diversity in Northern Dené and Inuit 

traditions suggest divergent technological decision-making behaviors. According to the premise 

of one of the primary research questions there is a proposed relationship between Acquisition Cost 

and Assemblage Diversity – that as acquisition cost increases with travel distance away from 

geologic sources, technological decision-making behaviors will change. I have hypothesized that 

as acquisition cost increases, assemblage diversity will decrease when copper as a raw material is 

restricted to fewer tool types.  

This appears to be the pattern in the Northern Dené Tradition dataset. Great Bear Lake 

Taltheilei assemblages (those closest to geological sources) consistently have the highest Diversity 

measure means, followed by the Central Mackenzie (both Taltheilei and Protohistoric Dené), and 

the lowest come from the Eastern Barrenlands (both Taltheilei and Protohistoric Dené). This 

pattern is not definitive because it was calculated using means, while the potential range of 

bootstrapped diversity values overlaps for all regions. However, when taken in conjunction with 

the observed number of taxa and assemblage sizes (the contributing factors to the calculation of 

Diversity statistics) for each region (see Section 7.5 - General Northern Dené Tradition Trends) 

they also follow this trend, although significant differences in different tool taxa between regions 

are largely absent, in part because of the relatively small sample size of these assemblages.  

The Inuit tradition appears to be primarily influenced by different factors. Path Distance is 

poorly correlated with Diversity. Instead, variation in assemblage composition and tool type 

prevalence appears to take the form of regional specialization that may be additionally influenced 

by temporal changes in trade network stability, raw material and alternative raw material 
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availability, and major population shifts. This finding, based largely on the statistically significant 

differences seen in the geographic and temporal comparisons of chronological regional 

assemblages, highlights the alternative hypothesis for variation in technological decision-making 

– that technological behaviors are influenced by localized needs, opportunities, and restrictions. 

Examples include the prevalence of copper in Adornment objects as well as being part of fishing 

systems in the Mackenzie Delta; the presence of unique objects in the raw material rich central 

regions; the concentration of needles in Amundsen Gulf; the prevalence of inset blades in eastern 

regions; and the increase of the related tool taxa of rivets and staples after the Thule-Inuit transition 

in central and eastern regions.  

At the same time, the Inuit tradition maintains a shared tradition in many aspects despite 

regional differences and temporal change. This includes a universal decline in production related 

objects after the Thule-Inuit transition and the relatively consistent presence of certain tool taxa, 

particularly some iconic Inuit objects such as Ulu and Harpoon Endblades. Likewise, Northern 

Dené tradition copper technology seems to be particularly resilient through time and somewhat 

inter-regionally cohesive despite the noted reductions in Diversity further away from geologic 

sources, evident in the lack of significant variation between most assemblages.  

This diversity of technological variation – negatively correlated Cost/Diversity, 

regional/temporal specialization, and technological persistence despite both systemic and localized 

influences – makes it difficult to highlight any one particular influence as governing technological 

variation in northern native copper technologies. In fact, the apparent presence of all of these 

patterns of variation in northern copper technologies suggests, as one might expect, that the 

influences governing the development of northern copper technologies are wide-ranging and 

complex, and include systemic limitations, local needs and opportunities, technological and 

cultural persistence, and individual innovation. 

8.2 Future Directions 

This research program began as an attempt to better understand variation in northern copper 

technologies by gathering and synthesizing large datasets of geographic and cultural data. In the 

initial conception, these were to include elevation, land cover, and hydrologic datasets of high 

resolution, comprehensive databases of well-dated archaeological sites with detailed information 

on artifact provenance and cultural context, and readily accessible and thoroughly documented and 
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defined assemblages of copper objects that were consistent in classification and terminology. On 

the contrary, the process of gathering, compiling, and rectifying the datasets that have contributed 

to this project over the course of the dissertation research has been a lesson in the complexity of 

the monumental task undertaken by collections and site data managers to organize, maintain, and 

make available artifact collections and artifact and site databases. A significantly large proportion 

of time and energy was spent on the construction of the site and artifact databases and the 

organization of sites and artifacts into meaningful categories reflective of meaningful variation in 

copper assemblages and chronological and spatial divisions of archaeological sites. 

Many decisions on data management and classification of both geospatial and 

archaeological data had to be made throughout the conception and construction of this analysis. 

Although I have approached these decisions using ethnographic and archaeological data to inform 

the choices that were made, they were not the only way of organizing this data. As this analysis 

forms the basis for further research, the fact that this is only one of many potential decision-making 

processes that underlies the observed patterning of technological behaviors should be highlighted. 

Building on the current outcomes could take multiple forms – both exploring further the patterning 

of technological behaviors noted here as well as evaluating and perfecting the methodology or 

alternative methodologies to identify potential alternate patterns of variation. 

8.2.1 Further Development of Path Distance model 

The goal of this model was to quantify cost to mobility, informed by real-world cultural 

and environmental variables, specifically at a continental scale in order to estimate provenance 

between far-flung source regions. This required a level of cultural and environmental abstraction 

that could be reduced by reducing the geographic and cultural scope of the model. Therefore, 

interpretation of these results must be limited to the parameters used to construct the model. 

However, the methodology used to construct the underlying cost surfaces can easily be scaled to 

address questions of a more limited geographic or cultural scope. 

A primary limitation of the Path Distance model was the geographic scope of the endeavor, 

from which a number of concessions in the model needed to be made. Because the model was 

designed on a continental scale, abstraction was necessary in the resolution of DEM and land cover 

datasets, in classifying land cover types, and in characterizing travel behavior cross culturally.  
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The construction of the model occurred just prior to the release of Version 1 of the 

ArcticDEM, a newly available, high resolution, and high latitude topographic dataset, in 2016 

(Porter et al. 2018), and therefore the highest quality of DEM data available now was not 

incorporated. Future versions of the model should be based around the ArcticDEM product or its 

successors. With a resolution of 2 meters, the ArcticDEM is more than sufficient to model human 

interaction with Arctic landscapes, using Path Distance or other geospatial analyses.  

Because the model was envisioned as a unified object at the continental scale, satellite 

derived land cover classes, including hydrology and sea ice, were classified into general categories 

that were deemed most applicable the majority of occurrences within the model. For example, 

areas classified as “Sparse Vegetation” and “Grassland” were assumed to be in large part 

permafrost in northern regions, and they were modeled as such to reflect seasonal effects of 

freeze/thaw cycles and their effect on movement. However, a model constructed on a more 

restricted geographic scale would have the potential to define these areas with more precision. This 

is potentially also compounded when different travel behaviors (walking, dogsledding, boat travel) 

were used to modify land cover resistance values. 

Only one iteration of each of the three versions of the model (Winter Travel, Summer 

Travel, and Dogsled) was used for the final analysis. Alternate models could be developed by 

systematically testing various combinations of land cover modifiers to test the consistency of 

generated path distance and least cost paths. In the winter models used, the combination of a 

relatively low resistance to travel speed across sea ice and frozen tundra (resulting from low slope 

and a low resistance modifier for open, frozen landscapes) and the expanses of relatively uniform 

land cover categories (again the open, frozen sea ice and tundra) generated radiating straight paths 

that met little resistance in unlikely travel corridors far from most archaeological remains or 

documented travel corridors. This is an example where further testing and modification of model 

parameters may incorporate greater realism into the analysis. Limitations in computing power 

made a systematic testing of these variables on the full expanse of the geospatial model unrealistic 

and manipulating land cover modifier values in smaller subsets of the geospatial model could not 

identify all possible areas of concern. Use of more powerful supercomputers in future versions of 

this research would allow for the rapid generation and testing of multiple large, high-resolution 

models. 
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Improvements to the model can take multiple forms depending on research priorities. All 

future versions should include the use of the Arctic DEM, a newly available, high resolution, and 

high latitude topographic dataset. Independent models targeted to simulate specific time periods, 

seasons, regions, modes of travel, geologic sources, and cultural groups would undoubtedly 

improve confidence in results when research addresses more restricted questions. This would allow 

for more realistic simulations based on more detailed and higher resolution environmental, 

archaeological, and ethnographic inputs. Least Cost Paths can also be compared to ethnographic 

examples of traditional travel corridors and variable inputs could be systematically altered to more 

closely approximate known paths, which may suggest motivations behind travel decision-making.  

The use of modern environmental data (sea ice, land cover, etc.) to recreate past 

environmental conditions remains an issue. A more targeted comparison of Dorset and Thule 

mobility would necessitate different environmental models to account for different ice conditions, 

tree lines, land cover distributions, etc. One unresolved issue with this would be the ability to 

acquire this data for past environments at a spatial resolution comparable to what is in the current 

model.  

Additional cultural variables could also be incorporated into the model, such as including 

networks connections between contemporaneous archaeological sites; weighting cultural 

preferences for dogsled, marine, or pedestrian travel; and modeling different boating technologies 

and practices. An exclusively marine model would also produce alternate results that would also 

have interpretive value. 

8.2.2 Further development of typology 

While examining the copper objects that are the basis for this research, a variety of trends 

among artifact forms became apparent. Many of these have been previously described in detail 

elsewhere, particularly obvious formal tool categories such as ulu, fishhooks, tanged knives, and 

harpoon endblades. Within these categories, however, significant variation exists that is sometimes 

recognized but largely remains unexamined. Unfortunately, exploring further variation beyond the 

broad categories as they were defined for this research was not within the scope of this project, 

although it remains a significant area where more can be accomplished.  

Some of this variation likely represents significant differences in the intended function of 

the object. For example, variation in objects in the Awl/Barb category may suggest more specific 
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functions for these seemingly multipurpose objects. Other differences may represent temporal 

change or restrictions on production choices such as low raw material availability. Others may 

simply be the result of variation among communities across the vast expanse of the north.  

One example not explored in this research illustrates the effect of temporal change. Change 

in ulu handle morphology to a “T” shape is noted in the historic period in the central Arctic 

(McGhee 1972). Reciprocal changes in blade form and the need for increased use of rivets, a 

pattern noted in this research, would also have changed concurrently with handle morphology, 

creating a distinctive material culture signature in later copper assemblages. Morphological 

variation also exists within earlier, larger ulu blades, with a spectrum from rectangular to triangular 

form.  

Formal projectile points, knives, and harpoon points are all recognizably distinct functional 

categories, but many of the copper blades incorporated in these forms are less distinctive when 

divorced from their hafting. Again, morphological variation in the placement and form of drilled 

holes, tangs, shoulder barbs, and blade shape can be compared to hafted examples to determine 

their intended function. 

One final example is distinguishing between expedient hafted blades and production waste. 

The use of small, flattened sheet fragments as end-slotted blades and side-slotted blades (and 

periodically as center-hafted shave blades) means that many objects labeled as “fragments” may 

have actually been curated blade blanks. The relative uniformity of thickness of these objects can 

be used along with the results of ongoing experimental work to distinguish expedient blades from 

amorphous production waste. For this research the difference was visually assessed to determine 

a cutoff of 2mm for the division between these, however a statistical analysis of the distribution of 

object thickness could potentially determine alternative cutoff points. Similarly, there may be an 

as yet unrecognized statistical distinction in measurements (for example a length to 

thickness/width ratio) between awls and needles other than a visual assessment. Other examples 

of variation also exist in fishhooks, adornment objects, needles, rivets, staples, and more unique 

objects such as adzes and large gaff hooks but haven’t been discussed in detail here. 

8.2.3 Future Directions in Analytical and Methodological Practices 

In order to address the issue of the archaeological invisibility of metals due to curation, and 

the complexity it adds to understanding copper technologies, pXRF analysis of objects associated 
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with copper could be expanded to systematically analyze blade slots, potential copper oxidation 

stains, and other instances with the potential for remnants of trace amounts of copper. As has been 

demonstrated during the screening of copper using pXRF for this study, this method has the 

potential to quantify individual instances of use of copper, even if the copper was removed, 

curated, and repurposed in a different context. Another methodological practice that can be 

employed to accumulate greater numbers of instances of the use of copper (and other metals) is 

utilizing metal detection survey, as was shown in Dorset context to be very successful on Little 

Cornwallis Island (Rast 1995; G. M. LeMoine 2005). Although if not employed systematically 

this has the potential to significantly skew the spatial and temporal distribution of data. Metal 

detection survey of previously excavated sites with known metal assemblages could demonstrate 

and potentially quantify inadvertent collection biases that impact the quantity and composition of 

metal assemblages. Finally, samples of native copper from geologic sources on Victoria Island and 

sources in the Coppermine Mountains have been analyzed using Laser Ablation Inductively 

Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) to determine if trace element and isotopic 

compositions are distinctive between sources (Pike et al. 2018). Although native copper has proven 

difficult to assess using methods for provenance analysis, there has not yet been sufficient 

investigation of Central Arctic sources to determine the utility of LA-ICP-MS for provenance in 

this context. 

8.2.4 The Social Role of Copper 

This research has demonstrated that Inuit and Dené interacted with copper in a variety of 

different ways apparent in the regional and chronological variability (and similarities) in Thule-

Inuit assemblages and the relative uniformity of Taltheilei-Dené copper technological systems 

through space and time. Unfortunately, the scope of this project was limiting in the potential to 

understand the social roles that copper played within the diversity of cultural contexts in which it 

is found. One aspect of the intersection of social roles and identities with copper technological 

systems is that of gender. This relationship has been explored in some cases already, including at 

Qariaraqyuk (PaJs-2) (Whitridge 2002) and Snare Lake (LbPg-8) (Andrews 1996; 1993). With the 

extensive ethnohistoric record of the Arctic and Subarctic and the diversity of known gendered 

objects (most notably, but not limited to, ulu and men’s knives in Inuit context). One potential 

region to explore this further would be Thule sites in Amundsen Gulf, which showed a 
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disproportionately high number of copper needles that would be used by women in the production 

of objects of hide or skin, including objects such as clothing, tents, and watercraft skins – an 

integral component within the Inupiat conception of hunting (Bodenhorn 1990; Chaussonnet 

1988), as well as an association with tattooing (Carrillo 2014), including the modern revival of 

Inuit women’s tattoos (Arnaquq-Baril n.d.; 2011). 

8.2.4.1 Preliminary Case Study: Qariaraqyuk 

Qariaraqyuk (PaJs-2), a uniquely extensive Thule whaling village on Somerset Island in 

the Central Arctic Archipelago, is the second largest (n=75) site-level copper assemblage in this 

analysis, which is significantly larger than other Thule sites outside the Coronation Gulf area 

(Morrison 1987b), “which is consistent with its exceptional size and whaling success” (Whitridge 

1999b, 259). Many of the copper objects from Qariaraqyuk were associated with 2 houses (38 and 

41) that were also identified as whaling households due to the high proportions of harvesting gear

related to whaling (large harpoon foreshafts and lanceheads, components of seal skin floats, and 

umiaq boat components) and high proportions of whalebone elements of higher prestige value 

(phalanx, caudal vertebrae, and radius/ulna). These households contained the vast majority of the 

native copper at the site (87%), including the only three examples of objects of adornment. When 

considered with the concentration and cooccurrence of other rare or exotic materials and the 

architectural complexity and location within the village of the structures, importing native copper 

from the Central Arctic is correlated with accumulating wealth, controlling trade (Burch 2006), 

and projecting social rank and prestige by umialiit (sing. – umialik)  – powerful whaling crew 

captains heading large extended families leveraging broader networks of interaction across the 

Thule world (Friesen 2012). At Qariaraqyuk, this included the use of copper (as an exotic material) 

in deliberately utilitarian functions and as objects of personal adornment. (Whitridge 1999b). 

Many of the copper objects from these two houses were also fragments found on or under 

the floors (Whitridge 1999a). In this analysis, the relative proportions of production related objects 

within regional assemblages are fairly evenly distributed interregionally. These proportions 

decrease after the Thule-Inuit transition, but remain evenly distributed interregionally. This can be 

interpreted as the production of copper objects being a universal component of copper 

technological practices as opposed to (or at the least in addition to) importing finished goods. 

When the assemblage at Qariaraqyuk is considered within this patterning, additional 
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interpretations can be made about the distribution of production related objects. Their 

concentration in houses associated with umialiit could mean that in addition to trade, production 

of copper objects was also an activity reserved for certain high-status individuals.  An alternate 

interpretation is that the greater number of fragments in umialiit contexts is proportional to the 

greater consumption of copper (i.e., everyone produces copper objects, but high-status individuals 

produce more objects and therefore more waste). Finally, a greater amount of waste material 

(inversely phrased as a lack of curation of material) may represent a form of conspicuous 

consumption that reinforced the projection of power and prestige through objects of adornment 

and use of exotic materials in utilitarian functions. Determining which of these interpretations is 

most plausible would require a more refined examination of the intrasite spatial patterning of 

production materials and formal tool types at Qariaraqyuk and other sites with larger copper 

assemblages.  

The role of prestige in the greater importation and consumption of copper at Qariaraqyuk 

is a factor within technological decision-making that was not accounted for within the modeling 

of the relationship between Acquisition Cost and Technological Diversity. The Qariaraqyuk 

assemblage is a significant influence on the results from the analysis that shows a positive 

correlation (the opposite of what was expected) between Cost and Diversity during the Thule 

period. An understanding of copper as a prestigious material, having the social and material means 

as an umialik to acquire it in greater amounts, and the benefit it would serve in projecting power 

and prestige and reinforcing social status would likely have a significant impact on cost-benefit 

considerations impacting technological decision-making. This example of social considerations in 

technological decision-making supports a reformulation of the hypothesized relationship between 

Acquisition Cost and Technological Diversity in some cases. In this instance at least, the social 

benefit of increased prestige serves to reduce the relative cost of acquisition of copper and therefore 

decisions made around its use – a process that may be evident in other contexts where technological 

systems involve prestigious materials. 

The example from Qariaraqyuk highlights the potential for future directions of this research 

in multiple respects. It is an example of the additional interpretive value of finer resolution 

examinations of select portions of the dataset with a better understanding of intrasite spatial and 

chronological patterning of the context of copper assemblages. At Qariaraqyuk, this enabled new 

questions to be asked about ways that social roles (such as social rank that is demonstrated and 
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reinforced through the use and control of prestigious materials) is enacted not only by the use of 

copper as trade item or object of adornment, but through the control, implementation, and public 

performance of the production process itself and has further implications for the social components 

of processes of technological innovation. In Northwestern North America, prestige has also been 

associated with the control of native copper sources and trade networks among the Ahtna (Dené) 

of the Western Subarctic (Cooper 2012) and as a marker of wealth (Ames 2005; Blake 2004; 

Mitchell 1971) and possibly prestige (G. Hunt 2015) in the Marpole Phase (2000-1100 BCE) of 

the Salish Sea region on the Northwest Coast (more widely known for large “Coppers” of 

European trade copper among Coast Salish People during the period of European Contact (Jopling 

1989). These varied contexts have the potential to cross-culturally explore different ways that 

prestige was enacted through copper metallurgy.  

Similar analyses at other significant sites with large copper assemblages may reveal 

different social forces at play in different contexts. The Thule site of Bloody Falls (MkPk-3), as 

the largest reported copper assemblage by count of the Central Arctic or Western Subarctic 

(n=249), is just a short distance from the Coppermine Mountain sources. It therefore has 

significantly reduced cost associated with acquiring copper. Here there are a significantly high 

(n=65) number of awls / barbs (there are also n=10 awls / barbs at the nearby Thule site of Clachan 

– NaPi-2), likely due in large part to the availability of fishing using kakivak (leister spears) that 

have been found with copper barbs. In the early 20th century, Inuinnait of the Central Arctic 

restricted the manufacture and maintenance of certain equipment to hannavik (specialized 

locations away from both the river and their encampment) while at a fishing camp during the fall 

spawning run of Arctic Char. This prohibition including copper-working, shown by the 

manufacture of what appears to be a curved kakivak barb by an Inuinnaq, as documented by John 

Ruggles in 1916 (see Figure 3-2). This social restriction that would have a significant influence on 

the distribution of copper artifacts within a similar archaeological context. 

8.2.5 Culture Contact, Cross-Cultural Comparisons, Technological Choice and 

Transition 

There are a number of other broad contexts that could be incorporated into this dataset and 

have a similar methodology applied. Copper assemblages from across the Western Subarctic, as 

well as coastal Alaska and Northwest Coast, originate in copper sources in the Wrangell and St. 
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Elias Mountains and have already been assessed for Acquisition Cost using the same Path Distance 

model used in this research (Pike, Cooper, and Hunt 2019) and has a comparable geographic and 

temporal scope of copper assemblages (Cooper 2007; 2012) that could be quantified using 

Technological Diversity measures as well. The Western and Central Subarctic Dené subsets of 

both the Central Arctic and Western Subarctic databases could also be compared to assess 

technological similarities and differences from either side of the Mackenzie River (MacKay and 

Andrews 2016; Wright 1995) among these two broader Dené traditions. 

This research was limited to only native copper, however northern metallurgical traditions 

had potential access to multiple sources of different metals over the course of the last 2000 years 

prior to the influx of post-Norse European metals (Cooper 2016)(see Figure 3-1). In the Eastern 

Arctic, between the Central Arctic copper sources and the Cape York meteoritic iron source in 

Northern Greenland, it is not uncommon for both native copper and meteoritic iron to be present 

within contemporaneous assemblages at Thule sites. In some cases smelted Norse metals are also 

present in assemblages and are available as a third potential source. Technological choices 

regarding the consumption of different available metals will include assessments of functional 

capabilities, symbolic relationships, rarity or ease of access, social identities including gender and 

rank, and a myriad of other considerations. These other metals that could be incorporated into a 

broader analysis, including meteoritic iron, Norse trade metals, and Western Subarctic copper (as 

well as later European trade metals) all overlap to some extent with the distribution of Central 

Arctic copper. 

Again, the metal assemblage at the large Thule whaling village of Qariaraqyuk (PaJs-2) is 

a good example to explore further. Whitridge (2002) presents a comprehensive examination of 

copper and iron consumption at Qariaraqyuk that intersects with gender through symbolic color 

associations (copper – red – women / iron – white – men) and functional capabilities and tasks 

(iron holds a better edge and is suited for manufacturing tasks with harder materials, while the 

plasticity of copper suits it for rivets and hunting implements and tasks involving softer organics 

like hide). Iron and copper are also unevenly distributed among households by quantity and by 

material. Greater occurrences of copper in two individual households were already associated with 

the social production and reinforcement of prestige within the umialiit system (Whitridge 1999b), 

but a third house (33) has a disproportionately high amount of iron and is the only house without 

copper. A fourth house (29) is distinctive in many respects. It is spatially segregated from other 
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houses associated with qariyit (ritual, communal, festival structures– sing. qargi), is relatively 

simple in architecture suggesting less permanence of residence, is unique in its lack of whaling 

equipment, has a high proportion of objects of ritual paraphernalia, and although it is metal-poor, 

has two of the three total specimens of Norse trade metal. “The occupants of House 29 appear to 

have access to esoteric domains of ritual and geographic knowledge” (Whitridge 2002, 190), which 

included access to Norse trade metals.. 

In addition to technological decision-making regarding metal, an analysis of copper within 

the larger context of trade and exchange of regionally variable, locally available materials across 

the Thule-Inuit Interaction (Friesen 2012) would address similar questions about material choice. 

How are these different materials (wood, ivory, bone, slate, etc.) incorporated into similar 

technological systems, and what can that say about the balancing of the rarity (greater cost) and 

functionality and physical properties of different materials in decisions about what material to use 

and when? The impacts of culture contact on metallurgical technologies can also be examined in 

greater depth. Contact between early Thule migrants and Late Dorset near Victoria Island copper 

sources (Friesen 2004), interactions between Thule, Dorset, and Norse (Hayeur Smith, Smith, and 

Nilsen 2018; Appelt and Gulløv 2009; Park 2008; Sutherland 2000), interaction between 

Taltheilei/Dené and Thule/Inuit, as well as the innovation in metallurgical technologies that 

occurred with the influx of post-Norse European trade metals. The incorporation of European trade 

metals into Indigenous technological systems was excluded from this current research but is a 

logical expansion to make. 

8.3 Future Collaboration 

There are many possible ways to move forward with research into copper technological 

systems of the North American Arctic and Central Subarctic, only some of them mentioned in the 

previous section. Further research must also be driven by the priorities of Inuinnait and other 

descendant communities. Collaboration is ongoing with Pitquhirnikkut Ilihautiniq / Kitikmeot 

Heritage Society to incorporate this research into a digital atlas that will be accessible on the 

internet for Inuinnait and other Inuit communities to access, explore, and ideally in the future 

interact with and comment on. Increasing accessibility to culturally significant material culture, 

information, and knowledge is an important component of digital strategies at Pitquhirnikkut 

Ilihautiniq / Kitikmeot Heritage Society (PI/KHS)  (Pitquhirnikkut Ilihautiniq / Kitikmeot Heritage 
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Society 2020a) and acts as a form of ‘digital return’ that falls short of physical repatriation of 

materials but increases access to important cultural objects and knowledge, begins or strengthens 

a collaborative relationship between museums and Indigenous heritage institutions like PI/KHS, 

and is an implementable solution in light of the much larger, more complex, and more expensive 

obstacles to the repatriation of objects and whole collections to Inuit and Dené communities (see 

Keith et al. 2019 for a detailed discussion of the history and development of the practice of “digital 

return” and Inuit communities). Initially this digital atlas will be focused on Inuinnait ethnographic 

collections with the addition of Inuinnait and Thule archaeological copper. This serves as a flexible 

foundation that can be modified to form the basis of other digital atlases more specifically focused 

on archaeological material culture of the Inuinnait or on archaeological copper cross-culturally, 

including Taltheilei, Dené, Dorset, Thule, and the broader Inuit world. It is my hope that the 

creation of this atlas, as well as the larger research project, will serve as a foundation for further 

copper research that is driven by community research priorities. 
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Midwest Archaeological Conference, University of Illinois, Champaign, IL on October 3rd, 2014. 

 

Recent Synergistic Activities and Collaborative Research Projects 

National Science Foundation Division of Polar Programs: Prehistoric Native Copper Technology in 

Northwest North America: Innovation, Diffusion, and Heritage, Cooper (PI), $512,950 awarded: 

NSF Proposal # 1108250. 

 

National Endowment for the Humanities Collaborative Research Grant: Mississippian Social 

Movements, Warfare & Climate Change: An Archaeological Investigation of the Lawrenz Gun 

Club Site, Wilson (PI) and G.William Monaghan (co-PI), $199,181 requested; currently under 

review, NEH Proposal #11278234. 

 
National Science Foundation Research Experiences for Undergraduates (REU): 

Multidisciplinary Training for Students in Environmental and Social Sciences through 

Archaeological Research, Wilson (PI) and G.William Monaghan (co-PI), $267,205 awarded; NSF 

Proposal #1262530. 

 
In the Footsteps of Glenn A. Black: Multidisciplinary Research at Angel Mounds (12Vg1). 

Initiated in the summer of 2011, this research project and field school at Angel Mounds provides 

students instruction in archaeological, geoarchaeological and geophysical field methods, as well as 

training in laboratory analyses and curation. 

 
National Endowment for the Humanities: Institute on Digital Archaeology Method and Practice. 

Ethan Waltrall and Lynne Goldstein (Co-PIs). Michigan State University’s Department of 

Anthropology and MATRIX: The Center for Digital Humanities and Social Sciences. Training in key 

digital methods and challenge them to envision, build, and deploy a digital archaeological project over 

the course of the institute. 

 

Research Experience 

Research Appointments 

Graduate Research Assistant 

Department of Anthropology - Purdue University 

(F) 2015 - (S) 2017 

Graduate Research Assistant 
Department of Anthropology - Purdue University 

(F) 2012 - (S) 2014 
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Laboratory Analysis 

Portable X-Ray Fluorescence 

Copper objects from across Arctic and Subarctic, Canada 

Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre, Yellowknife, NWT & Canadian Museum of 

History, Gatineau, Quebec 

2014-15 

Ceramic Analysis 

Select ceramic assemblages from Angel Mounds State Historic Site 

Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology, Bloomington, IN 

2012 

 

Geophysical Survey and Excavation 

Magnetic Gradiometry / Electrical Resistivity / Ground Penetrating Radar 

Lawrenz Gun Club Site 

Magnetic Gradiometry 

Indiana University-Purdue University-Indianapolis Field School and NSF Research 

Experience for Undergraduates - Cass County, IL 

2011-15 

Morton Site (Geophysical Survey Only) 

Magnetic Gradiometry 

Dickson Mounds – Illinois State Museum – Fulton County, IL 

2014 

C.W. Cooper Site (Geophysical Survey Only) 

Magnetic Gradiometry 

Living with War: The Impacts of Chronic Violence on Everyday Life in the Central 

Illinois River Valley – UC Santa Barbara – Fulton County, IL 

2014 

Angel Mounds State Historic Site 

Magnetic Gradiometry / Electrical Resistivity 

Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology and Indiana University-Purdue University- 

Indianapolis Field School - Evansville, IN 

2011-13 

Thomas Jefferson’s Monticello (Geophysical Survey Only) 

Magnetic Gradiometry / Electrical Resistivity 

Department of Archaeology of the Thomas Jefferson Foundation at Monticello – Glenn 

A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology - Charlottesville, VA 

2012 

German Ridge Heritage Project 

Magnetic Gradiometry / Electrical Resistivity 

Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology Field School - Hoosier National Forest – Tell 

City, IN 

2012 

Mt. Pleasant Indian Industrial Boarding School 

Magnetic Gradiometry / Electrical Resistivity / Ground Penetrating Radar 

Central Michigan University / Saginaw Chippewa Field School – McCullough 

Archaeological Services – Mt. Pleasant, MI 

2012 

 

Field School 

Chau Hiix Archaeological Project 
Indiana University Field School – Crooked Tree, Belize – Anne Pyburn, Director 

2003 
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Technical Expertise 

Geographic Information Systems 

Magnetic Gradiometry 

Electrical Resistivity  

Portable X-Ray Fluorescence 

Teaching Experience 

Teaching Appointments 
 

Online Instructor 

Department of Anthropology - Purdue University 

2020 

Graduate Teaching Assistant 

Department of Anthropology - Purdue University 

2017 - 2020 

Instructor 

Department of Anthropology - Purdue University 

2017 

Associate Faculty 2017 

Department of Applied Anthropology - Indiana University-Purdue University- 

Indianapolis 

Graduate Teaching Assistant 

Department of Anthropology - Purdue University 

2014 - 2015 

Instructor 
Department of Anthropology - Purdue University 

2014 

 

Undergraduate Teaching Experience 
 

Purdue University 
 

Technology and Culture (Online) – ANTH 210 2020 

Introduction to Anthropology – ANTH 100 (TA – 3 sections) 2020 

Introduction to Biological Anthropology and Human Evolution – ANTH 204 (TA – 3 

sections) 

2019 

Human Cultural Diversity – ANTH 205 (TA – 2 sections) 2019 

(Student Evaluations [n = 12]: Q5 = 4.2, Q6 = 4.6, Q7 = 4.5, Q8 = 4.9, Q9 = 4.6, Q10 = 4.5, Q11 = 4.6, Q12 = 3.5, Q13 = 4.1) 

(Student Evaluations [n = 10]: Q5 = 4.1, Q6 = 4.3, Q7 = 4.5, Q8 = 4.9, Q9 = 4.5, Q10 = 4.5, Q11 = 4.7, Q12 = 3.8, Q13 = 4.2) 

(Student Evaluations [n = 15]: Q5 = 4.8, Q6 = 4.8, Q7 = 4.6, Q8 = 4.8, Q9 = 4.6, Q10 = 4.4, Q11 = 4.7, Q12 = 4.2, Q13 = 4.6) 

Technology and Culture – ANTH 210 (TA) 2019 

Introduction to Biological Anthropology and Human Evolution – ANTH 204 (TA – 3 

sections) 

2018 

(Student Evaluations [n = 8]: Q5 = 4.5, Q6 = 4.7, Q7 = 4.7, Q8 = 5.0, Q9 = 4.7, Q10 = 4.7, Q11 = 4.7, Q12 = 4.3, Q13 = 4.8) 

(Student Evaluations [n = 3]: Q5 = 4.0, Q6 = 4.3, Q7 = 4.0, Q8 = 4.3, Q9 = 4.0, Q10 = 3.8, Q11 = 4.3, Q12 = 3.8, Q13 = 4.0) 

(Student Evaluations [n = 8]: Q5 = 4.0, Q6 = 4.3, Q7 = 4.5, Q8 = 4.5, Q9 = 4.3, Q10 = 4.3, Q11 = 4.3, Q12 = 3.1, Q13 = 4.3) 

Introduction to Biological Anthropology and Human Evolution – ANTH 204 (TA – 3 

sections) 

2018 

(Student Evaluations [n = 10]: Q5 = 4.7, Q6 = 4.3, Q7 = 4.9, Q8 = 4.9, Q9 = 4.5, Q10 = 4.5, Q11 = 4.8, Q12 = 4.7, Q13 = 4.7) 

(Student Evaluations [n = 4]: Q5 = 4.5, Q6 = 4.8, Q7 = 4.8, Q8 = 4.8, Q9 = 4.0, Q10 = 4.5, Q11 = 4.8, Q12 = 4.5, Q13 = 4.2) 

(Student Evaluations [n = 5]: Q5 = 5.0, Q6 = 4.9, Q7 = 4.7, Q8 = 5.0, Q9 = 4.7, Q10 = 4.7, Q11 = 4.7, Q12 = 4.7, Q13 = 4.7) 
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Human Cultural Diversity – ANTH 205 (TA – 3 sections) 2017 

(Student Evaluations [n = 12]: Q5 = 4.3, Q6 = 4.6, Q7 = 4.6, Q8 = 4.6, Q9 = 4.6, Q10 = 4.8, Q11 = 4.6, Q12 = 4.8, Q13 = 4.9) 

(Student Evaluations [n = 10]: Q5 = 4.0, Q6 = 4.3, Q7 = 4.1, Q8 = 4.6, Q9 = 4.4, Q10 = 4.4, Q11 = 4.1, Q12 = 4.6, Q13 = 4.6) 

(Student Evaluations [n = 14]: Q5 = 4.2, Q6 = 4.6, Q7 = 4.5, Q8 = 4.4, Q9 = 4.6, Q10 = 4.7, Q11 = 4.8, Q12 = 4.8, Q13 = 4.7) 

Technology and Culture – ANTH 210 2017 

(Student Evaluations [n = 4]: Q5 = 4.0, Q6 = 4.2, Q7 = 4.8, Q8 = 4.8, Q9 = 4.8, Q10 = 4.8, Q11 = 4.0, Q12 = 4.5, Q13 = 4.5, Q14 

= 4.8, Q15 = 4.5, Q16 = 4.8, Q17 = 4.8, Q18 = 4.8) 

Introduction to Archaeology and World Prehistory – ANTH 201 (TA) 2015 

Native American Culture – ANTH 379 (TA) 2015 

Technology and Culture – ANTH 210 2014 

(Student Evaluations [n = 5]: Q5 = 4.1, Q6 = 4.9, Q7 = 4.9, Q8 = 4.3, Q9 = 4.7, Q10 = 4.9, Q11 = 5.0)  

Indiana University-Purdue University-Indianapolis 
 

Human Origins and Prehistory – ANTH 103 2017 

 

Field School Training Experience (including Geophysical Survey Methods) 

Cumulative Field School Training Experience: 

8 months, 1 week (plus 4 months, 2 weeks advising post-field student research) 

Lawrenz Gun Club Site (Cass County, IL) 

 

Graduate Mentor 

National Science Foundation Research Experiences for Undergraduates (REU): 

Multidisciplinary Training for Students in Environmental and Social Sciences through 

Archaeological Research, concurrent plus 6 weeks advising research projects 

2015 

Instructor 

Indiana University-Purdue University-Indianapolis Field School, 6 weeks 
2015 

Graduate Mentor 

National Science Foundation Research Experiences for Undergraduates (REU): 

Multidisciplinary Training for Students in Environmental and Social Sciences through 

Archaeological Research, concurrent plus 6 weeks advising research projects 

2014 

Instructor 

Indiana University-Purdue University-Indianapolis Field School, 6 weeks 
2014 

Angel Mounds State Historic Site (Evansville, IN)  

Graduate Mentor 

National Science Foundation Research Experiences for Undergraduates (REU): 

Multidisciplinary Training for Students in Environmental and Social Sciences through 

Archaeological Research, concurrent plus 6 weeks advising research projects 

2013 

Instructor 

Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology and Indiana University-Purdue University- 

Indianapolis Field School, 6 weeks 

2013 

Instructor 

Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology and Indiana University-Purdue University- 

Indianapolis Field School, 6 weeks 

2012 
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Instructor 

Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology and Indiana University-Purdue University- 

Indianapolis Field School, 6 weeks 

2011 

Mt. Pleasant Indian Industrial Boarding School (Mt. Pleasant, MI)  

Instructor 

Mt. Pleasant Indian Industrial Boarding School Central Michigan University / Saginaw 

Chippewa Field School – McCullough Archaeological Services, 2 weeks 

2012 

German Ridge - Hoosier National Forest (Tell City, IN)  

Instructor 

German Ridge Heritage Project - Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology Field School, 1 

week 

2012 

 

Continuing Education Training 
 

Geophysical Training & Consultation 

Training session & geophysical research with Dr. Greg Wilson and his graduate students 

from the University of California at the C.W. Cooper site. July, C.W. Cooper Site (Fulton 

County, IL) 

2013 

 
Geophysical Training & Consultation 

Training session & geophysical research with Dr. Mike Conner and staff from the Illinois State 

Museum at the Morton site. March, Morton Site (Fulton County, IL) 

2013 

 

Invited Guest Lectures 
 

Copper-working as Experimental Archaeology 

Indiana University East - Experimental Archaeology (Anth P210), 17 Oct 

2019 

Developing Your Thesis – Geophysical Survey at Angel Mounds and Cost Distance 

Modeling of Copper Acquisition 

Indiana University-Purdue University-Indianapolis; IUPUI Anthropology Club, 15 Oct 

2015 

Copper Technologies of the North 
Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre – Yellowknife, NWT, Canada; 4 Sept 

2014 

Outreach and Copper Workshops in Northern Indigenous Communities 

Hands-on Copper Working – Northern Copper Technology 
 

Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre – Yellowknife, NWT, Canada, 7 Sept 2014 

Kwanlin Dün Cultural Centre – Whitehorse, Yukon, Canada, 7-8 May 2016 

Community Dialogue on Copper Artifacts and Hands-on Copper Working  

Pitquhirnikkut Ilihautiniq (Kitikmeot Heritage Society)– Cambridge Bay, Nunavut, Canada, 7 

Nov 

2017 

Kugluktuk Visitor Heritage Centre/Elders Centre – Kugluktuk, Nunavut, Canada 9-10 Nov 2017 
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Departmental Talks 
 

Continuity and Change: Indigenous Copper Technology in the Arctic and Central 

Subarctic 

Archaeology of North America (Anth 313), Purdue University, 10 Oct 

2019 

Modeling Technological Complexity - Innovation in Indigenous Northern Copper 

Technologies 

Archaeology and Material Science (Anth 589), Purdue University, 26 Oct 

2017 

Archaeological Field Methods 

Introduction to Archaeology and World Prehistory (Anth 201), Purdue University, 29/31 Sept 

2017 

Modeling Technological Complexity - Innovation in Indigenous Northern Copper 

Technologies 
Purdue Anthropology Department Brown Bag Lecture Series, 12 Nov 

2015 

Cost Distance and Least Cost Path Analysis in the Social Sciences 

GIS for Humanities and Social Science Research (Anth 592), Purdue University, 10 Nov 

2015 

Angel Mounds and Southern Indiana Chronology 

Archaeology of North America (Anth 313), Purdue University, 27 Mar 

2014 

Complexity in the Eastern Woodlands / Remote Sensing at Lawrenz Gun Club 
Introduction to Archaeology and World Prehistory (Anth 201), Purdue University, 17 Nov 

2014 

Museum and Non-Traditional Teaching Experience 

Museum Education Specialist Indiana State Museum (Indiana DNR) 2007-11 

Gallery Interpreter Children’s Museum of Indianapolis 2006-07 

Sailing Apprentice/Educator Hudson River Sloop Clearwater 2005 

 

Professional Field Experience 
 

Cumulative Professional Field Experience: 20 months, 2 weeks 
 

Cardno 

Bethel Cemetery Relocation Project – IN – Ryan Peterson, Principal Investigator – 8 weeks 

2018 

AMEC Earth and Environmental 

Dixie Dr. Interchange, UDOT Ph. III mitigation – UT – Sonia Hutmacker, Principal 

Investigator; John Hunter, Field Supervisor – 5 weeks 

2010 

J.M. Waller & Assoc. 

Camp Atterbury JMTC – IN – Karsten Carmany-George (IDNR), Cultural Resource Manager – 7 

months 

2009 

ICI Services 

Fort Knox Survey – KY – Jim Pritchard (Brockington & Assoc.), Principal Investigator – 2 

weeks 

2009 

Hardlines Design Company 

Army Corps of Engineers Westhill Dam and Westville Lake Survey – MA – Andrew Sewell, 

Principal Investigator – 1 month 

2009 

AMEC Earth and Environmental 

Camp Atterbury JMTC Survey – IN – Heather Childers, Principal Investigator – 2 weeks 

2009 
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West Virginia National Guard Survey – WV – Wayna Roach, Principal Investigator – 1 week  

Arnold Air Force Base Survey – TN – Mark Wompler, Principal Investigator – 2 months  

REX Pipeline – MO – Ph. III Mitigation – Nathan Scholl, Principal Investigator – 2 months  

Indiana DNR, Indiana State Museum 

Yankeetown Dig – IN – Rex Garniewicz, Director – 3 days 

2008 

USDA, National Forest Service 
Hoosier National Forest – IN – Angie Krieger, Director – 4 months 

2003 

 
Departmental, College, University, Community, or National Service 
 

Campus Representative - Purdue 

Society for American Archaeology Student Affairs Committee 

2014 - 2015 

Interviewee 

Character on Episode 5: “The Science of Archaeology” for the PBS series entitled 

America from the Ground Up that featured the 2013 NSF REU investigations at Angel 

Mounds State Historic Site. 

2014 

Invited Panelist 

Careers in Archaeology Panel, A412 Anthropology Senior Capstone, IUPUI. 13 

April 

2017 

Honors Contract Development 
A103 Human Origins and Prehistory, IUPUI 

2017 

 
Graduate Mentor and Application Reviewer 

National Science Foundation Research Experiences for Undergraduates (REU): 

Multidisciplinary Training for Students in Environmental and Social Sciences 

through Archaeological Research 

2015 

Develop and teach K-8 Lecture series (biannual) 

‘Archaeology in the Classroom’ Introduction to Archaeology, St. Thomas Aquinas 

Grade School, Indianapolis, IN 

2009 - present 

Graduate Student Interviewer 

Purdue University Anthropology Department New Hire searches 

2014-2016 

Graduate Student Ambassador 
Meetings with potential graduate students, Purdue University 

2014 

 

Membership in Professional Organizations 
 

Canadian Archaeological Association 2015-present 

Alaskan Anthropological Association 2014-present 

Midwest Archaeological Conference 2010-present 

Society for American Archaeology 2010-present 
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Collaborators 

Recent Research/Publications 
 

H. Kory Cooper, Anthropology, Purdue University 

Jeremy J. Wilson, Anthropology, Indiana University-Purdue University-Indianapolis 

G. William Monaghan, Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology, Indiana University 

R. Jeff Speakman, Director, Center for Applied Isotope Studies, University of 

Georgia Gregory Wilson, Dept. of Anthropology, University of California-Santa 

Barbara Amber VanDerwarker, Dept. of Anthropology, University of California-

Santa Barbara Michael D. Conner, Assoc. Curator of Anthropology, Dickson 

Mounds Museum 

Anthony Krus, Assistant Professor of Anthropology and Sociology, University of South Dakota 

Mark Schurr, Professor of Anthropology, University of Notre Dame 

Ed Hermann, Director of the Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Indiana University 

Garret Hunt, Project Archaeologist, Fischer Archaeological Consulting 

Graduate Advisors: 

H. Kory Cooper, Anthropology, Purdue 

University Ian Lindsay, Anthropology, Purdue 

University Laura Zanotti, Anthropology, 

Purdue University 

Thomas Andrews, Department of Archaeology and Anthropology, University of Saskatchewan 

Erik Otarollo-Castillo, Anthropology, Purdue Univeristy 

Jeremy J. Wilson, Anthropology, Indiana University-Purdue University-Indianapolis 

G. William Monaghan, Indiana Geological Survey, Indiana University 

Larry J. Zimmerman, Anthropology, Indiana University-Purdue University-Indianapolis 
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APPENDIX A. PXRF DATA 

The following table contains the elemental composition data collected using pXRF from collections at Prince of Wales Northern 

Heritage Centre and the Canadian Museum of History. Values presented here are calculated from raw counts from individual pXRF 

spectra for the 13 elements listed and are normalized to 100%. 

Sample MnKa1 FeKa1 CoKa1 NiKa1 CuKa1 ZnKb1 AsKb1 PbLb1 BiLb1 AgKa1 CdKa1 SnKa1 SbKa1 

2003.18.2 dl 0.0500 dl dl 99.6851 dl dl 0.1505 dl dl 0.1139 0.0006 dl 

2010.12.123 

geological 

sample  

dl 0.1786 dl dl 99.5529 dl 0.0613 0.0435 dl 0.0274 0.0987 0.0375 dl 

973.10.191 

geological slab - 

PWNHC 

dl 0.4941 dl dl 99.2655 dl dl 0.1251 dl dl 0.0929 0.0224 dl 

973.10.321 

geological 

sample 

dl 0.3017 dl dl 99.3454 dl 0.1691 dl dl dl 0.0594 0.0904 0.0340 

973.10.5 dl 0.2048 dl dl 99.5518 dl 0.0203 0.0959 dl dl 0.0977 0.0294 dl 

974.1.113 dl 0.1102 dl dl 99.4079 dl 0.2201 dl 0.0138 0.0342 0.0566 0.1081 0.0491 

974.1.19 blade dl 0.1041 dl dl 99.6646 dl dl 0.1095 dl dl 0.1021 0.0197 dl 

974.1.45 dl 0.1557 dl dl 99.5503 dl 0.0319 0.0932 dl 0.0351 0.0818 0.0520 dl 

974.1.46 dl 0.1911 dl dl 99.5602 dl 0.0121 0.1109 dl dl 0.0909 0.0348 dl 

974.1.47 dl 0.1818 dl 0.0048 99.5571 dl 0.0103 0.1233 dl dl 0.0951 0.0277 dl 

974.1.67 dl 0.2056 dl dl 99.5694 dl 0.0401 0.0624 dl dl 0.0989 0.0237 dl 

974.14.29 loose 

staple 
dl 3.7022 0.1284 0.0917 94.4730 0.0287 0.4370 dl 0.2050 0.1763 0.1321 0.3393 0.2863 

976.4.1 dl 1.4693 0.0307 dl 98.2410 dl dl 0.1362 dl dl 0.0902 0.0326 dl 

977.16.85 dl 0.0611 dl dl 99.6607 dl dl 0.1601 dl dl 0.1148 0.0033 dl 

978.43.1 typical 

geological 

sample 

dl 0.1267 dl dl 99.6227 dl 0.0054 0.1166 dl dl 0.0830 0.0456 dl 

980.44.1 dl 0.1501 dl dl 99.5952 dl dl 0.1348 dl dl 0.1067 0.0133 dl 

982.95.1 

arsenical copper 

blade 

dl 0.1610 dl dl 99.4155 dl 0.3053 dl dl dl 0.0979 0.0204 dl 
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Sample MnKa1 FeKa1 CoKa1 NiKa1 CuKa1 ZnKb1 AsKb1 PbLb1 BiLb1 AgKa1 CdKa1 SnKa1 SbKa1 

983.69.14 dl 0.2988 dl dl 99.3547 dl 0.0702 0.0941 dl dl 0.0708 0.0833 0.0280 

984.6.12 dl 0.0563 dl dl 99.6893 dl dl 0.1365 dl dl 0.1104 0.0074 dl 

984.6.14 dl 0.3254 dl dl 99.4458 dl 0.0346 0.0681 dl dl 0.1025 0.0236 dl 

989.94.17 Ingot dl 0.2083 dl dl 99.5285 dl dl 0.1374 dl dl 0.1113 0.0144 dl 

989.94.17 Nat Cu 

frag 1 
dl 0.5236 dl dl 99.2353 dl dl 0.1275 dl dl 0.1009 0.0127 dl 

989.94.17 Nat Cu 

frag 2 
dl 0.7808 0.0044 dl 98.9452 dl dl 0.1409 dl dl 0.1028 0.0259 dl 

989.94.17 Nat Cu 

frag 3 
dl 1.1833 0.0225 dl 98.5379 dl dl 0.1314 dl dl 0.1001 0.0248 dl 

991.45.1 dl 0.9226 0.0066 dl 98.7898 0.0109 dl 0.1407 dl dl 0.1002 0.0292 dl 

996.8.202 dl 0.3210 dl dl 99.4243 dl dl 0.1360 dl dl 0.1072 0.0115 dl 

996.8.210B dl 3.0645 0.1055 dl 96.5641 dl dl 0.1389 dl dl 0.0827 0.0443 dl 

996.8.210C dl 0.3589 dl dl 99.3606 dl 0.0548 0.0889 dl dl 0.0830 0.0538 dl 

996.8.210D dl 0.1859 dl dl 99.3728 dl dl 0.3168 dl dl 0.0925 0.0319 dl 

996.8.210E 0.0900 0.4641 dl dl 99.0417 dl dl 0.2772 dl dl 0.1038 0.0232 dl 

996.8.210F dl 0.3134 dl dl 99.4416 dl dl 0.1197 dl dl 0.1084 0.0169 dl 

996.8.210G dl 0.1497 dl dl 99.5481 dl dl 0.1772 dl dl 0.1202 0.0049 dl 

996.8.211 second 

tine 
dl 0.0937 dl dl 99.6560 dl dl 0.1260 dl dl 0.1179 0.0063 dl 

996.8.211 dl 0.3996 dl dl 99.3665 dl dl 0.1196 dl dl 0.0979 0.0165 dl 

997.11.1 possible 
sheet copper 

0.0044 0.3070 dl dl 99.4494 dl 0.1073 0.0048 dl dl 0.0767 0.0503 dl 

998.19.3 dl 0.1284 dl dl 99.6000 dl dl 0.1455 dl dl 0.1117 0.0143 dl 

IX-C 4365 

historic copper 
dl 1.1430 0.0461 dl 74.7703 17.6910 0.3232 5.3019 0.1467 0.1021 0.0925 0.3704 0.0130 

IX-C 4697A dl 0.3595 dl 0.0327 99.2029 0.0372 0.2327 dl 0.0048 dl 0.1070 0.0232 dl 

IX-C 4697B dl 0.1443 dl 0.0328 99.0575 0.0375 0.4388 dl 0.1374 0.0180 0.0911 0.0426 dl 

IX-C 4697C dl 0.2046 dl 0.0383 99.3331 0.0282 0.2417 dl 0.0304 dl 0.1029 0.0207 dl 

IX-C 6181 dl 1.1201 0.0258 dl 97.8216 0.0294 0.4490 dl 0.1169 0.0688 0.0455 0.1980 0.1248 

IX-C 6376 

historic nail 
dl 0.1379 dl 0.0113 98.4192 0.0359 0.3764 0.5954 0.2195 0.0221 0.0782 0.0800 0.0242 

IX-C 6997 dl 0.6162 dl dl 99.0275 0.0374 0.0405 0.0911 dl dl 0.0697 0.0898 0.0277 

IX-D 154 dl 1.8735 0.0498 dl 97.4782 0.0363 0.4236 dl dl dl 0.0795 0.0591 dl 
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Sample MnKa1 FeKa1 CoKa1 NiKa1 CuKa1 ZnKb1 AsKb1 PbLb1 BiLb1 AgKa1 CdKa1 SnKa1 SbKa1 

JaUn-4 27 0.0426 0.6527 dl dl 98.8803 0.1315 0.1063 0.0233 dl dl 0.0728 0.0791 0.0114 

JbUf-2 29 dl 0.3112 dl 0.0613 99.1357 0.1184 0.2316 dl dl 0.0062 0.1043 0.0312 dl 

JbUn-1 1 dl 0.1813 dl dl 99.5420 0.0303 dl 0.1259 dl dl 0.1021 0.0185 dl 

JcDe-6 602 dl 5.7584 0.2110 0.0089 70.3268 11.9309 0.1021 11.2154 dl 0.2090 0.0413 0.1437 0.0525 

JcDe-6 715 dl 1.4887 0.0571 dl 69.9867 17.2061 0.2201 9.4286 0.0017 0.1322 0.0506 1.4007 0.0276 

JcDe-6 898 dl 3.3675 0.1370 dl 77.3700 8.4970 0.3026 5.5719 0.0799 0.2242 0.0451 4.3107 0.0939 

JcDe-6 903 dl 2.8726 0.1176 0.0338 74.4102 9.3661 0.3730 5.1425 0.1016 0.2324 0.0423 7.1660 0.1418 

JcUj-12 341 dl 2.0004 0.0596 dl 97.5677 0.0702 0.0427 0.0946 dl 0.0114 0.0632 0.0811 0.0091 

JcUw-3 2 dl 0.1378 dl dl 99.5513 0.0564 dl 0.1327 dl dl 0.1090 0.0129 dl 

JfVg-6 1 dl 0.3995 dl dl 99.3062 0.0272 dl 0.1406 dl dl 0.0900 0.0365 dl 

JiNd-1 12 dl 0.1048 dl dl 99.5921 0.0340 dl 0.1427 dl dl 0.1148 0.0116 dl 

JiQj-2 2 dl 0.2512 dl dl 99.4069 0.0937 0.0695 0.0521 dl dl 0.0797 0.0468 dl 

JiVr-1 348 dl 3.0228 0.1035 dl 96.5260 0.0307 0.0754 0.0776 dl 0.0031 0.0619 0.0808 0.0181 

JiVr-1 351 dl 0.5657 dl dl 99.1236 0.0679 0.0441 0.0729 dl dl 0.0906 0.0352 dl 

JiVr-1 368 dl 2.7092 0.0927 dl 96.7445 0.0516 0.1093 0.0626 0.0102 0.0285 0.0565 0.0958 0.0391 

JjVi-1 12 dl 0.9545 0.0125 dl 98.7419 0.0502 dl 0.1165 dl dl 0.0954 0.0290 dl 

JjVi-1 29 dl 0.5568 dl dl 99.1248 0.0477 dl 0.1386 dl dl 0.1063 0.0258 dl 

JjVi-7 1255 dl 2.8893 0.1066 dl 96.5634 0.0761 0.0601 0.0841 dl 0.0254 0.0616 0.0956 0.0380 

JjVi-7 1555 dl 0.2119 dl dl 99.4770 0.0583 dl 0.1380 dl dl 0.1012 0.0135 dl 

JjVi-7 200 dl 2.6476 0.0973 dl 96.3878 0.1876 0.1849 0.0194 0.0485 0.0701 0.0450 0.1850 0.1267 

JjVi-7 669 dl 1.7137 0.0510 dl 97.8166 0.0909 0.1378 dl dl 0.0048 0.0617 0.0831 0.0405 

JjVi-7 71 dl 0.6744 dl dl 99.0483 0.0316 0.0140 0.1064 dl dl 0.0795 0.0459 dl 

JjVi-7 715 dl 9.8318 0.3885 dl 87.6105 0.1202 0.4136 dl 0.2022 0.2437 0.2998 0.4660 0.4236 

JjVi-7 758 dl 0.4821 dl dl 99.2221 0.0417 0.0330 0.0902 dl dl 0.0778 0.0530 dl 

JjVi-7 938 dl 0.9303 0.0109 dl 98.5765 0.1525 0.0580 0.0807 dl 0.0326 0.0641 0.0804 0.0139 

JjVi-8 183 dl 0.5252 dl dl 99.1723 0.0488 dl 0.1262 dl dl 0.1063 0.0212 dl 

JjVj-1 4 dl 1.3766 0.0337 dl 98.2765 0.0592 0.0164 0.1039 dl 0.0022 0.0802 0.0514 dl 

JjVj-28 2 (oar 

trimming) 
dl 0.0790 dl 0.0069 99.4888 0.1759 0.0254 0.1078 dl dl 0.0973 0.0188 dl 

JlRl-2 3 (loose 

curved piece) 
dl 0.3688 0.0246 0.1835 50.3740 45.9113 0.1554 2.4855 0.1082 0.1713 0.0654 0.1521 dl 

JlRl-2 3 attached 

pendant 2 
dl 0.5885 dl 0.1011 94.4607 0.2137 0.9425 0.6135 2.5025 0.2149 0.0471 0.1949 0.1205 
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Sample MnKa1 FeKa1 CoKa1 NiKa1 CuKa1 ZnKb1 AsKb1 PbLb1 BiLb1 AgKa1 CdKa1 SnKa1 SbKa1 

JlRl-2 3 attached 

pendant 
dl 0.4559 dl 0.0458 91.5965 5.9288 0.4372 0.6313 0.3113 0.0876 0.0577 0.3985 0.0494 

JlRl-2 3 pendant 

cluster 
dl 0.5773 dl 0.0544 98.2396 0.1357 0.3497 0.2259 0.1809 0.0561 0.0739 0.0823 0.0242 

KbNa-16 129 dl 0.2737 dl dl 77.9252 18.8038 0.0581 2.6860 0.0195 0.0797 0.1063 0.0478 dl 

KbNa-16 2 a 

(scrap) 
dl 1.4175 0.0593 0.0545 77.8566 15.3712 0.3214 3.2007 0.0610 0.1097 0.0820 1.3030 0.1631 

KbNa-16 2 b 

(scrap) 
dl 0.1463 dl dl 99.5548 0.0607 dl 0.1112 dl dl 0.1038 0.0232 dl 

KbNa-16 3 a 

(scrap) 
dl 0.0363 dl dl 99.6439 0.0548 dl 0.1388 dl dl 0.1026 0.0236 dl 

KbNa-16 3 b 

(scrap) 
dl 0.1046 dl dl 99.5930 0.0475 dl 0.1314 dl dl 0.1006 0.0229 dl 

KbNb-4 4 dl 0.1707 dl dl 99.5267 0.0604 0.0421 0.0746 dl dl 0.0918 0.0338 dl 

KcNg-3 37 dl 0.3107 dl dl 99.3839 0.0548 dl 0.1312 dl dl 0.1056 0.0137 dl 

KdPl-1 13 dl 0.1724 dl dl 99.5302 0.0579 0.0961 0.0173 dl dl 0.1130 0.0132 dl 

KdPl-1 21 dl 0.2385 dl dl 99.3572 0.0694 dl 0.2103 dl dl 0.1083 0.0163 dl 

KeDq-2 336 dl 0.4317 0.0114 0.0055 76.3745 22.5238 dl 0.4830 dl 0.0519 0.1113 0.0070 dl 

KeDq-2 797 0.0902 1.7025 0.0712 0.0916 73.1603 12.2770 0.6768 3.4861 0.1426 0.3284 0.0617 7.6844 0.2273 

KeDq-7 110 dl 0.3308 dl 0.0355 93.4723 5.8230 0.0084 0.2001 dl dl 0.1022 0.0277 dl 

KeDr-7 120 dl 0.1043 dl dl 74.2734 24.4849 0.0033 0.9635 dl 0.0397 0.0966 0.0343 dl 

KeDr-7 172 dl 0.5974 dl dl 96.6808 2.3953 dl 0.1529 dl 0.0386 0.1081 0.0269 dl 

KeDr-7 187 dl 0.3140 dl dl 92.4874 6.1591 0.2980 0.5852 dl 0.0193 0.0906 0.0464 dl 

KeDr-7 192 dl 0.3851 0.0004 dl 85.4690 13.3476 0.0648 0.5373 dl 0.0341 0.1034 0.0583 dl 

KeNi-4 1311 dl 0.4511 dl dl 99.2510 0.0486 dl 0.1298 dl dl 0.1066 0.0129 dl 

KeNi-4 371 dl 0.5769 dl dl 99.1126 0.0519 dl 0.1420 dl dl 0.0938 0.0228 dl 

KeNi-4c 1-08 a 

(scrap) 
dl 1.3539 0.0281 dl 98.3234 0.0354 0.0010 0.1216 dl dl 0.0909 0.0458 dl 

KeNi-4c 1-08 b 

(scrap) 
dl 0.8831 0.0096 dl 98.7869 0.0482 dl 0.1418 dl dl 0.1047 0.0256 dl 

KeNi-4c 1-31 dl 0.9229 0.0160 dl 98.7386 0.0478 0.0118 0.1077 dl dl 0.0782 0.0615 0.0154 

KeNi-4c 1-32 

(museum joined 

flat nuggets) 

dl 0.2836 dl dl 99.1439 0.0479 0.0810 0.0748 0.0046 0.0968 0.0504 0.1299 0.0871 

KeNi-4c 1-51 dl 0.3076 dl dl 99.3681 0.0591 dl 0.1393 dl dl 0.0979 0.0279 dl 
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KeNi-4c 1-7 dl 0.0430 dl dl 99.6635 0.0315 dl 0.1369 dl dl 0.0920 0.0332 dl 

KeNi-4c 1-8 a 

(scrap) 
dl 0.2733 dl dl 99.4638 0.0518 0.0444 0.0452 dl dl 0.1033 0.0182 dl 

KeNi-4c 1-8 b 

(scrap) 
0.0508 0.4025 dl dl 99.2372 0.0536 0.0347 0.0821 dl dl 0.0816 0.0522 0.0054 

KeNi-4c 2-84 dl 0.4956 dl dl 99.1988 0.0450 dl 0.1320 dl dl 0.0959 0.0327 dl 

KeNi-4c 3-23 dl 0.0310 dl dl 99.6527 0.0460 dl 0.1429 dl dl 0.0998 0.0276 dl 

KeNi-4c 3-54 dl 0.3448 dl dl 99.3752 0.0413 0.0015 0.1172 dl dl 0.0871 0.0328 dl 

KeNi-4c 3-55 dl 0.2314 dl dl 99.4901 0.0443 dl 0.1130 dl dl 0.0873 0.0339 dl 

KeNi-4c 3-56 0.1613 0.7043 0.0002 dl 98.7309 0.1162 0.0420 0.0883 dl dl 0.0688 0.0717 0.0162 

KeNi-4c 3-57 a 

(scrap) 
dl 0.1990 dl dl 99.4974 0.0441 dl 0.1374 dl dl 0.1013 0.0207 dl 

KeNi-4c 3-57 b 

(scrap, point) 
dl 0.0602 dl dl 99.6252 0.0464 dl 0.1417 dl dl 0.1046 0.0218 dl 

KeNi-4c 3-60 a 

(scrap) 
dl 0.0959 dl dl 99.5964 0.0498 dl 0.1354 dl dl 0.0976 0.0249 dl 

KeNi-4c 3-60 b 

(scrap) 
dl 0.0831 dl dl 99.6159 0.0397 dl 0.1385 dl dl 0.0968 0.0260 dl 

KeNi-4c 4-111 dl 1.1747 0.0237 dl 98.4927 0.0467 0.0067 0.1197 dl dl 0.0768 0.0589 dl 

KeNi-4c 4a-72 a 

(scrap) 
dl 0.8065 0.0082 dl 98.9033 0.0355 dl 0.1282 dl dl 0.0916 0.0267 dl 

KeNi-4c 4a-72 b 

(scrap) 
dl 1.4948 0.0348 dl 98.1831 0.0258 0.0485 0.0810 dl dl 0.0789 0.0533 dl 

KeNo-21 62 0.0489 0.2388 dl 0.0355 98.4418 0.1533 0.3101 0.2544 0.1494 0.0067 0.0844 0.2758 0.0009 

KeNo-21 80 dl 0.0405 dl 0.0744 99.3897 0.0367 0.2830 dl 0.0422 dl 0.0981 0.0353 dl 

KePl-1 dl 0.2061 dl dl 94.9735 0.2129 0.1017 4.3196 0.0529 dl 0.0988 0.0345 dl 

KeRj-2 107 dl 1.5268 0.0400 0.0006 97.4916 0.0606 0.4354 dl 0.2209 0.0618 0.0896 0.0676 0.0051 

KeRj-2 108 dl 1.2380 0.0347 0.0319 94.1330 1.9632 0.8352 0.2797 0.2940 0.1134 0.0530 0.9106 0.1133 

KeRj-2 113 dl 0.8433 0.0096 0.0127 98.2836 0.0682 0.3989 dl 0.1646 0.0115 0.0913 0.1164 dl 

KkHh-1 10 dl 93.8558 0.3924 dl 4.4364 dl 0.2659 dl 0.1841 0.2339 0.2548 0.1944 0.1824 

KkHh-1 110 dl 0.0213 dl 0.0295 99.4452 0.0508 0.2744 dl 0.0408 dl 0.1157 0.0222 dl 

KkHh-1 487 dl 0.0309 dl 0.0313 99.3255 0.0468 0.3820 dl 0.0258 0.0202 0.0976 0.0399 dl 

KkHh-1 528 dl 0.3048 dl 0.0436 98.9155 0.0623 0.3330 dl 0.1781 0.0328 0.0948 0.0349 dl 

KkHh-1 559 dl 0.0294 dl 0.0204 99.4316 0.0350 0.3138 dl 0.0268 0.0113 0.1049 0.0267 dl 
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KkJg-1 1621 dl 0.3391 dl dl 99.1129 0.0552 0.1832 dl 0.0260 0.0234 0.0481 0.1405 0.0716 

KkJg-1 1658 dl 0.0738 dl dl 99.6103 0.0422 0.1463 dl dl dl 0.0925 0.0349 dl 

KkJg-1 399 dl 1.5362 0.0372 dl 98.0115 0.0444 0.1302 0.0171 0.0027 0.0249 0.0612 0.0956 0.0389 

KkJg-1 505 dl 1.0322 0.0174 dl 98.6503 0.0607 0.0304 0.0829 dl dl 0.0880 0.0381 dl 

KkJg-1 52 dl 0.2426 dl dl 99.0728 0.0330 0.2161 0.0175 0.0753 0.0389 0.0459 0.1538 0.1042 

LaLt-6 1 dl 0.3527 dl dl 99.3405 0.0442 dl 0.1379 dl dl 0.0986 0.0262 dl 

LaVk-1 306 dl 3.6550 0.1291 dl 95.0859 0.0345 0.3590 dl 0.1213 0.1133 0.0564 0.2499 0.1954 

LbPg-8.15 dl 0.0738 dl dl 99.6864 dl dl 0.1223 dl dl 0.0980 0.0194 dl 

LbPg-8.16 dl 0.1458 dl dl 99.3782 dl 0.0051 0.0997 dl 0.2307 0.1033 0.0371 dl 

LbPg-8.17 0.0524 0.1417 dl dl 99.5782 dl dl 0.1060 dl dl 0.1040 0.0178 dl 

LbPg-8.18 dl 0.1917 dl dl 99.5663 dl 0.0061 0.1168 dl dl 0.0896 0.0295 dl 

LbPg-8.19 0.0543 0.1882 dl dl 99.4791 0.0171 0.1391 dl dl dl 0.0815 0.0406 dl 

LbPg-8.20 0.0306 0.2634 dl dl 99.4634 dl 0.0067 0.1114 dl dl 0.0868 0.0376 dl 

LbPg-8.21 0.0072 0.4526 dl dl 99.1713 0.0114 0.1238 0.0366 0.0036 0.0182 0.0628 0.0822 0.0304 

LbPg-8.22 0.1279 0.1785 dl dl 97.8954 0.0433 0.0595 0.0611 dl 1.3888 0.0742 0.1634 0.0079 

LbPg-8.23 dl 0.6801 0.0177 0.0017 2.2753 0.0811 1.3969 0.7331 3.8730 2.2180 87.5161 0.4768 0.7303 

LbPg-8.25 0.0550 0.3860 dl dl 99.2707 0.0153 0.0064 0.1283 dl dl 0.0753 0.0630 dl 

LbPg-8.26 0.0043 0.1465 dl dl 99.5703 dl dl 0.1536 dl dl 0.0877 0.0375 dl 

LbPg-8.27 0.0300 0.1668 dl dl 99.0664 0.0078 0.0857 0.0210 dl 0.4551 0.0829 0.0842 dl 

LbPg-8.28 dl 0.1705 dl dl 99.5699 dl 0.0455 0.0829 dl dl 0.0813 0.0498 dl 

LbPg-8.31 0.0468 0.0902 dl dl 99.5527 dl 0.0375 0.1262 dl 0.0090 0.0716 0.0589 0.0070 

LbPg-8.34 dl 0.1889 dl dl 99.5251 dl dl 0.1147 dl 0.0418 0.1021 0.0273 dl 

LbPg-8.35 0.0014 0.2538 dl dl 99.4507 0.0092 0.1467 dl dl dl 0.0812 0.0570 dl 

LbPg-8.36 dl 0.2973 dl dl 98.4471 dl 0.3928 0.0072 0.1855 0.1055 0.0624 0.2891 0.2129 

LbPg-8.37 0.0180 0.3685 dl dl 99.2674 dl 0.0471 0.0967 dl 0.0613 0.0721 0.0688 0.0002 

LbPg-8.38 dl 0.2484 dl dl 99.4802 0.0103 0.0174 0.0973 dl dl 0.0693 0.0650 0.0122 

LbPg-8.39 0.4847 0.3780 dl dl 98.0901 0.1967 0.1837 dl dl 0.4459 0.0597 0.1273 0.0340 

LbPg-8.40 dl 0.1266 dl dl 99.4743 0.0369 0.2423 dl dl dl 0.0875 0.0324 dl 

LbPg-8.41 dl 0.1563 dl dl 99.2914 dl 0.0775 0.0880 0.0139 0.1458 0.0544 0.1281 0.0446 

LbPg-8.42 dl 0.2544 dl dl 99.3843 0.0020 0.0937 0.0306 dl 0.0999 0.0768 0.0583 dl 

LbPg-8.43 0.0244 0.2069 dl dl 99.4087 dl dl 0.1371 dl 0.0281 0.0660 0.0909 0.0379 

LbPg-8.45 dl 0.1883 dl dl 99.5681 dl 0.0561 0.0563 dl dl 0.0840 0.0473 dl 

LbPg-8.47 dl 0.1430 dl dl 99.5998 dl dl 0.1308 dl dl 0.1020 0.0243 dl 
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LbPg-8.48 0.0102 0.1467 dl dl 99.5622 0.0089 0.0004 0.1257 dl dl 0.0704 0.0664 0.0091 

LbPg-8.54 dl 0.2405 dl dl 99.4687 0.0358 0.1252 dl dl dl 0.0848 0.0449 dl 

LbPg-8.55 dl 0.3130 dl dl 99.4035 dl 0.0087 0.1510 dl dl 0.0992 0.0246 dl 

LbPg-8.56 dl 0.0834 dl dl 99.6814 dl dl 0.1186 dl dl 0.1029 0.0137 dl 

LbPg-8.58 0.1280 0.3901 dl dl 98.6126 dl 0.1303 0.0490 dl 0.4989 0.0637 0.1132 0.0142 

LbPg-8.61 dl 0.0590 dl dl 99.7010 dl dl 0.1284 dl dl 0.1080 0.0036 dl 

LbPg-8.62 dl 0.0985 dl dl 99.5907 dl 0.0142 0.1800 dl dl 0.0942 0.0224 dl 

LbPg-8.7 dl 0.0624 dl dl 99.6705 dl dl 0.1407 dl dl 0.1163 0.0101 dl 

LbPg-8.8 dl 0.0841 dl dl 99.6674 dl dl 0.1340 dl dl 0.0991 0.0154 dl 

LbPg-8.9 dl 0.1058 dl dl 99.6377 dl 0.0199 0.0813 dl 0.0251 0.1015 0.0287 dl 

LbPg-8-57 dl 0.1905 dl dl 99.5490 dl dl 0.1351 dl dl 0.0981 0.0273 dl 

LcPd-7 3 dl 0.2083 dl 0.0181 98.8880 0.0418 0.4743 dl 0.2196 0.0120 0.1071 0.0307 dl 

LcPd-7 4 dl 0.2239 dl 0.0354 98.5122 0.0460 0.7127 dl 0.3363 0.0104 0.1034 0.0197 dl 

LdHw-1 10 B-9 dl 0.7322 dl 0.2312 96.7670 0.0711 0.1865 1.6028 0.0166 0.0426 0.0784 0.0895 0.1820 

LdRo-1 2 dl 0.7858 dl 0.2847 96.1581 0.0598 0.8527 dl 1.3474 0.0881 0.0620 0.0824 0.2790 

LgPh-23 1 dl 0.5014 dl dl 99.2145 0.0609 0.0010 0.1007 dl dl 0.0994 0.0221 dl 

LgPh-29 3 dl 0.3367 dl dl 99.3659 0.0643 0.0572 0.0474 dl dl 0.0931 0.0354 dl 

LgPi-8 13 dl 0.0609 dl dl 99.5971 0.0555 dl 0.1559 dl dl 0.1025 0.0281 dl 

LhPg-6 1 dl 0.6675 0.0030 dl 98.9718 0.0595 dl 0.1616 dl dl 0.0832 0.0533 dl 

LiPg-14 1 dl 0.4252 dl dl 99.1404 0.0599 0.0196 0.1231 dl 0.0953 0.0880 0.0485 dl 

LiPg-15 67 dl 0.2275 dl dl 99.4526 0.0622 0.0293 0.0984 dl dl 0.1018 0.0283 dl 

LiPg-15 68 dl 0.1173 dl dl 99.5526 0.0550 dl 0.1433 dl dl 0.0972 0.0346 dl 

LiPg-15 69 dl 1.2965 0.0303 dl 98.2813 0.0660 0.0563 0.1109 dl dl 0.0730 0.0768 0.0089 

LiPg-15 70 dl 0.8206 0.0119 dl 98.8209 0.0686 0.0314 0.1056 dl dl 0.0785 0.0626 dl 

LiPg-15 71 dl 0.1409 dl dl 99.5242 0.0567 dl 0.1531 dl dl 0.1025 0.0227 dl 

LiPh-11 10 dl 0.0686 dl dl 99.6295 0.0533 0.0029 0.1114 dl dl 0.0911 0.0432 dl 

LiPh-5 1 dl 0.8190 0.0096 dl 98.8638 0.0628 0.0129 0.1135 dl dl 0.0938 0.0246 dl 

LkPg-9 5 dl 0.1613 dl dl 99.5124 0.0630 dl 0.1324 dl dl 0.1006 0.0303 dl 

LkPg-9 6 dl 0.9157 0.0189 dl 98.6713 0.0672 0.0412 0.0924 dl 0.0032 0.0583 0.0929 0.0388 

MaDg-2 19 dl 1.7096 0.0517 0.0171 97.6289 0.0431 0.2682 dl 0.1191 0.0255 0.0967 0.0400 dl 

MaRm-1 25 dl 9.5180 0.3347 dl 88.2857 0.0172 0.2632 dl dl 1.3128 0.0588 0.1830 0.0266 

MbDg-1 100 dl 0.1144 dl 0.0033 72.6171 0.0289 dl 15.2176 dl 0.0849 0.0459 11.7971 0.0908 

MbDg-1 56 dl 0.2837 dl dl 80.2349 17.8034 0.0508 1.1611 0.0135 0.0414 0.1088 0.3022 dl 
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MbDj-1 732 dl 0.2860 0.0452 dl 35.0217 59.3155 0.0971 4.9940 0.0214 0.1595 0.0295 0.0300 dl 

MbDj-1 734 dl 1.9808 0.1810 4.3505 80.5354 9.7530 0.1907 2.4457 0.2341 0.0883 0.0882 0.1523 dl 

MbDj-1 739 a dl 0.4914 0.0045 dl 83.5379 14.3552 0.0644 1.3418 0.0364 0.0351 0.1067 0.0267 dl 

MbDj-1 739 b dl 0.2234 dl dl 88.4342 10.3965 0.0305 0.7666 0.0076 0.0157 0.1095 0.0161 dl 

MbDj-1 741 dl 0.2979 dl dl 80.5791 17.9407 0.0430 0.9453 0.0161 0.0435 0.1091 0.0254 dl 

MbNs-1 178 dl 0.1895 dl dl 99.4810 0.0783 0.0546 0.0632 dl dl 0.0829 0.0479 0.0025 

MbNs-1 2144 dl 1.4180 0.0437 0.0054 96.6150 0.1331 0.4182 dl 0.1884 0.1925 0.2097 0.4167 0.3591 

MbNs-1 497 dl 0.1517 dl dl 99.5338 0.0645 0.0256 0.1081 dl dl 0.0861 0.0302 dl 

MbNs-1 710 a dl 3.4437 0.1230 dl 95.9066 0.0509 0.0369 0.1082 dl 0.1634 0.0677 0.0863 0.0133 

MbNs-1 711 dl 7.6018 0.2968 dl 91.1625 0.0801 0.1721 0.0624 0.0582 0.1298 0.0484 0.2140 0.1740 

MbTb-5 11 (GH-

1 10) 
dl 0.1588 dl 0.0234 98.9010 0.0386 0.4772 dl 0.1738 0.0373 0.0794 0.0908 0.0196 

MbTc-6.3 dl 0.0685 dl 0.0430 98.6865 0.0116 0.2022 0.0052 0.0074 dl 0.0902 0.8852 dl 

MdHs-1.119 dl 0.0799 dl dl 99.6828 dl dl 0.1174 dl dl 0.0975 0.0224 dl 

MdHs-1.122 dl 0.0873 dl dl 99.6683 dl 0.0139 0.1123 dl dl 0.0944 0.0238 dl 

MdHs-1.143 dl 0.0414 dl dl 99.7126 dl dl 0.1294 dl dl 0.1057 0.0109 dl 

MdHs-1.217 dl 0.0672 dl dl 99.6268 dl 0.0317 0.0993 dl 0.0299 0.0931 0.0521 dl 

MdHs-1.218 dl 0.4369 dl dl 99.1394 dl 0.1583 dl 0.0034 0.0207 0.0490 0.1242 0.0681 

MdHs-1.223 dl 0.1505 dl dl 99.5071 dl 0.0767 0.0583 dl 0.0020 0.0609 0.1010 0.0435 

MdHs-1.24 dl 0.2272 dl dl 99.4452 dl 0.0931 0.0431 dl 0.0457 0.0675 0.0694 0.0088 

MdHs-1.261 dl 0.0319 dl dl 99.7064 dl dl 0.1375 dl dl 0.1011 0.0230 dl 

MdHs-1.263 dl 0.0580 dl dl 99.6990 dl 0.0250 0.0837 dl dl 0.0901 0.0442 dl 

MdHs-1.268 dl 0.0333 dl dl 99.7126 dl dl 0.1282 dl dl 0.0924 0.0335 dl 

MdHs-1.28 dl 0.3085 dl dl 99.3946 dl 0.1375 dl dl dl 0.0646 0.0777 0.0171 

MdHs-1.61 dl 0.4016 dl dl 99.3590 dl dl 0.1135 dl dl 0.0940 0.0320 dl 

MdPr-1 14 dl 0.6794 0.0023 dl 98.7562 0.0724 0.3542 dl dl dl 0.0774 0.0580 dl 

MdPs-25 24 dl 0.1015 dl dl 99.5573 0.0655 dl 0.1449 dl dl 0.0860 0.0448 dl 

MdPs-25 25 dl 0.1193 dl dl 99.5795 0.0486 0.0022 0.1157 dl dl 0.0856 0.0491 dl 

MdPs-25 26 dl 0.2507 dl dl 99.4396 0.0556 dl 0.1345 dl dl 0.0771 0.0426 dl 

MdPs-31 5 dl 0.4072 dl 0.0086 99.0963 0.2339 0.1145 0.0007 dl dl 0.0876 0.0511 dl 

MdPs-4 5 dl 0.0517 dl dl 99.6422 0.0550 dl 0.1320 dl dl 0.1081 0.0111 dl 

MdRh-1 3 dl 0.2840 dl dl 98.9733 0.0550 0.5581 dl dl dl 0.1058 0.0239 dl 

MdRh-3 8 dl 0.1518 dl dl 99.5243 0.0556 dl 0.1442 dl dl 0.1156 0.0085 dl 
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MdRh-3 9 dl 0.0638 dl dl 99.6150 0.0525 dl 0.1452 dl dl 0.1120 0.0117 dl 

MePq-4 1 dl 0.1236 dl 0.0068 99.3848 0.2277 dl 0.1219 dl dl 0.0947 0.0404 dl 

MePq-5 1 dl 0.0929 dl 0.0149 99.3741 0.2673 0.0087 0.1057 dl dl 0.0998 0.0366 dl 

MePq-5 2 dl 0.1313 dl 0.0115 99.3583 0.2485 0.0276 0.0858 dl dl 0.0937 0.0433 dl 

MePq-5 3 dl 0.3492 dl 0.0053 99.1681 0.2106 0.0290 0.0949 dl dl 0.0869 0.0561 dl 

MePr-1 2 dl 0.2576 dl 0.0116 99.1944 0.2769 0.0334 0.0861 dl dl 0.0928 0.0473 dl 

MePr-5 15 dl 0.0925 dl 0.0060 99.4310 0.2206 0.0285 0.0889 dl dl 0.0968 0.0357 dl 

MePr-6 11 dl 0.3103 dl 0.0047 99.2737 0.1169 0.0577 0.1008 dl dl 0.0750 0.0604 0.0006 

MePr-6 12 dl 0.5398 0.0010 0.0042 98.8823 0.2233 0.2045 dl dl dl 0.0800 0.0634 0.0015 

MePr-6 13 dl 0.3264 dl 0.0072 99.2189 0.1925 0.0209 0.1019 dl dl 0.0949 0.0373 dl 

MePr-8 12 dl 0.1174 dl 0.0128 99.3627 0.2522 0.0132 0.1016 dl dl 0.0985 0.0417 dl 

MePr-8 15 dl 0.0771 dl 0.0121 99.4058 0.2346 0.0045 0.1152 dl dl 0.1056 0.0452 dl 

MfRd-4 17 dl 0.3704 dl dl 99.3195 0.0493 0.1310 dl dl dl 0.0870 0.0428 dl 

MfRd-4 8 dl 0.1760 dl dl 99.5137 0.0553 dl 0.1303 dl dl 0.0955 0.0292 dl 

MhPo-1 55-186 dl 0.1012 dl 0.0015 99.4422 0.1963 0.0194 0.1059 dl dl 0.1018 0.0316 dl 

MhPo-1 55-54 dl 1.2804 0.0409 dl 97.9124 0.1989 0.2567 dl 0.0048 0.0289 0.0489 0.1405 0.0875 

MhVf-1 10 dl 1.6132 0.0508 dl 97.8960 0.0545 0.0308 0.1028 dl 0.0289 0.0585 0.1133 0.0512 

MiPq-1 a 55-32 dl 0.2669 dl 0.0065 99.2764 0.1862 0.0364 0.0872 dl dl 0.0888 0.0515 dl 

MiRh-12 1 dl 0.0893 dl dl 99.6130 0.0585 dl 0.1162 dl dl 0.0905 0.0325 dl 

MiRi-1 6 dl 0.1523 dl dl 99.4560 0.1025 0.0647 0.0790 dl dl 0.0769 0.0683 0.0003 

MiRi-2 3 dl 0.7521 0.0071 dl 98.9129 0.0543 dl 0.1326 dl 0.0068 0.0830 0.0513 dl 

MiRi-2 47 dl 0.1388 dl 0.0003 99.0937 0.0475 0.5075 dl dl 0.0746 0.0793 0.0584 dl 

MiRi-3 18 dl 0.1199 dl dl 99.6152 0.0314 dl 0.1157 dl dl 0.1043 0.0135 dl 

MiTr-1 319 dl 2.0960 0.1002 dl 67.3017 15.0920 dl 13.9503 dl 0.4927 0.2641 0.3957 0.3072 

MiTr-1 342 dl 0.3402 dl 0.1474 98.2106 0.0578 0.2660 0.7382 0.1004 dl 0.0944 0.0317 0.0132 

MiTr-1 349 

(cross) 
dl 0.7254 0.0229 dl 78.0651 18.2720 0.1841 1.8140 0.0287 0.0669 0.0916 0.7189 0.0104 

MiTr-1 376 dl 0.7118 0.0034 0.0305 98.4059 0.0670 0.5737 dl dl dl 0.0792 0.1170 0.0116 

MiTr-1 411 dl 0.8276 0.0044 0.0125 98.2470 0.0436 0.5398 dl 0.0447 0.0326 0.0553 0.1454 0.0472 

MiTr-1 60 dl 0.9206 0.0297 0.0512 76.8253 20.6638 0.0724 1.1727 0.0219 0.0558 0.1000 0.0865 dl 

MiTr-1 778 dl 4.7291 0.1978 dl 82.7339 7.9702 0.4672 1.8316 0.2350 0.3004 0.2712 0.7486 0.5149 

MiVd-1 352 0.0971 0.6131 dl 0.1015 98.5363 0.1183 0.2488 dl 0.1139 0.0245 0.0781 0.0621 0.0063 

MjRq-6 2 dl 0.0331 dl 0.0349 99.3969 0.0506 0.2897 0.0714 dl dl 0.1162 0.0072 dl 
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Sample MnKa1 FeKa1 CoKa1 NiKa1 CuKa1 ZnKb1 AsKb1 PbLb1 BiLb1 AgKa1 CdKa1 SnKa1 SbKa1 

MjVg-1 1294 dl 0.8871 0.0081 dl 98.7657 0.0671 0.0204 0.1008 dl 0.0128 0.0872 0.0508 dl 

MjVg-1 1539 dl 0.3388 dl dl 99.2750 0.0370 0.1882 dl dl 0.0246 0.0816 0.0549 dl 

MjVg-1 1699 dl 3.0475 0.1078 dl 96.4443 0.0549 0.0459 0.0819 dl 0.0642 0.0674 0.0714 0.0147 

MjVg-1 1792B dl 0.6676 dl dl 98.9224 0.0345 0.0580 0.0806 dl 0.0552 0.0683 0.0910 0.0223 

MjVg-1 2094 dl 1.4449 0.0310 dl 98.1479 0.0811 0.0575 0.0755 dl dl 0.0686 0.0776 0.0159 

MjVg-1 2095 dl 0.1281 dl dl 99.5747 0.0534 dl 0.1218 dl dl 0.1027 0.0193 dl 

MjVg-1 2560 dl 0.4317 dl dl 99.2491 0.0675 0.0498 0.0634 dl dl 0.0896 0.0488 dl 

MjVg-1 2815 dl 0.9872 0.0111 dl 98.5265 0.0534 0.1152 0.0676 0.0188 0.0086 0.0518 0.1147 0.0451 

MjVg-1 3097 dl 0.6031 dl dl 99.0840 0.0671 0.0369 0.0780 dl dl 0.0855 0.0454 dl 

MjVg-1 3724 0.0100 0.9380 0.0125 dl 98.5314 0.0860 0.1051 0.0542 0.0000 0.0199 0.0517 0.1283 0.0628 

MjVg-1 808 0.1224 0.9452 0.0087 dl 98.3736 0.1695 0.1409 0.0063 dl 0.0541 0.0612 0.0921 0.0260 

MjVi-1 236 dl 0.5952 0.0015 dl 91.1892 7.5006 0.5505 dl 0.0112 0.0276 0.0788 0.0449 0.0005 

MkPj-7 1 (spear 

head) 
dl 2.9294 0.1226 dl 96.3129 0.1911 0.0893 0.0911 0.0071 0.0142 0.0540 0.1292 0.0590 

MkPj-7 1 (spear 

head, blade) 
dl 0.7221 0.0075 0.0024 98.7578 0.2271 0.0475 0.0877 dl dl 0.0805 0.0673 dl 

MkPk-1 3 dl 0.0577 dl 0.0118 99.4088 0.2498 dl 0.1328 dl dl 0.1080 0.0310 dl 

MkPk-12 3 dl 0.7335 0.0030 dl 98.9259 0.0620 0.0499 0.0790 dl dl 0.0699 0.0713 0.0055 

MkPk-3 #23 (# 

prob) 
dl 0.7449 0.0087 dl 98.7155 0.0705 0.1643 0.0687 0.0492 0.0456 0.0576 0.0750 dl 

MkPk-3 #23 

(223, # prob) 
dl 0.7449 0.0087 dl 98.7155 0.0705 0.1643 0.0687 0.0492 0.0456 0.0576 0.0750 dl 

MkPk-3 102 dl 7.9616 0.3159 dl 88.6845 0.1503 0.6281 dl 0.2883 0.4107 0.4483 0.5677 0.5446 

MkPk-3 103 dl 0.8352 0.0136 dl 97.2117 0.1718 0.0845 0.0800 dl 1.3250 0.0578 0.1920 0.0284 

MkPk-3 109 dl 0.1499 dl dl 99.3967 0.1487 0.0366 0.1028 dl 0.0277 0.0830 0.0546 dl 

MkPk-3 11# 

(119, #prob) 
dl 0.1415 dl dl 99.4289 0.0763 0.1244 0.0884 0.0241 dl 0.0725 0.0439 dl 

MkPk-3 110 dl 0.4421 dl 0.0068 99.0110 0.1791 0.0359 0.1006 dl 0.0052 0.0599 0.1072 0.0521 

MkPk-3 120 dl 0.9534 0.0138 dl 98.7063 0.0650 0.0659 0.0624 dl 0.0049 0.0748 0.0534 dl 

MkPk-3 133 dl 0.1109 dl 0.0056 99.4589 0.1633 0.0029 0.1246 dl dl 0.0963 0.0375 dl 

MkPk-3 134 dl 0.0965 dl 0.0058 99.4645 0.1141 0.0681 0.0978 dl dl 0.0730 0.0695 0.0107 

MkPk-3 135 dl 0.0922 dl dl 99.4741 0.1413 0.0426 0.1105 dl dl 0.0807 0.0586 dl 

MkPk-3 139 dl 0.4181 dl 0.0077 99.0837 0.2208 0.0432 0.0828 dl dl 0.0927 0.0509 dl 

MkPk-3 148 dl 0.0787 dl 0.0045 99.4247 0.2144 0.0169 0.1136 dl 0.0033 0.0950 0.0490 dl 
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Sample MnKa1 FeKa1 CoKa1 NiKa1 CuKa1 ZnKb1 AsKb1 PbLb1 BiLb1 AgKa1 CdKa1 SnKa1 SbKa1 

MkPk-3 149 dl 0.1705 dl 0.0050 97.8474 0.1658 1.3675 dl dl 0.2866 0.0867 0.0705 dl 

MkPk-3 160 dl 0.1872 dl dl 99.4705 0.0568 0.0427 0.1052 dl 0.0125 0.0701 0.0475 0.0075 

MkPk-3 161 dl 0.3089 dl dl 98.6962 0.0650 0.5644 dl 0.0272 0.1125 0.0533 0.1176 0.0549 

MkPk-3 162 dl 0.0620 dl dl 99.6054 0.0589 dl 0.1243 dl 0.0182 0.1050 0.0262 dl 

MkPk-3 163 a 

(scrap) 
dl 1.6519 0.0467 dl 97.1698 0.0783 0.6330 dl 0.0110 0.1440 0.0474 0.1359 0.0821 

MkPk-3 163 b 

(scrap) 
dl 92.6860 0.4036 dl 5.0818 dl 0.2334 dl 0.1427 0.2954 0.5822 0.2816 0.2932 

MkPk-3 202 dl 0.1422 dl dl 99.2657 0.0690 0.1286 0.0877 0.0218 0.0508 0.0510 0.1105 0.0728 

MkPk-3 203 dl 0.2782 dl dl 99.1933 0.0500 0.0999 0.1177 0.0279 0.0200 0.0534 0.0972 0.0625 

MkPk-3 204 a 

(scrap) 
dl 1.0147 0.0143 dl 98.5349 0.0698 0.2283 dl dl dl 0.0805 0.0569 0.0005 

MkPk-3 204 b 

(scrap) 
dl 0.4751 dl dl 99.2170 0.0571 dl 0.1336 dl dl 0.0951 0.0220 dl 

MkPk-3 204 c 

(scrap) 
dl 1.7526 0.0549 dl 97.8314 0.0647 0.0444 0.0998 dl 0.0068 0.0702 0.0675 0.0076 

MkPk-3 204 d 

(scrap) 
dl 93.9064 0.3940 dl 4.4419 dl 0.1428 dl 0.0881 0.2278 0.3539 0.2165 0.2287 

MkPk-3 225 a 

(scrap) 
dl 2.4692 0.0831 dl 96.9366 0.0680 0.1901 dl dl 0.0469 0.0559 0.1032 0.0469 

MkPk-3 225 b 

(scrap) 
dl 0.1639 dl dl 99.5029 0.0461 dl 0.1698 dl dl 0.1041 0.0131 dl 

MkPk-3 228 dl 0.2728 dl dl 99.3359 0.0649 0.0661 0.0499 dl 0.0700 0.0880 0.0525 dl 

MkPk-3 233 dl 0.0898 dl 0.0027 99.4571 0.1556 0.0708 0.0986 0.0078 dl 0.0841 0.0335 dl 

MkPk-3 244 dl 0.0924 dl dl 99.4500 0.1589 0.0827 0.0891 0.0094 dl 0.0776 0.0399 dl 

MkPk-3 246 dl 0.0564 dl 0.0076 99.4332 0.2444 0.0035 0.1221 dl dl 0.0999 0.0329 dl 

MkPk-3 247 a 

(scrap) 
dl 1.5221 0.0439 dl 98.0258 0.0618 0.1098 0.0179 dl 0.0681 0.0665 0.0760 0.0081 

MkPk-3 249 dl 0.2981 dl dl 99.3665 0.0553 0.0262 0.0974 dl 0.0282 0.0777 0.0506 dl 

MkPk-3 252 a 

(scrap, large) 
dl 4.5921 0.1778 dl 94.6611 0.0752 0.0924 0.0789 0.0103 0.0554 0.0472 0.1302 0.0794 

MkPk-3 252 b 

(scrap, oval) 
dl 94.5996 0.3367 0.3455 4.2191 dl 0.0540 0.0500 0.0580 0.1285 0.0388 0.0886 0.0813 

MkPk-3 252 c 

(scrap) 
dl 7.1183 0.2670 dl 91.8688 0.0598 0.1455 0.0531 0.0332 0.0898 0.0455 0.1866 0.1324 
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Sample MnKa1 FeKa1 CoKa1 NiKa1 CuKa1 ZnKb1 AsKb1 PbLb1 BiLb1 AgKa1 CdKa1 SnKa1 SbKa1 

MkPk-3 255 dl 0.1275 dl dl 98.9055 0.0372 0.1615 dl dl 0.5945 0.0913 0.0825 dl 

MkPk-3 256 a 

(scrap) 
dl 0.6055 dl dl 98.9508 0.0557 0.2137 dl dl 0.0354 0.0929 0.0460 dl 

MkPk-3 256 b 

(scrap) 
dl 3.0001 0.1077 dl 96.1433 0.0496 0.4197 dl 0.0003 0.0702 0.0561 0.1012 0.0518 

MkPk-3 268 dl 0.3079 dl dl 99.2999 0.0363 0.1122 0.0233 dl 0.0813 0.0768 0.0624 dl 

MkPk-3 283 a 

(scrap) 
dl 0.6412 dl dl 98.8650 0.0887 0.0418 0.0981 dl 0.0786 0.0674 0.0947 0.0245 

MkPk-3 283 b 

(scrap) 
dl 1.2344 0.0212 dl 98.4213 0.0605 0.0182 0.1111 dl dl 0.0870 0.0463 dl 

MkPk-3 290 dl 0.0559 dl dl 99.6127 0.0513 dl 0.1594 dl dl 0.1078 0.0128 dl 

MkPk-3 292 dl 0.1059 dl dl 99.6208 0.0509 0.0000 0.0993 dl dl 0.1080 0.0152 dl 

MkPk-3 299 dl 0.1674 dl dl 99.4886 0.0531 dl 0.1442 dl 0.0169 0.1003 0.0296 dl 

MkPk-3 300 dl 0.2311 dl dl 99.2893 0.0456 0.3116 dl dl dl 0.0916 0.0309 dl 

MkPk-3 301 a 

(scrap, rounded) 
dl 0.7118 0.0002 dl 98.9605 0.0508 0.0022 0.1214 dl 0.0186 0.0830 0.0516 dl 

MkPk-3 301 b 

(scrap) 
dl 3.3749 0.1194 dl 95.6746 0.0586 0.1305 0.0592 0.0279 0.1664 0.0450 0.2040 0.1395 

MkPk-3 303 a 

(point) 
dl 10.2145 0.3931 dl 85.6897 0.0853 0.6351 dl 0.2705 1.2071 0.4349 0.6019 0.4680 

MkPk-3 303 b 

(scrap) 
dl 1.9874 0.0665 dl 97.4321 0.0672 0.1032 0.0513 dl 0.0834 0.0536 0.1026 0.0529 

MkPk-3 31 dl 0.1139 dl 0.0048 99.2467 0.1711 0.0492 0.1104 dl 0.1478 0.0748 0.0795 0.0018 

MkPk-3 316 dl 0.4287 dl dl 99.2680 0.0620 dl 0.1186 dl dl 0.1016 0.0211 dl 

MkPk-3 32 dl 0.1000 dl dl 99.4971 0.1211 0.0265 0.1170 dl 0.0011 0.0833 0.0538 dl 

MkPk-3 33 dl 4.2316 0.1751 dl 94.9887 0.1481 0.1219 0.0630 0.0163 0.0355 0.0547 0.1093 0.0557 

MkPk-3 34 dl 1.5964 0.0578 dl 97.8037 0.2236 0.1357 0.0096 dl dl 0.0712 0.0815 0.0205 

MkPk-3 3426 

(426, # prob) 
dl 0.1066 dl 0.0078 99.4110 0.2098 0.0274 0.1096 dl dl 0.1040 0.0238 dl 

MkPk-3 35 dl 0.7445 0.0141 0.0056 98.7240 0.2344 0.0682 0.0621 dl dl 0.0851 0.0620 dl 

MkPk-3 352 dl 0.2276 dl dl 99.4792 0.0446 dl 0.1277 dl dl 0.0930 0.0280 dl 

MkPk-3 36 dl 1.0906 0.0356 0.0050 98.3767 0.2089 0.0418 0.0912 dl dl 0.0764 0.0648 0.0091 

MkPk-3 383 dl 0.1255 dl dl 99.5271 0.0709 dl 0.1509 dl dl 0.1089 0.0166 dl 

MkPk-3 384 dl 0.1017 dl dl 99.6186 0.0194 0.0035 0.1290 dl dl 0.0867 0.0410 dl 

MkPk-3 385 dl 0.1565 dl dl 99.5364 0.0389 0.0121 0.1338 dl dl 0.0777 0.0446 dl 
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Sample MnKa1 FeKa1 CoKa1 NiKa1 CuKa1 ZnKb1 AsKb1 PbLb1 BiLb1 AgKa1 CdKa1 SnKa1 SbKa1 

MkPk-3 386 dl 0.2035 dl dl 99.4141 0.0483 0.1235 dl dl 0.0826 0.1013 0.0268 dl 

MkPk-3 388 dl 0.0896 dl dl 99.5826 0.0475 dl 0.1505 dl dl 0.1127 0.0172 dl 

MkPk-3 390 a 

(scrap, large) 
dl 0.6068 dl dl 99.0842 0.0516 dl 0.1092 dl 0.0171 0.0940 0.0372 dl 

MkPk-3 390 b 

(scrap) 
dl 0.2125 dl dl 99.4962 0.0445 0.0068 0.1116 dl dl 0.0814 0.0470 dl 

MkPk-3 392 dl 0.1412 dl 0.0051 99.3733 0.1685 0.1931 dl dl dl 0.0931 0.0257 dl 

MkPk-3 393 dl 1.3680 0.0355 dl 97.7881 0.1012 0.3224 dl 0.0781 0.0698 0.0455 0.1312 0.0602 

MkPk-3 394 a 

(scrap) 
dl 1.1667 0.0297 dl 98.4952 0.0445 0.0070 0.1206 dl dl 0.0753 0.0566 0.0044 

MkPk-3 394 b 

(scrap) 
dl 6.6978 0.2477 dl 91.5914 0.0670 0.2340 dl 0.0287 0.7339 0.0439 0.2228 0.1328 

MkPk-3 394 c 

(scrap) 
dl 0.6618 0.0091 0.0055 98.8441 0.2066 0.0929 0.0438 dl 0.0055 0.0905 0.0402 dl 

MkPk-3 394 d 

(point) 
dl 2.3962 0.1004 dl 96.9258 0.2098 0.1409 0.0408 0.0193 0.0164 0.0624 0.0802 0.0078 

MkPk-3 397 dl 0.1254 dl 0.0078 98.8299 0.2024 0.7179 dl dl dl 0.0944 0.0221 dl 

MkPk-3 398 a 

(scrap) 
dl 1.1539 0.0346 0.0004 98.1747 0.2016 0.2516 dl 0.0084 0.0478 0.0698 0.0573 dl 

MkPk-3 398 b 

(scrap) 
dl 9.4477 0.3742 dl 89.2672 0.1411 0.2675 0.0022 0.0933 0.1181 0.0456 0.1594 0.0836 

MkPk-3 422 dl 0.1730 dl dl 99.3571 0.1099 0.1311 0.0707 0.0305 dl 0.0652 0.0626 dl 

MkPk-3 423 dl 0.1839 dl 0.0114 99.2720 0.2482 0.0971 0.0682 dl dl 0.0832 0.0360 dl 

MkPk-3 432 a 

(hook - bar) 
dl 0.1135 dl 0.0016 99.4498 0.1687 0.0524 0.1059 dl dl 0.0873 0.0209 dl 

MkPk-3 432 b 

(hook - sheet 

wrap) 

dl 0.2237 dl 0.0062 99.2751 0.2198 0.0765 0.0795 dl dl 0.0808 0.0384 dl 

MkPk-3 433 dl 1.3245 0.0339 dl 98.1793 0.0828 0.1648 0.0426 0.0372 0.0132 0.0588 0.0628 dl 

MkPk-3 435 dl 0.0211 dl dl 99.6385 0.0670 dl 0.1493 dl dl 0.1137 0.0104 dl 

MkPk-3 436 dl 0.4382 dl dl 98.9991 0.0683 0.1044 0.0952 0.0210 0.0605 0.0569 0.1021 0.0542 

MkPk-3 442 dl 0.0955 dl dl 99.3873 0.0504 0.1295 0.0644 0.0226 0.0505 0.0629 0.1027 0.0342 

MkPk-3 45 dl 0.4968 dl dl 98.9272 0.2087 0.1140 0.0320 dl 0.0232 0.0624 0.1055 0.0302 

MkPk-3 464 dl 1.1814 0.0205 dl 98.3874 0.0839 0.0819 0.0600 dl 0.0168 0.0664 0.0781 0.0237 

MkPk-3 469 dl 0.6494 0.0016 dl 99.0021 0.0772 dl 0.1400 dl dl 0.0925 0.0372 dl 
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Sample MnKa1 FeKa1 CoKa1 NiKa1 CuKa1 ZnKb1 AsKb1 PbLb1 BiLb1 AgKa1 CdKa1 SnKa1 SbKa1 

MkPk-3 474 dl 0.1178 dl dl 99.4648 0.0500 0.0575 0.1301 0.0088 0.0023 0.0640 0.0738 0.0310 

MkPk-3 480 dl 0.0818 dl dl 99.4447 0.0590 0.0099 0.1167 dl 0.1488 0.1039 0.0353 dl 

MkPk-3 481 dl 0.3740 dl dl 99.3100 0.0705 0.0246 0.0940 dl dl 0.0984 0.0284 dl 

MkPk-3 484 dl 1.8724 0.0604 dl 97.6585 0.0815 0.0367 0.1061 dl 0.0266 0.0665 0.0802 0.0110 

MkPk-3 487 dl 5.1956 0.1996 dl 93.6060 0.0914 0.2340 0.0070 0.0748 0.1161 0.0533 0.2398 0.1823 

MkPk-3 508 dl 0.3142 dl dl 99.3574 0.0753 dl 0.1344 dl dl 0.0921 0.0266 dl 

MkPk-3 512 dl 0.1039 dl dl 99.5805 0.0727 0.0017 0.1209 dl dl 0.0916 0.0286 dl 

MkPk-3 513 dl 0.0814 dl dl 99.5732 0.0531 dl 0.1680 dl dl 0.0972 0.0271 dl 

MkPk-3 514 dl 0.7216 0.0005 dl 98.9611 0.0614 dl 0.1337 dl dl 0.0925 0.0292 dl 

MkPk-3 521 a dl 9.7947 0.3620 dl 89.0180 0.0798 0.1832 0.0080 0.0330 0.1711 0.0439 0.1835 0.1228 

MkPk-3 521 b dl 11.2834 0.4053 dl 86.8816 0.0640 0.2358 dl 0.0651 0.5596 0.0586 0.2622 0.1844 

MkPk-3 524 dl 0.0961 dl dl 99.5554 0.0505 0.0138 0.1345 dl dl 0.0760 0.0737 dl 

MkPk-3 525 dl 0.1137 dl dl 99.1957 0.0655 0.0729 0.0364 dl 0.3680 0.0869 0.0608 dl 

MkPk-3 543 dl 0.1805 dl dl 99.5156 0.0572 dl 0.1208 dl dl 0.0953 0.0307 dl 

MkPk-3 544 dl 0.1338 dl dl 99.5479 0.0618 dl 0.1322 dl dl 0.0957 0.0286 dl 

MkPk-3 545 dl 0.0754 dl dl 99.4783 0.0637 0.2644 dl dl dl 0.1087 0.0095 dl 

MkPk-3 546 dl 0.1529 dl dl 98.7484 0.0694 0.2587 0.0689 0.1013 0.1588 0.0515 0.2266 0.1636 

MkPk-3 550 dl 0.1841 dl dl 99.4687 0.0913 0.0043 0.1195 dl dl 0.0860 0.0461 dl 

MkPk-3 551 dl 0.2566 dl dl 99.4149 0.0689 0.0160 0.1142 dl dl 0.0818 0.0475 dl 

MkPk-3 560 dl 0.2018 dl 0.0162 98.9134 0.0519 0.1798 0.1127 0.0793 0.0856 0.0447 0.1702 0.1444 

MkPk-3 561 dl 0.0642 dl dl 99.6250 0.0571 dl 0.1292 dl dl 0.1013 0.0233 dl 

MkPk-3 562 a 

(needle) 
dl 0.1451 dl dl 99.5544 0.0460 dl 0.1424 dl dl 0.1017 0.0105 dl 

MkPk-3 562 b 

(scrap) 
dl 0.1165 dl dl 99.5193 0.0458 0.0589 0.1050 dl dl 0.0691 0.0730 0.0123 

MkPk-3 57 dl 0.3151 dl dl 98.7026 0.1958 0.3783 dl dl 0.1566 0.0560 0.1302 0.0652 

MkPk-3 575 dl 0.2073 dl dl 99.2633 0.1046 0.1993 dl dl 0.0498 0.0672 0.0823 0.0263 

MkPk-3 586 dl 0.5491 dl dl 99.0349 0.1463 0.1351 dl dl dl 0.0848 0.0498 dl 

MkPk-3 589 a 

(needle) 
dl 0.2028 dl dl 99.3913 0.0358 0.0786 0.0996 0.0103 dl 0.0674 0.0808 0.0334 

MkPk-3 589 b 

(needle) 
dl 0.2611 dl 0.0032 99.3275 0.0483 0.0603 0.1157 0.0101 0.0110 0.0663 0.0775 0.0190 

MkPk-3 589 c 

(awl) 
dl 6.9792 0.2741 dl 90.8767 0.0842 0.3969 dl 0.1813 0.2342 0.2075 0.3936 0.3722 
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Sample MnKa1 FeKa1 CoKa1 NiKa1 CuKa1 ZnKb1 AsKb1 PbLb1 BiLb1 AgKa1 CdKa1 SnKa1 SbKa1 

MkPk-3 589 d 

(point) 
dl 0.9518 0.0106 dl 98.5322 0.0970 0.1009 0.0497 dl 0.0416 0.0547 0.1074 0.0542 

MkPk-3 589 e 

(scrap) 
dl 0.6786 dl dl 98.8171 0.0713 0.0745 0.0787 dl 0.0649 0.0544 0.1105 0.0501 

MkPk-3 589 f 

(scrap) 
dl 1.9241 0.0619 dl 97.1684 0.0927 0.1506 0.0577 0.0385 0.1135 0.0483 0.2036 0.1406 

MkPk-3 591 dl 2.3247 0.0789 dl 97.1569 0.0669 0.0858 0.0408 dl 0.0887 0.0759 0.0700 0.0114 

MkPk-3 606 dl 1.0248 0.0213 dl 98.6198 0.0659 0.0068 0.1126 dl 0.0258 0.0831 0.0399 dl 

MkPk-3 607 dl 0.0366 dl dl 99.6742 0.0504 0.0071 0.1124 dl dl 0.1047 0.0145 dl 

MkPk-3 618 a 

(awl) 
dl 2.3342 0.0826 dl 97.0071 0.0541 0.1085 0.0839 0.0211 0.0550 0.0484 0.1300 0.0751 

MkPk-3 618 b 

(scrap) 
dl 2.9700 0.1023 dl 95.8750 0.0962 0.2166 0.0106 0.0580 0.1394 0.0659 0.2656 0.2002 

MkPk-3 642 a 

(awl) 
dl 0.0481 dl dl 99.6225 0.0534 dl 0.1542 dl dl 0.1040 0.0178 dl 

MkPk-3 642 b 

(scrap) 
dl 1.4013 0.0323 dl 97.9963 0.0782 0.1481 0.0108 0.0032 0.1189 0.0544 0.1121 0.0445 

MkPk-3 649 dl 1.1380 0.0207 dl 98.3555 0.0688 0.0618 0.1018 dl 0.0521 0.0548 0.1037 0.0427 

MkPk-3 65# (# 

prob) 
dl 0.0815 dl dl 99.5590 0.0385 0.0916 0.0588 dl 0.0297 0.0802 0.0608 dl 

MkPk-3 65 dl 0.3559 dl 0.0076 99.1148 0.2519 0.0619 0.0659 dl dl 0.0981 0.0439 dl 

MkPk-3 653 dl 0.1764 dl dl 99.3496 0.0634 0.0833 0.1180 0.0095 0.0023 0.0634 0.1032 0.0311 

MkPk-3 654 dl 0.0535 dl dl 99.6348 0.0460 dl 0.1381 dl dl 0.0872 0.0404 dl 

MkPk-3 656 dl 0.2041 dl dl 99.4626 0.0708 dl 0.1421 dl dl 0.0882 0.0321 dl 

MkPk-3 658 a 

(scrap, large) 
dl 0.6357 dl dl 99.0316 0.0739 dl 0.1202 dl 0.0020 0.0921 0.0444 dl 

MkPk-3 658 b 

(scrap) 
dl 0.4638 dl dl 99.2163 0.0569 dl 0.1357 dl dl 0.1020 0.0254 dl 

MkPk-3 658 c 

(needle) 
dl 0.1355 dl dl 99.4759 0.0428 0.0489 0.1254 0.0045 dl 0.0726 0.0802 0.0141 

MkPk-3 658 d 

(awl) 
dl 0.7451 0.0043 dl 98.9177 0.0568 0.0796 0.0574 dl dl 0.0785 0.0582 0.0025 

MkPk-3 66 dl 2.1043 0.0882 dl 97.2667 0.2054 0.0563 0.0990 dl 0.0047 0.0715 0.0821 0.0218 

MkPk-3 68 dl 0.2156 dl 0.0011 99.3004 0.1890 0.1458 dl dl dl 0.0740 0.0681 0.0059 

MkPk-3 69 dl 0.7116 0.0047 dl 98.7635 0.1340 0.1034 0.0808 0.0094 0.0065 0.0593 0.0908 0.0361 
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Sample MnKa1 FeKa1 CoKa1 NiKa1 CuKa1 ZnKb1 AsKb1 PbLb1 BiLb1 AgKa1 CdKa1 SnKa1 SbKa1 

MkPk-3 70 

(edged) 
dl 0.3859 dl 0.0040 99.0319 0.2788 0.1244 0.0175 dl 0.0012 0.0697 0.0779 0.0088 

MkPk-3 70 a 

(scrap) 
dl 1.4873 0.0553 0.0048 97.8283 0.2079 0.1465 dl dl 0.0795 0.0649 0.0922 0.0332 

MkPk-3 70 b 

(edged) 
dl 0.3859 dl 0.0040 99.0319 0.2788 0.1244 0.0175 dl 0.0012 0.0697 0.0779 0.0088 

MkPk-3 70 dl 1.4873 0.0553 0.0048 97.8283 0.2079 0.1465 dl dl 0.0795 0.0649 0.0922 0.0332 

MkPk-3 71 dl 0.2928 dl 0.0099 99.2608 0.1425 0.0556 0.0951 dl 0.0021 0.0758 0.0640 0.0014 

MkPk-3 712 a 

(awl) 
dl 0.3049 dl dl 98.7023 0.0669 0.7979 dl dl dl 0.0964 0.0315 dl 

MkPk-3 712 b 

(scrap) 
dl 0.9276 0.0138 dl 98.7103 0.0827 0.1286 dl dl 0.0040 0.0781 0.0550 dl 

MkPk-3 713 dl 0.0920 dl dl 99.6145 0.0511 dl 0.1189 dl dl 0.1037 0.0197 dl 

MkPk-3 714 dl 0.0772 dl dl 99.6068 0.0588 dl 0.1398 dl dl 0.1031 0.0142 dl 

MkPk-3 715 dl 0.0894 dl dl 99.5795 0.0629 dl 0.1377 dl dl 0.0885 0.0420 dl 

MkPk-3 716 dl 0.2020 dl dl 97.8373 0.0669 0.3499 dl 0.0620 1.1037 0.0453 0.2455 0.0872 

MkPk-3 717 dl 4.1815 0.1671 dl 94.3096 0.0864 0.2251 0.0354 0.0935 0.2503 0.0839 0.2875 0.2796 

MkPk-3 719 dl 0.3236 dl dl 99.3936 0.0601 0.0136 0.0915 dl dl 0.0966 0.0209 dl 

MkPk-3 720 dl 0.2479 dl dl 99.2958 0.0607 0.0919 0.0956 0.0103 0.0173 0.0615 0.0858 0.0333 

MkPk-3 79 dl 0.1453 dl 0.0126 99.4052 0.1018 0.0625 0.1090 dl dl 0.0734 0.0715 0.0188 

MkPk-3 800 dl 0.2928 dl dl 98.7775 0.0584 0.2612 0.0430 0.0911 0.0765 0.0454 0.2226 0.1315 

MkPk-3 801 dl 0.6552 dl dl 98.9555 0.0629 0.0518 0.1069 dl 0.0229 0.0738 0.0706 0.0005 

MkPk-3 807 dl 1.0462 0.0172 0.0509 93.9910 0.0664 0.4911 3.3686 0.6600 0.0888 0.0559 0.1124 0.0515 

MkPk-3 81 dl 0.8840 0.0222 0.0031 98.5093 0.1789 0.1413 0.0198 0.0044 0.0195 0.0565 0.1102 0.0509 

MkPk-3 82 dl 0.4882 dl 0.0013 98.9689 0.1591 0.1125 0.0232 dl 0.1000 0.0825 0.0644 dl 

MkPk-3 84 dl 1.1688 0.0395 0.0034 98.1903 0.2108 0.0839 0.0659 dl 0.0353 0.0665 0.0975 0.0380 

MkPk-3 85 dl 0.1476 dl 0.0061 99.4007 0.1617 0.0335 0.1097 dl dl 0.0843 0.0564 dl 

MkPk-3 86 dl 0.0797 dl 0.0081 99.5197 0.1452 0.0213 0.0999 dl dl 0.0905 0.0357 dl 

MkPk-3 89 dl 0.5489 0.0019 0.0044 99.0086 0.1651 0.0244 0.1099 dl dl 0.0852 0.0517 dl 

MkPk-3 91 dl 0.1655 dl 0.0079 99.3240 0.2278 0.0158 0.1111 dl dl 0.0943 0.0536 dl 

MkPk-3 93 dl 2.7935 0.1187 dl 96.5298 0.2017 0.1186 0.0361 dl 0.0156 0.0589 0.0935 0.0336 

MkPk-3 94 dl 0.0586 dl 0.0187 99.4330 0.2394 0.0034 0.1113 dl dl 0.1039 0.0317 dl 

MkPk-3 97 dl 0.1475 dl 0.0073 99.2891 0.2182 0.0600 0.1367 dl dl 0.0893 0.0518 dl 

MkPk-3 unid A dl 0.2832 dl dl 99.4339 0.0255 0.0184 0.1168 dl dl 0.0781 0.0440 dl 
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Sample MnKa1 FeKa1 CoKa1 NiKa1 CuKa1 ZnKb1 AsKb1 PbLb1 BiLb1 AgKa1 CdKa1 SnKa1 SbKa1 

MkPk-3 unid B dl 0.4262 dl dl 99.2615 0.0256 0.0537 0.0925 dl dl 0.0730 0.0639 0.0034 

MkPk-3 unid C dl 0.0394 dl dl 99.6767 0.0267 dl 0.1354 dl dl 0.0987 0.0231 dl 

MkPk-3 unid D dl 0.0768 dl dl 99.6194 0.0272 0.0363 0.0921 dl 0.0178 0.0863 0.0440 dl 

MkPk-3 unid E dl 0.0708 dl 0.0014 99.6531 0.0196 dl 0.1270 dl dl 0.1006 0.0276 dl 

MkPk-3 unid F dl 0.3747 dl dl 99.3563 0.0385 0.0072 0.0961 dl dl 0.0883 0.0389 dl 

MkPk-4 1 dl 0.2489 dl dl 99.4521 0.0479 0.0266 0.0969 dl dl 0.0905 0.0371 dl 

MkPk-9 7 dl 0.0804 dl dl 99.5940 0.0674 dl 0.1382 dl dl 0.1134 0.0065 dl 

MkRi-3.572 dl 0.0620 dl dl 99.7195 dl 0.0183 0.0808 dl dl 0.1025 0.0170 dl 

MlPj-2 D-43 dl 0.3551 dl dl 99.3430 0.0594 0.0131 0.1015 dl dl 0.0921 0.0359 dl 

MlPj-2 F-10 dl 0.1566 dl dl 99.5185 0.0646 dl 0.1279 dl dl 0.0980 0.0343 dl 

MlPj-2 F-8 dl 0.1376 dl dl 99.0554 0.0459 0.2572 0.0256 0.0895 0.0482 0.0453 0.1647 0.1308 

MlPj-2 H-1 dl 0.0878 dl dl 99.6074 0.0466 dl 0.1420 dl dl 0.1006 0.0156 dl 

MlVh-2 2 0.0857 0.5624 dl 0.0306 98.2889 0.2663 0.4108 0.0102 0.0455 0.0212 0.0580 0.0991 0.1213 

MmPp-1 1 dl 0.2752 dl dl 99.4439 0.0586 0.0381 0.0615 dl dl 0.1018 0.0209 dl 

NaPi-2 10-2 dl 0.1593 dl dl 99.5674 0.0452 dl 0.1035 dl dl 0.1077 0.0169 dl 

NaPi-2 12-4 a 

(scrap) 
dl 0.5053 dl dl 99.1845 0.0510 dl 0.1346 dl dl 0.1043 0.0203 dl 

NaPi-2 13-4 dl 0.5461 dl dl 99.0807 0.0591 0.0887 0.0333 dl 0.0211 0.0726 0.0786 0.0199 

NaPi-2 15-12 dl 0.6738 dl dl 98.9046 0.0606 0.1471 dl 0.0027 0.0150 0.0552 0.1025 0.0385 

NaPi-2 16-9 dl 0.7364 0.0007 dl 98.9828 0.0483 0.0977 0.0110 dl dl 0.0859 0.0372 dl 

NaPi-2 17-4A dl 0.0801 dl dl 99.6344 0.0452 dl 0.1179 dl dl 0.1074 0.0150 dl 

NaPi-2 17-7 dl 0.1591 dl dl 99.5334 0.0476 0.0331 0.0830 dl dl 0.0973 0.0467 dl 

NaPi-2 19-3 dl 0.1254 dl dl 99.5624 0.0486 0.0302 0.0891 dl dl 0.0792 0.0622 0.0028 

NaPi-2 20-1 dl 0.0440 dl dl 99.6659 0.0508 0.0238 0.0826 dl dl 0.0926 0.0403 dl 

NaPi-2 21-13 dl 0.2562 dl dl 99.4583 0.0546 0.0267 0.0830 dl dl 0.0903 0.0308 dl 

NaPi-2 23-6 dl 3.5055 0.1430 dl 95.3945 0.0399 0.3355 dl 0.0569 0.0849 0.0533 0.2145 0.1721 

NaPi-2 27-22 dl 0.3473 dl dl 98.9891 0.0453 0.1630 0.0078 0.0134 0.0496 0.0449 0.1880 0.1515 

NaPi-2 27-23 dl 0.2175 dl dl 99.4308 0.0450 0.0689 0.0657 dl dl 0.0723 0.0842 0.0156 

NaPi-2 27-5 dl 0.0323 dl dl 99.6955 0.0137 0.0226 0.1115 dl dl 0.0910 0.0334 dl 

NaPi-2 28-16 dl 3.2412 0.1197 dl 96.3712 0.0400 0.0655 0.0405 dl dl 0.0778 0.0442 dl 

NaPi-2 28-9 dl 7.3939 0.2678 dl 91.6954 0.0544 0.1547 0.0203 0.0267 0.0690 0.0440 0.1612 0.1125 

NaPi-2 33-1 dl 0.1254 dl dl 99.6040 0.0508 0.0609 0.0364 dl dl 0.0910 0.0314 dl 

NaPi-2 34-7 dl 0.2487 dl dl 99.4852 0.0471 0.0573 0.0423 dl dl 0.0955 0.0238 dl 
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Sample MnKa1 FeKa1 CoKa1 NiKa1 CuKa1 ZnKb1 AsKb1 PbLb1 BiLb1 AgKa1 CdKa1 SnKa1 SbKa1 

NaPi-2 37-3 dl 2.0275 0.0618 dl 97.6449 0.0340 dl 0.1072 dl dl 0.0908 0.0337 dl 

NaPi-2 40-6 dl 0.5176 dl dl 99.0100 0.0474 0.1353 dl dl 0.0967 0.0640 0.0999 0.0292 

NaPi-2 40-7 dl 0.2342 dl 0.0024 98.7243 0.3305 0.2036 0.0773 0.0765 0.0469 0.0449 0.1773 0.0821 

NaPi-2 41-10 dl 0.2121 dl dl 99.4949 0.0368 0.0504 0.0726 dl dl 0.0809 0.0523 dl 

NaPi-2 41-7 dl 0.7750 0.0138 dl 98.9354 0.0446 dl 0.1107 dl dl 0.0879 0.0327 dl 

NaPi-2 42-6 dl 0.2788 dl dl 99.4130 0.0482 0.0570 0.0718 dl dl 0.0751 0.0538 0.0023 

NaPi-2 43-14 dl 0.2416 dl dl 99.4118 0.0594 0.0998 0.0362 dl dl 0.0681 0.0682 0.0149 

NaPi-2 44-5 dl 1.7816 0.0590 dl 97.2793 0.0558 0.2604 dl 0.0438 0.0746 0.0524 0.2195 0.1736 

NaPi-2 45-2 dl 0.7022 dl dl 98.5125 0.0593 0.2172 dl 0.0281 0.2028 0.0501 0.1500 0.0779 

NaPi-2 45-8 (# 

prob) 
dl 0.0424 dl dl 99.6727 0.0405 dl 0.1240 dl dl 0.1093 0.0111 dl 

NaPi-2 45-9 a 

(blade) 
dl 0.1354 dl dl 99.5754 0.0300 0.0471 0.0776 dl dl 0.0844 0.0500 dl 

NaPi-2 48-12 dl 0.0931 dl dl 99.6255 0.0443 dl 0.1146 dl dl 0.1076 0.0149 dl 

NaPi-2 50-2 dl 0.1804 dl dl 98.6750 0.0191 0.3598 dl 0.1327 0.1771 0.0492 0.2502 0.1563 

NaPi-2 50-3 a 

(blade) 
dl 0.1206 dl dl 98.9107 0.0340 0.1539 0.0484 0.0358 0.0980 0.0660 0.2853 0.2473 

NaPi-2 55-2 dl 0.1255 dl dl 99.6076 0.0396 0.0054 0.1049 dl dl 0.0892 0.0277 dl 

NaPi-2 55-6 0.0058 0.3575 dl dl 99.3579 0.0462 0.0450 0.0623 dl dl 0.0855 0.0399 dl 

NaPi-2 55-8 dl 0.1317 dl dl 98.9526 0.0289 0.2637 0.0537 0.1030 0.0690 0.0466 0.2090 0.1418 

NaPi-2 56-10 dl 0.1387 dl dl 99.5639 0.0428 0.0754 0.0438 dl dl 0.0792 0.0562 dl 

NaPi-2 5-8 dl 0.3770 dl dl 99.3467 0.0544 0.0281 0.0669 dl dl 0.0930 0.0339 dl 

NaPi-2 61-25 dl 0.3476 dl dl 99.3493 0.0603 0.0792 0.0347 dl dl 0.0775 0.0515 dl 

NaPi-2 61-28 dl 0.2807 dl dl 99.4269 0.0585 0.0714 0.0354 dl dl 0.0834 0.0438 dl 

NaPi-2 61-3 dl 0.4090 dl dl 99.2852 0.0467 0.0462 0.0703 dl dl 0.0845 0.0582 dl 

NaPi-2 7-14 dl 0.2949 dl dl 99.1963 0.0373 0.1968 dl 0.0220 0.0231 0.0494 0.1196 0.0607 

NaPi-2 8-1 dl 0.0994 dl dl 99.6245 0.0537 0.0383 0.0578 dl dl 0.0990 0.0273 dl 

NaPi-2 8-15 dl 0.5469 dl dl 99.1498 0.0573 0.0417 0.0704 dl dl 0.0852 0.0486 dl 

NaPi-2 8-19 dl 0.0988 dl dl 99.6228 0.0571 0.0128 0.0803 dl dl 0.1127 0.0156 dl 

NbTj-1 89 0.0092 0.5866 dl dl 98.9949 0.0547 0.1568 dl dl 0.0387 0.0736 0.0743 0.0114 

NcPd-1 112 

blade 
dl 0.0425 dl dl 99.7025 0.0293 0.0037 0.1016 dl dl 0.1069 0.0135 dl 

NcPd-1 113 dl 0.3113 dl dl 99.2182 0.0231 0.1290 0.0648 0.0279 0.0145 0.0601 0.0917 0.0595 
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Sample MnKa1 FeKa1 CoKa1 NiKa1 CuKa1 ZnKb1 AsKb1 PbLb1 BiLb1 AgKa1 CdKa1 SnKa1 SbKa1 

NcPd-1 114 

blade 
dl 0.0619 dl dl 99.6554 0.0274 0.0066 0.1272 dl dl 0.0886 0.0328 dl 

NcPd-1 137 dl 0.4847 dl dl 99.0295 0.0497 0.0971 0.0219 dl 0.1405 0.0724 0.0850 0.0192 

NcPd-1 138 dl 0.0460 dl dl 99.6772 0.0393 0.0035 0.1014 dl dl 0.1042 0.0284 dl 

NcPd-1 140 dl 0.2811 dl dl 99.3950 0.0276 0.0430 0.1185 dl dl 0.0746 0.0602 dl 

NcPd-1 141 dl 0.3341 dl dl 99.2288 0.0736 dl 0.2405 dl dl 0.1007 0.0223 dl 

NcPd-2 192 dl 0.3342 dl dl 99.3472 0.0364 0.1596 dl dl dl 0.0846 0.0382 dl 

NcPd-2 193 dl 0.1979 dl dl 99.3406 0.0330 0.2159 dl 0.0100 0.0116 0.0557 0.1015 0.0337 

NcPd-2 195 dl 0.2369 dl dl 99.5037 0.0467 0.0686 0.0317 dl dl 0.0901 0.0223 dl 

NcPd-2 208 dl 0.4258 dl dl 99.1827 0.0295 0.0936 0.0943 dl dl 0.0659 0.0827 0.0254 

NcPd-2 9 dl 0.1465 dl dl 99.5384 0.0498 0.0256 0.1054 dl dl 0.0841 0.0502 dl 

NcPd-2f 135 dl 0.0502 dl dl 99.6718 0.0496 0.0196 0.0818 dl dl 0.1041 0.0230 dl 

NcPf-1 10-4 dl 0.1061 dl 0.0007 99.6171 0.0245 0.0362 0.0849 dl dl 0.0885 0.0420 dl 

NcPf-1 1-7 dl 0.0248 dl dl 99.7056 0.0465 dl 0.0989 dl dl 0.1064 0.0179 dl 

NcPf-1 1-8 dl 0.1064 dl dl 99.6357 0.0418 0.0211 0.0687 dl dl 0.0977 0.0286 dl 

NcPf-12 2-11 dl 0.9878 0.0180 dl 98.6472 0.0575 0.0987 0.0170 dl dl 0.0747 0.0782 0.0208 

NcPf-12 2-13 dl 0.0754 dl dl 99.6420 0.0378 0.1035 0.0157 dl dl 0.0802 0.0453 dl 

NcPf-12 3-1 dl 0.1127 dl dl 99.4662 0.0339 0.0783 0.0539 dl 0.0208 0.0556 0.1180 0.0606 

NcPf-12 5-6 dl 0.0694 dl dl 99.4885 0.0567 0.1444 0.0073 0.0110 0.0116 0.0566 0.1038 0.0507 

NcPf-12 7-5 dl 2.3210 0.0927 dl 96.6114 0.1649 0.2625 dl 0.0447 0.1287 0.0450 0.1880 0.1412 

NdTs-1.7 dl 0.2870 dl 0.0121 98.9916 dl 0.2018 0.2240 0.1322 0.0196 0.0960 0.0358 dl 

NgTi-1 104 dl 0.0653 dl 0.1295 99.3068 0.0389 0.1694 0.1144 0.0350 dl 0.0898 0.0510 dl 

NgTi-1 377 dl 0.0831 dl 0.0675 99.3559 0.0316 0.1058 0.1915 0.0235 dl 0.1071 0.0340 dl 

NgTi-1 425 dl 0.3471 dl 0.0328 99.1262 0.0472 0.1128 0.1900 dl 0.0062 0.0875 0.0501 dl 

NgTi-1 437 dl 0.2967 dl 0.1965 97.8194 0.0456 0.3928 0.6684 0.4231 0.0100 0.1018 0.0457 dl 

NgTi-1 442 dl 0.1564 dl 0.0579 78.9123 20.1545 dl 0.5644 dl 0.0536 0.0958 0.0052 dl 

NgTi-1 450 dl 1.5255 0.0565 0.0292 95.4343 0.8570 0.6034 0.0609 0.3539 0.2152 0.1296 0.3649 0.3696 

NgTi-1 468 dl 0.8019 0.0021 0.0378 98.3794 0.0416 0.2269 0.0549 0.0931 0.0562 0.0670 0.1881 0.0512 

NgTi-1 490 dl 0.6387 0.0103 0.2388 76.1843 12.6259 0.2711 6.5968 0.1267 0.1112 0.0473 2.9004 0.2485 

NgTi-1 901 dl 2.5650 0.0944 0.1200 95.7029 0.0730 0.3559 0.3361 0.2372 0.0877 0.0454 0.2329 0.1497 

NgTt-4 109A dl 0.3694 dl 0.0476 91.9230 0.0280 0.6217 dl 0.0901 0.0303 0.0454 6.7495 0.0950 

NgTt-4 109B dl 0.2484 dl 0.0508 95.8832 0.0279 0.4221 dl 0.0278 dl 0.0637 3.2300 0.0459 

NgTt-4 148 dl 0.0882 dl dl 77.5570 21.9921 dl 0.1435 dl 0.0940 0.0980 0.0273 dl 
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NgTt-4 269 dl 0.1323 0.0016 dl 64.9931 33.3711 0.0435 1.2317 dl 0.0985 0.0884 0.0398 dl 

NgTt-4 273 dl 0.5251 dl 0.0592 90.5236 0.1120 0.3997 8.0512 0.0549 0.0006 0.0664 0.1701 0.0372 

NgTt-4 296 dl 0.2132 dl 0.0503 96.7583 0.0384 0.6582 dl dl dl 0.0702 2.1898 0.0215 

NgTt-4 299 dl 0.0639 dl dl 67.7495 31.0265 0.0239 0.9321 dl 0.0832 0.0943 0.0267 dl 

NhTn-1.405 dl 0.1761 dl dl 99.5097 dl 0.0657 0.0936 0.0036 0.0029 0.0652 0.0655 0.0177 

NhTr-1 79 dl 0.1579 dl dl 99.2270 0.0394 0.1422 0.0756 0.0466 0.0444 0.0459 0.1339 0.0871 

NhTs-2.10.3411 dl 1.6951 0.0388 dl 97.7844 dl 0.1199 0.0628 0.0250 0.0285 0.0508 0.1181 0.0765 

NhTs-2.1896 dl 0.0646 dl dl 99.7096 dl 0.0251 0.0758 dl dl 0.0982 0.0266 dl 

NhTs-2.1897 dl 0.4695 dl dl 98.9374 dl 0.2850 dl 0.0472 0.0294 0.0500 0.1279 0.0536 

NhTs-2.1898 dl 0.1492 dl dl 99.2937 dl 0.2040 0.0197 0.0443 0.0374 0.0474 0.1367 0.0676 

NhTs-2.1899 dl 0.2466 dl dl 99.4763 dl 0.0741 0.0677 dl dl 0.0721 0.0609 0.0023 

NhTs-2.1966 dl 0.6181 dl dl 99.0979 dl 0.0484 0.0943 dl dl 0.0761 0.0653 dl 

NhTs-2.2032 dl 0.4851 dl dl 99.2696 dl 0.0002 0.1158 dl dl 0.0984 0.0309 dl 

NhTs-2.2177 dl 0.2687 dl dl 99.5128 dl 0.0871 0.0058 dl dl 0.1032 0.0224 dl 

NhTs-2.2828 dl 0.8363 dl dl 98.8638 dl 0.0504 0.0983 dl dl 0.0685 0.0707 0.0120 

NhTs-2.341 0.4473 0.1651 dl dl 99.0345 dl 0.0847 0.0810 dl 0.0185 0.0620 0.0820 0.0249 

NhTs-2.342 dl 0.3637 dl dl 99.3807 dl dl 0.1312 dl dl 0.1054 0.0190 dl 

NhTs-2.8.2535 dl 0.0889 dl dl 99.6474 dl 0.0168 0.1317 dl dl 0.0787 0.0365 dl 

NhTs-2.8.2664 dl 4.3154 0.1388 dl 94.0485 dl 0.4338 dl 0.1794 0.2001 0.1021 0.3224 0.2595 

NhTs-2.9.3204 dl 0.4798 dl dl 99.2579 dl dl 0.1276 dl dl 0.0941 0.0405 dl 

NhTs-2-8.2532 dl 0.0505 dl dl 99.6792 dl dl 0.1438 dl dl 0.1156 0.0109 dl 

NhTs-2-8.2533 dl 0.0441 dl dl 99.7492 dl 0.0833 0.0053 dl dl 0.1066 0.0116 dl 

NhTs-2-8.2534 dl 0.1700 dl dl 99.5839 dl dl 0.1195 dl dl 0.1008 0.0257 dl 

NhTs-2-9.3203 dl 0.1437 dl dl 99.5872 dl dl 0.1410 dl dl 0.1002 0.0279 dl 

NiHf-4.3302 dl 0.5338 dl dl 99.0224 dl 0.0652 0.0798 dl 0.1327 0.0700 0.0939 0.0022 

NiHf-4.3420 dl 0.5994 dl dl 98.8973 dl 0.2311 dl 0.0140 0.0330 0.0501 0.1159 0.0592 

NiHf-4.3462 dl 0.2832 dl dl 98.9227 0.0004 0.3384 dl 0.0225 0.1007 0.0448 0.1767 0.1108 

NiHf-4.4582 dl 0.0535 dl dl 99.6759 dl dl 0.1468 dl 0.0022 0.0955 0.0262 dl 

NiHf-4.4823 dl 0.0909 dl dl 99.5717 dl 0.0650 0.1007 dl 0.0202 0.0690 0.0769 0.0056 

NiJp-11 100 dl 0.0534 dl dl 76.4072 23.2436 dl 0.1344 dl 0.0547 0.1068 dl dl 

NiJp-11 50 dl 0.6785 dl 0.0597 98.5421 0.0249 0.4154 dl 0.1253 0.0129 0.0998 0.0397 0.0017 

NiJq-15 8 dl 0.1491 dl 0.0089 78.5012 20.4789 0.1406 0.4971 0.0280 0.0584 0.1190 0.0188 dl 

NiNg-1 655 dl 0.0437 dl dl 99.6480 0.0470 dl 0.1439 dl dl 0.1087 0.0087 dl 
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NiNg-2 411 dl 0.2671 dl dl 99.4808 0.0432 0.0268 0.0608 dl dl 0.1106 0.0107 dl 

NiNg-2 486 dl 0.1298 dl dl 99.5919 0.0326 dl 0.1179 dl dl 0.0957 0.0320 dl 

NiNg-2 496 dl 0.5166 dl dl 99.1820 0.0458 dl 0.1232 dl dl 0.1002 0.0322 dl 

NiNg-2 578 dl 0.1393 dl dl 99.5775 0.0200 dl 0.1425 dl dl 0.0979 0.0228 dl 

NiNg-2 819 

(point) 
dl 0.0155 dl dl 99.6784 0.0455 dl 0.1335 dl dl 0.1123 0.0148 dl 

NiNg-8 16 

(hook) 
dl 0.1041 dl dl 99.5058 0.0105 0.0899 0.0878 0.0148 0.0112 0.0618 0.0871 0.0272 

NiNg-8 17 dl 0.0737 dl dl 99.6462 0.0267 dl 0.1323 dl dl 0.1115 0.0096 dl 

NiNg-8 21 dl 0.1714 dl dl 99.5246 0.0565 0.1183 dl dl dl 0.0770 0.0522 dl 

NiTr-2 1544 dl 0.2522 dl dl 99.3558 0.0367 0.0846 0.0824 0.0119 0.0081 0.0659 0.0863 0.0162 

NiTr-2 66 dl 0.0237 dl dl 99.7059 0.0216 dl 0.1306 dl dl 0.0970 0.0212 dl 

NiTs-1.1720 dl 0.0390 dl dl 99.7029 dl dl 0.1314 dl dl 0.1097 0.0168 dl 

NiTs-1.1949 dl 90.7331 0.3909 dl 4.9540 dl 2.4722 dl 0.1102 0.2526 0.4677 0.2382 0.3811 

NiTs-1.2017 dl 0.0829 dl dl 99.6040 dl 0.0383 0.1172 dl 0.0038 0.0727 0.0704 0.0106 

NiTs-1.2071 0.0132 1.0252 0.0154 dl 98.4104 dl 0.1473 0.0551 0.0374 0.0357 0.0476 0.1369 0.0757 

NiTs-1.2125ab dl 0.1101 dl 0.0010 99.6309 dl 0.0191 0.1159 dl dl 0.0907 0.0323 dl 

NiTs-1.2596 dl 0.0945 dl dl 99.6550 dl dl 0.1327 dl dl 0.1030 0.0148 dl 

NiTs-1.2913 dl 0.2779 dl 0.0098 98.4970 dl 0.4044 dl 0.1835 0.0952 0.0660 0.2893 0.1769 

NiTs-1.2982 dl 0.0432 dl dl 99.6755 dl dl 0.1548 dl dl 0.1121 0.0144 dl 

NiTs-1.3031 dl 0.2716 dl dl 99.3531 dl 0.0459 0.0897 dl 0.0376 0.0614 0.1021 0.0386 

NiTs-1.3815 dl 0.1804 dl dl 99.4328 dl 0.0649 0.1232 0.0047 0.0021 0.0663 0.0906 0.0350 

NiTs-1.4064 dl 0.1218 dl 0.1180 99.3867 dl 0.0789 0.1451 dl dl 0.1036 0.0459 dl 

NiTs-1.4064a dl 0.1905 dl 0.1692 99.0420 dl 0.0790 0.3657 dl dl 0.1009 0.0528 dl 

NiTs-1.4064b dl 0.0614 dl 0.0350 99.5435 dl 0.0381 0.1740 dl dl 0.1045 0.0435 dl 

NiTs-1.4064c dl 0.0509 dl 0.1630 99.1556 dl 0.0939 0.3874 dl dl 0.1056 0.0435 dl 

NiTs-2.400 dl 0.0432 dl dl 99.7394 dl dl 0.1002 dl dl 0.1097 0.0075 dl 

NjRc-1 11 dl 0.0304 dl dl 99.6095 0.0336 0.0733 0.0777 0.0041 dl 0.0675 0.0802 0.0235 

NjRc-1 291 dl 0.0277 dl dl 99.7036 0.0256 dl 0.1276 dl dl 0.1074 0.0081 dl 

NjRc-1 312 dl 0.1436 dl dl 99.1326 0.0100 0.2636 0.0032 0.0747 0.0429 0.0447 0.1475 0.1372 

NjRc-1 562 dl 0.0608 dl dl 99.5325 0.0103 0.0895 0.0918 0.0174 0.0029 0.0558 0.0974 0.0415 

NjRc-1 688 dl 0.0870 dl 0.0033 99.4942 0.0241 0.0872 0.0968 0.0129 0.0103 0.0630 0.0888 0.0324 

NjRc-1 689 dl 0.2582 dl 0.0038 99.2902 0.0255 0.1751 0.0144 0.0402 0.0151 0.0603 0.0948 0.0223 

NjRc-1 690 dl 0.1851 dl dl 98.9946 0.0366 0.2633 0.0069 0.0972 0.0710 0.0491 0.1607 0.1355 
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NjRc-1 691 dl 0.0800 dl dl 99.4483 0.0158 0.1232 0.0756 0.0323 0.0121 0.0517 0.1014 0.0598 

NjRc-4 57 a 

(sheet) 
dl 0.7783 0.0049 dl 98.9621 0.0319 0.0161 0.0854 dl dl 0.0993 0.0220 dl 

NjRc-4 57 b (bar) dl 0.9192 0.0074 dl 98.6696 0.0427 0.1159 0.0631 0.0089 0.0022 0.0654 0.0809 0.0247 

NjRc-4 83 dl 0.4598 dl dl 98.6041 0.0332 0.2037 0.0334 0.0709 0.0895 0.0600 0.2420 0.2035 

NjVi-2 10 dl 0.2665 dl dl 99.4835 0.0364 0.0171 0.0810 dl dl 0.1030 0.0125 dl 

NjVi-2 1-401 

(loose bead on 

hide) 

dl 0.0382 dl dl 99.6828 0.0256 0.0448 0.0847 dl dl 0.0814 0.0425 dl 

NjVi-2 150 dl 0.4463 dl dl 99.2966 0.0391 0.0236 0.0681 dl dl 0.0961 0.0302 dl 

NjVi-2 185 dl 0.7040 dl dl 99.0302 0.0303 0.0233 0.0864 dl dl 0.0925 0.0333 dl 

NjVi-2 212 dl 1.2005 0.0265 0.0010 98.1895 0.0298 0.2983 dl 0.0255 0.0249 0.0533 0.0997 0.0509 

NjVi-2 216 dl 2.0258 0.0681 dl 97.6144 0.0430 0.0155 0.1007 dl dl 0.0769 0.0556 dl 

NjVi-2 285 dl 35.7783 0.8224 dl 62.8610 dl 0.1603 dl 0.0248 0.0966 0.0366 0.1290 0.0909 

NjVi-2 355 dl 0.4887 dl dl 99.2468 0.0249 0.0418 0.0682 dl dl 0.0932 0.0365 dl 

NjVi-2 79 dl 0.4363 dl dl 99.2906 0.0466 0.0074 0.0890 dl dl 0.0990 0.0311 dl 

NkRh-3 169 dl 0.0767 dl 0.0077 99.3647 0.0107 0.1691 0.0531 0.0339 0.0360 0.0549 0.1191 0.0741 

NkRh-3 580 dl 1.0745 0.0160 dl 98.6269 0.0411 0.0329 0.0834 dl dl 0.0805 0.0448 dl 

NkRh-3 581 dl 2.5867 0.0786 dl 97.0423 0.0215 0.0419 0.0902 dl dl 0.0799 0.0589 dl 

NkRh-3 669 dl 0.1798 dl dl 99.5366 0.0372 dl 0.1333 dl dl 0.1088 0.0044 dl 

NkRh-3 755 dl 0.3530 dl dl 99.3797 0.0332 dl 0.1133 dl dl 0.1166 0.0041 dl 

NkRh-3 98 dl 0.0167 dl dl 99.6833 0.0369 dl 0.1450 dl dl 0.1059 0.0121 dl 

NkRh-8.21 dl 0.3403 dl dl 99.3723 dl 0.0782 0.0488 dl dl 0.0695 0.0726 0.0183 

NkRi-3.201 dl 0.1571 dl dl 99.3877 dl 0.1147 0.0900 0.0205 0.0063 0.0549 0.1121 0.0567 

NkRi-3.345 dl 0.2827 dl dl 99.3236 dl 0.0950 0.1030 0.0160 0.0088 0.0546 0.0839 0.0324 

NkRi-3.459 dl 0.0860 dl dl 99.6720 dl dl 0.1226 dl dl 0.1030 0.0163 dl 

NkRi-3.476 dl 0.1179 dl dl 99.6637 dl 0.0570 0.0349 dl dl 0.1062 0.0203 dl 

NkRi-3.476b dl 0.1687 dl dl 99.5766 dl 0.0060 0.1146 dl dl 0.0890 0.0451 dl 

NkRi-3.477a 0.0094 1.2742 0.0273 dl 97.3329 dl 0.7957 dl 0.0510 0.0736 0.0490 0.2168 0.1701 

NkRi-3.477b 0.0083 2.7941 0.0986 0.0136 93.8612 0.0349 1.5144 dl 0.2796 0.2381 0.2588 0.4812 0.4170 

NkRi-3.478 dl 1.9480 0.0486 dl 97.0981 dl 0.3505 dl 0.0892 0.0791 0.0474 0.1999 0.1391 

NkRi-3.485 dl 0.0522 dl dl 99.7150 dl dl 0.1107 dl dl 0.1053 0.0168 dl 

NkRi-3.531 dl 0.1531 dl dl 99.5979 dl 0.0131 0.1123 dl dl 0.0844 0.0392 dl 

NkRi-3.535 dl 1.0138 0.0171 dl 98.7162 dl 0.0343 0.0851 dl dl 0.0793 0.0542 dl 
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NkRi-3.690 dl 0.0333 dl dl 99.7126 dl dl 0.1359 dl dl 0.1131 0.0051 dl 

NkRj-3 31 dl 0.2017 dl 0.0009 99.1785 0.0081 0.2795 dl 0.0421 0.0282 0.0466 0.1305 0.0838 

NkRo-2 22 dl 0.6045 dl dl 99.0292 0.0615 0.1626 dl dl dl 0.0776 0.0595 0.0051 

NlRu-1 249 dl 0.2813 dl dl 98.1398 0.0289 0.4556 dl 0.2227 0.1585 0.1176 0.3393 0.2565 

NlRu-1 52 dl 1.6392 0.0505 dl 97.5820 0.0221 0.1918 0.0427 0.0562 0.0614 0.0456 0.1844 0.1242 

NlRu-1 70 0.2170 1.7316 0.0518 dl 87.3484 0.1730 1.0553 dl 0.6548 0.8736 4.7928 1.5662 1.5354 

NlTk-2 1-116 dl 0.2419 dl dl 99.4994 0.0311 dl 0.1087 dl dl 0.1056 0.0134 dl 

NlTk-2 1-23 dl 0.3445 dl 0.0368 98.8242 0.0426 0.4444 dl 0.1241 0.0261 0.0971 0.0603 dl 

NlTk-2 1-350 dl 1.1103 0.0207 dl 98.5777 0.0430 0.0371 0.0735 dl dl 0.0897 0.0481 dl 

NlTk-2 88 dl 0.4193 dl 0.0764 99.1089 0.0338 0.1086 0.1259 0.0030 dl 0.1000 0.0241 dl 

NlTk-2 89 dl 1.4994 0.0323 0.0214 96.9163 0.0439 0.6630 dl 0.4916 0.1020 0.0582 0.1189 0.0532 

OaJl-2 2 dl 0.2468 dl 0.0415 98.4666 0.0207 0.5636 dl 0.2611 0.0797 0.0462 0.1586 0.1153 

OaJl-3 1 historic 

sheet metal for 

reference 

dl 0.1083 dl 0.0600 98.2915 0.0231 0.5253 0.6887 0.1244 0.0204 0.0801 0.0541 0.0243 

OaRw-2.110 dl 0.6654 dl dl 98.9423 dl 0.1496 0.0164 0.0094 0.0127 0.0503 0.1095 0.0444 

ObRo-1 85 dl 0.1843 dl 0.0229 98.3189 0.0563 0.4699 dl 0.2089 0.1330 0.0641 0.3051 0.2365 

ObRo-2 120 dl 0.0832 dl 0.0056 99.2959 0.0398 0.1996 0.0177 0.0563 0.0285 0.0490 0.1334 0.0909 

ObRo-2 239 

copper frag 
dl 0.0298 dl dl 99.5410 0.0538 0.0472 0.0865 dl 0.0825 0.0730 0.0766 0.0096 

ObRo-2 300 dl 0.1385 dl dl 98.7815 0.0433 0.3874 dl 0.1441 0.0798 0.0529 0.2248 0.1477 

ObRo-2 322 dl 0.1060 dl dl 98.9483 0.0353 0.3376 dl 0.1369 0.0626 0.0484 0.2132 0.1116 

ObRo-2 411 dl 0.0225 dl dl 99.6870 0.0429 dl 0.1336 dl dl 0.1127 0.0013 dl 

ObRv-25 109 dl 0.7769 0.0008 dl 98.8913 0.0415 0.0957 0.0400 dl dl 0.0681 0.0747 0.0109 

OdPb-1 6 a 

(independent 

rivet) 

dl 0.2442 dl dl 99.4917 0.0094 0.0308 0.0924 dl dl 0.0858 0.0457 dl 

OdPb-1 6 b (roll) dl 0.0990 dl dl 99.6256 0.0337 dl 0.1247 dl dl 0.1059 0.0110 dl 

OdPb-1 6 c 

(scrap) 
dl 0.0924 dl dl 99.6419 0.0290 dl 0.1198 dl dl 0.1086 0.0084 dl 

OdPb-1 8 dl 0.2646 dl 0.0011 99.4060 0.0145 0.0663 0.0944 dl dl 0.0695 0.0760 0.0077 

OdPb-1 9 dl 0.1655 dl dl 99.5569 0.0412 dl 0.1216 dl dl 0.1093 0.0056 dl 

OdPc-1 207 dl 0.0628 dl dl 99.6333 0.0145 0.0509 0.1069 dl dl 0.0765 0.0469 0.0082 

OdPc-1 209 dl 0.3499 dl dl 99.3496 0.0648 0.0239 0.0828 dl dl 0.0971 0.0319 dl 
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OdPc-1 299 a dl 1.6001 0.0444 dl 98.0686 0.0453 0.0276 0.0856 dl dl 0.0847 0.0439 dl 

OdPc-1 299 b dl 0.6405 dl dl 99.0860 0.0435 0.0042 0.1013 dl dl 0.0998 0.0247 dl 

OdPc-1 320 dl 0.0815 dl dl 99.6291 0.0427 dl 0.1304 dl dl 0.1001 0.0162 dl 

OdPc-1 524 dl 0.0647 dl dl 99.5975 0.0123 0.0859 0.0777 0.0096 dl 0.0628 0.0749 0.0145 

OdPc-1 576 dl 0.1315 dl dl 99.5804 0.0559 0.0254 0.0823 dl dl 0.0940 0.0304 dl 

OdPc-2 59 dl 0.0625 dl dl 99.6454 0.0332 dl 0.1341 dl dl 0.1025 0.0223 dl 

OdPc-5 11 a - 

point fragment 
dl 0.0832 dl dl 99.6287 0.0404 dl 0.1300 dl dl 0.1028 0.0151 dl 

OdPc-5 11 b 

twisted piece 
dl 0.4579 dl dl 99.2614 0.0392 0.0251 0.0877 dl dl 0.0932 0.0353 dl 

OdPc-5 11 c 

smallest piece 
dl 0.1028 dl dl 99.5676 0.0196 0.0753 0.0904 dl dl 0.0755 0.0621 0.0067 

OdPc-5 12 dl 0.1803 dl dl 99.5267 0.0382 dl 0.1303 dl dl 0.1042 0.0202 dl 

OdPp-2 3858 dl 0.1381 dl dl 99.4990 0.0541 0.1837 dl dl dl 0.1061 0.0191 dl 

OdPp-2 4512 dl 0.0616 dl dl 99.6523 0.0552 0.0067 0.0932 dl dl 0.1074 0.0237 dl 

OdPp-2 4515 dl 0.0280 dl dl 99.6718 0.0375 0.1374 dl dl dl 0.1016 0.0238 dl 

OdPq-1 149 dl 0.1308 dl dl 99.4265 0.0332 0.1500 dl dl 0.0588 0.0662 0.1003 0.0340 

OhPo-5 9 dl 0.1368 dl dl 99.5843 0.0330 0.0080 0.1070 dl dl 0.0992 0.0317 dl 

OhRh-1.1302 dl 0.3415 dl dl 98.8506 dl 0.3369 dl 0.0812 0.0563 0.0449 0.1633 0.1252 

OhRh-1.944 dl 0.0522 dl dl 99.6946 dl dl 0.1339 dl dl 0.1071 0.0123 dl 

OhRh-1.945 dl 0.2044 dl 0.0048 99.2271 dl 0.1844 0.0294 0.0358 0.0340 0.0477 0.1408 0.0916 

OhRh-1.946 dl 0.0551 dl dl 99.6999 dl dl 0.1241 dl dl 0.1118 0.0092 dl 

OiPq-1.7a naval 

brass 
dl 0.0513 dl dl 68.5209 29.7939 dl 1.4736 dl 0.0455 0.1015 0.0134 dl 

OiPq-1.7b naval 

brass 
dl 0.0869 dl dl 64.2276 35.3226 dl 0.1699 dl 0.0673 0.1094 0.0163 dl 

PaJs-3.6-7 dl 0.3519 dl dl 99.1890 dl 0.1821 0.0257 0.0267 0.0207 0.0563 0.1191 0.0285 

PcJq-5 604 dl 0.1152 dl dl 99.5098 0.0451 0.0843 0.0842 dl 0.0018 0.0653 0.0643 0.0300 

PcJq-5 605 dl 0.0528 dl dl 99.5117 0.0003 0.1392 0.0634 0.0249 0.0160 0.0592 0.0829 0.0497 

PcJq-5 706 dl 0.2816 dl dl 99.4500 0.0481 0.0644 0.0349 dl dl 0.0936 0.0274 dl 

PeJl-2 26 dl 0.3351 0.0071 dl 68.1284 28.7135 0.2893 2.2727 0.0370 0.0998 0.0982 0.0188 dl 

PeJm-1 8 dl 0.1374 dl 0.0174 99.0400 0.0224 0.4644 0.1308 0.0276 0.0145 0.0884 0.0543 0.0029 

PeJr-1 1256 dl 0.3142 dl dl 99.3373 0.0508 0.1624 dl dl dl 0.0717 0.0637 dl 

PeJr-1 1257 dl 0.2269 dl dl 99.4255 0.0613 0.1133 0.0120 dl dl 0.0658 0.0711 0.0241 
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PeJr-1 1425 dl 0.1755 dl dl 99.5449 0.0495 0.0377 0.0671 dl dl 0.0903 0.0351 dl 

PeJr-1 1542 (site 

# problem) 
dl 0.1324 dl dl 99.5302 0.1121 0.0171 0.0837 dl dl 0.1034 0.0211 dl 

PeJr-1 27 dl 0.0536 dl dl 99.6588 0.0423 dl 0.1251 dl dl 0.1095 0.0108 dl 

PeJr-1 306 dl 0.0264 dl dl 99.6272 0.0416 0.0244 0.0854 dl 0.0537 0.0915 0.0498 dl 

PeJr-1 613 dl 1.1070 0.0170 dl 98.0479 0.0285 0.3348 dl 0.0753 0.0612 0.0448 0.1638 0.1198 

PeJr-1 827 dl 0.1154 dl 0.0493 98.4382 0.0292 0.6812 0.3676 0.0087 0.0386 0.0921 0.0946 0.0851 

PeJr-1 853 dl 0.1923 dl dl 99.5278 0.0426 0.0201 0.0890 dl dl 0.0880 0.0403 dl 

PeJr-4 1 dl 0.0718 dl dl 99.6321 0.0402 dl 0.1125 dl 0.0152 0.1040 0.0243 dl 

PgHb-1 695 dl 0.0193 dl dl 99.6790 0.0409 dl 0.1406 dl dl 0.1103 0.0099 dl 

PgHb-3 24 blade dl 0.0407 dl 0.0298 97.7322 0.0473 0.7284 dl 0.1473 0.0566 0.0675 1.1198 0.0305 

PjRa-10 101 dl 0.7937 0.0029 dl 98.9054 0.0368 dl 0.1254 dl dl 0.0970 0.0388 dl 

PjRa-10 118 dl 0.1117 dl 0.0021 99.4566 0.0093 0.1296 0.0622 0.0338 0.0093 0.0550 0.0959 0.0345 

PjRa-10 131 dl 0.4649 dl dl 99.2607 0.0174 dl 0.1286 dl dl 0.1054 0.0229 dl 

PjRa-10 2 dl 0.1452 dl dl 99.2035 0.0302 0.0965 0.0461 dl 0.0492 0.0448 0.2072 0.1775 

PjRa-10 96 dl 0.1016 dl dl 99.5953 0.0416 dl 0.1436 dl dl 0.1153 0.0026 dl 

PjRa-10 97 dl 0.1282 dl 0.0053 99.5838 0.0297 dl 0.1358 dl dl 0.1033 0.0138 dl 

PjRa-7 5 Blade dl 0.1265 dl 0.0331 99.2208 0.0348 0.3299 dl 0.1046 dl 0.1025 0.0478 dl 

PkPx-1 18 dl 0.0223 dl dl 99.6746 0.0386 dl 0.1400 dl dl 0.1101 0.0145 dl 

PkPx-2 27 dl 1.6528 0.0419 dl 97.9457 0.0367 0.0079 0.1820 dl dl 0.0921 0.0410 dl 

PkPx-2 41 dl 3.5314 0.1156 dl 96.0862 0.0250 dl 0.1199 dl dl 0.1008 0.0211 dl 

PkPx-2 63 a dl 0.1704 dl 0.0412 98.6865 0.0164 0.4008 0.1320 0.3473 0.0322 0.0842 0.0807 0.0084 

PkPx-2 63 b (2) dl 1.9080 0.0576 dl 97.6616 0.0210 0.0399 0.1156 dl dl 0.0642 0.1174 0.0146 

PkPx-2 63 b dl 5.9784 0.2260 dl 93.4148 0.0205 0.0336 0.1093 dl 0.0071 0.0630 0.1285 0.0187 

PkPx-2 63 c dl 2.5768 0.0875 dl 97.0572 0.0180 dl 0.1348 dl dl 0.0927 0.0330 dl 

PkPx-2 63 d dl 1.6898 0.0515 dl 97.8658 0.0268 0.0650 0.0985 0.0019 0.0035 0.0574 0.1009 0.0391 

PkPx-2 82 dl 0.3336 dl 0.0240 99.0278 0.0321 0.3084 dl 0.1178 0.0144 0.0920 0.0499 dl 

PlPx-1 238 dl 0.1625 dl 0.0293 99.3606 0.0431 0.2144 dl 0.0359 0.0092 0.1033 0.0417 dl 

PlPx-1 31 dl 0.1241 dl dl 99.5984 0.0130 dl 0.1320 dl dl 0.0959 0.0365 dl 

PlPx-1 62 dl 0.8150 0.0055 0.0193 98.5927 0.0392 0.2551 0.0050 0.1238 0.0168 0.0876 0.0401 dl 

PlPx-1 82 dl 0.0388 dl dl 99.6527 0.0406 dl 0.1479 dl dl 0.1110 0.0091 dl 

QeJu-1 1623 dl 0.1114 dl dl 99.6067 0.0382 0.0646 0.0568 dl dl 0.0793 0.0430 dl 

QeJu-1 1652 dl 0.2101 dl dl 99.5269 0.0349 0.0181 0.0873 dl dl 0.1077 0.0149 dl 



 

  

3
8
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Sample MnKa1 FeKa1 CoKa1 NiKa1 CuKa1 ZnKb1 AsKb1 PbLb1 BiLb1 AgKa1 CdKa1 SnKa1 SbKa1 

QeJu-1 1678 dl 0.1154 dl dl 99.0741 0.0201 0.2738 0.0133 0.0897 0.0533 0.0454 0.1782 0.1368 

QeJu-1 1725 dl 0.1632 dl dl 99.4773 0.0345 0.0932 0.0462 dl 0.0537 0.0652 0.0651 0.0016 

QeJu-1 1832 dl 0.1157 dl 0.0058 98.8939 0.0479 0.0444 0.7138 dl 0.0300 0.1030 0.0336 0.0120 

QeJu-2 100 dl 0.1188 dl dl 99.5512 0.0441 0.1514 dl dl dl 0.0779 0.0565 dl 

QeJu-2 1351 dl 0.1783 dl 0.0058 99.3964 0.0252 0.0876 0.0657 0.0018 0.0459 0.0547 0.1035 0.0352 

QeJu-2 548 dl 0.0300 dl dl 99.7029 0.0460 0.0118 0.0892 dl dl 0.1023 0.0179 dl 

QeJu-3 31 dl 0.0616 dl dl 99.6222 0.0218 0.1612 dl dl dl 0.0771 0.0561 dl 

QeJu-3 34 dl 0.0635 dl dl 99.6675 0.0455 0.0296 0.0701 dl dl 0.1153 0.0085 dl 

QeJu-3 345 dl 0.1084 dl 0.2935 96.6484 0.0581 0.7793 0.9807 0.1443 0.2614 0.0641 0.2846 0.3772 

QeJu-3 371 dl 0.2422 dl dl 99.4844 0.0460 0.1048 dl dl dl 0.1095 0.0132 dl 

QiLd -1 24 dl 0.0321 dl 0.1879 98.9658 0.0265 0.2309 0.2817 dl 0.0406 0.1090 0.0625 0.0629 

QiLd-1 1300 dl 0.0643 dl 0.1300 99.1032 0.0360 0.2957 0.1951 dl 0.0050 0.1015 0.0274 0.0419 

QiLd-1 1377 dl 0.0367 dl dl 99.6547 0.0446 0.0921 0.0402 dl dl 0.0874 0.0444 dl 

QiLd-1 1393 dl 0.0832 dl dl 97.6840 0.0203 0.6089 0.7125 0.0681 0.3141 0.0452 0.2487 0.2149 

QiLd-1 1394 dl 0.1213 dl dl 99.6164 0.0281 0.1136 dl dl dl 0.0903 0.0304 dl 

QiLd-1 1486 

blade 
dl 0.1014 dl dl 99.6296 0.0351 0.0675 0.0426 dl dl 0.0856 0.0382 dl 

QiLd-1 1643 dl 0.0348 dl dl 99.6807 0.0410 dl 0.1233 dl dl 0.1124 0.0078 dl 

QiLd-1 1743 dl 0.0866 dl 0.0071 99.1400 0.0361 0.5360 dl 0.0183 dl 0.0658 0.0795 0.0306 

QiLd-1 1786 dl 0.1825 dl dl 99.1112 0.0458 0.1923 0.0365 0.0646 0.0439 0.0454 0.1648 0.1129 

QiLd-1 2076 dl 0.0897 dl dl 99.6415 0.0329 dl 0.1176 dl dl 0.1023 0.0160 dl 

QiLd-1 2157 dl 0.0313 dl dl 98.8305 0.0079 0.9878 dl 0.0005 dl 0.0832 0.0588 dl 

QiLd-1 2163 dl 0.0666 dl dl 99.2840 0.0242 0.3957 dl 0.0206 0.0035 0.0589 0.0976 0.0489 

QiLd-1 2197 dl 0.1567 dl dl 99.4526 0.0228 0.1986 dl 0.0058 0.0064 0.0673 0.0713 0.0183 

QiLd-1 2276 dl 0.1260 dl dl 99.5963 0.0384 0.0814 0.0349 dl dl 0.0787 0.0443 dl 

QiLd-1 2279 dl 0.1502 dl dl 99.5583 0.0313 0.1411 dl dl dl 0.0827 0.0365 dl 

QiLd-1 2443 dl 0.0830 dl dl 99.6270 0.0588 0.0516 0.0564 dl dl 0.0915 0.0317 dl 

QiLd-1 576 dl 0.0198 dl dl 99.7287 0.0401 0.0157 0.0752 dl dl 0.1105 0.0099 dl 

QiLd-1 759 dl 0.0540 dl 0.1700 98.7330 0.0426 0.4246 0.2902 dl 0.0489 0.0917 0.0450 0.1000 

QiLd-1 760 dl 0.2249 dl dl 99.4766 0.0482 dl 0.1318 dl dl 0.1088 0.0097 dl 

QiLd-1 996 dl 0.0254 dl dl 99.6824 0.0465 dl 0.1254 dl dl 0.1068 0.0135 dl 

QiLd-1 997 dl 0.0928 dl 0.1886 98.5327 0.0299 0.4746 0.4217 dl 0.0510 0.1069 0.0323 0.0695 

QiLe-1 113 dl 0.9908 0.0154 dl 98.7617 0.0155 0.0428 0.0645 dl dl 0.0909 0.0185 dl 
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Sample MnKa1 FeKa1 CoKa1 NiKa1 CuKa1 ZnKb1 AsKb1 PbLb1 BiLb1 AgKa1 CdKa1 SnKa1 SbKa1 

RaJu-1 153 dl 0.3437 dl dl 99.3149 0.0458 0.0624 0.0777 dl dl 0.0713 0.0778 0.0065 

RaJu-1 365 dl 0.4499 dl dl 99.2563 0.0323 0.0245 0.1040 dl dl 0.0930 0.0400 dl 

RaJu-1 370 dl 0.2649 dl dl 99.3616 0.0543 0.0879 0.0511 dl 0.0237 0.0660 0.0675 0.0230 

RbJr-1 374 dl 0.1059 dl 0.0089 98.3397 0.0357 0.3289 0.7615 0.0138 0.0789 0.0961 0.0874 0.1432 

RbJr-5 16 dl 0.0715 dl 0.1919 98.4790 0.0297 0.2877 0.6890 dl 0.0440 0.1094 0.0346 0.0631 

RbJr-5 24 dl 0.3278 dl 0.0063 99.1322 0.0086 0.1495 0.0755 0.0416 0.0209 0.0550 0.1246 0.0579 

RbJr-5 292 dl 0.0663 dl dl 99.2097 0.0215 0.2314 0.0472 0.0876 0.0488 0.0448 0.1575 0.0853 

SgFm-14 1 dl 0.1479 dl 0.0038 98.9231 0.0419 0.0469 0.6259 dl 0.0448 0.1017 0.0475 0.0164 

SgFm-4 933 dl 0.1255 dl dl 99.5899 0.0400 dl 0.1273 dl dl 0.1042 0.0131 dl 

Victoria Island 

Cu Slab-1 
dl 1.6872 0.0454 dl 97.8657 dl 0.0354 0.1087 dl 0.0108 0.0510 0.1196 0.0761 

Victoria Island 

Cu Slab-2 
dl 6.2541 0.2280 dl 92.7743 dl 0.1248 0.0651 0.0304 0.0760 0.0459 0.2262 0.1752 

Victoria Island 

Cu Slab-3 
dl 0.4982 dl dl 99.2515 dl dl 0.1292 dl dl 0.0977 0.0235 dl 

Victoria Island 

Cu Slab-4 
dl 0.1908 dl dl 99.5572 dl dl 0.1297 dl dl 0.0888 0.0335 dl 

Victoria Island 

Cu Slab-5 
dl 0.6306 dl dl 99.1103 dl 0.0377 0.0721 dl dl 0.0738 0.0642 0.0113 

Victoria Island 

Float-1 
dl 0.0882 dl dl 99.6471 dl dl 0.1326 dl dl 0.0839 0.0483 dl 

x973.80.115 

arsenical copper 

with bismuth 

dl 0.0995 dl 0.0312 99.4199 dl 0.2634 dl 0.0469 0.0058 0.0966 0.0367 dl 

X981.26.4 

smelted copper 
dl 0.2567 dl 0.0306 99.1838 dl 0.2448 dl 0.0559 0.0275 0.0664 0.0986 0.0356 

XI-B 184 dl 0.1577 dl dl 99.2795 0.2786 dl 0.1459 dl dl 0.0955 0.0429 dl 

XI-B 211 dl 0.1663 dl dl 99.5884 0.0272 0.0160 0.0866 dl dl 0.0952 0.0205 dl 

XI-B 269 dl 0.0388 dl dl 99.7101 0.0058 0.0145 0.1068 dl dl 0.0935 0.0305 dl 

XI-B 93 dl 0.6735 0.0036 dl 99.0198 0.0423 dl 0.1378 dl dl 0.0920 0.0310 dl 
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APPENDIX B. NOTES ON CONVERSATIONS WITH THE 

COMMUNITIES OF KUGLUKTUK AND CAMBRIDGE BAY 

The following text was written at the Coppermine Inn in Kugluktuk, Nunavut on the 

evening of 10 November 2017 after completing the final of 4 copper workshops and conversations 

with Elders and other community members in Cambridge Bay and Kugluktuk between 6 

November and 10 November. These conversations had a significant impact on my understanding 

of both the function and meaning of the copper objects at the heart of this research. They also 

benefitted me in a much more intangible way by being able to speak with and listen to the 

descendants (sometimes not-that-distant descendants) of the Inuit who created and held the 

knowledge of those objects. Spelling and some grammatical mistakes have been corrected, but 

otherwise the text is unchanged. Numbers of individual conversations are used as references in 

citations to Appendix B throughout the text. --- 

 

[1]  Nancy, one of the women who works at the visitor’s center in Kugluktuk, said that as a 

child she saw large slabs of copper in Bathurst Inlet.  She was born around Bathurst Inlet, and was 

raised in Bay Chimo [Umingmaktok].  She said they used to see large slabs as big as 2-3 feet in 

diameter and would play with them as children.  She also pointed out the traditional names for 

some of the islands in Bathurst – Qanuyaq – meaning copper.  At least two islands are 

named Qanuyaq according to the traditional names display in the Kugluktuk Visitors Center 

(photos taken)  

  

[2]  Joseph Niptanntak (of Kugluktuk) said that as a younger man he saw a large slab of copper 

standing upright.  I believe he said it was within the region of the Coppermine Mountains, but 

I can’t be sure.  It seemed he was talking about somewhere around Kugluktuk, but I don’t know 

for certain.  He spoke Inuinnaqtun, and our conversation was interpreted by Mona Tiktalek.  

  

[3]  Joseph Niptanntak and Jack Ovilok (interpreted by Mona Tiktalek, who also added details) 

thought that the small, circular blades from Bloody Falls that I had been interpreting as small ulu 

were probably skin scrapers, for processing caribou hides.  Some examples of the type of tool they 

were talking about were on display in the Kugluktuk visitors center and were hanging in the 
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Kugluktuk Elder’s Center.  They described the process of scraping hides as needing two scrapers 

– a dull one and a sharp one.  The dull one was used first to do the bulk of the scraping of the ‘wet’ 

side of the hide (as opposed to the fur side), and the sharp scraper was used to finish the ‘wet’ side 

and make the hide soft.  The hair side was either left with the hair on, or the hair was pulled out 

with the fingers if it needed to be removed.  

  

[4]  Lashawna Taipana and Nancy [Kadlun] (both from the visitor’s center) thought 

that some of the long and slender objects that looked like large, curving needles might be a tool to 

string fish onto a line to hold a larger amount of them.  When I presented this idea to the workshop 

of Elders, many agreed, including Joseph Niptanntak, Jack Ovilok, and Mona Tiktalek.  Mona 

described the process of fishing, saying that people would use a weir to trap the fish, and then 

wade out into the water using a fish spear (of which there are several varieties that I documented 

in pictures in the visitor’s center and Elders center).  As Mona said, you wouldn’t want to walk 

back to shore after spearing each fish, so you would use this tool to thread a string through their 

gills and collect multiple fish at a time on the string.  

  

[5]  The very large copper blade from MkPj-7 was interpreted by Luc Paul Uviluq (of 

Cambridge Bay) as a large spear head for killing walrus or whale because of their thick layers of 

hide and blubber.  He described the process of striking the killing blow on a whale.  After the 

whale had been harpooned using floats to keep him from diving, one of the hunters would jump 

onto his back when he surfaced.  Using a large knife, he would attempt to quickly cut a hole in the 

hide and blubber on the back of the whale’s head (I’m not exactly sure where).  When the whale 

attempted to dive, the cold water would sting this wound, making him stay at the surface, and 

giving the hunter a change to drive a lance through the cut hole and into the whale’s important 

internal organs for a killing blow.  The image of the large copper blade/point prompted this story, 

but I am unsure if it was supposed to be part of the cutting of the hole, the striking of the final 

blow, or both.  Luc Paul was a younger man (late 20’s?) but said he spent as much time as possible 

out hunting on the land, and said he tried to speak with the Elders about the ways of doing things 

the ‘right way’.  Luc Paul also made harpoon heads for sealing by hand (pictures taken) and 

showed me how to balance a harpoon head.  The weight should be balanced so the proximal prongs 

should be lighter than the harpoon head/blade.  This will make the blade stay down and the prongs 
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up, so the prongs are the first to catch inside the animal and force the harpoon head to turn sideways 

and stay embedded.  Luc Paul was able to make a harpoon head from the copper nuggets we 

brought in only a few hours using only a hammer and stone to grind it against.  It appeared that his 

skills in making working harpoon heads today allowed him to work the copper very efficiently and 

effectively.  

  

[6]  There was a bow drill in the collection at the Kugluktuk Visitors Center that looked very 

similar to several pieces I have seen in the museum collections.  In particular an object from Lady 

Franklin (NcPd-1) and Kunana (OdPc-1).  

  

[7]  Pam Gross of Kitikmeot Heritage Society told me that many of the site names from 

Northwest Victoria Island are actually family names of Inuinnait people from the area.  In 

particular, these include Joss, Memorana, Kunana.  Kuuk – IV (OdPb-1) – Kuuk apparently 

means river.  Also, the Co-op site from there might refer to the chain of Co-Op stores that are 

across these northern communities, perhaps they owned the land for the site.  

  

[8]  The group of Elders in Cambridge Bay (in general, I don’t remember who first had the 

idea) thought that the amulet from Kunana (OdPc-1) was a narwhal amulet, with the copper in the 

place of the tusk.  

  

[9]  The large hook from Bloody Falls looks like it might compare to the seal hooks in the 

Kugluktuk visitors center.  The Elders described that when a seal was harpooned and brought up 

to the surface, it was necessary to take a large hook and gaff him to drag him out to reduce the 

chance that he would slip off the harpoon line or break the line.  

  

[10]  Both Cambridge Bay and Kugluktuk seemed to have very good fishing.  I came away from 

both workshops with a general impression that many of the ‘awls’ may have been parts of leister 

spears (Kiavik?) [kakivak] 

  

[11]  The large gaff hook from Prince of Wales that has poor provenience but is in the slide with 

a lot of variety of copper tools (PWNHC # 996.8.211) looks almost identical to one hanging on 
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the board at the Elders’ center in Kugluktuk.  However, the one on the board appeared to be a scale 

model, or if not, it was much smaller than the PWNHC example.  The Elders in Kugluktuk though 

this was a different kind of fish spear that was basically a gaff hook on a longer handle.  The size 

of the one in PWNHC looks like it could have worked for seal as well as fish (see description of 

seal hook above)  

  

[12]  I have to be careful in interpreting large, curved pieces as ‘browbands’.  Several people in 

Kugluktuk told me that they didn’t wear these.  These could also be staples for repairs, or the 

previously mentioned curved needles for stringing fish, or other items.  

  

[13]  The types of fish lures that I see a lot of in the Mackenzie Delta in Thule/Inuvialuit 

collections there (need to check the dates and affiliations on the objects) were present in the 

Kugluktuk Visitors center and the Kitikmeot heritage society.  David Amagainik (from Cambridge 

Bay) brought in an example that belonged to his father-in-law, Stephen Angulalik, a famous 

trapper around Cambridge Bay from the 20’s and 30’s (?) [was actually around the Perry River – 

Kuugjuaq].  These hooks were part of a tom cod jigging set that consisted of a fish lure with one 

or more hooks and attached lures to get the fishes attention.  This was tied to a string/cord that was 

attached to an antler (caribou?) handle that was curved.  Every time I saw one of these, the line 

was stored by wrapping it around two forks in the antlers that were (naturally) at either end of the 

handle.  The section of antler seemed to be selected specifically for the presence of these places to 

wrap the cord and for the curve to be used as a handle.  I don’t know if their absence from the 

archaeological samples anywhere other than the Inuvialuit region means they were only there in 

prehistory and the Inuinnait began using them during the more recent past, or if they were used in 

the Inuinnait region in PreContact times but did not enter the archaeological record for some 

reason.   In the display case in Kugluktuk, there were two different sizes of these kits, for lake trout 

and tom cod.  Perhaps different sized fish hooks in the past also correspond with different species 

targeting.  This idea received mixed response when I brought it up in Cambridge Bay, 

with some people saying you could catch different species with the same kit.  There did appear to 

be a difference in the Kugluktuk display and with how some of the Kugluktuk Elders talked about 

them.  
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[14]  Nancy (from the Kugluktuk Visitors Center) told me about the process of traditional Inuit 

tattooing.  She had 5 chin lines on herself.  She said that she had got them recently.  Her niece 

started the Inuit Tattoo Revitalization Project, but Nancy had her tattoos done by someone else 

because she didn’t want hers done with a gun, she wanted them done in the traditional way.  The 

traditional way was to use a needle and thread.  Soot from a fire would be rubbed on the thread, 

and the needle would be threaded just under the skin and drawn through, depositing the soot under 

the skin.  This would be repeated to build designs.  Nancy said she chose the color for her chin 

lines because she had a small dot tattooed in the traditional way by an elder when she was very 

young (she looked to be in her 40s or 50s now), on her forearm.  She told me this story when we 

were looking at a reproduction of a sewing kit (copper needle, needle case, bone thimble, other 

implements).  The display said that the decoration on the needle cases mirrored the tattoos that 

Inuit women would get.  I assumed (but did not think to ask) that the same needles and sewing kit 

would be used for tattooing as would be used for other sewing needs (clothing, etc.).  The display 

reproduction looked very similar to one that was seen in the museum collections that was copper 

stained.  
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APPENDIX C. INCLUDED SITE BACKGROUNDS 

List of sites with bibliographic references.  

 

JiNd-1 - *unnamed* (n=1) - included  

JiNd-1 was included in the database because a copper projectile point was located in the 

collection at the CMH, not through a site files search. Currently I have no site information on 

JiNd-1 (including a lack of coordinates), but visual examination of the projectile point (JiNd-

1:12) suggests a PreContact context. JiNd-1 will be included in the analysis. Follow-up is 

needed with PWNHC to obtain location and contextual information. Lit search in Gordon 

1996 “People of Sunlight, People of Starlight” is needed to check for site, as it is located in far 

SE NWT. Collected by T. Disain, 1981. 

 

KbNa-16 - *unnamed* (n=7 native) - included  

KbNa-16 has a mix of historic and native copper objects, according to preliminary 

examinations of pXRF signals. Several pieces also exhibit enough variability in thickness that 

they are presumed to be hammered nuggets as opposed to sheet. Others are presumed historic 

from their forms. KbNa-16 was identified through collections searches in CMH rather than site 

files searches, so follow up is needed with PWNHC to obtain site records and location data. Lit 

search also needed with Gordon 1996, because collections records show he was the original 

collector. 

 

KbNb-4 - *unnamed* (n=1) - included 

KbNb-4 is represented by on small copper flake. Location and contextual data is missing and 

follow up with PWNHC is needed. KbNb-4:4 was collected by Bryan Gordon, so follow-up 

with Gordon 1996 is needed. Visual examination does not appear historic, so it is included 

unless other reasons are found to exclude it. 

 

KcNb-28 - Morrison Site 49 - (n=0) - tentative included 

Site was identified through site files search, likely because it included the word ‘metal’. 

Appears to be a multi-component site, including Shield Archaic, Early Taltheilei, and Late 

Taltheilei, according to site files. Description in files is “A 2 ft. high cairn in centre of site. Also a 

dead spruce with "R.C.M.P. 1935" carved on it. Site is also a lookout. Lithic, metal and wood 

artifacts collected.” RCMP carving suggests a historic component as well, although it is unclear 

whether this is represented in the material culture. Bryan Gordon was one of the original 

collectors, so followup needed with Gordon 1996. I have location in DD and some site files 

contextual info. No objects were examined at PWNHC or CMH. 

 

KcNg-3 - Gordon Site Z - (n=1) - included 

KcNg-3 is a multicomponent site on a beaded esker SE of Lynx Lake in the Beverly Caribou 

Range. According to site files, components include Shield Archaic, ASTt, middle Taltheilei, and 

Chipewyan. The site class is recorded as both prehistoric and Indigenous historic, which may 

refer to the Chipewyan component. The one copper object from this site is a lance head (KcNg-

3:37) which belongs to the Chipewyan component according to the site files from PWNHC. The 

artifact catalogue from CMH also assigns it to Late Taltheilei (which may correspond with 
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Chipewyan). Collector was Bryan Gordon, so follow up needed in Gordon 1996. This object is 

depicted in Gordon (1996:32, Fig. 3.4), but is classified as Historic Dené rather than Late 

Taltheilei.  

 

KeDe-14 - Willows Island 4 - (n=0) - tentative included 

Willows Island 4 is a multicomponent site that includes Pre-Dorset, Early and Late Dorset, 

and ‘Neoeskimo’ (not sure if this means Thule or Inuit). Site description from Nunavut site files 

includes “The site is divided into 7 loci and contains numerous Neoeskimo and recent tent rings, 

Dorset pavements and middens, caches, unidentified cobble or boulder structures and bone 

scatters. Assemblage includes Early Dorset points, a Pre-Dorset burin spall, cut ivory and a 

copper ring.” The inclusion of the copper ring in the site files is likely why this site was 

included in the original database. No objects were examined at the CMH. The site files include 

date ranges of 2500 BP-1000AD, but also label the site class as prehistoric and Indigenous 

historic - there is some discrepancy there that makes the inclusion of this site tentative, in 

addition to no knowing what component the copper ring originates from. 

 

KeNi-4 - Whitefish Lake Site (n=58) - included 

Deeply stratified site that contains ASTt, Plains Archaic (Middle) Shield Archaic, Taltheilei 

(early, middle, late), and Dene levels. All but 2 of the objects (KeNi-4:371 and KeNi-4:1311 - 

1311 labeled as Late Taltheilei in collection files) are labeled KeNi-4C. Need to double check 

Gordon 1996 for further info on KeNi-4, particularly what context level C corresponds 

with. There is much more to be talked about here - Whitefish Lake will be one of the case study 

sites. KeNi-4c:1-32/33 (Gordon 1996:41, Table 3.8a; Gordon 1996:32, Fig. 3.4) is a hammered 

nugget from Historic Dene context. KeNi-4:371 is depicted in Gordon (1996:74, Fig. 4-14) and 

described as being from Late Taltheilei context. KeNi-4c:3-56 (knife?) and KeNi-4c:3-54 

(awl?/point?) are depicted in Gordon (1996:95, Fig 5-9; 1996:96, Fig. 5-10) and are from 

Middle Taltheilei context. KeNi-4c:419-72 (Gordon 1996:129, Fig. 6-12) are either production 

or blade fragments, and are described as Early and Earliest Taltheilei.  

It would be beneficial to understand all of the cultural contexts present at KeNi-4, and it may 

be just as important which contexts lack copper as those that contain it. 

 

KePl-1 - Frank Channel (n=7) - included 

KePl-1 is recorded as an ‘extensive site’ in the site files, and is determined to be 

representative of the Taltheilei Shale Tradition Frank Channel Complex (of which it is the type 

site, ca. AD1300-1500) and the Canadian Tundra Tradition (ASTt) Timber Point Complex (ca. 

700-400 BC) by Noble (1971) (Dates from Noble 1971 may no longer be accurate). Noble 

(1971) records “a punch, and two small awl-like tips of native copper” (p. 114). Only one object 

from KePl-1 has been examined (PWNHC Acc. # 997.17.1), an unprovenienced example of a 

copper end blade mounted on a unifacially barbed fore shaft and attached with a copper rivet. 

Two objects from KePl-1 were missing from CMH collections and include KePl-1:49 (copper 

nodules) and KePl-1:117 (beaten copper fragment). Both can be tentatively assigned a artifact 

class category based on this description. The final object is recorded in the site files from 

PWNHC - “John B. Zoe of Rae recently brought a tanged triangular copper point set in a barbed 

antler foreshaft to the PWNHC for identification. The artifact is still in his possession”. It is 

assumed that this object is different from PWNHC Acc# 997.17.1 because a) it is listed as still in 

the possession of John B. Zoe and b) it is described as tanged, which 997.17.1 is not (it is riveted, 
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which would not occur with a tang. Many, if not all, of the objects likely date to the late 

Taltheilei component, particularly the larger points. It is unclear if any date to the earlier ASTt 

component. Site reports would need to be examined. 

 

KfJm-3 - Meliadine - (n=1) - tentatively included 

The Melamine site is included because of a single copper object identified by Brenda Clark 

(1977) in the National Museum of Man Mercury Series (#59) - “The Development of Caribou 

Eskimo Culture”. I have not examined this report yet - I have it ordered. This object was used 

by McCartney (1988) in “Late Prehistoric Metal Use in the New World Arctic.” McCartney’s 

criteria for inclusion are that sites date between AD 1000 and AD 1600, and that the objects 

‘were not recognizable trade goods or nails’ (McCartney 1988:60 - Fig.2). Although I have not 

examined this object (I am not even sure what class of artifact it is), I have no reason to discount 

McCartney’s classification until examining the object or Clark’s (1977) description. Three iron 

objects were also recorded from Meliadine (McCartney 1988, Clark 1977). In Linnamae and 

Clark (1976 - Archaeology of Rankin Inlet), they describe the object from Meliadine as “a long 

tool-like piece of copper, square in cross section but tapering towards one end [perhaps an awl 

form?]. It was found in the midden in front of House 3” (Linnamae and Clark 1976:70).  

 

KfJn-11 - *unknown name - (n=2) - included 

This site was added from literature searches after objects were examined at CMH and 

PWNHC. Linnamae and Clark (1976) report at least 2 copper object from KfJn-11, including a 

copper fragment that may be a pendant. It is a roughly 10cm long tapered rectangle (and appears 

to be hammered into a sheet) with 2 holes drilled in the tapered end (Linnamae and Clark 

1976:50, Fig. 17-j). They also report wooden drum rim fragments with copper rivets from KfJn-

11 (Linnamae and Clark 1976:49). 

 

KgJm-8 - Ahmai - (n=1) - tentatively included 

Ahmai is included despite not having examined any copper objects from the site. The site is 

included on the basis of site records, in particular this description - “Dale Russell (in Linnamae's 

crew) records three pit houses each with entrance tunnel. (Russell 1975 field notes).Three 

housepits and several surface structures, two tent rings. Semi-subterranean houses. Biface 

fragment, copper nodule, soapstone pots collected. Two radio-carbon samples taken. (Linnamae 

permit reports).” The presence of a ‘copper nodule’ and the designation of the site as Thule 

only (with no historic component) is enough to include it tentatively. Linnamae and Clark 

(1977) needs to be examined for more detail. 

 

KjNb-7 - Duc - (n=4) - tentatively included (protohistoric Late Taltheilei/Chipewyan 

transition?) 

KjNb-7 is not linked to Gordon 1977 by Franklin (1981), despite the fact that the site is 

located just several hundred meters from KjNb-6 and both sites being investigated in tandem for 

several years based on the similarities in recorded collection events in the site files. Other works 

by Gordon (1975 - Of Men and Herds in Barrenland Prehistory, Mercury Series 28; 1981 - Man-

Environment Relationships in Barrenland Prehistory, 1996) discuss the Duc site. Franklin lists 4 

copper objects coming from Duc, which has an identical context (200-300 BP, stratified 

prehistoric caribou intercept camp, Late Taltheilei tradition, Chipewyan) to the Junction site. I 

have not seen these 4 objects. I’ll take Franklin’s word on them. Site files report “collection 
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includes lithic, native copper, bone, wood, and metal artifacts.” Collections files from CMH list 

one object as a “copper arrowhead” (KjNb-7:28-3), but it was unable to be located and 

examined. Gordon (1996:31, Fig. 3.4) pictures 2 objects from KjNb-7 (17-1 [unknown metal] 

and 31-7 [rolled brass - Gordon 1996:41, Fig.3.8a]) and describes them as Historic Dene 

context. Further work needs to be done to rule this site in or out. 

 

KkHh-1 - Tunermiut/Sadlermiut / Native Point (n=4) - tentatively included 

The Sadlermiut site was identified during collection searches at the CMH and is represented 

by 5 objects. One of these appears to be historic due to its association with a piece of blue cloth. 

The remaining 4 were an end blade or pendant, and 3 pieces that had been hammered but were 

not distinctly recognizable. Because the site was identified through collections searches, I do not 

have complete site files for it. The site is referenced in a number of places in the literature. The 

site appears to have at minimum, a Dorset and a Protohistoric occupation, so it is unclear which 

period the objects come from. The Sadlermiut site is further complicated by the fact that it was 

once thought to be a remnant Dorset population, so I am unsure of what people in the literature 

mean when they say Dorset component. Most of the work was done in the 50s and 60s.  

 

KkHh-2 - Lake - (n=1) - included 

Clark (1980 - The Lake Site, Southampton Island, and its position in Sadlermiut Prehistory) 

reports 1 copper nugget from excavations in a Thule house. She states “One lump of copper was 

found on the sleeping platform of House 2. The specimen has become fragmented since its 

discovery but appeared to have been worked at one end” (Clark 1980:73). House 2 at the Lake 

Site has been dated to between the 14th and 16th centuries, with Clark (1980) preferring the 14th 

century date (625 BP +/- 60) for the occupation because of its provenience from the floor level. 

Although this object was never examined, the site will be included based on Clark’s (1980) 

relatively detailed description of the object and its context. 

KkHh-2 (Lake Site) located on Southampton Island should not be confused with QeJu-3 

(Lake Site) located on Cornwallis Island. Franklin et al (1981) examines a copper object from 

“Lake Site, Cornwallis Island” but does not include a Borden designation. 

 

KkJg-1 - Silumiut - (n=6) - included 

5 objects from the Silumiut Site were examined from CMH. Six objects were present on the 

collections search list, but one (KkJg-1:238 - Ulu, antler handle & copper blade) was missing 

and unable to be examined (listed as a Burial Item in McCartney and Mack 1973, so likely has 

been returned to Inuit Heritage Trust). The remainder includes a needle (52), single edged knife 

blade (1621), point (505), hafted fragment (1658a), and a fragment that may be a blade of sorts 

(399). Many of these objects are discussed in McCartney and Mack (1973) Iron Eskimos. The 

missing ulu (KkJg-1:238) is pictured in McCartney and Mack (1973:332 Fig.3 - a). Although the 

site files list KkJg-1 as having Dorset and Thule affiliation, McCartney and Mack (1973) place 

the metal objects they examine in both Thule and Historic contexts. However, the metal objects 

are divided according to source, with the objects examined here described as native copper, and 

others being of Euro-Canadian or Norse origin. McCartney and Mack (1973) also list a fragment 

of Norse iron (KkJg-1:516, House 5) and a meteoritic iron end blade (KkJg-1:1411, House 15 

midden), a lance head with a meteoritic iron end blade fragment (KkJg-1:1412, House 15 

midden), and a wooden handle with the rusted remains of an iron engraving (?) point (KkJg-

1:174, Burial 154). McCartney and Mack (1973) have an in-depth analysis of these iron objects, 
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which they conclude are both meteoritic and Norse in origin. Silumiut may provide a good case 

study for technological forms when multiple metal sources are available. 

 

KkLn-1 - Grant Lake - (n=1) - tentatively included (Indigenous historic Caribou Inuit, 

but native copper source or historic sheet uncertain - may end up being excluded if pattern 

repeats) 

The only object from KkLn-1 (Grant Lake) is a badly degraded bone haft with 6 rolled 

copper rivets and an empty hole for a 7th rivet (KkLn-1:M-87). This object has somewhat poor 

context, and is a part of the “Moffatt Collection” - and amateur collection from multiple sites 

along the Dubawnt River. Harp (1959) reexamined this collection along with journals from the 

expedition, and describes the object as “a badly weathered bone knife haft containing copper 

rivets [that] came from the esker top and no doubt stems from some relatively recent Eskimo 

occupation of the area” (Harp 1959:419). This object should probably be considered as part of 

the Caribou Inuit component of the site, rather than the older Taltheilei or Northern Plano 

components. More examination of this objects similarities to other copper rivets should 

considered before including it in the analysis completely. Because the copper is rivets, pXRF will 

not be able to obtain a clean enough signal to determine whether the copper is native or Euro-

trade in origin. If other examples of rolled rivets are rare or in historic period contexts, and 

no other temporal context is available for this object, then this piece should probably be 

considered historic on the basis that making rolled rivets seems like a wasted effort unless 

you are starting with flat sheet copper (but thats just my personal thought on sheet vs awl 

production) ***see also LbLb-2:1 - muskox horn scoop with rolled copper rivets***. 

Gordon (1996:53, Table 3.12) lists this object as Caribou Inuit. His discussion of the origin of 

Caribou Inuit copper (Gordon 1996:52-53) are particularly interesting, suggesting that even in 

the historic period Caribou Inuit would have relied on Bathurst Inlet sources. This is based on his 

support of Burch (1978) and Taylor’s (1968) hypothesis that Caribou Inuit origins are relatively 

recently derived from Netsilik populations. Specifically, he states “Nadlok’s [MbNs-1] 

abandonment just before the Caribou Inuit occupied Beverly tundra about 1825 AD, is 

contemporary with copper in a Caribou Inuit tool at Grant Lake [emphasis mine]” (Gordon 

1996:52), suggesting he places this object around 1825 AD, but deriving from native copper 

sources. 

 

KlNa-1 - Upper Thelon III ? - (n=1) - tentatively included 

KlNa-1 was used by Franklin et al (1981) but has little information (and was recorded 

incorrectly as K1Na-1 - I.e. K(one)Na-1). The number of objects is not included, but is merely 

recorded as ‘surface collection’. The context Franklin (1981) records is Late 

Taltheilei/Chipewyan, 200-300 BP, probably hunting camp. Gordon (1996) has some information 

on the site as well. He records a Late Taltheilei phase ‘rolled placer copper’ awl with square 

handle (KlNa-1:69) from a tundra context (Gordon 1996:81 Table 4.102c). 

 

LaLt-6 - *unknown name - (n=1) - tentatively included 

LaLt-6 is classified as a Late Taltheilei/Chipewyan site that had a “Copper awl blank and 

weathered bone scrap both found lying loose among pebbles.” (Site files). The object is an awl 

blank form of sorts (which is what the site files call it), but may also be a fractured tang (?). Both 

ends are stepped to a thinner form before tapering out into rough ends. The site is included in 
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Gordon 1996, where at least one component is listed as Historic Dene, although I don’t know 

what component the copper comes from. 

 

LbLb-2 - *unknown name* - (n=1) - tentatively included (Indigenous historic Caribou 

Inuit, but native copper source or historic sheet uncertain - may end up being excluded if 

pattern repeats) 

LbLb-2:1 appears to be in a similar situation to KkLn-1:M-87. Both are from 

historic/protohistoric Caribou Inuit components, and appear to be relatively recent (KkLn-1:M-

87 is dated to ~ AD 1825 by Gordon 1996). However, as stated in the KkLn-1 summary, Gordon 

(1996) has proposed that Caribou Inuit copper may have still originated in Bathurst Inlet based 

on the recent connection between Caribou Inuit and the region (that Caribou Inuit were relatively 

recent transplants from Bathurst Inlet). However, now that there is a second example of rolled 

copper rivets in a historic Caribou Inuit context with LbLb-2:1, this provides another example of 

rolled rivets in a historic context which adds support to my hypothesis that rolled rivets are an 

innovation that derives from access to industrial sheet metal. Two data points does not make it 

conclusive, but if there are any more in this situation I should probably exclude all rolled rivets 

from historic/protohistoric contexts. 

 

LbPf-1 - Alder Site - (n=1) - included 

The Alder Site is classified as part of the Snare River Complex (ca. AD 1700-1770) by Noble 

(1971) which makes it Late Taltheilei, and on the cusp of prehistoric/protohistoric designation, 

predating Samuel Hearne’s (1771 [1958?]) travels in the region. Noble (1971) sees the Snare 

River Complex sites (including LbPf-1) as direct forerunners of Tłı̨chǫ people in the region, 

termed variously as Yellowknife, Copper (Hearne 1958:76, Franklin 1969:306), Red Knife (Pond 

1930:101; Mackenzie 1966:36), or Birchrind (Franklin 1969:287; Richardson 1852:245) Indians 

(list from Noble 1971). The only copper object from LbPf-1 is described as a lanceolate or knife 

blade form (Noble 1971:115, illustrated in Noble 1971:134, Fig. 16 - g). Unfortunately, this 

object was not examined by me in person, but it can be given a rough classification based on this 

description and image and comparison with other objects from the Late Taltheilei in the region. 

Alder (LbPf-1) is located on Snare Lake. 

 

LbPg-7 - Trout Bay - (n=1) - included 

The Trout Bay site is part of the Windy Point Complex (ca. AD 300-500) of the Taltheilei 

Shale tradition (early Taltheilei?) according to Noble (1971), who reports a “small native copper 

awl or punch” (Noble 1971:112). This object (LbPg-7:4) was missing from the collections when 

examined, but is illustrated in Noble (1971:129, Fig. 11 - k). From the image, this object appears 

to be roughly awl/bar shaped, roughly 2 cm in length, and rough/unfinished on both ends. 

However, the image is poor, and no detailed assessment can be made on an object of this size. 

Noble states that native copper is relatively rare in Taltheilei contexts. Trout Bay (LbPg-7) is 

located on the north central shore of Snare Lake. 

 

LbPg-8 - Snare Lake - (n=35) - included (although there is one piece of iron present, 

need contexts for iron vs copper) - case study site 

LbPg-8 (Snare Lake Site) consists of multiple hearths and artifact scatters that were mitigated 

through salvage excavation in 1992-93 by Tom Andrews in advance of the construction of an 

airport at the community of Wekweeti (Snare Lake), NWT. According to PWNHC site files, 
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LbPg-8 is “A large site with numerous hearths. Collection includes a copper knife, a stone hide 

scraper, lithic flakes and numerous caribou bones. Salvage excavations were conducted at the 

site during the summer of 1993. Hearth 6 was completely excavated and Hearths 5 and 7 were 

extensively tested. Two copper knives and 35 pieces of copper were recovered from Hearth 

6. All of the LbPg-8 features are slated for destruction during the winter of 1993/94 through the 

construction of an airport at the locality.” 

It seems to me that Hearth 6 represents a production locus for copper objects. It would be 

interesting to examine these objects in the context of a behavioral reconstruction of production 

processes. Because it is likely a production site, it likely skews the number of copper objects 

high when compared to sites where only finished tools were found. No dates or cultural 

determinations were listed for LbPg-8, so I’ll need to consult with Tom Andrews, and perhaps 

convince him to submit a C14 sample if he hasn’t already. The presence of an iron object is 

slightly concerning that the site is partially historic, although it is very close to a modern 

community so perhaps that may explain the iron. The site is listed as prehistoric in the site files. 

 

LbPl-1 - *unknown name* - (n=2) - tentatively included 

LbPl-1 is tentatively included, although the PWNHC site files list it as multicomponent 

prehistoric and Indigenous historic (Athapaskan). It consists of a large, undisturbed tent ring. It 

was investigated by Tom Andrews in 1994, who found “2 pieces of worked copper” according to 

the site files. These two pieces have not been examined by me, and this is the only description of 

them that I have seen. Follow up needs to be done to determine which component they derive 

from. 

 

LcPd-3 - Canteen Site - (n=1) - tentatively included 

The Canteen Site was included because an object (LcPd-2:24 - beaten copper fragment) was 

located in the collections files search at the CMH. Unfortunately, the object was missing and 

could not be examined. The site is mentioned briefly in Noble (1971:109) as part of the Timber 

Point Complex (ca. 700-400 BC, according to Noble 1971), but it is unclear if there are any 

additional components because the site files have not been examined, including any location 

information. The only other Timber Point Complex site in my database so far is the Frank 

Channel Site (KePl-1), although most, if not all, of the copper from KePl-1 dates from later Late 

Taltheilei occupations. It is worth noting that the collections files (which presumably use the 

language of the PI, in this case Noble in 1967) describe the object as a ‘beaten copper fragment’, 

while nearby sites recorded by Noble are ‘sheet copper fragments’ and ‘rolled sheet copper.’ The 

distinction between these two may represent historic sheet vs hammered native copper nuggets. 

***If this is the only ASTt copper site in the region, it should be approached with a great 

deal of caution.*** Although the rationale for ASTt in the area by Noble (1971) is inland pushes 

of ASTt peoples from further north, and he sees linkages with sites such as Buchanan on Victoria 

Island, which could provide a possible link for copper sources. ***However, much more 

definitive context for this object is needed before exploring any possible ASTt linkages with 

more northern sites.*** 

 

LdHw-1 - Kulaituijavik; Yellow Bluff North - (n=1) - tentatively included 

LdHw-1 is designated as a Late Thule site and classified as both Prehistoric and Indigenous 

Historic in CMH site files. The object examined from the site is a copper pendant attached to 2 

flat beads made of either soapstone or slate (LdHw-1:10). McCartney and Mack (1973) call this 
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object European copper in origin because of a silver content of 0.01% (McCartney and Mack 

1973:332), although this seems within the range of trace inclusions that can occur in native 

copper, so I question this designation until the pXRF bulk analysis is complete. I am not whether 

the object comes from the Prehistoric or Historic component, or whether it’s designation forms 

the basis of the Historic component of the site. The object itself did not appear obviously 

produced from Historic sheet, and nothing in the pXRF made it appear to be an obvious historic 

piece either. Till this is sorted out, it will remain tentatively included. 

 

LdNx-3 0 **unknown name** - (n=1) - tentatively included 

LdNx-3 is tentatively included because a site files search of the PWNHC (?) site files. The 

description includes - “A profusion of flakes and about 37 artifacts were found where vegetation 

permitted surface collecting. On hearth was found, with associated chips of burnt bone and a 

flake concentration. Among the points found was a tiny copper artifact, heavily crusted with 

malachite, that may be a sideblade instead. One of the points is a classic ASTT though relatively 

crude. Judging by the large proportion of scrapers, this was a temporary habitation and hide 

preparing site.” I have not examined this object. As the description notes, the site appears to be a 

surface scatter, and the designation as an ASTt site is based on one crude point. ***However, if 

this site is ASTt, that would be another important site that represents southern ASTt.*** 

 

LgPh-23 - **unknown name** - (n=1) - included 

LgPh-23 is a site that has relatively little information about it recorded in the site files, but it 

is listed as prehistoric. The site description is as follows - “Six stone artifacts and a native copper 

artifact believed to be a laterally-inset knife blade (a "yellowknife"?). The site overlooks heavy 

caribou trails that circle around the bayhead from the major crossing at the rapids on the far side 

of the bay.” I am assuming that the cultural context for the site is Late Prehistoric Dene (Late 

Taltheilei?) because the site description contains a description of the copper objects that includes 

the ‘yellowknife’ description, I’m assuming referring to ‘yellowknife Dene’. The site doesn’t 

appear to have been written up in the literature, so any further cultural determination will need to 

be pulled from excavation reports. Collected by F. Metcalf at Rawalpindi Lake, NWT, which has 

a number of sites but relatively few (if any) specific cultural determinations beyond prehistoric 

vs historic, at least in the sites I’ve gathered in my site list. 

 

LgPh-29 - **unknown name** - (n=1) - included 

LgPh-29 is another prehistoric site examined by Metcalf at Rawalpindi Lake. LgPh-29 has 

multiple concentrations in a larger area, and the copper object (LgPh-29:3) is sourced from 

Location A, described as - “Location A: 20 artifacts and worked flakes, including a complete 

lanceolate point and a small point of native copper were collected in an area of predominately 

bare sand measuring 13 m. N-S and 20 m. E-W. An irregular shaped rock ring and a moderate 

concentration of flakes were also observed.” It is questionable if this is actually a point, if it is, it 

is highly degraded. It could also be an oddly shaped blank hammered nugget. Further cultural 

context is needed from site excavation reports if possible. Other sites in the immediate vicinity 

(including LgPh-42 contain ‘unknown metal’, and are indeterminate with regards to prehistoric 

vs historic, so those have been excluded.) 

 

LgPi-8 - no name - (n=1) - included 
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Another site collected by Metcalf. From site files - “Located on a cobbled terrace at the head 

of a narrow bay flanking the S. shore of an esker peninsula, N. shore of Rawalpindi Lake.” The 

collection includes “Eighteen artifacts and worked or utilized flakes and a piece of native copper. 

The native copper specimen, which was brought to the site by trade or travel from the lower 

Coppermine basalt belt, has a maximum diameter of 57 mm.” The copper was examined by me, 

and is a hammered nugget that has been flattened significantly. Again, this site is determined to 

be prehistoric but has no other cultural determination. 

 

LhPg-6 - no name - (n=1) - included 

Another site collected by Metcalf in the vicinity of Rawalpindi Lake, although this site is 

“Sixteen sites are located on the N.E. side of Lake 1314 in a bank that extends 2.2 km along the 

shore (SE-NW), and a maximum of 600 m inland (NE). The area begins 4 km due N of the 

Rawalpindi inflow. Because of the site density, locational descriptions will be minimal, LhPg-6 

located in a large group of connected blowouts a few hundred metres S.S.E of LhPg-4,5.” The 

context of the copper is - “Through this area, passes a well-travelled migration route of the 

Bathurst caribou herd. Caribou trails parallel the lakeshore on a front observed to be about 800 m 

wide. The migration was in progress during the survey, and we encountered bands of caribou 

traveling S.E. over a period of several days. Projectile points from the area have been identified 

as belonging to the Hell Gap complex of the Northern Plano tradition (Stanford 1978). Four 

possible hearths, a piece of native copper, and a minutely retouched flake were collected from 

LhPg-6.” Again, no cultural designation other than prehistoric. 

 

LiPg-14 - no name - (n=1) - included 

LiPg-14 is another Metcalf site collected in 1977-78 (see previous Metcalf sites as well). The 

object is described as “A substantial piece of native copper (55 x 33 x 8 mm) with visible cultural 

modification was collected. A small nugget of native silver (scratched by the writer) is imbedded 

in one face; minute silver showings occur elsewhere. A degree of uniformity in the shape of the 

tool suggests a single incident of modification. "At least we can be certain, however, that this and 

all other copper pieces collected during the survey were brought to their sites by trade or travel 

from the abundant and unique deposits of native copper in the basalt of the Coppermine and 

September Mountains some 230 km. to the N.N.W."” This site is undetermined as relating to 

historic vs prehistoric because the copper object was an isolated find. However, it seems to fit in 

with similar patterns at other nearby sites of the presence of hammered nuggets, so it can likely 

be included even though there is little information attached to it, so long as the pXRF data does 

not exclude it. 

 

LiPg-15 - no name - (n=7) - included 

This site is interpreted as a caribou hide processing camp by Metcalf due to the high 

proportion of scrapers and low proportion of points (he hypothesizes the kill/butchery site would 

be a nearby caribou water crossing). Metcalf reports 7 native copper objects (LiPg-15:67, 68, 69, 

70, 71). LiPg-15:71 is 3 small hammered nuggets. All of the remainder are larger hammered 

nuggets very similar to others found by Metcalf at other sites he identified in the 1977-78 survey. 

The site is listed as prehistoric and/or indeterminate, but is included because of the number of 

presumably native copper objects and their similarity to objects from nearby sites. 
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LiPh-11 - no name - (n=1) - included 

Another Metcalf 1977-1978 site, that includes “Fifteen artifacts and worked flakes, including 

a native copper projectile point.” This is the first recognizable tool class from the Metcalf copper 

collection, and does appear to be an actual point. Determined to be prehistoric, no other cultural 

context 

 

LiPh-5 - no name - (n=1) - included 

Metcalf 1977-78 prehistoric scatter, objects include - “Two flakes with possible minor 

working and 1 piece of native copper with malachite crust.” No further cultural determination in 

site files. 

 

LkPg-9 - no name - (n-2) - included 

LkPg-9 is another generic prehistoric Metcalf 1977-78 site, although the location of the site 

and objects collected make this one much more interesting, and I think make the rest of the 

Metcalf sites more interesting as well. The location of the site is ‘ “Along the high esker ridge 

bordering the N.E. bank of the Coppermine River.” It’s definitely worth checkin how close all 

the Metcalf sites are to the Coppermine River, and it may be worth thinking about this collection 

of objects as part of a trade route traveling up the Coppermine River from Coronation Gulf (and 

even examining sites like MkPk-3 for similarities in hammered nuggets/tool blank forms). The 

objects are more interesting as well, and include an awl form (LkPg-9:6) and what appears to be 

a rough blank of a tanged point (LkPg-9:5).  

 

All of the Metcalf sites are described in more detail in 2 CMH archives - CMH Archaeology 

Archives Ms. 1330 and 1481. 

 

MaRm-1 - no name - (n=1) - tentatively included 

MaRm-1 has very little information in the version of the site files that I have, although I think 

I could probably get a lot more information if I did a new site files request to PWNHC. There is 

one small, roughly triangular object (MaRm-1:25) that comes from the site. Donald Clark (1975) 

includes this piece in Archaeological Reconnaissance at Great Bear Lake, although I have not yet 

found any contextual information for MaRm-1 in particular (the discussion of copper industry at 

Great Bear Lake is more generalized) (Clark 1975:129-133). He includes objects of historic 

provenance in his framework of the copper industry as a potential source, although this object 

seems native in origin. 

 

MbNs-1 - Nadlok - (n=16) - included - case study site 

Nadlok is a Thule/Copper Inuit site located on a 300m. long island in the middle of the 

Burnside River just north of where it intersects with the Cree river before it widens into Nadlok 

lake. Description from site files - “Site consists of 5 mounds, surrounded by the remains of open-

domed antler huts. Site was reported to Chuck Arnold, (Prince of Wales Northern Heritage 

Center) by Mr. Stern, presently a resident of Cambridge Bay in 1983. Site consists of five winter 

dwellings associated with aforementioned antler huts via pavement patios, plus ten other large 

stone ring structures that were excavated. Entire island has three - four caribou bone strata 

extending out into the lake, probably representative of more than 100,000 caribou. Collection 

consists of birchbark, pottery, wood, bone, antler and copper tools, such as men's and women's 

knives, fire starter, large choppers and hammer stones, barbed arrow points and shafts and slate 
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knives, decorated man's knife, open and close socketted harpoon heads, kudluk fragments, 

needle cases, toggles. Site used 1400-1450 as a seasonal camp and 1450-1700 using permanent 

winter houses. In 2009, Amercian biologist Jim Bricker revisited the site area. Photographed. (J. 

Bricker 2009 fieldnotes).”  

Nadlok has also been used to hypothesize links between Caribou Inuit and Copper Inuit, 

specifically that Caribou Inuit originated in the region of Coronation Gulf. See Gordon (199652-

53) for more detail - 

“I favor Taylor and Burch’s proposal of a northern link using archaeological evidence and 

historic accounts of Inuit camps. The river-crossing of Nadlok [MbNs-1] on the Burnside just 

south of the Arctic Circle has Copper Inuit artifacts with coastal affinities (Gordon 1988), but 

is also on a southeast trade route between the Coppermine River placer deposits and Beverly 

Lake (Stefannson 1919). Nadlok’s abandonment just before the Caribou Inuit occupied Beverly 

[Caribou Range] tundra about 1825 A.D., is contemporary with copper in a Caribou Inuit tool 

at Grant Lake. As other deposits are rare or absent, copper was likely carried past Nadlok by 

the Copper Inuit in the process of becoming the Caribou Inuit, a process hastened by the 

annual travel to the copper source.” 

 

McRa-4 - no name - (n=?) - included 

McRa-4 was identified through site files key word search, and is described as a prehistoric 

lithic scatter containing ‘flakes and some native copper’. Collected by Clark in 1976.  

 

MdHs-1 - Naujan - (n=14) - included - case study site 

Naujan is the original type site for Thule investigated by Mathiassen in the 20’s. Site dates to 

roughly AD1200 (need to double check for updates). Definitely include as case study site. 

 

MdPr-1 - Great Bear Lake 2 - (n=1) - tentatively included 

MdPr-1 is classified as both prehistoric and Indigenous historic. From the site files, the 

collection contains both native copper (a hammered nugget - MdPr-1:14) and ‘metal artifacts’ (a 

strip of iron spring metal - MdPr-1:78, Clark 1978:237 Table 6.3). Clark (1978) does not 

organize his volume with descriptions of individual sites, so there is no specific discussion of 

MdPr-1 as a multicomponent site, but it is assumed based on the description in the site files and 

the multicomponent nature of other sites in the volume that MdPr-1 is multicomponent, and that 

the native copper comes from that. 

 

MdPs-22 - no name - (n=1) - include 

According to site files, MdPs-22 is Prehistoric, but has no further cultural context. It is 

described as a campsite/flaking station, and consists of a lithic scatter with 1 object of native 

copper (MdPs-22:3). This was not examined by me, but was described and illustrated by Clark 

(1978:132, Table 4.26; illustrated on 1978:119, Fig.4.19-J), the native copper object is an awl, 

with dimensions of 119 x 4 x 2.2 (mm). The object was listed in collections records, but was not 

able to be located and examined. 

 

MdPs-25 - no name - (n=3) - include 

MdPs-25 has 3 copper objects - 2 amorphous pieces (MdPs-25:25&26) and a nugget (MdPs-

25:24) which were examined by me and are listed in Clark (1978:132, Table 4.26). Site files for 
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this site indicate that it is prehistoric, and is designated as a campsite/lithic scatter which was 

surface collected only. No other cultural context given. 

 

MdPs-31 - no name - (n=1) - include 

MdPs-31 is designated as a prehistoric flaking station in the site files. It has 1 copper object 

(MdPs-31:5) - a hammered nugget that was examined by me and listed in Clark (1978:132, Table 

4.26) but appears to have been missed when taking photos (may need to check original 

CMH/PWNHC data collection files). Not pictured in Clark (1978) as far as I can tell. 

 

MdPs-4 - Great Bear Lake V - (n=1) - include 

MdPs-4 is a prehistoric flaking station/campsite, which was surface collected (with some 

immediate subsurface collection in localized areas). 1 piece of native copper was found (MdPs-

4:5) which is listed in Clark (1978:132, Table 4.26) and examined and photographed by me. My 

initial examination of this object was unsure whether it was a hammered nugget or historic sheet, 

but that the XRF signal looked like native copper. Based on site files, I will assume it is 

prehistoric native copper unless the larger XRF analysis comes back different. No additional 

cultural context beyond ‘prehistoric’. 

 

MdRh-1 - no name - (n=1) - include 

MdRh-1 is listed as a prehistoric lithic/FCR scatter (but also as an isolated find?) but has no 

additional cultural context. The 1 copper object (MdRh-1:13) is a roughly hammered fragment, 

examined by me and included in Clark (1978:132, Table 4.26). 

 

MePq-4 - no name - (n=1) - included 

MePq-4 is listed as a prehistoric lithic scatter from which only a sample of the surface 

material was collected. The 1 object (MePq-4:1) is listed under Clark’s (1978:132 - Table 4.26) 

list of likely native copper objects, and was examined by me as well.  

 

MePq-5 - no name - (n=3) - included 

MePq-5 is represented by 3 objects examined by me and listed in Clark (1978:132 - Table 

4.26). The site is listed in the site files as a prehistoric flaking station and copper workshop 

(which is a rare term to find in the site files, not sure why this site is designated as such based on 

the objects found), and includes lithic and metal scatters. The objects are 2 smaller worked pieces 

(MePq-5:2 & 3) and a crumpled possible point with a distinctive bifurcated and flattened tang 

and long, slender point body (MePq-5:1) (Illustrated in Clark 1978:119 - Fig. 4.19B), and 

described by Clark as “at least one new form [distinct from assemblages elsewhere in the 

Mackenzie District], the long slider point (with crumpled tip). (Clark 1978:133). 

 

MePr-1 - no name - (n=1) - included 

MePr-1 is listed as a prehistoric flaking station in the site files, and contains 1 copper object 

(MePr-1:2) described in Clark (1978:132 - Table 4.26; illustrated 119 - Fig. 4.19F) that was also 

examined by me. Clark describes the piece as “thick rolled stem, delicate blade; unfinished 

lancet?” (Clark 1978:132 - Table 4.26). It could also possible a single edged knife blank, and is 

worth comparing against these two types of forms. 
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MePr-5 - Great Bear Lake X - (n=1) - tentatively included 

Great Bear Lake X is included, but only tentatively, because the XRF signal on the copper 

object from the site (MePr-5:15 - beaten strip/piece of worked copper) appears to be clean. Clark 

(1978:132 - Table 4.26) includes the object in his ‘tentatively native copper’ list, but also uses 

“european?” to describe the object. I also thought it looked like an historic sheet frag when I 

examined it, but I’ll let the ultimate determination be the final, comprehensive XRF analysis. 

This site may have been added after collection searches, because the site files are sparse and 

have no additional information on cultural context (including no designation of historic vs 

prehistoric).  

 

MePr-6 - no name - (n=4, possibly 5) - included 

MePr-6 is listed as a prehistoric flaking station and campsite in the site files, and has 4 pieces 

of native copper in 3 artifact numbers (1 contains 2 fragments). All are listed in Clark (1978:132 

- Table 4.26) but there may be a numbering discrepancy between MePr-6:11 & MePr-6:15.  

 

MePr-8 - Great Bear Lake XII - (n=2) - included 

MePr-8 was likely added during collections research, because the s ite files records I have 

have no cultural context information. However, Clark (1978:132 - Table 4.26) lists 2 objects 

from the site in his ‘tentatively native copper’ list, and I was able to examine both objects, which 

include a possible knife blade (illustrated Clark 1978:119 - Fig.4.19C) and production fragment. 

 

MfRd-4 - no name - (n=2) - included 

MfRd-4 includes 2 copper objects and is listed in site files as a prehistoric artifact scatter, and 

the objects are listed with Clark (1978:132 - Table 4.26) and are illustrated in Clark (1978:119 - 

Fig. 4.19 E & D). This is helpful because I appear to have not taken photographs of MfRd-4:8 

(illustrated as E). Clark describes them as an ‘ovate blank or side blade’ and an ‘amorphous, 

rolled and beaten’. I had initially called the ovate blank a possible ‘ulu-like’ blade, but this seems 

unlikely (though not impossible) coming from Great Bear Lake. It is more likely it is a side blade 

like Clark states, or possible some form of Chithos (hide scraper). MfRd-4:17 seems to me to be 

a rough awl form blank in it’s early stages. 

 

MhPo-1 - Dismal Lakes 2? - (n=3) - included 

MhPo-1 was added after identifying 3 objects during collections research, including a 

rough/deformed awl form (MhPo-1:55-186) and a significantly hammered nugget (MhPo-1:55-

54). The 3rd object (MhPo-1:55-55, ‘frag of native copper’) was missing from the collection. 

These objects were collected by E. Harp in 1955, and based on the PI, collection year, and 

Borden Code, they are likely from the sites described in “Prehistory in the Dismal Lakes Area, 

NWT Canada” (Harp 1958), which analyzes Harp’s 1955 survey. 4 sites are documented in this 

publication - Dismal 1a; Dismal 1b; Dismal 2, and Kamut Lake (all of which appear to have been 

named prior to the adoption of the Borden System, so assigning one of these to MhPo-1 is 

speculative at the moment without further inquiries to the site files). Dismal 2 had two 

unspecified fragments of native copper (Harp 1958:227, 228) and therefore may be MhPo-1. 

Dismal 1a also had “a perforator or thin blade that has been cold-hammered from native copper” 

(Harp 1958:225, illustrated Harp 1958:224 - Fig. 4, No. 23). This object does not resemble either 

of the objects examined from MhPo-1, but could theoretically be the missing ‘frag of native 

copper’ (MhPo-1:55-55). However, Harp (1958:223) only reports 1 copper object from Dismal 
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1a. It is tempting to assign Dismal 2 to MhPo-1. However, Dismal 1 a&b are on the western edge 

of Dismal Lake, and Dismal 2 is on the eastern edge, meaning the Borden Codes would be 

reversed (see MhPn-1 Dismal Lake). Obviously more site files research needs to be done on this 

one.  

 

MhPn-1 - Dismal Lake / Kamut Lake?- (n=3) - included 

MhPn-1 is referenced in Franklin et al (1981:9) as the Dismal 1a site from Harp (1958). 

However, there are some discrepancies between Franklin et al (1981) and Harp (1958), namely 

in the number of copper objects reported. Franklin records 3 pieces, while Harp only reports 1. 

Franklin classifies the site as a ‘surface component of mixed ASTt and pre-ASTt lithics, 

and includes the site in her ASTt/Pre-Dorset group of copper objects in her study. 

Therefore, MhPn-1 is likely Dismal 1, and MhPo-1 is tentatively Dismal 2, despite the fact that 

Dismal 1 is further west and should therefore have the MhPo borden designation, and Dismal 2 

is further east and should have the MhPn borden designation. More site files research needs to be 

done. I no longer think MhPn-1 is Dismal 1a (see MiPq-1 below). MhPn-1 could possibly be 

the Kamut Lake site, based solely on the fact that it’s Borden is the easternmost of the 3 

sites mentioned in Harp (1958). The only problem with this is that Harp (1958) does not report 

any copper from Kamut Lake. 

 

MiPq-1 - MiPq-1a/Dismal 1a - (n=1) - included 

I now believe that MiPq-1 is actually Dismal 1a. The object illustrated in Harp (1958) is 

the same one I examined for MiPq-1 (MiPq-1a:55-32 - Gorge or awl of native copper). 

Unfortunately, this object was identified through collections records checks instead of site files, 

so I have no contextual information on the site beyond what is in Harp (1958). 

 

MhVf-1 - Bell Mouth - (n=1) - tentatively included 

MhVf-1 is listed in the site files as being referenced in Franklin et al (1981), but I can’t find 

the site in her sample. The site files record the site as Gwich’in, and as 

prehistoric/protohistoric/historic. I’m going to need some more info on this site, because the site 

file is pretty vague, and unless there is a transcription problem with the Borden Codes, it is not 

actually in Franklin et al (1981). 

 

MiRh-12 - no name - (n=1) - tentatively included 

MiRh-12 is located on Horton Lake, north of Great Bear Lake. The site files classify the site 

as an undetermined artifact scatter. The one piece of copper recovered (MiRh-12:1) was called 

a ’sheet copper frag’ in the collection database, but when I examined it I called it a thinly 

hammered nugget. I would say this site will be tentatively included until I can do a more 

thorough literature search, (including Clark 1978, and Clark 1975 - "Archaeological 

Reconnaissance in Northern Interior District of Mackenzie: 1969, 1970 and 1972" NMM 

Mercury Series No. 27.). If the XRF comes back native copper, the site should probably be 

included as long as nothing excludes it from the lit search. 

 

MiRi-1 - Horton Lake/Great Bear Lake I - (n=1) - included 

Very little information in the site files at the moment, but the copper object (MiRi-1:6 - bent 

awl) examined during the collections search appears to be native copper. Will need to examine 
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Clark (1975) for more detail on the site. Based on Franklin et al (1981), this site is associated 

with ASTt / Pre-Dorset material. 

 

MiRi-2 - Horton Lake/Great Bear Lake II - (n=2) - included 

Very little information in the site files at the moment, but the copper objects (MiRi-2:3 - 

fragment; MiRi-2:47 - knife blade, or possible thin ulu blade) examined during the collections 

search appears to be native copper. Will need to examine Clark (1975) for more detail on the site. 

Based on Franklin et al (1981), this site is associated with ASTt / Pre-Dorset material. 

 

MiRi-3 - Horton Lake/Great Bear Lake III - (n=1) - included 

Very little information in the site files at the moment, but the copper object (MiRi-3:18 - thin 

fragment, rectangular in cross section) examined during the collections search appears to be 

native copper. Will need to examine Clark (1975) for more detail on the site. Based on Franklin 

et al (1981), this site is associated with ASTt / Pre-Dorset material. 

 

MjVg-1 - Rat Indian Creek - (n=13) - included - case study site? 

Le Blanc (1984) will be important for understanding the context of copper at this site, (I 

should also look at Kory’s diss, since this is likely in there. It is unclear if Rat Indian Creek is 

drawing from western Subarctic sources or central Arctic sources. Regardless, this is an 

important Late Prehistoric site to include. Need to double check the AK-YK artifact database, 

which may increase the sample size from the site. This was one of Franklin et al’s (1981) sites, 

listed under Athapaskan as Kutchin (site files list as Gwich’in - same thing?) with 13 pieces as a 

caribou interception camp between 300-1000 BP (likely out of date). From a stratified 

component, house pits. I was able to examine most of these objects. From AK-YK database - “12 

native copper artifacts from level 5 (340 + 90 B.P. to 1180 + 80 B.P.); 1 from level 6, below level 

5 and above level 6a (1510 + 80 B.P. to 2010 + 70 B.P.)12 native copper artifacts from level 5 

(340 + 90 B.P. to 1180 + 80 B.P.); 1 from level 6, below level 5 and above level 6a (1510 + 80 

B.P. to 2010 + 70 B.P.)” 

 

MjVk-7 - Old Chief Creek - (n=1) - included 

Also part of Franklin et al (1981), listed under Athapaskan as Kutchin (site files list as 

Gwich’in - same thing?) with 1 piece as a caribou interception camp between 300-1000 BP 

(likely out of date). From a stratified component, house pits. I did not examine this object. Site 

files list ‘one piece of copper’. I should check Kory’s diss. 

 

MjVl-1 - Klo-kut - (n=3?) - included 

Klo-kut site files (or perhaps AK-YK database) include 3 objects - a hook from a compound 

fishhook, a small pointed fragment, and a folded fragment. I have not examined these objects, 

but the site is included in the AK-YK database, so included here as well. The site files list the site 

as stratified Gwich’in, with prehistoric, protohistoric, and historic components. It is assumed 

from Kory’s inclusion that the copper sources from the prehistoric component. 

 

MjVl-6 - Old Crow? - (n=1?) - included 

At least one copper object comes from this site, and has a pre-Borden number - XI-B:211. 

The artifact label had a borden code penciled in - MjVl-6. Site files list the site as prehistoric, 

with “lithic, bone, and native copper artifacts”. Supposedly included in Franklin et al (1981), but 
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I have not found the reference yet. I believe Kory added the site, because it was pulled from the 

Yukon Branch Site files. Need to check AK-YK database for additional objects. 

 

MkPj-7 - no name - (n=1) - tentatively include 

Not a whole lot of information on this site. It was identified through a collections search that 

yielded one of the most impressive pieces I’ve seen - MkPj-7:1 - which was described as a 

Caribou Eskimo spear point in the collections files. Initially, I thought it was more similar to 

Copper Inuit (?) flensing knives on display at the CMH, although McGhee (1970) describes a 

number of sites from the Coppermine River terrace north of Bloody Falls (and the ASTt, Thule, 

and Copper Inuit occupations there), that are more similar to Barren Grounds caribou hunters 

(i.e. Taltheilei / Athapaskan), including MkPj-5 & 6. XRF preliminarily showed a clean native 

copper signal, will need to revisit after final XRF analysis and request more detailed info from 

site files.  

 

MkPk-1 - no name - (n=1) - include 

Site files for MkPk-1 state that at least a portion of the collection was purchased from a 

private citizen, including the example of native copper (MkPk-1:3), which is a highly processed 

hammered nugget/tool blank. William Taylor also investigated the site in 1962, and I have 

ordered his Mercury Series No. 1 (1963) to look for more information on the site. Site files label 

the site as prehistoric, with no additional context. 

 

MkPk-11 - no name - (n=1) - tentatively include 

I have limited information on this site. I was unable to examine the object because it had 

been deaccessioned to the Inuit Heritage Trust. Collections files describe it as - “arrowhead with 

copper blade. Complete. Copper blade with bevelled edges attached to a bone shaft with a copper 

rivet through the blade slot at the end of the shaft. The blade slot has several partial holes, drilled 

at an axis parallel to the blade, along …” (info cut off). I don’t have any info from the site files, 

since the object was located during collections searches, so there may be more info to be gained 

there. It is not mentioned in McGhee (1970 - Excavations at Bloody Falls), despite McGhee 

mentioning most of the other MkPk sites, including MkPk 10 and 12. The collections records 

indicate that MkPk-11 was investigated by McGhee during the same 1968 field season as these 

others, so I’m not sure why it isn’t included. No cultural context that I have, so I can’t say 

whether it was Thule/Inuit or Taltheilei/Athapaskan (although probably Inuit since the Inuit 

Heritage Trust claimed it). 

 

MkPk-12 - no name - (n=1) - include 

I have very little information on MkPk-12 either. McGhee (1970) reports MkPk-12 as a site 

potentially associated with other Coppermine terrace sites that show similarities with more 

southerly NWT cultural complexes, However, it (and others nearby) have relatively little in the 

way of diagnostic pieces. Site files classify it as prehistoric, but no more. 

 

MkPk-2 - no name - (n=2) - include 

MkPk-2 is recorded as being a surface burial in the collections files. Two objects were 

recovered - MkPk-2:1 - “Harpoon head (copper and bone). Complete. Thule type 4 variant; flat; 

closed socket; transverse line hole. Blade slot parallel to axis of line hole with metal (copper) 

endblade inserted and secured with a metal rivet through the middle of the bone, perpen…” and 
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MkPk-2:10 - “Copper barb. Curved barb; tapered and pointed at one end; wider and straight at 

the other end. Not well made: metal is uneven, twisted and not well finished.” These objects 

were deaccessioned to the Inuit Heritage Trust. They were recovered by McGhee in the 1968 

field season, reported on in McGhee (1970). Not sure if MkPk-2 is included in McGhee (1970) 

or McGhee (1972 - Copper Eskimo Prehistory), needs further review. 

 

MkPk-3 - Bloody Falls - (n=152) - of course I’m including it - case study site 

Bloody Falls has the largest number of copper objects of any site in the Arctic and Western 

Subarctic. At least 3 different components have been identified by McGhee (1970, 1972), 

including ASTt, Thule, and Copper Inuit, all of which have copper represented. The site is 

defined as the entire landform overlooking Bloody Falls, the first rapids as you travel up the 

Coppermine River from Kugluktuk at the mouth. The location was known to be a productive 

fishing location, and was a jumping off point for Historic Copper Inuit who were traveling to the 

Coppermine Mountains for procuring copper, or to procure wood, or for inland summer caribou 

hunting (Jenness 1922). This general area is also the northernmost extent of more southerly 

proto-Athapaskan groups who also accessed the copper of the region. It is perhaps most 

infamously known for this culture contact between Inuit and Athapaskan peoples from Hearn’s 

(1771) account of the Bloody Falls massacre (I should consider not including this since it seems 

to take away from the historical importance of the location to Inuit peoples). Because the site 

encompasses the entire knoll, the repeated occupations of the site are included as one site. The 

ASTt component is described in McGhee (1970), and is relatively small compared to the later 

Thule and Copper Inuit components. McGhee (1970) identified “Three small fragments of native 

copper rang[ing] in length from 20 mm to 32 mm and are pointed at one end. These may possible 

have been used as barbs for small fish spears” (McGhee 1970:58). The Thule and Copper Inuit 

(and Historic Copper Inuit) components are described in depth in McGhee (1972). Some of the 

copper objects may need to be excluded if they date to the protohistoric component of the site - 

(I’m not 100% sure where the cut-off line for this is yet). 

However, it should not be excluded entirely, because of the way Morrison defines 

protohistoric, which I agree with - Morrison 1981:262 –“ Sites such as Naliqaq [MlPj-2] provide 

significant information on Copper Inuit culture as it existed prior to the twentieth century. 

Explorers such as Hearne, and the Royal Navy expeditions which followed, may have ushered in 

the historic period in the strict sense of the term. However, their influence was negligible or at 

most indirect, and their ethnographic descriptions are scanty to non-existent. Given the evidence 

from this past season’s work it is proposed that the term “Protohistoric” be expanded slightly, to 

cover the period from the first limited appearance of European trade goods sometime in the 

eighteenth century (see Hearne 1958:110) to the full historic period, inaugurated in the first 

decade of this century by men such as Klengenberg, Mogg, Hanbury, and Stefansson.” The 

problem with implementing this definition is that defining the protohistoric period between 

initial contact and sustained contact still includes potential metal acquisition from British Navy 

expeditions and other sporadic contacts, which would have an effect on the technological 

systems in place. However, depending on whether the context was early or late protohistoric, it 

may still have been more beneficial to rely on existing copper sources, particularly in source 

regions. Examples of this likely include the protohistoric component of MkPk-3 and possibly 

MlPj-2, because of what appears to be continued use of native copper into the protohistoric 

period. This is supported by all of the ethnohistoric accounts from the late 19th and early 20th 
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centuries compiled by early anthropologists and geologists of Indigenous knowledge of local 

copper geological sources. 

 

MkPk-4 - no name? - (n=1) - include 

MkPk-4 is in a similar situation to MkPk-12, in that McGhee (1970) identified only a limited 

scatter of lithic artifacts, as well as at least one piece of native copper. McGhee includes MkPk-4 

in his ‘other sites’ section of the ‘non-Eskimo’ assemblages, suggesting he believes it is also 

Taltheilei/proto-Athapaskan. The site files aren’t much help, they classify it as prehistoric and 

nothing else. The copper object (MkPk-4:1) is a large copper hook, labeled as a fish hook in 

collections files.  

 

MkPk-9 - The Willowherb Site - (n=1) - include 

MkPk-9 is also described in McGhee (1970), although he feels that the assemblage is to 

small to provide useful comparisons with other sites or complexes. However there are lanceolate 

lithic points that are linked with other general complexes in the Western and Central Subarctic, 

and it is included in McGhee’s (1970) ’non-eskimo’ assemblages. The copper object - MkPk-9:7 

- is a “copper arrow point of [a] late prehistoric type [that] was found on the surface of the 

terrace a few meters from the occupation area” (McGhee 1970:63). The WillowHerb Site is 

similar in assemblage and absolute dates to the nearby sites of LaPointe (MkPk-7) and Elgok 

(MkPk-5). The LaPointe site in particular has been proposed as being Middle Taltheilei in age 

and composition (CARD database - McGhee, Gordon). 

 

MlPi-1 - no name - (n=2) - tentatively include 

I have very little information on this site. Two objects were examined during collections 

searches - MlPi-1:8 & 9, both antler handles with copper rivets. Because of the limitations of 

pXRF, the rivets were likely to small to obtain a reading uncontaminated by the surrounding 

organic matrix. I swear I’ve seen these artifacts in an image before, but otherwise I can’t find any 

reference to the site in the literature yet. Need additional information from site files, since they 

were found in collections search. 

 

MlPj-2 - Naliqaq - (n=6) - tentatively exclude (but don’t get rid of completely)- 

protohistoric 

MlPj-2 is going to excluded from the main analysis because it is classified as protohistoric by 

Morrison (1981). However, it should not be excluded entirely, because of the way Morrison 

defines protohistoric, which I agree with - Morrison 1981:262 –“ Sites such as Naliqaq [MlPj-2] 

provide significant information on Copper Inuit culture as it existed prior to the twentieth 

century. Explorers such as Hearne, and the Royal Navy expeditions which followed, may have 

ushered in the historic period in the strict sense of the term. However, their influence was 

negligible or at most indirect, and their ethnographic descriptions are scanty to non-existent. 

Given the evidence from this past season’s work it is proposed that the term “Protohistoric” be 

expanded slightly, to cover the period from the first limited appearance of European trade goods 

sometime in the eighteenth century (see Hearne 1958:110) to the full historic period, inaugurated 

in the first decade of this century by men such as Klengenberg, Mogg, Hanbury, and Stefansson.” 

The problem with implementing this definition is that defining the protohistoric period between 

initial contact and sustained contact still includes potential metal acquisition from British Navy 

expeditions and other sporadic contacts, which would have an effect on the technological 
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systems in place. However, depending on whether the context was early or late protohistoric, it 

may still have been more beneficial to rely on existing copper sources, particularly in source 

regions. Examples of this likely include the protohistoric component of MkPk-3 and possibly 

MlPj-2, because of what appears to be continued use of native copper into the protohistoric 

period. This is supported by all of the ethnohistoric accounts from the late 19th and early 20th 

centuries compiled by early anthropologists and geologists of Indigenous knowledge of local 

copper geological sources. 

 

MLZ-00050 

Included from AK-YK database 

 

MMK-00004 

Included from AK-YK database 

 

MMPP-1 / MyPy-1 - no name - (n=1) - include 

This site was investigated by Clark (1975) and has one piece of hammered copper, although 

it is a particularly irregular nugget. The site was originally recorded as MMPP-1, and the site 

files record that this was changed to MyPy-1 in 1985. The site files record the location of the site 

as unknown, but it belongs with the Great Bear Lake grouping. The context is listed as a 

prehistoric artifact scatter. 

 

NAK-00015  

Included from AK-YK database 

 

NaPi-2 - Clachan - (n=54) - included - case study site 

Clachan is one of the most important sites in this study. Morrison (1981) defines it as a Thule 

site of significant importance to the region of Coronation Gulf. He describes in detail why the 

artifacts from the site suggest closer associations with Alaskan Thule than with Canadian Thule. 

He also highlights the copper assemblage, which was relatively unmatched in scale (when he 

wrote this in) outside of the Coronation Gulf Region. (See PaJs-12 - Qariaraqyuk for a more 

recent example of a large copper assemblage in a Thule site outside the Coronation Gulf region). 

 

NbTj-1 - no name - (n=2) - included 

NbTj-1 was identified by Pilon during the NOGAP archaeological project, but is not 

mentioned specifically in the final 1994 NOGAP report. Site files record that the site is 

prehistoric house, hearth, and artifact scatter, with 2 native copper objects recovered. Only 1 was 

examined during collections searches, the other was missing. 

 

NcPd-1 - Lady Franklin Site - (n=3 or 8?) - tentatively included 

There is some confusion about which artifacts belong with NcPd-1 (Lady Franklin Site - 

Copper Inuit) and NcPd-2 (Lady Franklin Point - Thule). There are 14 copper objects between 

these two sites that I examined, but there was some discrepancy with their labeling and borden 

code designations. Part of the problem is that I labeled several objects (from both sites) with 

“Borden code changed for this site. Correct number is NcPd-2.” and didn’t elaborate. I’ll need 

further confirmation of the context of these artifacts. NcPd-1 is classified as Indigenous historic - 

Copper Inuit. The site files describe the site as consisting of caches and tent rings, with artifact 
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scatters containing tin cans and historic artifacts. However, if the objects labeled as being from 

NcPd-1 are actually from this site and are native copper (from the pXRF analysis) then it may 

warrant closer inspection outside the main analysis. It is also still tentatively included to not 

eliminate objects which may actually be from NcPd-2, but are mislabeled. The 3 objects I did not 

label with “Borden code changed for this site. Correct number is NcPd-2.“ retain their 

bone/antler hafts (although there are plenty of prehistoric examples that retain their hafts), and in 

particular NcPd-1:114 looks similar to more recent Inuit metal objects. --- **update** Objects 

from NcPd-1 are now included in NcPd-2. Most are from the Semmler Collection, which was of 

an early (?) Thule component, donated to the CMH, discussed in Taylor (1963, 1972). Two 

objects – NcPd-1:112 and 114 – retained in NcPd-1 (Protohistoric component) because they were 

not labeled as being part of the Semmler collection in the CMH artifact catalog 

 

NcPd-2 - Lady Franklin Point - (n=6 or 10?) - included 

There is some confusion about which artifacts belong with NcPd-1 (Lady Franklin Site - 

Copper Inuit) and NcPd-2 (Lady Franklin Point - Thule). There are 14 copper objects between 

these two sites that I examined, but there was some discrepancy with their labeling and borden 

code designations. Part of the problem is that I labeled several objects (from both sites) with 

“Borden code changed for this site. Correct number is NcPd-2.” and didn’t elaborate. I’ll need 

further confirmation of the context of these artifacts. NcPd-2 (Lady Franklin Point) is a 

prehistoric Thule winter village, with at least 21 winter house mounds. At minimum 6 copper 

objects come from this site, but it is possible that several, if not all, of the NcPd-1 objects 

actually belong to this site. In 2000, Savelle reported (in the site files) that this is the only known 

Thule site on SW Victoria Island, and is located at an important location to take advantage of a 

caribou crossing across the Dolphin and Union Straits from the mainland at Cape Krusenstern. --

- **update** Objects from NcPd-1 are now included in NcPd-2. Most are from the Semmler 

Collection, which was of an early (?) Thule component, donated to the CMH, discussed in Taylor 

(1963, 1972).  

 

NcPf-1 - Nuvuk - (n=3) - included 

Nuvuk is a small Thule site, consisting of 2 houses, only 1 of which was excavated in 1981 

by Morrison. The 3 objects appear to be an awl, an ulu blade, and a blade tip. 

 

NcPf-12 - Beulah - (n=6) - included 

Beulah is another Thule site, with 12 houses grouped into northern and southern clusters. Six 

copper objects were recovered from the site, including a Sicco/Thule III harpoon head with 

copper endblade. 

 

NfTn-2 - Pokiak - (n=1) - tentatively include 

Object was identified during collections searches, and so I have no information from the site 

files yet. Object (NfTn-2:201) is an antler foreshaft with a single side barb, proximal conical tang 

for articulation with socket, and blade slot with copper rivet. pXRF is not 100% reliable because 

of possible contamination from surrounding organic matrix. Need additional site information to 

decide whether to include or exclude. 
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NhJp-4 - no name - (n=1) - tentatively include 

I don’t have any site info on this site, and I was unable to examine the object that was located 

in the collections database. The object - NhJp-4:5 - is listed as being a ‘modified bone with 

copper rivet’. I will need to examine the site files before I can determine whether or not this is a 

historic or prehistoric site. 

 

NhPf-0 (IX-D:192) - no name - (n=1) - tentatively include 

This one I can get a pseudo location on because the notes on the collections record list the 

location of collection as “Read Is., Dolphin and Union St., Nunavut”. I was not able to examine 

the object because it had been deaccessioned to the Inuit Heritage Trust. It is described as a ‘bone 

prong for a leister with a copper point’. I have seen some other examples of what I think this is - 

a leister arms with a copper awl form hafted on the distal end so the working end of the point is 

directed medially and proximally to keep fish on the leister. It is unclear wether this is prehistoric 

or Indigenous historic. It was deaccessioned to the Inuit Heritage Trust because it is a burial item. 

 

NhTn-1 - Gutchiak - (n=2) - include 

Gutchiak is a late prehistoric Inuvialuit site investigated by Morrison on the Eskimo Lakes 

Narrows in the Mackenzie Delta. It is a houseless fishing site (Morrison 2000) with one of the 

highest concentrations of archaeological fishbone from a Canadian Arctic site. Two pieces of 

copper were recovered, including a composite fishhook and some form of copper graver/drill bit.  

 

 

NhTr-1 - Radio Creek - (n=1) - include 

Radio Creek is an early Mackenzie Inuit (Inuvialuit) site (McGhee 1974) dated to 350 BP +/- 

150 using charcoal (McGhee 1974 - grain of salt on date for now). There is one copper object - a 

barb/awl form. The site is a single component site interpreted as being occupied by beluga 

hunters. 

 

NhTs-2 - Cache Point - (n=19, plus 1 iron?) - include - (case study) 

As of 2009 (Friesen 2009), Cache Point is considered the earliest large Thule site in the 

Mackenzie Delta, but also has some degree of extended occupation. There are 19 copper objects 

(in a variety of forms), and 1 iron ulu blade. The iron blade is somewhat intriguing in its origin. I 

don’t know yet if there is a later protohistoric/historic component that might explain this, or if it 

could possibly be a meteoric example (which seems highly unlikely). 

 

NiHf-0 (IX-C) (possibly NiHf-3 - Freuchen) - (n=0) - tentatively include 

I don’t have a lot of information on this site. From the site files - “Dutilly's site information is 

very vague. Exact location unknown. Coordinates would suggest NiHf-3. Large collection 

consists of lithic, bone, ivory, wood, native copper and other metal artifacts at ASC. Dutilly 

noted a permanent residence of the Eskimos, ca. 20 km. long. Accession 567 catalogued under 

Old System IX-C: 3255-3260. Accession 2421 catalogued under Old System IX-C: 4283-4423. 

Accessions 593 and 595 catalogued under Old System IX-C: 4643-4685.” Dutilly investigated in 

the late 30’s/early 40’s, so use of the term Eskimo is not taken as a cultural designation. 

NiHf-3 is a site called Freuchen that is a PaleoEskimo / Pre-Dorset / Dorset site on Igloolik 

Island. I did not examine any objects from this collection (under NiHf-0 or NiHf-3). However, I 

did examine a number of copper objects from NiHf-4 (Tikilik) that is also a PaleoEskimo / Pre-
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Dorset / Dorset site on Igloolik Island, so it is possible that NiHf-3 / NiHf-0 is legitimate as well 

and should be included. 

 

NiHf-1 - Kaleruserk (Parry Hill) - (n=1) - include 

Description from CARD, from Meldgaard - “NiHf-1, Kaleruserk or Parry Hill: It contains 

rich habitation debris on beach ridges between 42 and 54 m asl, with numerous house ruins and 

extensive middens representing early Pre-Dorset, a more scattered habitation during the later 

stages of Pre-Dorset, and a few houses from early Dorset.” Dates range from ca. 3700-4100 BP, 

much older than other examples from Igloolik. I don’t have any information on the site other 

than what I pulled from CARD. One object (NiHf-1:479 - copper piece) was identified during 

collections searches, but was not able to be located in the collections. Although the object was 

not able to be examined, the context seems solidly Predorset/early Dorset. 

 

NiHf-3 - Freuchen (see NiHf-0) 

No objects were examined that were catalogued under NiHf-3, but the NiHf-0 objects may be 

related to this site. 

 

NiHf-4 - Tikilik - (n=5, plus 3 iron, including 1 meteoritic iron and possible trade iron) - 

include 

This is certainly an interesting case to include, since there are likely 3 different sources of 

metal represented within 8 objects, including native copper, meteoric iron, non-meteoric iron (of 

some sort, possible Norse trade goods?), and possible Norse trade copper, although a much 

closer examination of the XRF spectra would be needed. The main component of this site is a 

Thule/Late Dorset component, but early Dorset is represented as well. There are multiple house 

ruins from each component, and understanding where these objects originated from within the 

site is essential. Rowley, S. investigated in the 90’s, Meldgaard in the 60’s, and the site was noted 

by the Fifth Thule Expedition. 

 

NiHg-1 - Abverdjar - (n=2 at least) - tentatively include 

I don’t have any site files records or collections records for this site. It is a Late Dorset site 

reported on by Graham Rowley (1940) who reports “two small pieces of native copper, one a 

tiny point and the other a short length of wire used as a binding” (Rowley 1940:495). 

Unfortunately I never saw these objects, and I must have identified the site originally through 

literature searches. Since I don’t know the excavation history of the site, it is entirely possible 

that there are more copper objects from here as well. 

 

NiJp-11 - no name - (n=3) - tentatively include 

I have no site files for this site. The 3 objects are a projectile point, a copper tube (that I 

interpreted as historic), and a bone handle with copper rivets/copper blade remnant. Savelle 

collected them in 1982. Until I have more information on the site, this is tentatively included. 

 

NiJq-15 - no name - (n=1) - tentatively include 

This ones fate is probably linked to NiJp-11. It is in the same situation - no site info, object 

identified during collections searches. This was also collected by Savelle in 1982. I had called 

teh object a possible historic, but I’ll need site info before deciding. Tentatively included until 

then. 
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NiNg-1 - Buchanan - (n=2) - include 

Buchanan is a multicomponent pre-Dorset/Dorset/late Dorset site on the Ekalluk River on 

Victoria Island. The site files describe the history of excavation in some detail, including the 

provenience of a copper fragment in the Pre-Dorset component. Two copper fragments were 

listed in the collections files, although only 1 was examined. The other was listed as being 

missing. Both objects were recovered by Taylor in 1965. 

 

NiNg-10 - Menez - (n=?) - include 

Menez is a Terminal Pre-Dorset site investigated by Taylor, then Friesen. Freisen reports 

copper objects(s) from the Lower Beach Section, but the objects were not identified in 

collections records searches. Unless the lower beach portion is a seperate component, this site 

should be included. From the Site File Record - “The Lower Beach area yielded lithics, ivory, 

antler, wood and copper artifacts. (Friesen 2003 permit report)” 

 

NiNg-2 - Bell - (n=7) - include 

Bell site is multicomponent, with early/middle/late Dorset, Thule, and Copper Inuit 

components. The site files do not say which component the copper objects come from. Seven 

were identified in collections files - all collected by Taylor (1 in 1965, 6 in 1988). According to 

site files multiple components (Dorset and Thule) were investigated both years. 

 

NiNg-8 - Freezer (n=5) - include 

The Freezer site was one of the sites used by Franklin et al (1981). It was originally 

investigated by Taylor in 1965 and 1988. Friesen revisited in 2000 and found 4 copper objects in 

Dorset association = “In 2000, Friesen identified a probable Dorset dwelling, excavated two test 

pits and recovered 202 artifacts including Late Dorset Type G harpoon heads, a Tyara Pointed 

type harpoon head and 4 copper items. (Friesen 2000)” Collections included 2 blade fragments, a 

missing fragment, a hook, and a missing projectile point. Only 3 objects were examined. 

 

NiTk-2 - Atkinson Point - (n=11?) - tentatively include 

There is not a lot of info on this one. It has quite a few objects (11) reported by Gordon 

(1970), and used by Franklin et al (1981). I have included it in part because Franklin included it. 

Franklin (and presumably Gordon) report it as being 150-200 BP, so it is within the historic 

period, but I don’t think Franklin would have used historic pieces. I have ordered Gordon 1970 

(a dissertation), so I can examine the context in more detail. Franklin lists the cultural context as 

Mackenzie Eskimo. This site post-dates the Kittigazuit site (NiTr-2) which was also included in 

Franklin and recorded as being 600-200 BP> 

 

NiTr-2 - Kittigazuit - (n=3?) - tentatively include 

Kittigazuit is tricky. It appears to be a Late prehistoric/protohistoric/Indigenous historic site 

that I may have some trouble determining where the objects originate from. Several of the 

objects I examined looked historic, although at least one appeared to have a native copper XRF 

signature. According to CARD, the site has a potential range of occupation from AD 1400-1900. 

In broader consideration, Kittigazuit represents the more recent end of the culture history 

spectrum of the Mackenzie Delta, and is interesting as a comparison to earlier sites, as well as 

being interesting in its own right. 
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NiTs-1 - Kuukpak - (n=20?) - include 

I don’t have a lot of site information on Kuukpak, although it is an important site in terms of 

understanding the Mackenzie Delta. According to Betts (2008 - Subsistence and Culture in the 

Western Subarctic) who synthesized the radiocarbon dates and excavation history of the site, 

Kuukpak was occupied between A.D. 1150 and A.D. 1800. The site consists of at least 21 semi-

subterannean dwellings, clustered into at least 6 seperate site areas (as interpreted by excavators). 

Therefore it is important to ascertain where the copper objects came from in the excavations, as 

it will have importance for their temporal context. Some of the objects are likely 

historic/protohistoric in origin. pXRF will be important in weeding these out. 

 

NiTs-2 - Pond - (n=2) - include 

Pond represents the intermediary in the temporal sequence between Cache Point and 

Kittigazuit. It is pretty solidly prehistoric. Betts (2008) reports the dates for the site between 

roughly AD 1280 and AD 1480. It is a smaller site than Kuukpak (at least as it remains now, 

there is the possibility that some of the site has eroded in a tributary to the Mackenzie). Seven 

Houses have been identified, although there may be more in dense willow growth. Two have 

been excavated, with similar dates. 

 

NjRc-1 - unknown - (n=9) - include 

I don’t have a lot of background information on this site. The collections file for the CMH 

records the objects as being collected by William Taylor in 1989. One of the objects is a harpoon 

head with a copper endblade remnant, and the rest are small fragments. based on the harpoon 

head this seems to be a prehistoric site, but I need more info from the site files. It appears to be a 

Thule variant 

 

NjRc-4 - Bodena; Coastal Site #13 - (n=3) - included 

Bodena is listed as a prehistoric and Indigenous historic site (both Thule and Copper Inuit). 

The site files describe excavation of the prehistoric (presumably Thule) component. Two copper 

objects were examined during collection searches, and appear prehistoric. Should be aware that 

they may possibly be historic material, and trust the xrf to make the determination. 

 

NjVi-1 - Pauline Cove - n=3 - included 

Pauline Cove was identified by Friesen as part of the The Qikiqtaruk Archaeology Project. It 

is classified as a late Prehistoric Inuvialuit site, radiocarbon dates roughly AD 1700 +/- 205, AD 

1760 +/- 70. Cruciform driftwood structure excavated. "Three specimens which incorporate 

copper include the copper fish hook mentioned above, an antler knife handle containing a copper 

rivet, and a small wooden engraving tool with a copper tip" (Friesen 1994). No objects were 

examined, they were not present in collections searches by Pike (they are from Yukon, so need to 

check the AK-YK artifact database). 

 

NjVi-2 - Washout - n=10 - included 

Washout was investigated by Yorga in 1977. I don’t have a lot of information from the site 

files, but there is information to be found in the published literature. Not 100% sure it’s 

prehistoric, but i think it is. Ten objects, all of them appear prehistoric. Likely late Prehistoric 

Inuvialuit (needs confirmation). 
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NkRh-1 - no name - n=1 - tentatively include 

I’ve got very little information on this site. It was investigated by William Taylor in 1989 and 

1990, and Morrison in 1998. One object was identified during collections record searches, but 

the object could not be physically located. It is described as a ‘copper fragment’ and the 

collections record indicates that it came from feature ‘h5’, which in other examples has referred 

to ‘house 5’. This is the typical way that Taylor records semi-subterranean Thule/Inuit winter 

structures, so it is tentatively assumed that this is the context of the piece until site records can be 

examined. 

 

NkRh-3 - Coastal Site No. 18 / Pearce Point - n=6 - included 

This site was investigated by Taylor in 1989 and 1990, and Morrison in 1998. It is recorded 

in the CMH site files as an early Thule site with a late spring occupation. Three of the 6 copper 

objects have site context records, placing them within houses 1 and 4. The description of the site 

records is as follows - “Consists of one large mound containing 7 room depressions and a 

possible eighth. At least one tent ring nearby. Thick middens are located in front of the mound 

and thin middens are located behind it. (Taylor, 1989). In 1990, the site was surface collected and 

Houses 1,2,3,4,6 and 7 were excavated. Passage areas linking Houses 1,2,3,4 and 7 were also 

excavated. Site produced a large collection including: lithic tools and flakes (ground slate and 

chert ulu blade, endblades,cores), pottery, antler Thule II harpoon heads, baleen, faunal (95% 

seal bone), wood artifacts (snow goggles, shaft fragments, wound pins), a few ivory artifacts, a 

copper blade fragment. (Taylor, 1990). Stevenson notes a predominance of seal at this site which 

indicates a late spring occupation, while the artifact assemblage points to an occupation fairly 

early in the Thule Inuit cultural continuum (Stevenson cites: W. Taylor personal communication, 

1990). In 1998, Morrison briefly revisited the site and notes that it is in good condition and 

undisturbed. (Morrison, 1998).” 

Dates from CARD were from House 4, so at least some of the copper here has a dated 

context. The date range was wide, however. Taylor originally reported 2 dates (bear bone) from 

below the house floor at 1390 +/- 65 and 1260 +/- 75. Morrison reported 2 dates (caribou bone) 

from above the house floor at 630 +/- 40 and 510 +/- 30. Morrison considered the earlier dates 

from Taylor to be anomalous. 

 

NkRh-8 - Amundsen Gulf 17 - n=1 - tentatively included 

I have practically no information on this site. One object was examined during collections 

searches at PWNHC - a worked piece of native copper. I don’t have any site data. There were no 

initial red flags in the XRF data that were recorded at the time of examination, so until site 

records are examined this site will be tentatively included. The CARD database includes NkRh-

8, lists it as Mackenzie Inuit, and has two c14 samples - 290 +/- 270, and 220 +/- 150. These 

were reported by M. Stevenson, who included the info - “NkRh-8, Amundsen Gulf 17: Forty 

features were recorded at this site, and two qammat (rock-walled fall houses) were dated on 

samples of wood charcoal.” 

 

NkRi-3 - Tiktalik - n=14 - included 

8 dates by Morrison, ranging from 620 +/-40 to 820 +/- 40. Thule site with 5 

semisubterranean house pits. Site was also investigated by Taylor. Multiple mentions in the 

literature, so this site has an extended bibliography (many mentioning Morrison 2000). Fourteen 
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objects were examined from this site, including needles, barbs, fragments, and a knife. This was 

one of my case study sites from CAA’s.  

From site file records - “Observed by Stefansson in 1910. Taylor reports 6 rectangular 

depressions with passages facing inland and a few seal bones. One wood post noted. One of the 

houses is bilobate with a single passage. (Taylor, 1989). In 1990, Taylor reports 5 houses most 

with log floors. Collection includes bone and antler tools (birdbone sucking tube, antler bracelet, 

Sicco decorated Thule III harpoon head, harpoon socket fragment, knife handle), potsherds, lithic 

tools (slate blade fragments, ulu fragment, quartzite core, arrowhead), possible sealskin boot 

fragment, sled runner fragment, faunal sample (mostly seal). (Taylor, 1990). M. Stevenson notes 

that these Thule houses are identical in arrangement, construction and age to the houses found at 

the Gravel site (NkRi-2) and speculates the two sites might have been occupied by the same 

group. (Stevenson, 1990). Morrison reports 5 house depressions arranged in a tight, linear cluster 

and forming a single, low mound. Entrance tunnels face south. The mound is vegetated with a 

thin, patchy sod. A grassy area to the immediate south is likely the location from which the house 

sods were cut. 1990 tests pits were still visible along with possible evidence of recent pot-

hunting. Just east and north of the house depressions is a row of 8 very old looking cache pits 

which might be in association with the houses or with several ill-defined tent rings nearby. House 

5, which features a separate kitchen, was selected for excavation. Collection includes ground 

slate ulu fragments, ceramic potsherds, Sicco, Thule types 2 and 4 harpoon heads, antler brow 

bands, a bear carving, ivory beads, a decorated bone beamer, arrowhead fragments, a copper 

sewing needle and metal fragments. Faunals are mostly seal. Samples have been submitted for 

radiocarbon dating. Site is coeval with NkRi-2 and NkRh-3 (Pearce Point). (Morrison, 1999). 

Dates listed are Normalized Age.” 

 

NkRj-3 - no name - n=1 - tentatively include 

I don’t have much info on this site. One object comes from here identified in collections 

searches - a copper leister barb that is still hafted to the leister arm. It was collected by Taylor in 

1989, and was recorded as having a proveniece of ‘H-4’ - it is assumed that this means House 4, 

a typical nomenclature for semisubterranean house pits. Need more site info on this one. 

 

NkRo-2 - no name - n=1 - tentatively include 

I don’t have much info. One small object - possibly worked copper nugget. Collected by 

Taylor in 1990. Need more site info before making determination. 

 

NkTc-5 - no name - n=1 - tentatively include 

not much info. One object from collections files - a cut copper frag. - that was missing and 

not available to be examined. dont have site file info. Need to request more info before 

determination made. Collected by Morrison in 1988 - provenience = “beach”. 

 

NlRu-1 - Iglulualuit - n=3 - include 

Site was mentioned in Morrison 1991 (NOGAP report) as Clachan phase Thule. On CARD, 

the site is described as Thule/Mackenzie Inuit, and has 6 dates ranging from 260 +/- 100 to 620 

+/- 75. The description states there are as many as 30 house pits. Three objects of copper were 

identified in collections searches, including a fishhook, graver, and fragment. More information 

is needed on the specific context of these pieces, and how the context corresponds with dated 

material. 
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NUL-00010 - Old Fish Camp - include 

Included from AK-YK - Cooper 

 

“Two copper pendants, one hammered native nugget, one a copper circle. May have been 

traded into the Old Fish camp via the historic trade links between the Eskimo groups of Northern 

Alaska and Canada.” 

 

OaJl-2 - no name - N=1 - tentatively include 

Site investigated by Savelle in 1982. The site files list the site as historic Indigenous context, 

but the object itself (a copper needle) does not appear to be obviously historic in construction. 

Further information is needed about the site before this could be ruled out. Site is described as 5 

tent rings and 9 boulder caches. 

 

OaRw-2 - Bison Skull - n=1 - tentatively include 

Morrison 1997 and Friesen and Morrison 2002 list both the Bison Skull site and the Rita 

Claire site as dating from the late PreContact Period through the 19th century. Two objects from 

Bison Skull were brass rifle casings. One is a bracelet. Until the pXRF says otherwise or I get a 

better context for its date, I’m going to consider it late PreContact and include the site. 

 

OaTi-1 - McKinley Bay - n=5 (n=1?) - tentatively include 

McKinley Bay is recorded in the site files as being a Late-Precontact through historic period 

Inuvialuit/Mackenzie Inuit site in the Delta (approximately AD 1400-1800 - Betts 2005 - site 

report). There are 5 objects, including a graver, composite fishook, a nugget that XRF showed 

was an iron copper sulfide, and 2 fishing weights/lures with embedded copper. Several of these 

objects show high zinc levels, which may suggest smelted copper, although XRF was difficult 

because it was difficult to seperate copper from the surrounding organic matrix. At least one 

object (OaTi-274 - fish lure with copper barb) appears to be native copper. Further analysis of the 

XRF may exclude this site in the future. 

 

 

ObRo-1 - Vaughn - n=1 - include 

Site is recorded as being two Thule period house mounds and an associated midden. Only 

one copper object recovered - a very small needle or thin barb.  

 

ObRo-2 - Jackson - n=7 - include 

Thule period winter village, small. Only a few house remains. Six copper objects were 

examined. One object - a “copper end blade” was missing and was not examined. Two of the 

examined objects were stained organic material (fur/feathers/hide), only 1 of which had any 

associated copper fragments. The remainder of the objects were needle fragments or thin barbs, 

with one miscellaneous fragment. 

 

ObRv-25 - no name - n=1 - tentatively include 

No information about this site. One object - a small, miscellaneous copper fragment. 

Collected by Ray LeBlanc in 1989. Included until I get additional information or XRF says its 

not native copper. 
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OdPb-1 - Kuuk IV - n=10 - tentatively include 

OdPb-1 has stone caches, turf tent rings, and is also recorded as a burial site. Morrison 

(1987) calls this a grave site, particularly in relation to his observation that grave sites have a 

disproportionate amount of copper objects (and tool classes present) compared with other types 

of site such as habitation. This is said to illustrate the conservation and recycling of copper 

material in most contexts, with the exception of burials which would have taboos against 

recycling grave goods. Morrison (1987) states that McGhee (1972 - Copper Eskimo Prehistory) 

includes the OdPb-1 burial material in with the Kunana site collection in his description. 

Morrison (1987) includes OdPb-1 as an example of a nineteenth century Inuit site. This is going 

to be tentatively included unless the XRF rules these objects as historic. This will likely end up 

being an example of how native copper continues to be used during the transitional “Contact 

through Historic” period. Objects include a tanged, boat shaped ulu, a fishhook, and 8 smaller 

objects in one artifact number - 1 nugget, 4 hammered nuggets, 2 bar/awl forms, 1 loose rivet. 

Morrison (1987) states that an iron fragment was also recovered with this assemblage. 

 

OdPc-1 - Kunana - n=19 - tentatively include 

Kunana is a multicomponent site that includes Dorset, Thule, and Historic Copper Inuit 

components. Morrison (1987) includes the copper assemblage from this site as part of a late 

nineteenth century occupation. Kunana is located on Prince Albert Sound in north central 

Victoria Island “in the territory of the Kanhiryuarmiut, specifically cited by Stefansson 

(1914a:113) as having been most activly involved in the manufacture and trade of native copper 

tools” (Morrison 1987: 5). My examination of the objects in collections did not show any objects 

that were obviously European metals. In fact, several of the objects examined were raw native 

copper nuggets or hammered nuggets. The site is located very near to the Victoria Island sources 

from the Natkusiak, and Stefansson’s observations (quoted above) seem to suggest that even 

during the historic and ethnographic periods, this group was still involved in the native copper 

trade from these sources. The exact nature and timing of European contact in this region should 

be examined, since this was a more northerly site that may have only had indirect access to trade 

metals through exchange networks. Confirmation of objects as native copper is needed from 

XRF. This site may fall into the contact period secondary analysis. 

 

OdPc-2 - Joss - n=2 - tentatively include 

This site is a bit tricky. The site is listed in the site records as a Dorset site, although there are 

no notes to provide context. The single artifact in this context is a unique ‘chisel’ (OdPc-2:59) 

that looks like a broken knife blade. The handle is carved with grooves for one’s fingers, with the 

broken knife blade on one side and an empty tang hole on the other. It is likely that the endblade 

(OdPc-2:58) that was missing from the collection and was not examined articulated into this 

empty tang hole. Morrison 1987:7 Fig. 2-d has an image of this relatively unique object, which 

shows it with an endblade articulated on the second end. Morrison includes this object as part of 

the Kunana assemblage (OdPc-1). It is unclear of its exact context, but there is a possibility this 

represents part of the Dorset component of the site? Comparison needs to be made between 

Copper Inuit endblade and knife forms and Dorset artifact forms. If this is nineteenth century 

Copper Inuit, it could be analytically treated the same as the Kunana material - as late use of 

native copper sources. 
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OdPc-5 - no name - n=4 - tentatively include 

This site is listed as being Dorset in the site records, but there is very little other information. 

The 4 objects are listed as being collected by McGhee in 1966. They are tentatively included. 

McGhee’s survey of Western Victoria Island (1971?) needs to be examined for possible context. I 

am unsure if Dorset people used rivet technology (one of the objects is a rivet - OdPc-5:8). This 

needs to be confirmed along with the context of the objects. 

 

OdPc-6 - no name - n=? - tentatively include 

There are no objects from this site. Site records list it as a Copper Inuit site, and that the 

collection contains metal. Records do not indicate the metal type. Collected by McGhee in 1966. 

Site is listed as a burial/grave. It is possible that these objects were lumped into the Kunana 

collection, or that they have been repatriated, although ultimately their location is unknown. It is 

also possible that the metal is not copper at all, and is trade metal. Examination of McGhee 1971 

is needed. 

 

OdPe-3 - Halahervik-Kaaba - n=1 - tentatively include 

From site records - “Consists of numerous heavy caches on a narrow gravel ridge. A big 

erratic block lies conspicuously in the middle of the ridge. A dense scatter of red cobbles 

surrounds the block. About 20 m to the SE is a rectangular tent ring. A composite knife handle of 

antler with copper rivets was observed near its entrance. Note: It is not known if the knife was 

collected.” Recorded by Le Mouel in 1993. No cultural affiliation recorded. 

 

OdPp-2 - Co-op - n=3 - include 

Site is listed as Thule context, and 3 objects were examined from collections, and endblade 

(3858), band (4512), and blade with antler handle (4515). Very little site information in my 

records. 

 

OdPq-1 - Memorana - n=3 - include 

Site is listed as Classic Thule in site reports. Objects collected by McGhee 1966. Include a 

harpoon head with endblade (149), bracelet (199), and fragment (118 - missing). Look at 

McGhee 1971 for further context. 

 

OePe-13 - Halahervik-XXIX - n=1 - tentatively include 

No objects examined from this site. Cultural affiliation is unclear, either Thule or Copper 

Inuit. From site file description - “A solid, carefully constructed tent ring is dominating this 

knoll. The structure has been pillaged. A big slate blade split into many pieces and a thick 

copper adze blade were obviously overlooked by the pot hunters.”  

 

OePe-14 - Halahervik XXX - n=4 - tentatively include 

Appears to be a contact period site from the presence of iron in addition to copper. Recorder 

as Indigenous Historic - Inuit. From the site file description - “Consists of 2 small depots of 

tools. Both are covered with ore or two slabs and are no more than about 15 cm apart. The one to 

the north contains principally men's tools: a wooden bow fragment, an unbarbed, self-bladed 

antler arrowhead, a part of a leister and its central prong, a blank of a stemmed copper blade 

and a knife handle. Under the other slab there are 2 tubes of swan bones, a thimble holder, a bent 

copper fish hook inserted into an antler platelet, a drill shaft with an iron bit, a triangular 
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copper end blade and a small copper bar. Two pieces of iron are nearby. A few meters to the 

south is a small circular structure surrounded by slabs, with three thin wooden shafts nearby. 

Possible grave feature ? Likely early contact period site.” 

 

OePe-3 - Halahervik D - tentatively include 

This site is listed as Indigenous historic. none of the objects were examined in collections. 

Site was going to be excluded because of the rifle shells, but other historic period sites have been 

included if copper objects are native copper. because I cannot examine these objects, I can’t 

assume that they are native copper, and not trade copper. 

From site files - “Consists of a great number of various kinds of light tent structures. There is 

an old fish weir in the creek. The site was inspected on ground. Some heavier structures were 

observed about half a kilometre to the north, on a more elevated ancient beach terrace. Le Mouel 

returned to this area in 1993. He observed a scatter of at least 37 dwelling remains. No caches, 

no paved areas, no hearths were observed here. At least 2 rectangular structures with sleeping 

areas and entrance passages were observed and suggest the use of rectangular canvas tents. All of 

the other dwelling remains belong to the pit structure type. They appear as depressions with sod 

berms. Some are quite large (up to 7.2 m wide). They represent both single and multiple dwelling 

types. Further study is recommended. In 1995, Le Mouel excavated H1, a double dwelling 

feature with two large opposite sleeping platforms and surrounded by a low bulge of sod.The 

faunal remains are almost exclusively caribou. The artifact inventory includes three antler bow 

backings, two copper end blades with a central rivet hole, four 22 rifle shells, pieces of 

copper, one saw iron fragment and a small soapstone fragment.” 

 

OhPh-2 - no name - n=1 - include 

OhPh-2 is indeterminate for cultural affiliation. Several tent rings of seemingly different 

ages. Site files report a fish hook of native copper was observed, but not collected. No objects 

from this site were examined in collections. 

 

OhPo-5 - no name - n=1 - include 

No site record for this site, but collections searches had a copper awl that was examined. 

Need further info on this site. Pre-Dorset? 

 

OhRh-1 - Nelson River - n=4 - include 

I don’t have good site records for this. Four objects were examined from PWNHC, including 

2 needles, a knife (?), and a cut fragment. Include unless site details classify site as modern 

(unlikely based on artifacts). 

 

OkJt-1 - Nudlukta Lake - n=1? - tentatively include 

From Van Stone 1962 (An Archaeological Collection From Somerset Island and Boothia 

Penninsula, NWT. Royal Ontario Museum, Art and Archaeology Division, Occasional Paper #4) 

- “A knife handle containing fragments of a metal blade, and 

two other bone and antler knife handles with blade slits 

 for metal blades were recovered in classic Thule, context 

( from Levesque Harbour at the northeast tip of tEe Boothia 

Peninsula. At the Nudlukt'a site, 15 miles north of Levesque 

Harbour, a copper harpoon blade with a small hole directly 
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above the base was found in mixed clasic 

Thule-late Dorset context. Typologically, this artifact 

is similar to late Dorset end blades dating between 500 

A.D. and 800 A.O. Two additional roughly triangular 

copper harpoon end blades were recovered from the mixed 

classic Thule-Dorset Fort Ross site on Somerset Island in 

the Bellot Strait Area.” 

 This object was not examined in the collections, and was not noted in the site records for 

OkJt-1 specifically. The above quote from Van Stone was included in Franklin et al 1981, who 

classified the Nudlukta collection (and the Fort Ross collection - PaJs-1?) copper as ASTt - 

Dorset, although from the quote it could just as easily be Thule as well. It is unknown if this 

object is associated with OkJt-1, but it comes from Nudlukta at least. 

From site records - “The entire inlet area has tent rings. This specific area has imkauk, rings 

and what appear to be house structures. It is probably a multi-occupational area connected to 

caribou hunting. Primarily one house appears to be a Thule sod house.” 

 

OlRr-1 - Cape Kellet (rough location of collection) - n=1? - tentatively include 

Object catalog number is IX-C:6181, predating Borden Codes. Has a tag with site OlRr-1 

listed on it. Collected by ‘unauthorized navy personel’ in 1953. It will be interesting to see what 

the XRF says about this one. because the context is unclear, it may be difficult to say much about 

this object. From Banks Island. Much of the material on Banks Island is from a shipwreck on the 

north side of the island, so if this is native copper that would be an interesting divergence. 

 

PaJs-1 - Fort Ross - n=2? - tentatively include 

see OkJt-1 - Nudlukta 

From Van Stone 1962, quoted in Franklin et al 1981 - “ knife handles with blade slits 

 for metal blades were recovered in classic Thule, context 

( from Levesque Harbour at the northeast tip of tEe Boothia 

Peninsula. At the Nudlukt'a site, 15 miles north of Levesque 

Harbour, a copper harpoon blade with a small hole directly 

above the base was found in mixed clasic 

Thule-late Dorset context. Typologically, this artifact 

is similar to late Dorset end blades dating between 500 

A.D. and 800 A.O. Two additional roughly triangular 

copper harpoon end blades were recovered from the mixed 

classic Thule-Dorset Fort Ross site on Somerset Island in 

the Bellot Strait Area.” 

 These objects were not examined, and are not mentioned in the site record for PaJs-1. 

They are recorded as being from the “Fort Ross site”, which could refer to this site, or other 

associated sites such as PaJs-3 and PaJs-4. PaJs-1 is recorded as having Dorset, Thule, and 

European contexts, so it is entirely possible that they are from this site. 

 

PaJs-2 - Qariaraqyuk - n=75 - include 

From site records - “Site contains two forms of stone house - one simple and deeply buried, 

and one more elaborate, more exposed and perhaps more recent. (Saville, D.). It is a Thule whale 

bone site of moderate size, at least 8 houses, on the SW side of Mount Oliver, the shelter of the 
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mount prolongs snow cover and probably has preserved the site from collectors. (Clarke) There 

is a possible association with the other side, as Hazard Inlet may be a herding and killing pen for 

whales. Indications for this is the restrictive bay mouth bar at low tide. Accessible by float plane 

in the Inlet during most parts of summer. A wheeled aircraft would be forced to put down at least 

4-5 km. away. Bielawski observed 21 Thule houses. Observed from the air by McCartney's crew 

in 1976. Savelle noted 51 house depressionss in 1980. All features mapped in 1992. Site 

excavated in 1993 and 1994.” 

Peter Whitridge (who excavated in 92/93) shared a number of photographs of these objects 

with me, but I was unable to examine them myself. They are currently in the process of being 

transferred to the CMH. Descriptions and counts of these objects were obtained from Whitridge 

2002 - Metal Consumption at a Classic Thule Whaling Village (PaJs-2). 

 

PaJs-3 - Fort Ross South; Hazard Inlet Site - n=1 - include 

Large Thule site with many whalebone houses. From site records - “Thule whalebone site of 

moderate size. There are at least 8 houses, 10 tent rings and one possible cache in the area, its 

lower elevation and prolonged snow cover has lent it more protection for whalebone collection 

than nearby sites. It is also somewhat less accessible. For these reasons it is in a more preserved 

state. Observed from the air by McCartney's crew in 1975 and 1976 and by Savelle in 1980. 

Excavated by Savelle in 1989 and 1990. He reports a total of aprox. 2000 features, primarily 

Thule, and 1600 bowhead whale bones or fragments thereof. In 1991, Savelle photographed all 

Thule features at this site from approximately 300 m using a helicopter-mounted 70 mm camera. 

In 1994, Savelle revisited the site. Many features were sketch-mapped amd any visible surface 

artifacts were noted and photographed, but not collected. Faunal remains were also recorded but 

not collected. (Savelle 1994 preliminary report).” 

 Only 1 copper object was examined from the site collections - a needle. Another object had 

possible copper staining, but was determined to be from lichen staining. It is interesting that this 

site, which seems from a general comparison to be similar to PaJs-2, has only 1 copper object, 

while PaJs-2 had 75. 

 

PaJs-4 - Fort Ross North - n=2? - tentatively include 

From site records - “Thule whalebone site of considerable size. Occupation size was 

probably 20 + house structures and 30 tent rings. Yet there are indications of many more 

structures including 10+ burials, although most of the whalebone is now removed, contributing 

to considerable site damage. Local estimates are that over 150 whale skulls were present in this 

area prior to 1950's. Observed from the air by McCartney's crew in 1976. Numerous circular 

stone structures and caches were observed from the air in 1977. Savelle excavated and collected 

from this site in 1989 and 1990. In 1991, Savelle photographed all Thule features in the site area 

from approximately 300 m using a helicopter-mounted 70 mm camera. In 1994, Savelle revisited 

the site. Many features were sketch-mapped and any visible surface artifacts were noted and 

photographed, but not collected. Faunal remains were also recorded but not collected. (Savelle 

1994 preliminary report). In 2009, A. Dyke (working under Savelle's permit) and D. Johnson 

(working under his own permit) revisited the site area. Johnson photographed the site. Site was 

tested and field data is currently being interpreted. (Johnson March 2008 e-mail. See Sites Office 

correspondence & project files.)” 

2 copper objects were listed in the PWNHC collections, but were unable to be located. These 

include a ‘copper endblade’ and ‘copper fragment’. No other mention of copper objects are made 
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in the site records. Recent work in 2009 means there may be a collection out there that has not 

been made public yet which may contain copper. 

 

PcJq-5 - Cape Garry - n=3 - include 

Site has been investigated many times, but the metals appear to come from McCartneys digs 

in 1976. Appears to be mostly Thule context, although site records list Indigenous historic (Inuit) 

as well. At least 19 houses, many (all?) constructed using whalebone. Objects include a possible 

deformed awl, fragment, and endblade. 

 

PcNv-1 - no name - n=1? - tentatively include 

From site records - “Lawrence Perry of Associated Helicopters reported this site to Taylor. It 

consists of beehive structures. On the floor of one of the structures, he found weapons including 

a bow, arrow, spear and lashings which he turned over to Taylor. Native copper specimen.” 

Object PcNv-1:2a is described as a “arrowhead, copper, lashed to wood shaft section” in 

collections records but was not able to be located in the collection and examined. Undetermined 

cultural affiliation. 

 

PeJr-1 - Creswell Bay/Learmonth - n=11 - include 

Site is affiliated with Dorset and Thule. From site records, it appears that the Dorset and 

Thule contexts are spatially distinct from each other, and so it should be possible to pinpoint the 

context of the copper. Copper was collected by Taylor in 1961 and McCartney in 1976 so they 

may come from multiple contexts. Further review of 1979 Mercury Series (Taylor and McGhee) 

needed. 

 

PeJr-4 - Nuvuktutak (?) - n=1 - tentatively include 

Site is recorded as being Thule and historic Inuit contexts. One object examined from 

collections - possible ulu blade (according to collections record) of later form (i.e. - narrow strip 

hafted to shank). It could be an ulu, but is fragmentary enough that it could also be some other 

blade form. XRF would be useful in determining if it is historic trade metal or native copper. 

 

PeJr-8 - Loon - n=2 - include 

From Site records - “A single "longhouse" structure (ca. 5 x 14m) outlined by boulders. 

Smaller boulders and rock slabs are scattered throughout the interior. Associated with the 

structure are at least five rows of exterior cooking pits built of rock slabs and containing charred 

fat. Each row consists of 7 to 10 such pits separated by 1 to 2 m. There are also a couple of rows 

of caches. A scatter of thin midden occurs in the vicinity of the longhouse. Artifacts collected 

include harpoon heads, bear head spatula, pyrite nodule. (1983) Artifacts include harpoon heads, 

bone knife handle, miniature bone and ivory carvings, stone endblades, chert and quartz 

microblades, two small pieces of copper and a piece of iron. Notably rare are bone needles, 

usually abundant in Dorset sites. Large number of faunal specimens recovered. C14 date from 

musk-ox bone collagen.(1984)” 

2 copper objects were identified in collections records from PeJr-8, but were unable to be 

located and examined in person or XRFed. 
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PgHb-1 - Nunguvik - n=2? - tentatively include 

This is a Dorset site, with some minor late Thule occupations. Three copper objects were 

identified in collections records. Two were fragments, and 1 was an ulu handle with a copper 

rivet. The ulu handle has a tag listing PgHb-3, so it is unclear if it actually belongs with this site. 

One of the fragments was missing. XRF was taken of the final fragment (PgHb-1:695). This site 

was part of Sutherland’s research into Norse-Dorset connections, and a number of hypothesized 

Norse materials (fibers, cut wood, etc.) are noted in the site records. The XRF of the copper 

fragment will be important in determining its origin as Native or Norse (or later trade). All 

objects collected by Mary-Rouseliere in 67 and 78.  

 

PgPw-3 - Nasogaluak - n=1? - tentatively include 

No objects were examined from this site. Mackenzie Inuit/Inuvialuit component, but the site 

records list cultural affiliation as both prehistoric and Indigenous historic. Site record reports a 

‘harpoon head with copper end blade’ that was first identified in 1994 and surface collected in 

1995. W. Lynch and/or S. Toews may have some publications with this object - need to locate. 

Originally investigated by Hickey. 

 

PjRa-10 (Isachsen Sands) - n= 18 (most, if not all, historic) - tentatively include. 

Almost all of the objects associated with this site and others nearby are related to the 

salvaging of shipwreck metals from Northern Banks Island in the mid-late 19th century. For the 

most part, they all appear to be historic in nature. One exception is PjRa-10:96 - a copper 

endblade deformed from impact. This objects appears to resemble other examples of 

tanged endblades that are (I believe) made from native copper. The XRF from this object 

will be interesting - perhaps it was brought to this location instead of being salvaged from the 

wreck. Many other objects from these sites are obviously historic in nature. included until XRF 

determines that objects that may be native copper are or are not.  

 

PjRa-7 (Thomsen River) - n=1? tentatively include, (transitional period) 

Almost all of the objects associated with these sites are related to the salvaging of shipwreck 

metals from Northern Banks Island in the mid-late 19th century. For the most part, they all appear 

to be historic in nature. One possible exception is PjRa-7:5. This is an odd endblade with 

attached rivet, but is possibly native copper. The XRF from this object will be interesting - 

perhaps it was brought to this location instead of being salvaged from the wreck. Many other 

objects from these sites are obviously historic in nature. included until XRF determines that 

objects that may be native copper are or are not.  

PkPx-1 - no name - n=1 - tentatively include (transitional period) 

I have little information on this site. The object is an interesting projectile point with a single 

shoulder barb and a very long tang. The odd form suggests this may be salvage metal of some 

sort from northern Banks Island shipwreck, but until there is more site info and XRF I don’t want 

to rule it out completely. For all the Banks Island 19th century sites, its important to determine if 

any of the copper is native (and therefore likely coming from Victoria Island with people) or if it 

is all salvage. This is an interesting story about the potential continued use of native metal during 

the transitional contact period. 
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PkPx-2 - no name - n=11 (many historic) - tentatively include (transitional period) 

Like other northern Banks Island sites, this one is likely also related to Mercy Bay shipwreck 

salvage. I currently have little info on the site itself. Eleven objects examined, many of them 

historic (some lead and iron). Some of the smaller copper objects, including rivets, could 

potentially be native copper. Need more context and XRF results before excluding. Same 

rationale for tentative inclusion as other Banks Island sites. 

 

PlPx-1 - no name - n=15 (many historic) - tentatively include (transitional Period) 

Same as the other Banks Island sites. Most of the objects are obvious salvage. There are one 

or two pieces of copper that should return a clean XRF signal, so it will be worth seeing if those 

are Native copper at least. 

 

PSM-00074, PSM-00378 

Included from Alaska files. 

 

QeJu-1 - High; Resolute M1 - n=5 - include 

When I initially looked at these 5 objects, I thought that some of them might be historic in 

origin. However, both the site records and the CARD database as Thule with some early Thule 

and Dorset components. One of the harpoon heads has a copper endblade, but appears to have an 

iron rivet. This would be an interesting reversal of the more common pattern of copper rivets and 

other materials as a blade (particularly in historic transitional contexts). This object is a rather 

large harpoon head (over 11 cm) when compared to a smaller one from M2 (at around 7 cm). 

Site records include notes stating that QeJu-1 (M1) is a winter village that is likely 

contemporaneous with QeJu-2 (M2), a summer village, which also has copper. 

 

QeJu-2 - Low; Resolute M2 - n=3 - include 

3 objects examined - good examples of a harpoon head with endblade and an articulated ulu 

with handle. There is also a very small fragment of copper. Site is recorded as being Thule, with 

some possible Dorset components. Interpreted as the summer location contemporaneous with the 

winter village of M1. 

QeJu-3 - Lake - n=4 - include 

Thule site, 9 houses. Four Copper objects examined, including a disarticulated endblade with 

2 drilled holes. 

 

QiLd-1 - Brooman Point Village - n=32? - include 

Large Thule period site with 19 houses, as well as a Dorset component with longhouses. 

Thule component is compared to QeLi-1 (DeBlicquy), although it is not explicitly mentioned as 

being contemporaneous. Copper objects are not mentioned in the site records, although there are 

quite a few of them. Many are fragments or stains on well preserved organics, but there are a few 

more diagnostic pieces, including a Thule 2 harpoon head with copper endblade and a very small 

projectile point. Need more information on context of objects to determine if they are all Thule, 

or if some come from Dorset context. 
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QiLe-1 - DeBlicquy - n=1 - tentatively include 

When I looked at this object (flat, rough bar form) I thought that it was historic. The site 

records call this a Thule site with some minor ASTt components. Need the XRF results on this 

object to determine if it is native copper or not. 

 

QkHn-12 - Field School - n=1? - tentatively include 

Object is an antler engraver with a copper stained slot for a bit to insert. Bag says engraver 

with bit, so the copper may have been lost at some point. XRF confirms that the stain is from 

copper. It is unclear if this analysis could discriminate trade from native metal, but the site is 

listed as having Paleoeskimo; PreDorset (Twin Ponds Complex; Lethbridge Complex) 

affiliations, so it would not be later European trade metals. Need more info on the site and 

context before including fully. 

 

Raju-1 - Snowdrift - n=3 - include 

RaJu-1 is listed as having a late Dorset affiliation, but is also listed as prehistoric and 

Indigenous historic. Site records include - “Five houses and associated middens excavated. Site 

in good state of preservation. Stone tools, organic material, scraps of skin clothing, pieces of 

worked wood and ivory. (McGhee) Site discovered, reported and surface collected by GSC in 

1971. Collection contains lithics, including microblades, bone, ivory,wood, native copper, other 

metal artifacts. Site was visited by Helmer during an aerial survey in 1993.” 

Objects examined include 2 scraps of copper, and a rough bar form. 

 

RbJr-1 - Porden Point Brook Village - n=3 - include 

Thule site, with 10 semi-subterranean houses. Three objects listed in site record, but only 2 

were located. (Copper Fragment recovered by McGhee in 1976 was missing). Others include a 

‘sliver of copper (needle?)’ and a possible blade fragment. From Park 1983 - one piece of copper 

was recovered from Houses 5 and 7. Iron appears much more prevalent at this site (again, see 

Park 1983) 

 

RbJr-5 - no name - n=2 - tentatively include 

2 objects were examined from this site, an endblade with 2 drilled holes and a probable 

needle. The site is listed as Thule context, with no historic component in the records. I have 

recorded that the XRF of the endblade looked historic, but did not record the same observation 

for the needle. Need better context for the site and to look at the final XRF before completely 

ruling this site in our out, but it appears to have at least some native copper. 

 

SEL-00001, SEL-000041, SEL-00079, SEW-00056, SEW-00072, SEW-00077, SEW-

00081, SEW-00214, SEW-00488 

included from Alaska files 

 

SfFk-4 - Skraeling Island - n=2 - tentatively include 

These objects are more than likely Norse, but I want to see the XRF in more detail. The site 

is recorded as a Thule winter settlement with “Houses, tent rings, caches, kayak rests. Thule 

winter settlement. Good bone preservation. Artifacts presumably related to Norse activities 

include chain mail sections, knife blades, boat rivets, iron point and copper pieces, woolen 

cloth”. Two copper objects in collections, 1 (a “Norse copper endblade (native reworked) with 
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leather thong”) was missing an not examined. The other was a piece of copper embedded in a cut 

piece of wood (copper staple?). Even if these are Norse objects, it is a good data point for the 

extent of Norse metals. 

 

SgFm-14 - no name - n=1 - include 

This is recorded as a Thule campsite. One object was examined in the collection - a small 

triangular piece that may be a small ulu blade. Documented by Schlederman in 1982. From site 

records - “Eight tent ring structures and caches. Observed from the air. Copper piece found 

within a rock boulder by Petrocan group in 1982.” 

 

SgFm-4 - Eskimobyen - n=1 - tentatively include 

Thule winter village site. Some likely Norse objects. One copper piece examined, which is 

included in the possible Norse objects by the investigators. I want to see the final XRF before 

deciding if it should be included or not. Other Norse items include a barrel bottom and a box. 

The copper object appears to be a hammered strip/thin bar form of native copper. 

 

NW Greenland site - include? 

Need to look at Holtved 1944, referenced in McCartney 1988 
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APPENDIX D. EXCLUDED SITE BACKGROUNDS 

JcRw-13 - Julian (n=0) - excluded 

The Julian site (JcRw-13), along with other sites (JcRw-10 - ‘Sandy Beach’; JcRw-40) 

representing the Julian Complex as described in Morrison (1987) are located in the vicinity of 

Fisherman Lake in extreme southwestern NWT in the drainage of the Liard River. They were 

excavated between 1966 and 1971 by Millar (1968) and Fedirchuk (1970, 1975), who defined 

the Julian Complex as a local phase of the Northwest Microblade Tradition. Sites in the 

Fisherman Lake Region are disproportionately represented compared with other regions of the 

Mackenzie Valley, including the only 3 sites to exceed 100 artifacts (excluding faunal and lithic 

detritus) south of the Arctic region according to Morrison (1984 *reassessment of the Julain 

Complex*). 

The Julian site itself is a stratified multicomponent site, the main focus of which has been 

components 3 and 4, which were used to define the Julian Complex on the basis of assessment of 

the blade-core industry at the site (Millar 1968, Fedirchuck 1970, 1975). Dates from these 

components range from 1920 B.C +/- 105 to A.D. 1300 +/- 95 (Millar 1968: Fig. 53, dates 

uncorrected). The Julian complex (based on all 3 sites) has a suggested dates of 2000 BCE to 500 

BCE (Millar 1981) and shows similarities with the Taye Lake phase in Western Yukon 

(Workman 1978, Millar 1968). The Middle Prehistoric component of the site is dated to 4.8 ka 

BP based on a date obtained from Mid-Holocene bison bone (Andrews and Mackay 2016). 

According to PWNHC (?) site files, the collection contains undefined metal, but it is unclear 

what component this metal is associated with. The site was likely included in the original 

database because of ‘metal’ in the description of collections. No copper (or other metal) artifacts 

were examined from Julian, PreContact or otherwise. The Julian site will not be included in 

the final analysis. 

 

JcDe-6 - Akulialuk (n=5) - excluded 

The Akulialuk site is a multicomponent site consisting of Dorset, Thule, and Labrador Inuit, 

components, including post-contact historic components. According to site files, the site consists 

of “three house groups and a fourth area containing a tent ring and Dorset material” as well as an 

associated midden. It is unclear which component the copper objects examined originate from 

until original site reports are examined, but the visual appearance of the objects suggests they are 

associated with the historic component. 

Objects were examined at the CMH, and consist of what appear to be pendants of various 

shape based on the presence of either 1 or 2 small drilled holes on 3 objects. One object (a 

“button back” according to CMH site files) is missing and the remaining 2 fragments (JcDe-

6:602 n=2) appeared to be historic sheet visually. Similarly, the drilled pendants appeared 

visually to be of historic sheet as well. Unless pXRF data supports a different historic/prehistoric 

designation, the objects from Akulialuk will not be included in the analysis. 

 

KcNe-1 - Faess Site 1 - (n=0) - not included 

Site is included in original database based on site files search of PWNHC records, indicating 

a ‘metal projectile point’ that was donated by a private citizen (T. Faess) in 1983. No objects 

were examined at PWNHC. I have coordinates, although I am unsure of their reliability based on 

the fact that this was a donated object. No determined cultural affiliation. 
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KeDq-2 - Talaguak (also KeDq-1) (n=2) - not included 

Multicomponent site, including Late Dorset, Thule, and Inuit. Site class is recorded as 

prehistoric in CMH site files, but the two copper objects (KeDq-2:336 and 797) appear historic 

(336 - visually, cut sheet; 797 - XRF, side hafted blade). Sabo and Jacobs (1980 - Aspects of 

Thule Culture adaptations in southern Baffin) identify 3 Thule/Inuit components at the site, 

including an earlier and later Thule and a Historic Inuit component. The copper objects from 

KeDq-2 are likely related with the historic component based on the preliminary XRF. I’ll wait on 

the final XRF analysis to completely rule this out, but it will likely not be included. 

 

KeDq-7 - Okivillialuk (also KeDr-7) (n=6) - not included 

Multicomponent site, included Early and Late Thule, and Historic Inuit. Objects examined at 

CMH appeared obviously historic, and were not photographed or examined with XRF. Like 

KeDq-2, Sabo and Jacobs (1980) determined there to be a historic component at KeDq-7, which 

is partially mixed with earlier components due to bioturbation. 

 

KeNo-21 - Pike’s Portage (n=3) - not included 

Although the site files (citing Gordon 1996 and collections by Noble in 1966) call Pike’s 

Portage an important site with multiple prehistoric strata based on beach ridge stratigraphy, the 

‘metal’ referenced in the site file is likely historic in origin. Three objects were examined at the 

CMH, all of which were obvious historic sheet metal. The Pike’s Portage sequence is one of the 

sites used by Noble (1971) to define Taltheilei, and is located on the extreme east end of Great 

Slave Lake. 

 

KeNo-29 - Glacier Creek (n=0) - not included 

According to site files (including collections by Noble in 1966) and Noble 1971 , KeNo-29 is 

another beach ridge stratified site on the extreme east end of Great Slave Lake that has Taltheilei 

Complex components. Site files include notation that the collection ‘includes metal’. No objects 

were examined at CMH. It is assumed that the metal is historic in origin, similar to the nearby 

site of Pike’s Portage, although there is little to base this on other than the similarity in site file 

records. 

 

KeNv-2 - Kettle (n=0) - not included 

According to site files (including collections by Noble in 1966) and Noble 1971, KeNv-2 

(Kettle) is a component of the Narrows Complex, and the collection ‘contains metal’. Again, no 

objects were examined, and nothing in the site files or Noble 1971 suggests that the metal is 

either copper or precontact. 

 

KePl-3 - Deh K'e IlΦ (River Place One) - (n=0) - not included 

Historic Athapaskan campsite with scrap metal litter. Not included 

 

KeVe-1 - Fort Selkirk - (n=0) - not included 

Historic fort, little description in the site files. There is a small prehistoric component 

(collected from nearby riverbank) but there is no mention of metal coming from this component, 

and none were examined. 
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KfJm-32 - Meliadine 2 - (n=0) - tentatively excluded 

Although I haven’t seen any metal reported from Meliadine 2, I want to look at Clark 1977 

before ruling this site out completely because of it’s association with Meliadine (on a low bank 

across the Meliadine river from KfJm-3). 

 

KiJi-3 - Igluligardjuk - (n=3 iron, n=0 copper) - not included 

Igluligardjuk seems to be an interesting site related to larger patterns of Thule and Inuit 

metallurgy, but does not contain any copper specifically. It is one of the NW Hudsons Bay sites 

reference by McCartney and Mack (1973) when discussing the use of multiple metals (native 

copper, meteoric iron, Norse trade metals, and Euro-Canadian trade metals). The site should still 

be considered as part of the larger context for other sites along the Hudson Bay coast, 

particularly regarding the form copper technologies take in the presence of other options for 

metal raw material sources. 

 

KjNb-6 - Junction - (n=1) - tentatively excluded (protohistoric Late 

Taltheilei/Chipewyan transition?) 

The Junction site was used by Franklin et al (1981), who included one copper object from the 

site in their study. They list the site as a stratified prehistoric caribou intercept camp, Late 

Taltheilei tradition, Chipewyan. They give it an age estimate of 200-300 BP (although I don’t 

know what they used to make this determination). This info was drawn from Gordon (1977) - 

Chipewyan Prehistory (In Prehistory of the North American Subarctic: the Athapaskan Question, 

eds. Helmer, VanDyke, and Kense). Franklin states that Gordon “notes the presence of copper 

tools in late Taltheilei context. A copper awl is illustrated in plate 8.” This refers to Gordon 1977 

in general, of which KjNb-6 is only a part. The site files state that the “collection includes copper 

artifacts, bone, and metal.” The use of plural suggests multiple artifacts, but Franklin only used 

the one reference in Gordon 1977. Copper from the site is discussed in Gordon (1996:81 Table 

4.102c; Gordon 1996:82) as being Late Talteilei in context, but being an awl (KjNb-6:36-1) 

made from a fragment of Hudson’s Bay Company copper trade kettle. Further work needs to 

be done to rule this site in or out. 

 

KkDo-1 - Peale Point - (n=0 native copper, n=3 iron) - not included 

Similar to how KiJi-3 represents the broader context of multiple types of metal sources and 

how they may influence native copper technologies along the NW coast of Hudsons Bay, KkDo-

1 may serve a similar purpose for Southern Baffin Island. Peale Point is listed in McCartney 

(1988) as having 3 iron objects and no copper objects. Therefore, it’s good to keep an eye on for 

context, but it will not be included directly. 

 

KlJe-2 - Kogiagotlik;Inuksivit North;Inuksivik North - (n=0) - not included 

KlJe-2 was included as part of McCartney and Mack’s (1973) ‘Iron Eskimos’ paper, which 

was why it was included in the site files. However, it is designated as historic European brass, so 

there is no reason to include it in this study. 

 

LaNl-2 - Thanakoie / Thanakoie Narrows - (n=0) - excluded 

According to Gordon (1996:41, Table 3.8a), the only metal at LaNl-2 is steel fragments from 

Historic Dene context. 
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LcPc-7 - Windy Point Site - (n=?) - tentatively exclude 

The Windy Point Site (type site for the Windy Point Complex - ca. AD 300-500 - Noble 

1971), is very tentatively excluded. Site files from PWNHC state that the collection from the site 

contains ‘metal artifacts’, but does not go into greater detail. I have not seen these objects or any 

description of them in the literature beyond what is in the site files. This alone is not conclusive, 

but the site is also radiocarbon dated to 1230 +/- 180 BP (GAK-1866) reported in Noble (1971) 

and Gordon (1996) as part of defining the Windy Point Complex and Late Taltheilei, 

respectively. It should be noted that this date context is a TPQ from a forest fire that post dates 

the occupation strata. The PWNHC site files call the site Late Taltheilei, which Gordon (1996) 

defines as ranging between 200 -1300 BP. Because I do not know of any other possible source 

for metal other than native copper at 1230 BP, I tentatively assume that these objects are native 

copper. This only holds because I haven’t seen any mention of historic components related to the 

site, and may change if there are historic objects here. I will likely need the excavation reports to 

determine this one conclusively. 

LcPd-7 - Beaver - (n=2) - excluded 

The Beaver site is likely historic Athapaskan. Two objects were examined, both of which 

appear to be fashioned from sheet copper, including a rolled copper bead on a piece of cordage 

(side note - it would be interesting to try and date the cordage). Although the pXRF seemed to 

have a clean signal, these objects are excluded unless proven otherwise. The site files also report 

blue glass trade beads and iron banglers in the collected items. Noble (1971) includes this site in 

the Reliance Complex, the Protohistoric Late Talthelei/Yellowknives Dene. 

LcRq-2 - Stewart Lake - (n=0) tentatively excluded 

Stewart Lake is a Late Prehistoric site in the Mackenzie Valley, investigated by Cinq-Mars 

(1971, 1973) and further assessed as Late Prehistoric (along with immediately adjacent LcRq-1 

and nearby LcRq-3) (Morrison 1984). It is a single component buried site that post-dates a tephra 

layer that is assumed to be the White River Ash. It was further investigated in 2003 by D. Hanna. 

The site files report that the collection contains metal, but there are no details concerning the 

type or context of the metal. It is also unclear whether the metal from the collection was from the 

original Cinq-Mars collection (which may have contributed to the Late Prehistoric designation 

by Cinq-Mars and Morrison) or if it is from the Hanna collection, which may change earlier 

designations from Late Prehistoric to Protohistoric if the metal is trade goods. Site files need to 

be examined to understand this further. ***If the site does end up being Late prehistoric and 

the metal is native copper, this would be an important example of native copper in the 

Mackenzie Valley - designated by Morrison (1984) as the Mackenzie River Valley south of 

the Delta (so excluding Inuit and Gwich’in) and excluding Great Bear and Great Slave 

Lakes.*** 

 

LhRk-4 - Fort Franklin - (n=0) - not included 

LhRk-4 is the site of a winter encampment of one of the Franklin expeditions, and the copper 

examined there was a historic, Euro-produced awl. The site is worth noting the reasons for 

exclusion because site files record that there is evidence of significant prehistoric occupation, 

although it is unclear if this has been investigated to any extent. Also noted this was an excellent 

fishing location. 
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Sites from Cumberland Sound (LlDj-1, LlDv-5, MaDg—2, MaDv-11, MbDj-1) Southern 

Baffin Island - not included 

A number of sites from Cumberland Sound are included in the original database for a variety 

of reasons. These include MbDj-1 and LlDj-1 because McCartney (1988), citing Schledermann 

(1975) identified 4 iron objects, LlDv-5 and MaDv-11 because shotgun casings were identified 

in collections searches with ‘copper’, and MaDg-2 because a ‘copper strip’ was identified during 

collections searches that was historic and Euro-Canadian in origin. For these reasons, these sites 

are now excluded after further detailed review. This is significant, because this effectively 

removes any potential instances of native copper from Cumberland Sound, Southern 

Baffin Island that I am aware of. 

 

Cumberland Sound Addendum (MbDc-1, MbDg-1, MbDj-1) - not included 

All of the objects from these three sites that were located through collections searches were 

either obviously of historic origin when examined, or had obvious historic signatures when 

analyzed with pXRF (in particular spikes in lead in many of the MbDj-1 objects). The object 

from MbDc-1 (MbDc-1:91 - ‘copper shell’) was missing and could not be examined. However, 

site file descriptions say the site was likely occupied until the 1800s, and the only object that 

comes to mind that fits the description of ‘copper shell’ is a shotgun shell casing. The exclusion 

of these 3 sites reinforces the lack of native copper in Cumberland Sound. 

 

 

MbRo-2 - unknown name - (n=0) - not included 

MbRo-2 has relatively little information about it. The site files classify the site as 

indeterminate cultural context, and is a scatter that contains some ‘metal’. No objects were 

examined at either institution, and there are no listed mentions of the site in the literature.  

 

MbTb-5 - unknown name - (n=1) - not included 

MbTb-5 is a single occupation, protohistoric context site according to the site files, based on 

the presence of a ‘white seed bead’ as well as the presence of the copper bead/tinkler that I 

examined. The pXRF for this object returned a historic signal, supporting the original 

designation by the PI. 

MbTc-1 - no name - (n=0) - not included 

No information from the site files, it seems like this site was added by me at a later date for 

an unknown reason. No objects were examined. The only mention in the literature that I know of 

is in Morrison (1984), describing MacNeish (1953:31), characterizing the site as donated antler 

arrowhead from the Fort Good Hope Ramparts area. 

 

MbTc-6 - no name - (n=1) - not included 

MbTc-6 is an Indigenous historic site that contained a piece of European sheet copper. The 

context of the site was a teepee ring, with remnants of the teepee poles, so this site is far to 

recent. PXRF was taken, and I believe had a historic signal. 

 

McPw-1 - no name - (n=0) - not included 

Indigenous historic, recent site with ‘metal’ scatter. No objects examined by me. 
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McRa-5 - no name - (n=0?) - excluded 

McRa-5 seems to be very similar to McRa-4 in description in the site files, except that it is a 

scatter including ‘lithic and metal’ instead of ‘lithic and copper’. The site is also classified as 

indeterminate instead of prehistoric. Because Clark was the PI on this as well, and was 

documented on the same field season as McRa-4, the recording of ‘metal’ instead of ‘native 

copper,’ I am assuming that the metal was of a historic nature rather than native copper, and was 

used in the determination of prehistoric vs historic.  

 

MdRh-3 - no name - (n=2) - tentatively excluded 

MdRh-3 is a slightly confusing case, because site files list it as a prehistoric lithic scatter, but 

Clark (1978:237 - Table 6.3; 240 - Fig. 6.32D) categorizes 2 finely made copper spear points 

(MdRh-3:8&9) as “Forged, copper alloy, an item mass-produced for fur trade” (Clark 1978:237 - 

Table 6.3) under the heading ‘European artifacts, and objects made of imported material’, 

subheading ‘Modified by or produced for Indigenous culture’. Unfortunately, I don’t have any 

notes on what the XRF signal looked like, but I should definitely double check the XRF before 

completely excluding these, as copper alloys should be obvious in the XRF data. I would also 

like some more information on the production of forged copper alloy spear points mass produced 

for the fur trade, as Clark (1978) references. However, until definitive evidence to prove 

otherwise, I have no reason to doubt Clark’s (1978) assessment. Further complicating matters, 

the site files list the collection as containing “Flakes, microblades, spear points. Native copper”. 

The distinguishing between spear points and native copper makes me wonder if there are other 

native copper objects (I.e. Small debitage that was not mentioned), but Clark (1978:132 - Table 

4.26) does not list any objects for MdRh-3 under the Table of ‘[Presumably Native] Copper 

Artifacts and Pieces’ and no other objects were identified in collections searches. I should also 

keep an eye out for any other examples of similar points around Great Bear Lake, and what their 

context is. 

 

MdRh-6 - no name - (n=0) - excluded 

Likely included based on site records search - notes include ‘a mix of lithic and non-

aboriginal metal artifacts.’ No objects were examined by me, so I assume these objects are not 

copper and are historic in origin. 

 

MiTu-1 - no name - (n=1) - tentatively exclude 

Morrison (1984) and MacNeish (1953) report antler knife handle with copper rivets 

(illustrated Morrison 1984:207 - Fig 10 - F). Morrison (1984) calls this site early historic from 

the presence of an iron-endblade and bone pipe-stem. This site was identified through literature 

search (Morrison 1984), so I don’t have XRF data on the copper rivets, and I don’t have any 

updated site file information. Morrison (1984) raises the question if the site is single component 

or multicomponent, which would change the decision to exclude it. I have requested Macneish’s 

(1953) original publication to try and discern more. 

 

MiTr-1 - no name - (n=16) - excluded 

MiTr-1 was first recorded by MacNeish (1953) and was included in Morrison (1984). All the 

objects I examined were obviously historic (including buttons, pot lids, rifle cartridges, etc.).  
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MiVd-1 - no name - (n=1) - tentatively excluded 

MiVd-1 was identified through collections search. The object looks like historic sheet, but 

came back with a clean XRF signal on first inspection. Unless the final XRF analysis says 

otherwise, this should be excluded. 

 

MjRq-6 - (n=1) - no name - excluded 

MjRq-6 contained an obviously historic sheet metal fragment, and is classified as Indigenous 

historic. Excluded 

 

MjTp-8 - no name - (n=1) - excluded 

Object from this site was a ‘copper/brass’ trade kettle. Excluded 

 

MjVi-1 - no name - (n=1) - excluded 

Copper percussion cap - obvious historic 

 

MjVk-6 - no name (n=0) - excluded 

Lichen stained bone - XRF on stain had no copper peak. 

 

MlLi-3 - no name - (n=1) - exclude 

MlLi-3 was classified as an Indigenous historic site, and the only copper object examined 

was an obvious historic sheet copper fragment - not shot with XRF. 

 

MlPj-2 - Naliqaq - (n=6) - tentatively exclude (but don’t get rid of completely)- 

protohistoric 

MlPj-2 is going to excluded from the main analysis because it is classified as protohistoric by 

Morrison (1981). However, it should not be excluded entirely, because of the way Morrison 

defines protohistoric, which I agree with - Morrison 1981:262 –“ Sites such as Naliqaq [MlPj-2] 

provide significant information on Copper Inuit culture as it existed prior to the twentieth 

century. Explorers such as Hearne, and the Royal Navy expeditions which followed, may have 

ushered in the historic period in the strict sense of the term. However, their influence was 

negligible or at most indirect, and their ethnographic descriptions are scanty to non-existent. 

Given the evidence from this past season’s work it is proposed that the term “Protohistoric” be 

expanded slightly, to cover the period from the first limited appearance of European trade goods 

sometime in the eighteenth century (see Hearne 1958:110) to the full historic period, inaugurated 

in the first decade of this century by men such as Klengenberg, Mogg, Hanbury, and Stefansson.” 

The problem with implementing this definition is that defining the protohistoric period between 

initial contact and sustained contact still includes potential metal acquisition from British Navy 

expeditions and other sporadic contacts, which would have an effect on the technological 

systems in place. However, depending on whether the context was early or late protohistoric, it 

may still have been more beneficial to rely on existing copper sources, particularly in source 

regions. Examples of this likely include the protohistoric component of MkPk-3 and possibly 

MlPj-2, because of what appears to be continued use of native copper into the protohistoric 

period. This is supported by all of the ethnohistoric accounts from the late 19th and early 20th 

centuries compiled by early anthropologists and geologists of Indigenous knowledge of local 

copper geological sources. 
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MLZ-00050 

Included from AK-YK database 

 

MMK-00004 

Included from AK-YK database 

 

NAK-00015  

Included from AK-YK database 

 

NaLi-13 - no name - (n=1) - excluded 

NaLi-13 is excluded because the artifact is a wood fragment with copper and iron nails, and 

the site files list the site as indeterminate cultural context. It was obviously historic to the point I 

didn’t record the objects during collections searches. Collected by Savelle 1981 

 

NaLj-3 - no name (n=1) - excluded 

NaLj-3 NaLi-13 is excluded because the artifact is a wood fragment with 4 copper nails, and 

the site files list the site as indeterminate cultural context. It was obviously historic to the point I 

didn’t record the objects during collections searches. Collected by Savelle 1981 

 

NcRd-1, NcRd-2, NcRe-1, NeRc-2, NeRc-3, NfNd-1, NfRc-1, NfRg-1 - Hornaday River 

Sites and other ‘Copper Inuit’ sites (n=0) - exclude 

I believe these sites were included because the site files search returned ‘Copper Inuit’ when 

searching for copper. There is no mention of metals in any of the site descriptions, and I have not 

examined any objects from any of these sites. They are a mix of prehistoric and Indigenous 

historic sites. 

 

NcVj-7 - Black Fox Creek Fence No. 1 - (n=0) - exclude 

Site is Indigenous historic, includes ‘copper pot’ in notes. No objects examined. 

 

NdTs-1 - Bombardier Channel - (n=3) - exclude 

Bombardier Channel is listed as a 19th century Inuvialuit site in the site files. There are 

several metal objects, all trade copper and iron, including a nice harpoon head with a trade iron 

endblade and rivet which are interesting in their own right, but not relevant to this study. 

 

NgNc-1, NgNc-4, NgRd-2 - (n=0) - exclude 

Not sure why these are here. NgNc-4 is listed in my lit search, but has no mention of what 

article it was referenced in. Both NgNc-4 and NgRd-2 are listed as ‘Copper Inuit’ in the site files, 

which is likely what included them. Both are Indigenous historic. NgNc-1 is listed as prehistoric 

(ASTt, Dorset, Thule), but has no mention of copper in the site files, is not listed in my lit search, 

and is not listed in the collections search, and therefore has no objects I have examined. 

 

NgTi-1 - no name - (n=10) - tentatively exclude 

Almost all of the objects I examined appear to be historic in origin. Identified in collections 

search, so I dont have the site files. Several objects appeared to have a relatively clean pXRF 

signal, but appeared to be historic sheet copper. Another object was an antler handle with copper 

rivet, but also staining from what turned out to be an iron blade based on pXRF of the blade slot 
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stain. The object with the copper rivet looks familiar, but I haven’t been able to locate it in any 

articles yet (all objects were collected by Morrison in 1985 and 1986). Unless this turns out to be 

a multicomponent site with obvious prehistoric copper, this one should be excluded. 

 

NgTi-2 - Grassy Point - (n=0) - exclude 

Indigenous historic Inuvialuit house with iron stove in situ. 

 

NgTt-4 - no name - (n=7) - exclude 

Did not get any site files for this one. Seven objects located during collections search - all 

historic copper sheet. 

 

NhRc-2 - exclude 

‘Copper Inuit’ in site description, no objects examined and no mentions of copper found in 

literature, site files, or collections search. 

 

NhRi-2 - exclude 

Indigenous historic, iron stove pieces in site files search. 

 

NiNg-17 - Cadfael - n=0 - exclude 

NiNg-17 is a multicompnent Dorset/Thule/Copper Inuit site. I believe it was included in the 

list because the site files reference a ‘Copper Inuit snowgoggle’. No mention was made in the 

site files or in Taylor 1967 of any copper objects. 

 

NiRf-2, NiRf-5, NiRf-6 - Brock River sites - n=0 - exclude 

These site appear to have been included because they include the phrase “Copper Inuit” that 

was returned during key word searches. No objects from these sites were examined, and no 

mention of copper objects was made in the site files. 

 

NiRi-1 - Brock River No. 9 - (n=?) - exclude 

No copper objects were identified for this site in the collections. Site files report this as an 

Indigenous historic site, either Copper Inuit or Inuvialuit. The site was listed because the site 

files report that “Scraps of wood and iron date it to the historic period. Some caribou bones were 

found which hint at one activity of this site. No major features were found on the west shore of 

this lake (N6930, W1224715) where previously Joe Thrasher found some old copper blades”. It 

is therefore unclear whether the “old copper blades” actually were associated with this site or if 

they were just ‘nearby’. Regardless, they have poor provenience, no information, and have not 

been examined. The coordinates for the ‘west shore of the lake’ where the copper blades were 

reported do not match the coordinates for this site. 

 

NjRc-18 - n=0 - not included 

Investigated as a part of the 1990 Archaeological Survey of Proposed National Park Lands in 

Vicinity of Bluenose Lake, N.W.T. Part of the site file lists the site as a Copper Inuit site, but 

there is no actual mention of copper artifacts. No objects were identified in the collections 

search. 
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NjRc-19 - n=0 - not included 

Investigated as a part of the 1990 Archaeological Survey of Proposed National Park Lands in 

Vicinity of Bluenose Lake, N.W.T. Part of the site file lists the site as a Copper Inuit site, but 

there is no actual mention of copper artifacts. No objects were identified in the collections 

search. 

 

NjTm-1 - n=0 - excluded 

Inuvialuit Indigenous historic site. Copper pot fragments found - thats what triggered the 

collection search. 

 

NjTo-8 - no name - n=0 - excluded 

Inuvialuit log grave. listed as prehistoric in the site files. Mentions that a ‘metal tool’ was 

observed, but not collected. Not sure if its copper or some historic metal and the prehistoric 

designation is in error. No further info and no object to examine, so Im excluding it. 

NkLv-1 - no name - n=0 - excluded 

Site is large, with over 200 stone features. Site files record that “at least part of the site is 

likely Thule or Proto-Copper Inuit” which I think set off the site files search. No objects were 

examined from the collection, and no mention of actual copper objects is made in the site files. 

 

NkTc-8 - no name - n=0 - tentatively exclude 

investigated by LeBlanc in 1986 as part of NOGAP. recorded in site files as prehistoric 

Inuvialuit. site files include the description of an object described as a “drill with an embedded 

metal tip”, but this object was not located in collections files or examined. The description of the 

site also mentions “a rusted sheet of iron eroding out of the bank”. I should still request the 

investigation report, but the site will be excluded unless there is an explicit mention of copper in 

the report, because there is none in the site files. 

 

NlJm-30 - no name - n=1 - exclude 

Object identified in collection search as “copper nail” but was not physically located. no site 

file info, but if the object is described as a nail I’m calling it historic. 

 

NlTk-2 - no name - n=11 - tentatively excluded 

Site was investigated by Bryan Gordon in 1969 and 1970. I have no information about the 

site, but there are 11 objects, many of which are obviously historic items. However, I would like 

some more definite site information before ruling them all out, in case this happens to be a 

multicomponent site because some of the objects could hypothetically be prehistoric. XRF data 

will be important here. Of particular note is NlTk-2:1-350 - a copper endblade with rivet hole. 

 

OaJk-7 - no name - n=2 - exclude 

Although the site files list this site as Thule context, the objects that were examined were 

historic in nature (2 fragments of copper pipe). Site was investigated by Savelle in 1982. 

 

OaJl-3 - no name - n=1 - exclude 

Site investigated by Savelle in 1982. Multi-component site - Thule, Historic Inuit, Modern 

Inuit. Site files read - “Three tent rings and two burials (Historic/Recent), one large cache/burial 

(?) (possibly Thule), and ten boulder caches (all Recent). One isolated piece of sheet copper was 
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collected.” Artifact was noted as looking historic in my notes. Pictures were supposedly taken, 

but can’t be located. 

 

OaRw-3 - Rita Claire - n=0 - exclude 

3 objects from this site were examined, all of them iron. Site dates from late PreContact 

period through 19th century. Since no copper was examined, this site is not included in the 

analysis. 

 

OaTi-2 - no name - n=0 - exclude 

From the site files - a historic period Inuit occupation in the Delta, with a strong European 

influence in design and artifacts. No objects collected. I’m not sure why this site was included in 

the first place, since no objects were examined and no mention of copper is made in the site files. 

 

OdPe-1, OdPe-2, OdPe-5 

Misreading of OdPc in Franklin et al 1981, see above for OdPc sites 

 

OdPn-1, OdPo-1, OdPo-2, OdPo-3, OdPo-5, OdPo-7, OdPo-8 - excluded 

Most appear to be the results of helicopter surveys (Hickey and Le Meoul 1982), and don’t 

have physical collections. All are assumed to by ‘Copper Inuit’, which is likely why they showed 

up in my site search.  

 

OdPq-8 - Pitutaq A/B - n=0 - exclude 

No objects examined from this site. No mention of copper objects in site description. Site 

listed as Pre-Dorset and Copper Inuit. Likely on the list because of “copper” search returning 

“Copper Inuit” 

 

OdTa-# (unknown site) - n=1 (IX-D-154) - tentatively exclude 

This is from one of those early, pre-Borden collections, and there is not a good provenience 

on what site it came from. Recorded as being from a grave on Cape Bathurst. presence of iron 

rivet and lack of good context makes this not very useful. Exclude unless XRF shows native 

copper and meteoritic iron. 

 

OePe-5, OePp-1, OePp-2, OePe-15, OePe-19, OePp-3, OePr-10, OePr-18, OePr-6, OePr-

9, OfPp-1, OfPt-2, OfPt-4, OgPk-1, OgPk-2, OgPl-2, OgPl-4, OgPs-2, OhPf-1 

All excluded. Most are helicopter survey, but a few are ground survey. All are affiliated with 

“Copper Inuit” or have the term in their notes, but none of the notes mention any copper 

artifacts. A few pieces of iron are mentioned, and at least one instance of “no metal, but artifacts 

that hint at metal use” (OePe-19). None of these sites had copper objects that showed up in 

artifact collections. 

 

OhPj-1, OhPj-2, OhPn-3 - exclude 

Site records search flagged these for “Copper Inuit” but no copper objects were mentioned or 

seen from collections. OhPn-3 was recorded as having an iron knife. 

 

OhPo-2 - exclude 

Collections search returned a ‘nodule of chalcopyrite and copper’ that turned out to be iron. 
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OhPq-1 - Niaksonahuk - n-0 - exclude 

Search return for “copper Inuit” - Modern hunting camp with older tent rings nearby. No 

objects examined. 

 

OiPq-1 - Headland; Cliff Head - n=1 - exclude 

British Naval metal, exclude. 

 

OjPq-1 - no name - n=0 - exclude 

Iron and tin sheet metal artifact. Exclude 

 

OjPr-1, OjPr-10, OjPr-2, OjPr-3, OjPr-4, OjPr-5, OjPr-6, OjPr-7, OjPr-9, OjPs-1, 

OjRj-1 - exclude 

All are ‘Copper Inuit” sites, but no objects were examined from these, and no mention of 

copper artifacts was made in any site descriptions. Many observed from air only. 

 

OkFr-1 - no name - n=2 - exclude 

Historic trade copper - exclude. Site is listed as undetermined cultural period, consists of 

semi-subterranean house, fox trap, tent ring, wier, and burial. No copper (or other metal) objects 

mentioned in site description. 

 

OkPr-1, OkPr-2, OkRn-2 - exclude 

No objects examined from collections. Site records include “copper Inuit” but no mention of 

copper objects. 

 

OlJt-2 - Levesque Harbor - n=0 - exclude 

The Levesque Harbor site is included in McCartney 1988 and Van Stone 1962. McCartney 

1988 records that it has one piece of iron, but no copper objects. Exclude. 

 

OlPr-1 - exclude 

No objects from collections examined. Site records include “copper inuit” but no mention of 

copper objects. observed from air. exclude. 

 

PaJs-13 - no name - n=0 - exclude 

PaJs-13 was identified in a lit search, but is only listed as having a knife handle with an iron 

blade. Object examined at PWNHC, iron confirmed, and iron remnants in second slot confirmed 

with XRF. 

 

PaPr-2, PaPt-5, PbPs-1 - exclude 

site records include “copper inuit” but no mention of copper objects. No copper objects 

examined. sites observed from air only. exclude 

 

PeJl-2 - no name - n=1 - exclude 

Historic/contemporary campsite with ‘copper container rim fragment’. 

 

PeJm-1 - no name - n=1 - exclude 

Nail. Exclude. 
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PfPr-1, PfPw-4, PfPw-5 - exclude 

Site records contain “Copper inuit” but have no mention of copper objects. No copper objects 

located or examined in collections. Exclude. 

 

PgHb-3 - Arnakadlak - n=2? - tentatively exclude 

I don’t have the site records for this site. One object - a bone arrow point with broken copper 

blade and copper rivet - was examined from collections. It is also possible that the ulu handle in 

the PgHb-1 collection actually belongs in PgHb-3 (and is labeled as such). This object appears 

like it could be sheet metal, so with no other contextual information I am going to exclude it. 

Collected by Mary-Rouseliere in 1965. 

 

PhPo-6 - Kenegegana - n=0 - exclude 

Site records contain “Copper Inuit” but no mention of copper objects. No objects found in 

collections. Exclude. 

 

PjRa-18 (Kuptana) - n=? - exclude 

Historic Copper Inuit site associated with McClure’s Depot at Mercy Bay, Banks Island. 

From site records - “A very large site containing 120 caches (distributed around NE and S. 

outcrops), 40 plus tent rings (many have been partionally dismantled - 40 are distinct), many 

artifacts and fragments of Royal Navy goods from McClure's depot at Mercy Bay, and the 

remains of hundreds of muskoxen and other animals. More than half (southern portion) has been 

completely mapped and entered into computer. Large portions of southern area have been 

excavated, as have 17 tent rings in northern portion. In the southern area 18,000 artifacts bones 

and structural rocks were plotted. Copper, leather and textiles were found. Spring and fall 

occupation camp. The site had not been touched previously. Complex in terms of sequential 

occupation.” 

No objects were examined from this collection, and so I am unable to tell what the copper in 

the site description references (native or trade). Because of the historic nature of the site, I would 

tend to assume this is trade/shipwreck metal, and will exclude the site unless this is otherwise 

disproven. 

 

PlRa-2 - Promontory - n=0 - exclude 

No objects examined, and no copper objects mentioned in site records. Site records search 

found ‘Copper Inuit’. exclude. 

 

PSM-00074, PSM-00378 

Included from Alaska files. 

 

QaLi-1 - no name - n=1 - exclude 

Historic campsite, copper nails (used as rivets?). From site records - “10 tent rings with 

associated historic artifacts of rope, copper nails, bits and pieces of wood.” 

 

QaPv-1, QaPv-2, QaPv-6 (HMS Investigator shipwreck) - exclude 

One object examined from QaPv-1 (McClure’s Cache) that is a iron bladed knife with a 

copper rivet. Obviously associated with HMS investigator wreck and the rest of the North Banks 
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Island salvage sites. No good XRF on this because it is an articulated rivet. The other sites had 

no objects that were examined, but were also related to the wreck. QaPv-6 is the wreck itself. 

Could be interesting work done in the future on the distribution of salvaged metal coming from 

the wreck and being redistributed, but beyond the scope of this work. 

 

QaPx-1 - Ikahut - n=0 - exclude 

No objects examined. “Copper Inuit” returned in records search. exclude 

 

QdHh-12 - no name - n=0 - exclude 

Terne Plating (slavaged from shipwreck) - no copper - exclude. 

 

QdJs-1 - no name - n=0 - exclude 

Although this site has ASTt and Dorset phases, the only metal is a sheet of repurposed terne 

plating fashioned into a crude knife blade. Also a missing piece of ‘perforated copper’ that the 

records call historic. exclude 

 

QeJj-2 - no name - n=1 - exclude 

From collections records - “wood fragment with copper nails” - not located or examined. Site 

records indicate both Thule and European affiliations, but all metal seems to be European. 

 

QeJv-6, QeJv-29 - exclude 

Historic sites, obvious trade/salvage materials, exclude. 

 

RbJr-2 - Porden Point - n=0 - exclude 

This site is an early Dorset/Independence II site. There is no mention of copper in the site 

records and none were examined from the collection. It was likely included in the sites pulled 

because McCartney 1988 reference the ‘Porden Point’ site as having 1 piece of copper, although 

this likely refers to RbJr-1 (Porden Point Brook Village), which has copper that was examined 

from Thule context, which is what McCartney classifies the site as. 

 

RbJr-4 - Porden Point Pond Village - n=0 - exclude 

This site is Thule. There is no mention of copper in the site records and none were examined 

from the collection. It was likely included in the sites pulled because McCartney 1988 reference 

the ‘Porden Point’ site as having 1 piece of copper, although this likely refers to RbJr-1 (Porden 

Point Brook Village). Park 1983 includes several pieces of iron from this site, but no mention of 

copper. 

 

SEL-00001, SEL-000041, SEL-00079, SEW-00056, SEW-00072, SEW-00077, SEW-

00081, SEW-00214, SEW-00488 

included from Alaska files 

 

SgFn-9 - Fort Juliana - n=1 - exclude 

object is a copper bucket from the 1899 Sverdup expedition. From site records - “Camp of 

Otto Sverdrup 1898-99. Doctor died here. Carried back to ship in Fram Harbour. (Schldermann). 

In 1980, Magor reports: Sites related to 2nd Fram Expediton (O. Sverdrup) 1898-1902. Stone 

circle on raised beaches where walrus meat cached. Tent platform of ''Fort Juliana'', etablished 
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Sept 1898- and where Johan Sundsen (? see site form spelling) died by suicide in June 1899. 

Tent platform & dimensions well preserved. Numerous surface artifacts including glass and 

metal fragments, buttons, squared nails, etc. in immediate vicinity. Photographed. See especially, 

Sverdrup 1904, Plate Vol I, p. 52. (Magor site form).” 
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